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ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONS

ABL  ablativ e
ABS  absolutive
Acc  accusative
adv  adverb
A.I.A.S.  Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies
ALL  allative
A.N.U.  Australian National University
B  brother or brother's
C  catalyst
C  consonant
CLC  clitic
CONT  continuative
D  daughter or daughter's
Dat  dative of bound pronoun
DAT  dative of noun or free pronoun
DO  direct object
Du  dual
E  elder (of sibling)
ER  extended reflexive
ERG  ergative
F  father or father's
GEN  genitive
H  husband or husband's
HORT  hortative
IMP  imperative
INST  instrumental
int  intransitive
IO  indirect object
IRR  irrealis
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loc</td>
<td>locational (of bound pronoun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>locative (of noun and free pronoun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>middle voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>mother or mother's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Njininj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARR</td>
<td>narrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>nominative (of bound pronoun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>noun phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj</td>
<td>object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oi</td>
<td>intransitive object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ot</td>
<td>transitive object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pl</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT</td>
<td>potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prev</td>
<td>preverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURP</td>
<td>purposive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDP</td>
<td>reduplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>son or son's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sg</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>intransitive subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St</td>
<td>transitive subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subj</td>
<td>subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBD</td>
<td>verb (of) bid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>verb complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCint</td>
<td>intransitive verb complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCtr</td>
<td>transitive verb complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vint</td>
<td>intransitive verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vtr</td>
<td>transitive verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Wawarl dialect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>wife or wife's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>younger (of sibling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>sister or sister's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>first person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>second person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>third person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case labels in all capital letters, e.g. DATIVE and DAT, refer to nouns and free pronouns, while case labels whose first letter only is capitalised, e.g. Dative and Dat, refer to bound pronouns.
The absolutive case is phonologically zero. It is occasionally indicated by $\emptyset$ and ABS, but in most instances it is not indicated at all.

The writer has avoided using footnotes. Anything in the nature of a footnote has been included in the main text, typed in single spacing. In contrast, the main text is in one and a half spacing.
The present work is a revision of the writer's Ph.D. thesis for Monash University (Tsunoda 1978). It is a synchronic description of the Djaru language, Kimberley, Western Australia. The summary of the content is as follows:

Chapter 1 deals with the linguistic type of Djaru in the Australian perspective; the similarities and differences between Djaru and surrounding languages; and dialectal variations within Djaru. It then deals with cultural background and various styles of speech. And finally, there are accounts of the recent history of the tribe, present situation and previous works done on Djaru.

Chapter 2 is a description of Djaru phonology; in particular, phonemics and phonotactics. It also includes discussions of problems in the phonological analysis of Djaru; for example, a problem concerning phonetically zero sem-vowel phonemes.

Chapter 3 sets up seven word classes for Djaru, and gives a brief account of the semantic contents of open classes. It then has descriptions of the declension of nouns, free and bound pronouns, preverbs and adverbs; and conjugation of verbs. While nouns and free pronouns have an absolutive-ergative declension, bound pronouns have a nominative-accusative declension. Bound pronouns crossreference a noun (or free pronoun), and play a very important role in syntax and discourse. The morpho-syntax of preverbs is quite peculiar; it is in view of this that preverb is set up as a distinct word class.

Chapter 4 is a discussion of syntax. It begins with accounts of noun phrases and verb complexes. It then gives basic sentence types. Chapter 4 then establishes nine sentence parts (or grammatical relations) for Djaru; these are mainly based on the correspondence between the case marking of nouns and free pronouns on the one hand and that of bound pronouns on the other. Morpho-syntax of bound pronouns is discussed in some detail. In particular, restrictions on the occurrence
of bound pronouns are investigated. This chapter also includes discussions of two types of 'subordinate' clauses and constructions involving verbids (non-finite verbs). The syntax of preverbs is then given; preverbs can occur independently, with a case ending (like nouns) and they can also occur in verb complexes together with verbs. Chapter 4 then gives a considerably detailed discussion of the expressions of possession, paying careful attention to the behaviour of bound pronouns. This chapter ends with accounts of adverbs of modality; clitics, word order and interjections. Points from this chapter indicate that the Djaru syntax is primarily nominative-accusative in spite of the absolutive-ergative declension of nouns and free pronouns.

Chapter 5 briefly deals with the avoidance language. The avoidance language is different from the ordinary language in only two respects: the use of a plural instead of a singular pronoun and the use of a special, 'avoidance verb'.

Chapter 6 gives accounts of word formation. Reduplication, compounding and the use of stem-forming suffixes are the three important processes here. The words for cardinal directions, 'up' and 'down' have very complicated and unusual morphologies.

This work also contains three selected Djaru stories, together with grammatical notes and translations.

Aspects of Djaru grammar are also discussed in Tsunoda 1980a, 1980b, 1980c, 1981, forthcoming-a, forthcoming-b and forthcoming-c. It is planned to compile a dictionary of Djaru, and to write sketchy grammars and vocabularies of the three neighbouring languages, Malngin, Wandjira and Ngardi.

It would have been desirable to rewrite the present work using practical orthography — particularly, in order for it to be accessible to non-linguists. Unfortunately, however, the limited amount of time available did not allow the writer to do this.

Nagoya, March 1980
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CHAPTER 1

THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS

1.1. Linguistic Type

Djaru belongs to the Pama-Nyungan family, which comprises the majority of Australian languages. It then belongs to a fairly homogeneous group of languages that occupy most of the central-western part of the continent; these languages are sometimes loosely called 'of the Western Desert type'. Djaru is thus a typically Australian and a typically Pama-Nyungan language. (For general surveys of Australian languages, see Capell 1956, O'Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin 1966, Oates and Oates 1970, Wurm 1972, Dixon 1972 and Blake 1977.)

The Djaru phoneme inventory contains five stops and corresponding nasals (bilabial, apico-alveolar, laminal, retroflex and dorso-velar); three laterals (apico-alveolar, laminal and retroflex); two rhotics (a flap/trill and a retroflex continuant); two rhotics (a flap/trill and a retroflex continuant); two semi-vowels; and three vowels. Stop voicing, pitch and stress are phonologically nondistinctive. Words begin with a consonant or semi-vowel. Medially there are a large number of disconsonantal and triconsonantal clusters. Words can end in any phoneme except for the semi-vowels. Word-finally there are also some disconsonantal clusters. Most of the words are disyllabic or longer.

Morphological processes are almost entirely agglutinative.

Seven word classes can be set up - noun, free pronoun, adverb, preverb, verb, particle (conjunction and catalyst) and interjection. There are also pronominal clitics (referred to as bound pronouns as against free pronouns), with cross-referencing function (Bloomfield 1935:193) showing person, number and case. They are primarily suffixed to catalysts.
Free and bound pronouns distinguish three persons (first, second and third) and three numbers (singular, dual and plural). Non-singular first person pronouns have an inclusive/exclusive distinction.

Nouns generally do not distinguish number. (But, the dual form can be made, for any noun, using a derivational suffix - 6.2.1.-[19]. Some nouns have a plural form - 6.2.2.) Nouns also have no gender classes. Nor do they specify definiteness/indefiniteness (the English translations given for Djaru sentences are sometimes fairly arbitrary as regards this).

Djaru is 'split-ergative' (Silverstein 1976); while nouns and free pronouns have an absolutive-ergative declension, bound pronouns have a nominative-accusative declension. (We will refer to nouns and free pronouns by nominals - 3.1.) Syntactic organisation is partly based on the nominative-accusative pattern and partly neutral as to the ergative/accusative dichotomy. Another feature of Djaru syntax is the ergative-dative sentence pattern.

Preverbs are quite unique; semantically they are similar to verbs (expressing actions or states) but morphologically and syntactically they are similar to nouns and/or adverbs.

The number of verbs is extremely small - about forty. However, this scarcity of verbs is compensated by the existence of numerous verb complexes that consist of preverb(s) and verb. Six conjugational classes can be recognised. Class membership does not readily coincide with transitivity. There are a few irregular verbs. Verbs each have several finite forms and one non-finite form.

Modality can be expressed through endings of verbs, adverbs of modality and/or clitics.

Djaru discourse largely consists of strings of simple sentences, each with a finite verb; it often lacks such subordination or embedding which employs non-finite verbs although it can involve such subordination/embedding. A string of simple sentences, from two up to five or even more, are often joined together by a (repeated) conjunction. Bound pronouns, with their cross-referencing function, play a major role in discourse. In natural discourse, often only bound pronouns occur and nominals (i.e. nouns and/or free pronouns) do not occur at all.

1.2. DIALECTS

It proved rather difficult to investigate dialectal variations, for the traditional inhabitation of Djaru people has been disturbed since white settlement. However, dialectal variations do exist.
The result shown below was obtained by interviewing a few scores of Djaru speakers. As most of the people interviewed were born and brought up not in 'the bush' but in town or on cattle stations, these places are used to show the distribution of dialects. The following account will reflect the dialect situation of about a half century ago or probably even earlier.

The dialects can be divided into two groups:

- **Wawarl dialect** - including Old Hall's Creek and Ruby Plains dialects;
- **Njininj dialect** - including Turner River, Old Flora Valley, (or Nyininy) Gordon Downs and Sturt Creek dialects.

All these dialects are very similar, and the differences among them are largely lexical. Most of the dialects have over 80% common vocabulary (on the basis of Hale's 104-item list - 50 nouns, 13 adjectives, 10 adverbs, 3 interrogative words, 'this/here', 5 pronouns and 22 verbs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1.1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEXICAL COMPARISON OF DIALECTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruby Plains</th>
<th>Old Hall's Creek</th>
<th>Turner River</th>
<th>Old Flora Valley</th>
<th>Gordon Downs</th>
<th>Sturt Creek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phonologically (/phonetically), the Njininj dialect (hereafter referred to by the letter N) is the more conservative and the Wawarl dialect (hereafter referred to by the letter W) is the more divergent. Thus, in some (but not all) instances b or g in N corresponds to w in W:

- **N:** milba dulbu buga
- **W:** milwa dulwu buwa

'eye'  'heart' 'stinking'

As another example, the sequence of bound pronouns lujanu '3P1Nom-2P1Acc/Dat' is realised (regularly) as [lojano] in N, but is generally realised (irregularly) as [la:no] in W ([j] is deleted and [o] is changed into [a]). (See 4-5.2.-[4].)
As a final example, wandiwu - the purposive form of the intransitive verb 'fall down' - is realised (regularly) as [wandeo] in N, but is generally realised (irregularly) as [wando:] in W. (See 3.7.2.) For more examples of the phonological/phonetic divergency of W, see 2.4.3., 3.4., 4.4.6.-[1], 4.10.1., 6.2.1., 6.2.2. and 6.3.3.

Some representative dialectal features are shown in Map 3. Isogloss 1 concerns the correspondence of b and w. Isogloss 2 concerns the two variants of the ablative case - -ŋuulu and -ŋu (see 3.2.). Isogloss 3 concerns the two variants for the bound pronoun '3rdDuAcc/Dat' - -bulajau and -bulaj (see 3.4.). Isogloss 4 concerns the two variants of the middle-voice suffix - -punu and -panu (see 4.5.10.). Isogloss 5 concerns the use of the word njingu as against the catalyst ηa (see 4.5.1.). Isogloss 6 concerns the existence of continuative present (see 3.7.2.). Isogloss 7 concerns the conjunction guwa and guja (see 4.7.). Isogloss 8 concerns the existence of the clitic -ɟ/jadi (see 3.13.-[8]). Note the bundle of isoglosses that run between Old Hall's Creek and Old Flora Valley. There is a clear correlation between the dialectal variations and geographical situation; this bundle of isoglosses coincides with a series of ranges - 1.4.

Old Hall's Creek and Ruby Plains dialects are sometimes called Wawarl /wawa/, particularly by speakers from Gordon Downs. (Wawal is the word for 'nothing else' in these two dialects - see 4.12.-[9].) Other dialects - in particular, that of Gordon Downs - are often called Njininj /ninin/.

daruru is the only name of this language. (daruru is also the word for 'language, speech, word, talk' in this language and some neighbouring 'Western Desert' languages.) Other spellings noted include Charoo, Jaroo, Charrau, Jaru, Jaraou, Jarroo, Jarrau, Jaruru, Tjaru, Tjaru, Djara, Djarro, Djäru, Dyaro and Dyaru. The Njininj dialect has also been spelt in various ways - Neening, Nining, Nyinin, Njinin, Njining, Njinin, Niniŋ, Nyiniŋ and Nyigini. This dialect is also called nuninŋ by some speakers. The whole Djaru language is sometimes called Njininj, after one of its dialects, by speakers of languages east of Djaru, for instance, Guurindji.

The writer has the most extensive material on Old Hall's Creek dialect of Wawarl dialect. The present study is basically a description of W, with references to dialectal variations. Examples are in W, but unless otherwise specified they are common to N (to the best of the writer's knowledge).
1.3. TERRITORY AND SURROUNDING LANGUAGES

The approximate extent of the traditional territory of Djaru, together with the territories of surrounding languages, is shown in Map 2. Among the surrounding languages, Gidja and Gunian do not belong to the Pama-Nyungan family, while others, like Djaru, do. Gidja and Gunian are of the '(North) Kimberley type' (Taylor, personal communication and Capell, personal communication), and both lexically and grammatically very different from Djaru. Other surrounding languages are of the 'Western Desert type', and are grammatically very similar to Djaru. Table 1.2. shows a lexical comparison of the languages of the region, on the basis of a 104-item word list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEXICAL COMPARISON OF DJARU AND ITS SURROUNDING LANGUAGES</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gunian</th>
<th>39</th>
<th>Gidja</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>Malngin</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Djaru</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Djaru</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wandjira</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gardangaruru</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ngardi</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walmadjari</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gidja and Gunian each have under 30% common vocabulary with Djaru; and have a very complicated verb complex, involving pronominal incorporation through prefixation as well as suffixation (this information on Gidja mainly from Taylor, personal communication). With their nouns, the same (unmarked) case is used for the three syntactic functions - 'transitive subject', 'intransitive subject' and 'transitive object', although there is an (optionally and infrequently used) ergative case. Gidja has two noun classes (Taylor, personal communication), while Gunian has none (Capell, personal communication). Both Gidja and Gunian are totally unintelligible with Djaru.

The living language most similar to Djaru is Wandjira /wandi:\ira/, with over 90% common vocabulary. Djaru and Wandjira have almost identical grammars, but there are some minor differences; for instance, in bound pronouns, conjugation endings and noun-stem-forming suffixes. Gardangaruru /gadangaruru/, now almost extinct, appears to be very
similar to Djaru, and both lexically and grammatically halfway between Djaru and Wandjira. (The writer obtained only 25 words in Gardangaruru from a very shy, old woman.) Both Wandjira and Gardangaruru are clearly mutually intelligible with Djaru. (They - and possibly Malngin - are similar enough to Djaru to be regarded as 'dialects' of the same 'language'. However, the data obtained on them are not sufficient to be included in the present description.)

Malngin /məlnɡɪn/ is both lexically and grammatically less similar to Djaru than is Wandjira. There are some small differences; for instance, its pronouns (at least, first person) have four numbers. Malngin is intelligible to Djaru - at least, to the speakers of eastern dialects. It is halfway between Djaru and Guurindji.

Ngardi /ŋaːdi/ and Walmadjarri /walmaʤari/ also show some grammatical differences from Djaru; for instance, in bound pronouns, declension endings and conjugation endings. Perhaps due to the lower percentages of the common vocabularies they do not appear to be readily mutually intelligible with Djaru.

We have above emphasised the genetic difference between 'Western Desert' languages and '(North) Kimberley' languages. There are, however, some features that (perhaps due to diffusion) cut across this linguistic boundary, constituting some kind of Sprachbund. They include preverbs (4.10.) and -g (suffixed to nouns, indicating consequence/result - 4.4.9.-[l]).

1.4. CULTURAL BACKGROUND

The Djaru territory is a huge tract of land, some 250 km across. A series of ranges, running from northeast to southwest, divide the dialects into W and N (see Map 3). Most of the land is covered with spinifex or other grass, with shrubs or trees scattered in some places. There are two distinct seasons: rainy season and dry season.

Although Djaru people have been Europeanised to some extent, basically most of them still observe the traditional pattern of life and culture.

Various kinds of 'bush tucker' were eaten, e.g. bush oranges, bush potatoes, bush tomatoes and bush plums - some of them cooked on hot charcoals. Meat - kangaroo, goanna, emu, plain turkey, etc. - is cooked on hot charcoals or in an earth-oven. Witchetty grubs, fish and honey as well as the above-mentioned foods are eaten by Djaru people whenever an opportunity arises (although they usually eat beef and bread nowadays).

Various artifacts were skilfully made, for instance, boomerangs for hunting, fighting and so on; coolamon for carrying water, babies,
food and so on; stone axes; fire drills and saws; spears. (Most of Djaru people no longer use such tools in everyday life. However, some of the Djaru people the writer met produced masterpieces.) Huts were built with sticks, branches and spinifex. (For further accounts of the material culture of Djaru and/or other tribes of the region, see Carnegie 1898:339-47, Elkin 1932:298, and Davidson 1947 and 1951.)

Some men had the status of paŋūŋaŋu (for its etymology, see 4.9.1.), paŋuŋwaŋi or paŋuŋjaŋu (for their etymologies, see 6.2.1.-[9] and [8], respectively) 'native doctor' or 'medicine man'. They had a good knowledge of the surroundings and traditions of the tribe, and a special power and influence over other members of the tribe, for instance, in punishing wrong-doers. Elkin (1930:350) describes how a Djaru man acquired the status of 'medicine man'. (See also Bramell 1936:116).

Initiation ceremonies are held (nowadays) around Christmas time. Various corroborees are held annually. (Carnegie (1898:330-34) describes corroborees at Old Hall's Creek.) Now and then people have spontaneous, singing corroborees; they sit around the camp fire or in the bush and sing songs, clapping hands and beating music sticks.

Djaru mythology concerns travels by mythical beings; geological formations; transformation of ancestral (half-human and half-animal) beings into animals; the origin of water and social institutions; and so on. (See also Mathews 1901:219 and Elkin 1930.) Mythology is often reflected in songs.

Mythology also concerns child birth (Elkin 1932:305, 328; Kaberry 1936, 1937a:446). At least some people have two names: one given in their babyhood and the other (according to Isobel White, personal communication) given at initiation ceremonies. A word would be tabooed when someone named by this word died, and a word from one of the neighbouring languages would be borrowed to replace it (Capell 1962b:517). An instance of this replacement occurred in (New) Hall's Creek some years ago.

The ear is regarded as the seat of intelligence and memory (cf. Dixon 1972:30); the lung the source of energy and wind (as in 'a long wind' and 'short-winded'); the belly the seat of emotion. Thus, the Djaru expression for 'having ears' means 'wise, sensible', and 'without ears' means 'not wise, not sensible' – see 6.2.1.-[6] and [8] for examples. (See also 4.2.-[3].) Similarly, the Djaru expression 'having a good belly' often means 'happy', and the expression 'having a bad belly' often means 'unhappy', e.g. (392) in 4.11.4.
The Djaru tribe is divided into (eight) subsections (Carnegie 1898: 357-60; Mathews 1899:112, 1901:217; Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:329; Kaberry 1937a:437). Each subsection has different names for its male and female members. The actual forms of the names show slight dialectal variations. The forms in W are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɗawaļi (A1)</td>
<td>ɲawaḍari (a1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗaŋaṭi (A2)</td>
<td>ɲaŋaɾi (a2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗagara (B1)</td>
<td>ɲagara (b1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗambiljin (B2)</td>
<td>ɲambiljin (b2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗuwuru (C1)</td>
<td>ɲawur (c1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗaŋala (C2)</td>
<td>ɲaŋala (c2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗawan (D1)</td>
<td>ɲawana (d1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɗunura (D2)</td>
<td>ɲaŋi (d2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following Radcliffe-Brown (1930-31:39), each subsection is labelled with a numeral and a letter - a capital letter for its male members and a small letter for its female members.

People are generally addressed and referred to by their subsection names (rather than by their personal names). The writer has been assigned to, and is called ɗawaļi.

The subsection system is distributed in a very large area, from central to northwest Australia - see Map 1 in Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31, and Berndt and Berndt 1964:50, 56. The actual forms of subsection names vary only slightly from tribe to tribe. Generally, in each tribe the term for male members and that for female members of the same subsection are almost identical, the only difference being in the first syllable; the former starts with a stop ɗ and the latter with a nasal n or ŋ, each followed by a or u (the vowel of the first syllable is generally identical with that of the second syllable). Thus, in Djaru:

ɗaŋara ɲagara; ɗaŋala ɲaŋala

Some tribes, in particular in the centre, retain older forms of subsection names, for instance, Walbiri, Waramungga (Meggitt 1962:166) and Wanggadjunga. Thus:

Walbiri: ɗagamaɾa ɲaŋamaɾa; ɗabaldarį ɲalbardari
Djaru : ɗagara ɲagara ; ɗawaļi ɲawaḍari

It is obvious that these subsection names were etymologically formed by the affixation of ɗa/u- or ŋa/u- to certain forms. In fact, the forms without these prefixes are found, for instance, among Aranda (Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:322):

kamaɾa /gamara/, ngaɾa /ɡala/, paltarą /baldaɾi/

(The subsection terms from other tribes have been (tentatively) phonemised by the writer, taking into consideration other works such as Von Brandenstein (1970).)
Marriage is arranged according to subsection membership. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a man</th>
<th>marries a woman</th>
<th>and their offspring are:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>who is:</td>
<td>who is:</td>
<td>(son)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>b1</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>d2</td>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>b2</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>d1</td>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>c1</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>a2</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or, equivalently:

- A1 = b1
- A2 = b2
- C1 = d1
- C2 = d2
- Al = Bl
- B2 = B2
- C2 = C2
- A1 = A1

The subsections Al/al and Bl/bl constitute an 'intermarrying pair' of subsections; similarly, for A2/a2 and B2/b2, and so on (Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:39). Further, the eight subsections can be divided into two groups: A-B group and C-D group. (We tentatively refer to these two groups by 'intermarrying moieties'.)

On the basis of the above marriage rules, a pedigree can be drawn - here with a  접근 man A1 (i.e. the writer) as EGO.

---

**Diagram 1.1.**

**Pedigree (1)**

- FF = FM
- MF = MM
- MF = MMB
- MMB = MMBW
- (MB) = FZ
- F = M
- MB = MMBS
- MMBD(or, = MMBDH(or
- MMBD(or, = MMBDH(or
- Z = EGO = W(or
- WB(or
- MMBDS)B1
The marital combinations given above are ideal or 'proper' ones; we will refer to them by 'first choice'. In case a man cannot obtain a wife from the ideal or 'proper' subsection, then he will obtain one from another subsection; we will refer to this by 'second choice'. (It is also called 'alternative marriage' (Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:330, Berndt and Berndt 1964:52), 'alternate marriage' (Kaberry 1937a:451) and 'irregular marriage' (Piddington 1970).) Similarly, for 'third choice' and fourth choice'. (But, as will be seen below, there cannot be a 'fifth choice'.) For instance, for a man Al, the first choice is b1; the second or the third is a2 or b2; and the fourth is a1.

Al's first choice b1 is the subsection to which his MMBDD (i.e. second cousin) belongs (cf. Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:329); the second-or-third choice a2 is the subsection to which his MMBSD belongs; the second-or-third choice b2 is the one to which his MBD (or FZD) (i.e. cross cousin) belongs; and the fourth choice a1 is the subsection to which his Z belongs. Generally, marriage with an actual close kin is not allowed (Carnegie 1898:359-60, Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:329). Thus, not an actual MMBDD but a classificatory MMBDD, who is genealogically and geographically distant, is (or rather, was) chosen (Elkin 1932:304-5, 307, 328; Meggitt 1962:83; Piddington 1970; Isobel White, personal communication). However, there appears to be one exception: one of the writer's informants stated that a man can marry an actual MBD if it is MB (i.e. the woman's father) who cuts the man's foreskin at his circumcision. (It appears that in Djaru, as in some other tribes (Meggitt 1962:155, Berndt and Berndt 1964:82), it is a man's prospective father-in-law who cuts the man's foreskin at his circumcision - White, personal communication).

Marriage rules can be looked at from different points of view. Firstly, one must marry within one's intramarrying moiety (A-B or C-D); one cannot marry outside it. Thus, it is very illegal for Al to marry dl. Secondly, one must marry on one's (or on grandparents/grandchildren's) level; one cannot marry a person from an adjoining level (Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:443; the writer owes this observation to White, personal communication). Thus, Al and dl belong to adjoining levels.

Radcliffe-Brown (1930-31:329) considers the second choice only and not the third or fourth choice, and indicates that for Al, for instance, b2 (from MBD's subsection) is the only alternative choice in Djaru (cf. also Elkin 1932:323 and Kaberry 1937a:451). He (p.326) thus seems to be puzzled with Mathews (1901:217-18), who gives instances of two alternative choices (in fact, they are the second and third choices in our terminology). The writer's informants stated to the effect that marriage is allowed as long as it is within the same intramarrying moiety (or, equivalently, on the same generation level); an alternative choice does not have to be (from the) MBD('s subsection). Examples given by Mathews fit in this statement.

Wrong marriage, across the intramarrying moiety, appears to have been followed by severe punishment. Carnegie (1898:357) says of wrong marriage (of the Djaru people at Sturt Creek?) 'The laws are strictly adhered to, any offender against them being punished by death'. 
In the case of a non-ideal marriage, a child's subsection is decided by its mother's subsection irrespective of its father's subsection (Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:330). However, it appears that in some cases the father's subsection may also determine the child's subsection (cf. Meggitt 1962:186, and also Piddington 1970). Thus, the writer met a few people (born of non-ideal marriages) who claim that they have two subsections, one from the mother and the other from the father. For a discussion of marriage rules and alternative marriages from the demographic point of view, see Yengoyan 1968 (p.198, in particular).

It is not known whether marriages were traditionally exogamous or endogamous with regard to the Djaru tribe. At least there were marriages with other tribes, particularly, around the border even in pre-white days. Marriages appear to have been patrilocal rather than matrilocal (cf. Elkin 1932:329).

The Djaru kinship system is basically of the Aranda type rather than Kariera type (Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:46, 322-24, 329). It is also of the Iroquois type (Ishida et al. 1961:135-36; the term for) FZD and that for MBD are identical (baŋgi) but are different from '(female) parallel cousin' (gawulu) and from Z (gawulu).

A few more features of the Djaru kinship system terminology may be mentioned; they are common in Australia (cf. Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31). Study Diagrams 1.2. and 1.3. on the following pages (p.12, 13) in this connection. (The kinship terminology for a female ego appears to differ from that for a male ego to the extent shown in the diagrams.)

(a) Some of the kinship terms are reciprocal. Thus, EGO (AI in Diagram 1.2.) refers to FF (again AI) by gišagi; the latter refers to the former by gišagi. Similarly, male EGO and WM(dj) refer to each other by maliji; male EGO and WB(Bk) reciprocally by waŋu.

(b) In most cases, brothers are grouped together, and similarly sisters are grouped together. Thus, ηawiji can refer to F and all his brothers (FB); ŋamaji to M and all her sisters (MZ); daŋa to MM and all her sisters (MMZ); maliji to WM and all her sisters (WMZ).

(c) In some cases, brothers and sisters are grouped together. Thus, daŋa can refer to not only MM (and MMZ) but also MMB; maliji to WMB as well as WM (and WMZ); a female EGO (and her sisters) and her brothers can refer to her children by ηalaji.

(There are few factors common to (b) and (c). They are 'primary meaning' (Radcliffe-Brown 1930-21:45), 'link' (Lounsbury 1964:1078), 'standing in a similar relation to' (Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:449) and 'pivot' or 'focus' (Lounsbury 1964:1075). Thus, 'primary meaning' of daŋa is MM. All her sisters (MMZ) and brothers (MMB) are 'linked' with EGO through MM. That is, all MMZ and MMB 'stand in a similar relation to' EGO as does MM. Although there may be many people who are referred to by daŋa, still MM is the 'focus' or 'pivotal' kin among them.)
DIAGRAM 1.2,

PEDIGREE (2) - OF KINSHIP TERMS, WITH A MALE EGO

---

FPZ  FPB  PP  =  FM  FMZ  FMB
al  A1  A1  bl  bl  bl  b2  B2  B2  a2  a2  a2
gilagi  gilagi  gilagi  nawudu  nawudu  nawudu  damiji  damiji  damiji  dağa  dağa  dağa

FZ  FB  P  =  M  MZ  MB
d2  D2  D2  c2  c2  c2  C1  C1  d1  d1  d1
mugul  naiji  naiji  namaji  namaji  namini  lambara  malaji  malaji  malaji

ZH  =  YZ  YB  EZ  EB  EGO
B1  A1  A1  A1  Al  Al  bl  bl  b1  b1
wadju  gawulu  nadjaji  gawulu  babaji  gaçu  gaçu  wadju  or
nambanqa  nambanqa  nambanqa  nambanqa

ZD  ZS  =  DH  S  SW
cl  C1  c2  d2  d2  c2
galaji  galiji  lambara  wigi  wigi  lambara
or  or
ğalaji  ğalaji  or  naiji

DD  DS  SD  SS
b2  B2  b1  A1
 damiji  damiji  gilagi  gilagi
(d) Paternal (or patrilateral) and maternal (or matrilateral) relatives are generally distinguished. Thus, while maternal uncle (MB) is ṇami-nil, paternal uncle (FB) is ṇawi-nil (the same as F). Paternal aunt (FZ) is mugul but maternal aunt (MZ) is ṇamaj-nil (the same as M). Paternal grandfather (FF) is gilagi, but maternal grandfather (MF) is ṇami-nil. Paternal grandmother (FM) is ṇawu-nil, but maternal grandmother (MM) is ḍa-da.

(e) A kinship term has a 'classificatory' (as well as 'actual') meaning. Thus, one will refer, by the term ṇawi-nil, not only to the actual F (and FB, both of ḍuṇu-ra subsection) but also to all men who are ḍuṇu-ra. The latter are 'classificatory' (rather than 'actual') relatives. In this way, all the members of the tribe (and of the surrounding tribes) are related to one another, at least, as classificatory relatives. For instance, as soon as the writer was assigned to ḍa-wa-li subsection, every Djaru person became automatically related to him as a certain classificatory relative.

Kinship system determines certain behaviours, for instance, avoidance behaviour and language (see 1.5.1.) and joking relationship. Thus, a male EGO will 'swear' at his MB, saying "gundu-jambi" ('penis-big'), and the latter will 'swear' back "gura-jambi" ('arse-big') at the former (i.e. ZS). (For the formation of these expressions, see 6.2.3.[-1].)

There are various types of totemism in the Djaru tribe. Thus, each individual, and also each subsection have totems (animals, birds, reptiles, fish, trees, grasses, rocks and so on) - cf. Mathews 1901: 218; Radcliffe-Brown 1930-31:330; Elkin 1932:322, 330-31; and Kaberry 1938. There is no restriction on eating or using a totem (cf. Kaberry 1938:282). (Akerman (1974) gives an account of the avoidance of meat.
occasioned by the death of a near relative, among west Kimberley tribes.)

The Djaru people and culture are also discussed in C. Berndt (1965) and R. Berndt (1965). Massive manuscripts by Daisy Bates (n.d.) deal with Gidja in detail but hardly touch on Djaru. Tsunoda (1975/76) briefly discusses the main points of the cultural background.

1.5. SPECIAL STYLES OF SPEECH

1.5.1. AVOIDANCE LANGUAGE

Certain relatives are in taboo relationship to each other, and avoidance behaviour, in varying degrees and of various types, is observed between them. Thus, 'avoidance language' (often called 'mother-in-law language' - Capell 1962b:518-20) is used, between the following two (and no other) types of taboo relatives. Avoidance relationship/terminology is reciprocal.

[1] Prime taboo relatives. For any EGO (male or female) the prime taboo is the maliji of the opposite sex; maliji refers to the spouse's mother (and consequently her sister(s)) and her brother(s) (see Diagrams 1.2. and 1.3.). Thus, for a male ego, his maliji are WM, WMZ and WMB. Therefore, his prime taboo, of the opposite sex, is WM, i.e. mother-in-law (cf. Elkin 1932:302, Kaberry 1937a:444, Meggitt 1962:153, and Berndt and Berndt 1964:82). For a female EGO, her maliji are HM, HMZ and HMB; her prime taboo is HMB.

Avoidance behaviour between prime taboo relatives is strict. Thus, a man (son-in-law) is not allowed to closely approach or look at, or talk to his mother-in-law (cf. Meggitt 1962:153, Berndt and Berndt 1964:132); when he talks in her presence or refers to her (while talking to someone else) he must use the avoidance language and she must use it back (cf. Dixon 1972:32).

[2] Secondary taboo relatives. Avoidance behaviour between secondary taboo relatives is less strict. For a male EGO, the secondary taboo relative is maliji of the same sex, i.e. his WMB (cf. Elkin 1932:328); they are allowed to talk to each other but must use the avoidance language. For a female EGO, the secondary taboo relative appears to be her HF lambara ('spouse's father'). Informants' statements do not always agree with one another but appear to indicate that, although a woman must avoid her HF to some extent, she does not have to use the avoidance language here.

It looked puzzling at first that a female EGO (for instance, bl in Diagram 1.3.) must avoid her HMB (C2). But,
this seems understandable, for her son-in-law (DH, malijji) is also C2, like her HMB (malijji). Recall that the term malijji and the associated avoidance behaviour are reciprocal.

The avoidance language is not used under other circumstances than the two given above, although there are other, less strict, types of avoidance behaviour — e.g. between a man and his sister (Kaberry 1937a:443). A man can talk to his father-in-law WF ('lambara 'spouse's father') without using the avoidance language. A woman does not have to avoid her HM (malijji).

The situation is different in other tribes. Thus, Walbiri have an avoidance behaviour similar to that of Djaru, but a woman does not have to avoid her HMB (the prime taboo relative in Djaru) or HF (the secondary taboo relative in Djaru) — Meggitt 1962:157, 160. In Djirbal, the prime taboo relative is the parent-in-law of the opposite sex (and, reciprocally, a child-in-law of the opposite sex) among others — Dixon 1972:32.

For a full discussion of the Djaru avoidance language, see Chapter 5.

The writer has not so far heard 'initiation language', 'secret language' or the like (cf. Capell 1962b:515-17, 1963a: 154; O'Grady 1956; and Hale 1971).

1.5.2. SIGN LANGUAGE

Various signs by fingers, sometimes accompanied by arm movements, are used. Most of them imitate basic actions (e.g. eating, copulation and spearing), animals, birds, reptiles and so on. Others are signs for questions, negation, 'man', 'woman', 'child' and so on. Sign language is used where verbal communication is not allowed or suitable, for instance, when stalking a kangaroo, or when talking to someone in the distance. The Djaru people also use lips; they protrude lips to indicate direction.

The writer made video-recording of sign language in Djaru, Wandjira, Ngardi and Wanggadjunga. For further information on sign languages in Australia, see Roth 1897:71-90 and Plates II-X; McCarthy 1963; West 1963; Miller 1971; and Judy Kegl et al. 1976. For accounts of kinesics in general, see Key 1970:25, for instance.

1.5.3. SONG LANGUAGE

The language used in songs is very different, and may not be the Djaru language.

The writer recorded a dozen or so songs, and attempted to analyse some of them. However, at least for the attempted songs, although the singers know meaning and significance of the whole songs, they do not know the meaning of each word. Some songs clearly have the same phonology as that of Djaru, and the singers can demarcate each word. Such songs are most probably in one of the Western Desert
languages if not in Djaru. Some other songs appear to have a different phonology, and the singers cannot demarcate words. Some of them, the singers say, come from Port Keats, N.T. (The languages of Port Keats region have very different phonologies from that of Djaru - Walsh 1976.) It is clear that at least some of the songs were brought to Djaru from other tribes (cf. Catherine Berndt 1965:248, 257).

The writer also recorded several other songs, which are possibly in Malngin and in Ngardi. C. Berndt (1965) and Alice Moyle (1968) made recording of songs in the region.

1.6. RECENT HISTORY OF THE TRIBE

There appear to have been at least three places where the Djaru population concentrated: balţana (now, Old Flora Valley), balţanabari or guwaraara (now, Sweet Water) and dalţ (now, Hangman Creek). (See Map 3.)

On 23rd February 1856, the people at Sweet Water saw the first white men to enter the Djaru Territory. They were A.C. Gregory and his party, who were travelling along Sturt Creek down to Lake Gregory (Gregory and Gregory 1884:134, Feeken and Feeken 1970:152). Another explorer, A. Forrest, had a serious effect on Djaru people, although he did not actually enter their territory. (In mid 1879, he and his party skirted the northern border, travelling from Margaret River to Ord River, passing at about 15 miles north of ŋuŋuwar (now (New) Hall's Creek) - Bolton 1958:32-33, Mary Durack 1959:206, Feeken and Feeken 1970:187.) After the expedition, Forrest favourably reported on the potential of the region; namely, for gold and cattle (Bolton 1953:11, 18, 1958:37). Subsequently, in August 1885 Charles Hall and Jack Slattery found gold at ŋuŋulu (now, Old Hall's Creek), and soon the first gold rush in W.A. followed, causing the influx of several thousands of miners (Australian Encyclopaedia, 'Kimberley'; Kerr 1967:94; Shire of Hall's Creek, n.d.). (The local Aborigines had known the 'shining rocks' before that, but had not recognised any commercial value in them.)

In the meantime, other white men were bringing cattle from eastern states to east Kimberley. The Djaru territory was then divided among cattle stations. This started with the establishment of (the first) Ord River Station in 1884, followed by Denison Downs Station (now, Sturt Creek Station) in 1887, then (Old) Flora Valley Station in 1888, and so on (Bolton 1953:29, 76, 78, 112; Mary Durack 1959:206, 360-61; Holmes 1963:138-39). For an Aboriginal account of the arrival of the first white men and cattle, see Moses, forthcoming.

There were numerous massacres of Aborigines by white men in the region. 'The Margaret River Djaru were the principle sufferers in the massacre at Hangman Creek' (Tindale 1974:240). (See also Bolton
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Consequently, the Aboriginal population in Kimberley drastically declined (see Richard Allen, n.d.). Elkin (1932:297) estimates that the population of Djaru, like those of many other tribes in the region, decreased by over 50%. Aborigines in Kimberley resisted, killing white men and spearing many cattle (Australian Encyclopaedia, 'Aborigines, conflict with'; Bolton 1953:46, 47, 123, 223-24, etc.; Holmes 1963:170; Kerr 1967:43). See also Idriess 1952, and Shire of West Kimberley, n.d. For an account of the history of the region in this regard, see Biskup 1973 (in particular, 20-22, 30-34).

By 1901, when Lamboo Station was set up, most of the Djaru territory had been taken up. Nowadays, no Djaru people live in the 'bush'. Many live in (New) Hall's Creek (built in the 1950s in the Gidja territory) or on cattle stations - men work as stockmen and women do domestic work on homesteads (cf. Bolton 1953:278).

Djaru people and culture have been gradually affected since white settlement. Thus, they eat beef and bread; they no longer eat traditional food daily. The avoidance language is not spoken (at least among the writer's informants). There are perhaps more instances of 'non-ideal' marriages than formerly. However, apart from these, Djaru people still now observe their traditions. (The people on stations are far more traditional than those in town.) There is also an indication that Aboriginal renaissance in Kimberley is not far - see Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority 1975, 'Elders Revive Tribal Laws'.

1.7. PRESENT SITUATION

Most of Djaru people now (as in 1976) live in (New) Hall's Creek or on stations in the Djaru territory. Some live outside the territory, for instance, on stations such as Margaret River, Moola Bulla and Kirrkimbie.

Almost 200 adults, mostly over 30 years of age, have Djaru as their first language (cf. also Hudson and Richards, n.d.) and are proficient in it (although some who permanently live in town may be more fluent in English than in Djaru). Perhaps over 100 adults, mostly over 30, have Djaru as their second language or at least have hearing knowledge of it. They include Wandjira people and Malngin people, living on Nicholson Station; Ngardi people, living on Gordon Downs Station; Walmadjari people, living on Sturt Creek and Christmas Creek Stations; Gunian people, living on Margaret River Station and in (New) Hall's Creek; and Gidja people, living in (New) Hall's Creek and on Moola Bulla Station.
All the Djaru people the writer met understand English. But, many old people, in their sixties or over, would only speak Djaru, particularly among themselves. Djaru children attend the state school in Hall's Creek or the Catholic school at Balgo Mission (for the location of Balgo Mission, see Map 1). Children who are brought up on stations are learning Djaru (as well as English) and speak it fairly fluently. However, children in town have, at best, hearing knowledge only. Neither bilingual education nor adult literacy classes are conducted as yet.

1.8. PREVIOUS WORKS

N.H. Stretch (1901) collected thirteen phrases in N (around Sturt Creek?), which are published in Mathews (1901:219) and are also reproduced in Bates' (n.d.) manuscripts (XII, 2E, 8). (There was a man by the name of W.H. Stretch, who was one of the three men who established Denison Downs Station (now, Sturt Creek Station) in 1887. The connection between N.H. Stretch and W.H. Stretch is not known.) Stretch's transcription is very inaccurate - case endings are omitted, the initial /ŋ/ is not recognised, and so on - and many words are unrecognisable. Worms includes some Djaru words in his discussion of foreign words (Worms 1938) and of mythological terms (Worms 1957). Most of the Djaru words, which Worms himself collected, are either inaccurately transcribed or unrecognisable. The etymologies he proposes are rather doubtful. Thus, he (1957:755) gives a Djaru word:

ηana-wari  'unknown'

and says that this word is etymologically related to the roots:

ηan-, ηun-  'dream, power, ghost'

However, in fact this word consists of the interrogative word ηana 'who' (3.3.1.) and the clitic -wari 'it is not known' (4.13), and the whole word means 'it is not known who it is'. There does not appear to be any connection between this word and 'dream, power, ghost'.

Gwenyth Harrison worked on Djaru around 1970. She recorded one (short and poor) text; wrote a description of phonology (on the whole very accurately transcribed) and four primers; and attempted to translate two extracts from the Bible (Harrison, n.d.-a,b,c,d). A Peile made some recording (the writer has a copy of one of the tapes), but did not attempt any analysis. Fleming and Fleming (n.d.) collected 113 words around 1973; only half of the words are recognisable.

A large number of anthropological works deal with or touch on the Djaru tribe, and most of them contain Djaru words. (These works are
cited in 1.4.) Most of the Djaru words given are readily recognisable, but are largely inaccurately transcribed. For instance, Kaberry lived in east Kimberley, mainly among Gidja, from 1935 to 1936, and produced very good anthropological work on the region, but linguistically her work is very poor. Compare four of the words she gives with the writer's (phonemic) transcriptions:

\[
\begin{align*}
dara:gu & /daru\gamma/ \text{ 'secret'} \quad ; 
djangeri & /\d\ja\nu\ri/ \text{ 'a subsection'} 
djoalji & /\d\ja\wa\li/ \text{ 'a subsection'} \quad ; 
djana:lin & /\d\ja\nal\nu/ \text{ 'fire'}
\end{align*}
\]

Much the same applies to her (1937b) linguistic survey of east Kimberley. Thus, she gives a paradigm of Djaru free pronouns, but the paradigm includes many wrong words or unrecognisable words (e.g. mari is glossed '1st person plural' by Kaberry, but in fact this word is an adverb 'off, away' in N). At that time, the distinction between 'Western Desert' languages and '(North) Kimberley' languages (1.3.) was not known; Kaberry groups Djaru and Gidja together; she also says that Djaru has two noun classes (in fact, Gidja does but Djaru does not). Elkin collected some linguistic material, and this was published in Capell and Elkin 1937. Capell and Elkin's statements on Djaru are largely based on Kaberry (1937b), and are almost entirely wrong.

Schmidt (1972:19, 196, 197, 198, 335, 338) mentions the language of Ruby Creek, Kimberley (see below for its location) and gives seventeen words from it. Some of them are accurately transcribed (and easily recognisable as Djaru words). For example (the writer's phonemic transcriptions are given in parentheses):

\[
\begin{align*}
g\d\nu\rara & (/g\d\nu\rara/) \text{ 'two'} \quad ; 
m\l\i\wa & (/m\l\i\wa/) \text{ 'eye'} \quad ; 
l\i\r\a & (/l\i\r\a/) \text{ 'mouth'}
\end{align*}
\]

Some other words are slightly inaccurately transcribed, and yet readily recognisable. For instance:

\[
\begin{align*}
m\l\i & (/m\l\a/) \text{ 'hand'} \quad ; 
d\ba & (/d\a\nu/) \text{ 'fire'} \quad ; 
n\o\pa & (/n\a\ba/) \text{ 'water'} 
y\a\n\ga & (/y\a\nu/) \text{ 'one'}
\end{align*}
\]

The rest of the words are unidentifiable as yet. Clearly, these identifiable words are in Djaru. Also, it seems almost certain that most of them are in W rather than in N (in the case of items that show dialectal variations). Thus:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
given by Schmidt & W dialect & N dialect 
m\l\i\wa & m\l\i\wa & m\l\b\a 
d\ba & d\a\nu \quad (or \quad d\a\nu\l\a\nu) & d\a\nu\l\a\nu \quad (\text{or} \quad d\a\nu\l\a\nu) 
b\u\r\d\r\o & b\a\w & j\u\b\a 
\end{array}
\]

\text{'}eye' \quad \text{'}fire' \quad \text{'}foot'
(The material was originally collected by J. Bradshaw, at Ruby Creek, near Ruby Queen Mine, in W territory, and was reproduced in J.M. Mathew (1899), *Eaglehawk and Crow*, London-Melbourne. And, this is further quoted by Schmidt. Ruby Queen is another goldfield (see 1.6.), twenty-three kilometres south of Old Hall's Creek - Kriener, personal communication). Schmidt also attempts to allocate the 'Ruby Creek' language in his classification of Australian languages. At that time the data available on the languages in the region were very scanty, but Schmidt correctly notices, for instance, the phonotactical similarities between 'Ruby Creek' language and Gidja on the one hand (see the note at the end of 2.5.1. in the present work) and the lexical similarities between 'Ruby Creek' language and some southern languages (i.e. southern members of the 'Western Desert group') on the other.

In 1938 and 1939, Capell collected nine short texts in N; and several pages of phrases and perhaps over 300 words in W, with a fair number of Gidja words mixed - Capell, n.d.-a,b,c. Capell (1940) establishes the distinction between 'Western Desert' languages and '(North) Kimberley' languages, Djaru and Gidja being grouped separately; he also gives some examples of Djaru bound pronouns, words, and sentences. Capell (1956:68, 75; 1962a:6-7; 1963b:24; 1967:33-34; 1972:16) uses Djaru examples in his discussions of bound pronouns or free pronouns. Capell (1956:87, 88, 93, 102) gives some Djaru words. Capell's pioneering work is on the whole accurate, but it contains some minor inaccuracies or mistakes in analysis. Thus, Capell (1963b:24) gives (as Djaru free pronouns):

\[ \etaalliara \ '1st \ person, \ dual, \ inclusive', \ \etaiiila \ '2nd \ person, \ dual'. \]

In fact, '1st person, dual, inclusive' is \( \etaili \); what Capell gives is really \( \etaa-lijara \ 'catalyst-(bound \ pronoun) \ 1st \ person, \ dual, \ exclusive' \ (3.4.), and \( \etaila \) is the demonstrative word 'that/there' (3.2.2.). Also, the Djaru verbal paradigm in Capell (1956:73) is not totally accurate. O'Grady (1959) contains a number of Djaru words, on the whole fairly accurately transcribed. But, some of the words are either unrecognisable or from other languages. Thus, \( \text{wa}lagu \ 'dog' \) is not Djaru but Guurindji (Jones, n.d.) and Malngin.

Hale recorded a speaker of Gordon Downs dialect for about two hours (around 1960?). The material is very accurately transcribed and has helped the writer greatly, particularly, in recognising retroflex sounds. The material is also useful, as the writer has much less data on Gordon Downs dialect (than on Hall's Creek dialect).
Djaru, together with Njininj - one of its dialects - is also treated in surveys of Australian languages. Oates and Oates (1970:88-89 and the accompanying maps) treat Djaru and Njininj as if they were two separate languages (in fact, Njininj is a dialect of Djaru; speakers of the Njininj dialect say that their language is Djaru). They also mislocate Njininj. Tindale (1940:202, 209, 222) is not necessarily accurate but Tindale (1974:240 and the accompanying map) fairly closely corresponds to the result of our investigation. O'Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin (1966:40) and Wurm (1972:178) group together Djaru, Wandjira, Waringari and Njininj under one single language. The writer's own material indicates that while Wandjira is similar enough to Djaru to be regarded as its dialect, Ngardi is not. See 1.3.

The identity of Waringari is not known. At least, the location of Waringari in Oates and Oates (1970:map) and that of Ngardi in Map 2 in the present work. But, phonetically Waringari is [waŋiŋari] (Hale, personal communication) and Ngardi is [ŋardi] or [ŋawi]. Therefore, -ngari in Waringari cannot be identified with Ngardi (Hale, personal communication). Hale says that 'Waringarri' is very close to Njininj, but that he has very little information on it (Hale, personal communication). There has been very little work done on the languages of the area that is surrounded by Guurindji on the east, by Walbiri on the southeast and by Djaru on the west (see Map 1), and languages such as Ngardi, Waringari and the almost extinct Gardangaruru (see 1.2.) belong in this area. Incidentally - and this may be irrelevant - Djaru has the word /waŋiŋari/ [waŋiŋari] 'very many' (3.1.1.).
CHAPTER 2
PHONOLOGY

2.1. PHONEMES AND THEIR PHONETIC REALISATIONS

The following twenty-one phonemes can be set up for Djaru:

TABLE 2.1.
PHONEMES
CONSONANTS AND SEMI-VOWELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>bilabial</th>
<th>apico-alveolar</th>
<th>apico-post-alveolar</th>
<th>laminal</th>
<th>dorso-velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stops</td>
<td>/b/</td>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>/ʒ/</td>
<td>/ɡ/</td>
<td>/ɡ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>/ɲ/</td>
<td>/ɲ/</td>
<td>/ɲ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laterals</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/ɭ/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rhotics</td>
<td>/r/</td>
<td>/ɹ/</td>
<td>/ɹ/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-vowels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/j/</td>
<td>/w/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VOWELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front</th>
<th>back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>/ɨ/</td>
<td>/u/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| low    | /ə/   | /a, aa/
APICO-POST ALVEOLAR (=retroflex) consonants are pronounced with the tip of the tongue slightly behind the alveolar ridge, usually involving the r-colouring of the preceding vowels.

LAMINALS. Djaru has only one (rather than two) series of laminals – /Ɂ, r, ŋ/ (cf. Dixon 1970b and Sutton 1976. Here, we do not discuss /j/.) Their allophones are all alveo-palatal (the blade of the tongue touches the back of the lower teeth); they do not have an interdental allophone, even following /a/. However, there are two exceptions: /Ɂ/ and /ŋ/. /ŋ/ is sometimes (not always) realised as interdental [l]:

(a) when followed by /a/, in a couple of words, e.g.: 

/ŋalânu/ [ŋalâno] and [ŋalâno] 'tongue' (N); 
/buɁa/ [bola] and [bola] 'oal of leg'

(b) in the particular word /gaɁba/ [kaɁba] and [kaɁba] 'soft'.

/Ɂ/ was once realised as the interdental [Ɂ], by one speaker, in one word:

/ŋadû/ [ŋado] (generally [ŋado]) '1st person singular'

BILABIALS, APICO-ALVEOLARS and DORSO-VELARS are pronounced in the usual ways as the labels indicate.

STOPS. Voicing is not phonologically significant for stops. A stop, for instance, /b/ in /ŋaba/ 'water' may be sometimes voiced [b] and sometimes voiceless [p]. However, voicenness/voicelessness, in fact, tends to be fixed for a particular stop in a particular position. Thus, /b/ in /ŋaba/ is far more frequently voiced than voiceless. As another example, in /baga/ 'splinter, spike, "bindi-eye"', /b/ is always voiced [b] and /ɡ/ is always voiceless [k] (to the best of the writer's knowledge). The conditioning factors have proved to be very complicated and have not been worked out yet. At least, we can say that stops:

[1] are always voiceless word-finally, e.g.:
/dirib/ [derep] 'camping out'; /ŋalâg/ [ŋalâk] 'headache'

[2] tend to be voiceless in stop-clusters, e.g.:
/budgu/ [botko] 'warm (of room or place)';
/wîdãlipiŋ/ [witpîlipiŋ] 'man's name'

[3] tend to be voiced when following nasals (nasals are as a rule voiced), e.g.:
/gumbu/ [kombo] 'urine'; /mundu/ [monda] 'belly'
That is, word-finally only voiceless allophones occur, while in other positions either voiced or voiceless allophones occur. This is reminiscent of the distribution of voiced and voiceless stop phonemes (not allophones) in Russian, Polish, Czech (Trubetzkoy 1969:235) and German. Walsh (1976:35) notes that Murinyupata of Port Keats region, N.T., has an identical distribution of voiced and voiceless stop phonemes with that in German.

Harrison (n.d.-b) gives voicing-conditioning factors for Djaru stops. The factors she gives are clearly oversimplified; as we noted above the situation is not simple. Thus, Harrison says that Djaru stops are voiceless word-initially and normally voiceless intervocically. As an example, she gives:

/daːda/ [taːta] 'mother's mother'

However, both /d/ in this particular word are (to the best of the writer's knowledge) always voiced, i.e. [daːda] but never [taːta]. Similar remarks apply to Hudson and Richards' (1969) account of Walmadjari phonetics/phonology.

Stops are as a rule unaspirated. /q/ (when released) involves a fricative-like off-glide; it thus sounds very much like [dz] or [tʃ]. At least two stops - /b/ and /q/ - have a fricative allophone (in addition to the usual stop allophones). /b/ is occasionally realised, by some speakers, as [β] intervocically, at least in one word - /ŋabi/ [ŋaːbi] (and [ŋabi]) 'father'. /q/ is sometimes realised as [ʃ] word-finally, e.g.:

/wiːd/ [wiʃ] [wiʃ] 'scraping';
/daːmaːtʃaŋ/ [daːmaːʃaŋ] [daːmaːʃaŋ] 'type of fig'

Word-final stops are often unreleased (and consequently very difficult for non-native speakers like the writer to detect), e.g.:

/gaːq/ [katʃ] 'O.K., you go';
/waːq/ [waːt] 'back' (adverb) (N)

NASALS and LATERALS are as a rule voiced.

RHOTICS, too, are as a rule voiced. /ɾ/ is an (alveolar) flap or, in an exaggerated speech, a trill. It is occasionally realised, mainly by old speakers, as a frictionless continuant [ɹ]. Word-finally or preceding a voiceless allophone of a stop, it is sometimes voiceless [ɾ], accompanied by a slight fricative sound (cf. Hattori 1951:99), e.g.

/dagur/ [taːkoɾ] and /dagurdagur/ [taːkoɾtaːkoɾ] both 'inside' (adv)

/ɾ/ is generally a (semi-)retroflex frictionless continuant [ɾ] (the underline indicates a retracted variety - see International Phonetic Association 1949:17). This phoneme is involved in the name of the language /daɾu/. Intervocically /ɾ/ is occasionally realised,
mainly by speakers from Sturt Creek Station, as a retroflex flap [t],

at least in a few words, e.g.:

/maɾa/ [maɾa] [maːa] 'thirsty'

VOWELS. Djaru has only three vowel phonemes, like many other
Australian languages and some languages outside Australia; for instance,
Arabic and Tagalog (Hattori 1951:165), Lak of Central Daghestan
(Trubetzkoy 1969:105) and Sahaptin of North America (Chomsky and
Halle 1968:378). Each vowel has a considerably wide range of phonetic
realisations, which largely depend on the immediately preceding (and
also, following) phonemes. Thus, /a/ varies from the front [a] (fol-
lowing /n/, for instance) to the back [ʌ] (following /g/, for instance);
the phonetic realisations of /i/ include the close [i] and the half-
close [e]; those of /u/ include the close [u] (see the comment on /u/
below) and the half-close [o]. (Elsewhere in this chapter, phonetic
representations of vowels are written in a very wide notation.)

Generally, /u/ does not involve significant lip-rounding. (/u/
involves lip-rounding in some Australian languages, for example,

The long vowel /aa/ is realised simply as [aː]. Between two vowels,
the semi-vowels /j/ and /w/ are sometimes deleted; in fact, quite often
between two /a/s. Here, phonemically we can consistently recognise
/j/ and /w/, respectively. Thus:

/ɲajaː/ [ɲajaŋa] [ɲaːŋa] 'how many'
/ɲawa/ [ɲawa] [ɲaː] 'this'

However, in some words [aː] can not involve [j] or [w] in any way.
Here, we recognise the long vowel /aa/. Thus:

/daːr/ *[dajær] *[dawar] [dəːr] 'in vain'
/gaːr/ *[kajara] *[kawara] [kaːrə] '(to) east'
/maan/ *[majan] *[mawanŋ] [maːnŋ] 'cloud'

(See 2.4.1. for a discussion of a problem that involves /aa/.)

SEMI-VOWELS, /j/ and /w/, are phonetically very similar to the
vowels /i/ and /u/, respectively. Phonologically, however, there is
a significant difference: while /i/ and /u/ occur as the nuclei of
syllables, /j/ and /w/ do not. That is, the former are syllabic, but
the latter are non-syllabic. Thus, compare the syllabic /i/ and non-
syllabic /j/ in:

/ɲinən/ 'sit(s)' ; /janən/ 'go(es)'

and the syllabic /u/ and non-syllabic /w/ in:

/guə/ 'cannot' ; /waːə/ 'name of a place'
Some phonologists do not set up semi-vowels /j/ and /w/ as separate from vowel phonemes, but instead say that /i/ and /u/ are used non-syllabically as well. Thus, Trubetzkoy (1969:172) says:

In standard German i does not occur before vowels; j on the other hand occurs exclusively before vowels. Accordingly i and j are here not two distinct phonemes but only combinatory variants of a single phoneme.

Similar analyses are found in Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1951:20) and Blake and Breen 1971:31. Thus, Jakobson et al., phonemiscises the English word wood as /u'ud/. However, we perfer to set up semi-vowels as separate phonemes. This is in view of a criterion (used in phonemic analysis) called 'the criterion of pattern congruity' by Swadesh (1934:124) (the writer owes this reference on Swadesh to Blake, personal communication). Swadesh says:

Particular formations must be congruous with the general phonemic pattern of the given language. Thus, although Navaho i (occurring only after consonants) and y (occurring only before vowels) are in complementary distribution, they are nevertheless independent phonemes because of the fact that Navaho is generally characterised by a sharp distinction between vowel and consonant.

In Djaru, generally words do not begin with a vowel. Therefore, word-initially we prefer not to posit vowel phonemes but prefer to posit non-vowel phonemes instead; that is, semi-vowels here. For example, we prefer /janan/ to /janan/, and /wala/ to /ula/. (Dixon (1977a:20-21) rejects Blake and others' position, and gives the reason for setting up /j/ as separate from /i/ for Yidiny.)

Phonetically, /j/ immediately preceding /i/, and /w/ immediately preceding /u/ are generally not realised. (For a discussion on this problem, see 2.4.1.)

2.2. EXAMPLES OF PHONOEMIC OPPOSITIONS

In the following, phonemic oppositions are classified in terms of manners of articulation and then, in terms of points of articulation, with a few oppositions of other types added finally. For each opposition, at least one minimal or near-minimal pair of examples is given. All phonemic oppositions are manifested word-medially, but some phonemes do not occur word-initially or word-finally (see 2.5.1.).

[1] Intervocally (1) - in terms of 'manners':
(a) stops /b, d, q, q, g/:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{daba}lî} & \quad \text{\textit{da}da} & \quad \text{\textit{غا}dā} & \quad \text{\textit{ qa}qa} & \quad \text{\textit{qa}qa} & \quad \text{\textit{qa}gara} \\
\text{'a subsection' (N)} & \text{'deaf'} & \text{'spine'} & \text{'mother's mother'} & \text{'a subsection'}
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{\textit{qa}qara}\]
Three more pairs of examples of the opposition /d/ and /đ/:

đđđu đđđu ; giđa giđa ; judu judu
'straight' 'dust' 'good' (W) 'old man' 'Margaret River' 'skin'

(b) nasals /m, n, ñ, ň, n/:

 mana manan mañan mañan
'mother' 'get(s)' 'talk(s)' 'sleeping' 'waving (of hand)'

Two more pairs of examples of the opposition /n/ and /n/:

 gana gana ; binga binga
'digging stick' 'spear' 'creek' 'hole'

(c) laterals /l, l, SCRI/:

 gula gu'lara gu'lari
'cannot' '(to) south' 'young boy'

Two more pairs of examples of the opposition /l/ and /l/:

 galı galı ; nalu nalu
'sister's child' (man speaking) 'boomerang' 'shade' 'honey'

(d) rhotics /r, ř/:

 garą garą ; maru maru
'thus' 'salt' 'hut, humpy' 'buttocks' (N)

(e) semi-vowels /j, w/:

 wajanān wawanān ; najaña nawana
'become(s)' 'search(es)' (N) 'how many' 'a subsection' (W)

(Apart from the two rhotics) the writer find it very difficult to distinguish between apico-alveolar and apico-postalveolar consonants. (The two rhotics are fairly easy to distinguish.) (Unfortunately, for the struggling non-native linguist) the functional load of the opposition between the two apical series is not low. In fact, the opposition of /n/ and /ŋ/ in particular, has a very high functional load; the two verbs manan 'get(s)' and mañan 'talk(s)' (among others) are very frequently used. See also the note to 4.10.8.

[2] Intervocally (2) - in terms of 'points':

(a) bilabials /b, m/:

 naba nama
'water' 'mother'

(b) alveolars /d, n, l, r/:

 gada gana gala gara
'leaving' (W) 'digging stick' 'Oh!' 'thus'
(c) postalveolars /d, ɾ, l, r/:  
gada gaña gala garə  
'cup' 'spear' '(in) west' 'salt'

(d) laminals /d, ɾ, l, j/:  
wadan wana walag wajanan  
'spinifex resin' 'emu feather' 'lying on the back' 'become(s)'

(e) velars /g, ɣ, w/:  
magan maŋa mawara  
'in the morning' 'young girl' 'sole of foot'

[3] Word-initially (1) – in terms of 'manners':  
(a) stops /b, d, q, g/:  
baŋa dada ḍaŋa gaŋa  
'man's name' 'straight' (N) 'mother's mother' 'desert'

(b) nasals /m, n, ŋ, ŋ/:  
maran nara ḋara ḋara  
'dingo' 'back (of body)' 'how' (W and northern N) 'possibly'

(c) semi-vowels /j, w/:  
jala wala  
'there' 'name of a place'

[4] Word-initially (2) – in terms of 'points':  
(a) bilabials /b, m/:  
magan baga  
'in the morning' 'splinter'

(b) alveolars /d, n, l/:  
darugu narugu lanu  
'secret' 'namesake' 'to spear'

(c) laminals /d, ɾ, j/:  
ḏawan ḋawana jawaŋa  
'a subsection' 'a subsection' (W) 'horse'

(d) velars /g, ɣ, w/:  
gara ɣara wara  
'thus' 'possibly' 'watching out'
[5] Word-finally (1) – in terms of 'manners':

(a) stops /b, d, q, g/:

\begin{align*}
&\text{bib} \quad \text{bid} \quad \text{dermid} \quad \text{wiq} \quad \text{jadig} \\
&'\text{picking up}' \quad '\text{peeping}' \quad '\text{crocodile}' \quad '\text{scraping}' \quad '\text{close}' \ (\text{adv})(\text{N})
\end{align*}

Another pair of examples of the opposition /d/ and /q/:

\begin{align*}
&\text{bad} \quad \text{baq} \\
&'\text{touching}' \quad '\text{flying}'
\end{align*}

(b) nasals /m, n, ŋ, ŋ, ŋ/:

\begin{align*}
&\text{manan} \quad /\text{dawan} \quad \text{qaan} \quad \text{qaal} \quad \text{qaalajalaq} \\
&'\text{whispering}' \quad '\text{sleping}' /'a subsection' \quad '\text{awake}' \quad '\text{tongue}' \quad '\text{new}'
\end{align*}

(c) laterals /l, l, l/:

\begin{align*}
&\text{mugul} \quad \text{gu}l \quad \text{wugul} \\
&'\text{father's sister}' \quad '\text{trying}' \quad '\text{secretly}' \ (\text{N})
\end{align*}

[6] Word-finally (2) – in terms of 'points':

(a) bilabials /b, m/:

\begin{align*}
&\text{mamam} \quad \text{marab} \\
&'\text{whispering}' \quad '\text{sitting and leaning back with legs crossed}'
\end{align*}

(b) alveolars /d, n, l, r/:

\begin{align*}
&\text{gud} \quad \text{gungun} \quad \text{mugul} \quad \text{dagur} \\
&'\text{grabbing}' \quad '\text{cooking in earth-oven}' \quad '\text{father's sister}' \quad '\text{inside}'
\end{align*}

(c) postalveolars /d, n, l, r/:

\begin{align*}
&\text{wad} \quad \text{dawan} \quad \text{wawal} \quad \text{wa'î} \\
&'\text{back}' \ (\text{adv})(\text{N}) \quad '\text{awake}' \quad '\text{nothing}' \ (\text{W}) \quad '\text{thinking}'
\end{align*}

(d) laminals /q, ŋ, ŋ/:

\begin{align*}
&\text{gigiq} \quad \text{gingin} \quad \text{gilgil} \\
&'\text{lifting}' \quad '\text{type of black bird}' \quad '\text{cold (of water)}' \ (\text{N})
\end{align*}

(e) velars /g, q/:

\begin{align*}
&\text{jaqig} \quad \text{wadiq} \\
&'\text{close}' \ (\text{adv})(\text{N}) \quad '\text{collar bone}' \ (\text{Turner River dialect of N})
\end{align*}

[7] Others:

(a) short vowels /i, a, u/ (l) – word-medially:

\begin{align*}
&\text{gid} \quad \text{gad} \quad \text{gud} \\
&'\text{being stuck}' \quad '\text{leaving}' \ (\text{W}) \quad '\text{grabbing}'
\end{align*}
(b) short vowels (2) - word-finally:

gala galî galu
'Oh!' 'sister's child' (man speaking) '(not) yet'

(c) /a/ and /aa/:
janan jaanan ; gara gaara ; ña ñaa
'go(es)' 'put(s)' 'thus' '(to) east' 'catalyst' (3.4.) 'yes'

(d) /l, r, t/:
gala gara gaṭa
'Oh!' 'thus' 'salt'

The opposition of /a/ and /aa/ has only a low functional load; there are not many words that involve the long vowel /aa/. In fact, it might be the case that Djaru does not favour the long vowel; for instance, there is an example of the reduction of the long vowel /aa/ into the short /a/. One of the subsections (1.4.) has (synchronously) two alternative names - Ḟaŋaŋa and Ḟaŋaŋa. (These terms are clearly related, through intermediate stages such as *ḏaŋaŋa, to the Walbiri term Ḟaŋaŋa (cf. Hale 1973a: 308).) Of the two Djaru terms, clearly Ḟaŋaŋa is the older; the new term Ḟaŋaŋa has been derived by the reduction of /aa/ into /a/. (See also 2.6.-[2].)

2.3. ALTERNATION BETWEEN TWO PHONEMES

There are just a handful of instances of alternation (some of which occur even within the same idiolect) between two phonemes.

(a) /t/ and /d/:

γarû (W only?) gađu (all dialects) 'wife';
γaṭi γaḍi 'a language';
γaṭija (W only?) gaḍija (all dialects) 'white man'

Clearly the form with /d/ is the older in each pair; /d/ has changed into /t/.

(b) /d/ and /n/:

gambid (N only?) gambin 'egg';
bandaŋ banđanaŋ 'old woman'

There is some indication that here the forms with /n/ might be the older: a noun-stem-forming suffix ending in /d/ shows a morphophonological alternation /d/ ~ /n/, and the variant ending in /n/ can be regarded as the underlying forms - see 6.2.1.-[11].

(c) /d/ and /n/:

ḏambijid (N only?) Ḟambijin 'a subsection'
It might be the case there there is also an alternation of /n/ and /n/, for instance, root-finally in verbs of class 1 - see 3.7.2. (In Walbiri there is a similar alternation of /n/ and /n/ in some verbs - Hale, n.d.-a:4, 6). But, the writer is not certain about this point (he finds it very difficult to distinguish between /n/ and /n/).

In Japanese, alternation between stops and corresponding nasals is not uncommon, for instance, sabisii and samisii 'be lonely'.

2.4. PROBLEMS IN PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

2.4.1. SEMI-VOWELS, LONG VOWELS AND SYLLABLE STRUCTURES

Positing the semi-vowel /j/ or /w/ is problematic in certain positions - namely, /j/ preceding /i/ (i.e. /ji/) and /w/ preceding /u/ (i.e. /wu/). This problem will be discussed here; this also involves a discussion of long vowels and syllable structures. The analysis adopted for the present description and two possible alternative analyses are discussed and compared.

[1] The analysis adopted for the present description - Analysis-A.

There are many words in Djaru which begin with the (phonetic) vowel [o]. Here, although phonetically there is no [w] sound, phonologically we have decided to set up /w/. Thus:

[o lp] /wulp/ 'jumping'; [o jar] /wujar/ 'little bush'

That is, we have set up a phonetically zero (semi-vowel) phoneme here. The reasons for this are as follows. The writer has found that at least in a few words the word initial [o] is (though very infrequently) also realised as [wo], involving [w]. It is fully justified to posit /w/ for such words, for instance:

[orkal] [workal] /wurgal/ 'green grass'
[oṇa] [wona] /wona/ 'away'

On the basis of such words, /w/ could be set up for the words that begin not with [wo] but with [o] (their word-initial [o] might turn out to alternate with [wo]). Now, recall the 'criterion of pattern congruity' discussed in 2.1. Recall also that most of Djaru words do not begin with a vowel; they begin with a consonant or semi-vowel. If we posit a word-initial /w/ for words such as [o lp] and [o jar], they can be fitted into this canonical syllable pattern.

Similarly for the medial and final [o]. On the basis of the fact that at least in a few words the medial or final [o] alternates with [wo] (though very infrequently), for instance:
/w/ could be set up for words such as:

- [maon] -- /mawun/ 'man'
- [ŋao] -- /ŋawu/ 'bad' (N)

Again, similarly for the long vowel [oː]:
- [doːro] [dəworo] /duwuru/ 'a subsection'
- [doːr] -- /duwur/ 'collecting'

In the case of /ji/, the writer has never heard [ji]. But, at least in a few words the initial [i] alternates with [iː] (though very infrequently). This lengthening of the vowel could be taken as a realisation of /j/.

- [ɪna] [iːna] /jɪna/ 'gave'

On the basis of this, an initial /j/ could be set up for other words, with no lengthening of [i], for instance:
- [ɪɡi] -- /jɪɡi/ 'tea leaf'

(The initial [i] might turn out to alternate with the long [iː]). Similarly for the medial and final [i] and the long [iː], for instance:

- [wai] [waiː] /waji/ 'How is it?' (N)
- [waeni] -- /wajini/ 'similar'
- [dɪ:ka] -- /dɪjiga/ 'bird'

This analysis has at least one difficulty: in many cases, /j/ and /w/ are posited where there is no such sound; that is, in this respect this analysis lacks phonetic justification (there is no guarantee that [o] in [ojar], for instance, will turn out to alternate with [wo]).

[2] The first alternative analysis - Analysis-B

In this analysis, unless it is ever realised phonetically (however infrequently it may be) we never set up any phonetically zero semi-vowel. At the same time, we appreciate the fact that most Djaru words do not begin with a vowel. Here, we set up a zero consonant /*/ where we set up a phonetically zero semi-vowel in Analysis-A. Thus:

- [olp] -- /'ulb/ 'jumping'
- [orkal] [workal] /wurgal/ 'green grass'
- [maon] -- /ma'un/ 'man'
- [kaon] [kawon] /gawun/ 'ashes'
- [doːr] -- /du'ur/ 'collecting'
- [doːro] [dəworo] /duwuru/ 'a subsection'
Similarly for [i] and [iː]:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{[igi]} & \rightarrow /'igi/ \quad \text{'tea leaf'} \\
\text{[iːna]} & \rightarrow /jiːna/ \quad \text{'gave'} \\
\text{[waeni]} & \rightarrow /wa'eni/ \quad \text{'similar'} \\
\text{[wai]} & \rightarrow /wai/ \quad \text{'How is it?'} (N) \\
\text{[qiːka]} & \rightarrow /qi'iga/ \quad \text{'bird'} \\
\end{array}
\]

This analysis has two advantages, in the treatment of the long vowel [aː], over Analysis-A (and also over Analysis-C discussed below). Whereas Analysis-A (and also Analysis-C) has to recognize a long vowel phoneme /aa/, in Analysis-B we can decompose it into two separate vowels, using the zero consonant. Thus:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{Analysis-A} & \text{Analysis-B} \\
\text{[jaːnan]} & /ja'anan/ \quad \text{'put(s)'} \\
\text{[kaːra]} & /ga'ara/ \quad \text{'(to) east'} \\
\end{array}
\]

That is, in Analysis-B we do not have to recognize a long vowel /aa/.

Analysis-B has another advantage. The long vowel under consideration is phonologically disyllabic; for instance, for the ergative case, the pronoun [nora:] '2Pl' takes -lu (the allomorph for vowel-final trisyllabic or longer stems) rather than -ŋu (the allomorph for vowel-final disyllabic stems) – see 2.6., 3.2., and 3.3. But, the disyllabicity of this long vowel is not clearly shown in Analysis-A (nor in Analysis-C), whereas it is clearly shown – as VCV – in Analysis-B. Thus:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{Analysis-A} & \text{Analysis-B} \\
\text{[nora:]} & /nuraa/ \quad \text{'/nura'a/} \quad \text{'2Pl'} \\
\end{array}
\]

However, Analysis-B has two difficulties. Firstly, the writer does not know where to allocate the zero consonant in the Djaru phonemic system. Secondly, the use of zero consonant slightly complicates morphophonology. Thus:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{Analysis-A} & \text{Analysis-B} \\
\text{[wiŋa] [ʊŋan]} & /wiŋa/ \quad /wuŋan/ \quad /wiŋa/ \quad /'uŋan/ \\
\end{array}
\]

'past' 'present'

(For the meaning of this verb, see 4.10.1. and 4.10.5.) Here, under Analysis-B we would have to recognize an alternation of /w/ and /'/, but under Analysis-A we do not have to recognize an alternation; we simply have one phoneme /w/. 
The notion of zero phoneme was recognised by Jakobson as early as 1939 (see Jakobson 1939, 1940; and Jakobson, Fant and Halle 1951:39). It was improved and developed fully by Hattori (1951, 1955, 1961, 1967:544, for instance).

The second alternative analysis – Analysis-C.

This analysis is identical with Analysis-A in the treatment of the short [i] and [u] (i.e. /ji/ and /wu/ each with a phonetically zero semi-vowel). But it differs from Analysis-A in that it sets up three long vowel phonemes /ii, aa, uu/, whereas Analysis-A sets up only one long vowel /aa/. The three proposed analyses can be compared:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Analysis-A</th>
<th>Analysis-B</th>
<th>Analysis-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>long vowels</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phonetically zero /j, w/</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zero consonant</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/olp/</td>
<td>/wulb/</td>
<td>/'ulb/</td>
<td>/wulb/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/orkal/</td>
<td>/wurgal/</td>
<td>/wurgal/</td>
<td>/wurgal/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/do:r/</td>
<td>/duwur/</td>
<td>/du'ur/</td>
<td>/duur/ or /duwur/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/do:ro/</td>
<td>/duwuru/</td>
<td>/duwuru/</td>
<td>/duwuru/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/igi/</td>
<td>/'igi/</td>
<td>/'igi/</td>
<td>/'igi/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/iːna/</td>
<td>/iːna/</td>
<td>/iːna/</td>
<td>/iːna/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/diːka/</td>
<td>/dii'iga/</td>
<td>/dii'iga/</td>
<td>/dii'iga/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wiːna/</td>
<td>/wiːna/</td>
<td>/wiːna/</td>
<td>/wiːna/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/onan/</td>
<td>/wuːnan/</td>
<td>/'uːnan/</td>
<td>/wuːnan/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/noraː/</td>
<td>/nuraː/</td>
<td>/nuraː/</td>
<td>/nuraː/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis-C is essentially identical with the analysis given by Hudson (1978) for Walmadjari, immediately southwest of Djaru, and by Hale (1973a) for Walbiri, southeast of Djaru. (From what the writer has observed, Walmadjari and Djaru appear to have identical phonetics.) However, it is unsuitable for Djaru. Firstly, in Djaru it is not clear if /ii/ and /iji/, for instance, are in opposition, and we cannot decide whether [dii'ka] is /dii'iga/ or /dii'ijiga/. That is, in the writer's present knowledge of Djaru, this analysis is unworkable for Djaru. Secondly, since we have already set up phonetically zero semi-vowels elsewhere in this analysis, /ii/ and /uu/ can be replaced by /iji/ and /uwu/, respectively. (But /aa/ cannot be replaced by /aː/ or /awa/- see 2.1.) We do not have to set up extra two long vowels /ii, uu/; this analysis is thus uneconomical. For these two reasons, Analysis-C has to be rejected for Djaru.

Since Analysis-C has been rejected, choice has to be made between Analysis-A and Analysis-B. In terms of economy they are equal; they
employ the same number of phonemes. But, we choose the former on the grounds that the zero consonant, in the latter, cannot be suitably allocated anywhere in the Djaru phonemic system. (It should be noted, however, that positing phonetically zero semi-vowels or zero consonant is problematic in Djaru whatever analysis is chosen.)

2.4.2. **GLOTTAL CATCH**

A glottal catch is found at least in two words, in some W speakers (other speakers use the forms without a glottal catch); in each case, the glottal catch immediately precedes a stop.


Its phonemic status is not clear, but the main informant (from Old Town Hall's Creek, W dialect) insisted that the writer should pronounce a glottal catch in these two words and did not accept any pronunciation of them without a glottal catch.

2.4.3. **'VOWEL-LIKE' NATURE OF CONSONANT PHONEMES**

Five of the noun-stem-forming suffixes involve the suffix-initial alternation of g (following a consonant) and w (following a vowel). In W, however, on many occasions the w-allomorphs are used following a liquid (/l/ or /r/) or even a nasal (/n/) (but not a stop). (See 6.2.1.) Similarly for the 'predicative' suffixes - 4.4.9.-[1].

It is worth recalling here that liquids and nasals are, like vowels (but unlike stops), sonorant; and that, in particular, liquids are vocalic, like vowels - Chomsky and Halle 1968:302-03.

The endings of the dative-1 and -2 (3.2.) and purposive and hortative (3.7.2.) each have the same alternation of g and w. But with these endings, w-allomorphs are used following a vowel only and never following a consonant. See also 2.8.-[1] and [2].

2.5. **PHONOTACTICS**

2.5.1. **POSSIBILITIES AT STRUCTURAL POSITIONS**

[1] Word-initial positions

A word can begin with any consonant or semi-vowel except for /l, r/, i.e. /b, d, (q), g, m, n, (n), r, η, l, (l), r, j, w/. Phonologically, a word does not begin with a vowel. (However, there are exceptions: in mother-baby-talk (cf. Sussex 1976) a word can begin with a vowel (/a/) - see 2.5.2.) Phonetically, postalveolars [q, l] (and presumably [n]) as well as alveolars [d, n, l] occur word-initially,
the latter being far more frequent than the former. But, they are not in opposition; here, their opposition is neutralised. (This is an example of the type of neutralisation which Trubetzkoy (1969:235) calls 'centrifugal neutralization'. Thus, we have:

[tot] [tot] 'breaking off'; [lōwałan] [lōwałan] 'shoot(s)'

In the following orthography, these neutralised apical consonants will be written in the symbols for the alveolar series (rather than in the symbols for the postalveolar series), since the alveolar series occurs far more frequently.


A word can end in any consonant or vowel; i.e. /b, d, ɖ, g, m, n, ɳ, ɲ, ɢ, l, ɬ, r, ɻ, i, a, u/; no word can end in a semi-vowel.

Under the present analysis of Djaru phonology, a semi-vowel has to be followed by a vowel. Therefore,

(a) no semi-vowel can occur word-finally;
(b) no semi-vowel can be followed by a consonant (or another semi-vowel).

There are words that end in [i] or [o], but they are interpreted as ending in /ji/ and /wu/, rather than /j/ and /w/, respectively. For instance, W has the adverb [paŋai] 'up'. This corresponds to the N [paŋat] /baŋaŋ/, and one might expect the former's phonemic representation to be /baŋaŋ/. However, we interpret it as /baŋaji/. The reason for this is as follows. The dative ending is -gu following a consonant and -wu following a vowel (see 3.2.), and [paŋai] takes -wu rather than -gu. It must be then ending in a vowel. For a further discussion of point (b), see below.

It may be possible to regard the W word 'up' as /baŋaj/ (rather than /baŋaji/) and its dative as /baŋaj-wu/ (rather than /baŋaji-wu/). This is because some of the stem-forming suffixes have the g ~ w alternation, and in W, in many examples, the w-variants are used following consonants (l, r or n) as well as vowels (see 2.4.3.). It thus may be possible to say that, in the case of the dative too, the w-ending can follow a non-vowel, i.e. j (perhaps in this particular example only).
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[3] Intramorphemic clusters (1) - medially:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>db</th>
<th>dg</th>
<th>dm</th>
<th>dn</th>
<th>dŋ</th>
<th>dw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dq</td>
<td>dg</td>
<td>dŋ</td>
<td>mŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nb</td>
<td>nŋ</td>
<td>ng</td>
<td>nŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nŋ</td>
<td>nŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb</td>
<td>lŋ</td>
<td>lm</td>
<td>lŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb</td>
<td>lŋ</td>
<td>lm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rb</td>
<td>rŋ</td>
<td>rm</td>
<td>rŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and homorganic clusters:

| mb | nd | nŋ |

At least in one pair of words /nd/ and /ŋ/ appear to be in opposition:

/avanŋ/ 'alive'; /ganŋ/ 'upper leg'

It is difficult and perhaps not meaningful at this stage to attempt a generalisation about clusters (it is likely, for instance, that there may be many clusters which the writer has failed to recognise). At least we can say about medial intramorphemic clusters that:

(a) a cluster cannot contain more than two phonemes (i.e. there are no three member clusters);
(b) generally, clusters whose members have the same or similar manner(s) of articulation are uncommon (cf. (c), (d) and (e));
(c) double consonants are very uncommon - /ŋ/ is the only instance;
(d) a cluster cannot contain more than one liquid /l, l, l, r, r/; a liquid, when it occurs, tends to be the first member;
(e) a cluster cannot contain more than one semi-vowel (as it happens, in the examples found, only /w/, but not /j/, occurs here); a semi-vowel, when it occurs, has to be the second member.

This is because, as we noted above, a semi-vowel has to be followed by a vowel. This, [kaibə] 'soft', which has a doublet [kaβa] /gajba/ in Djaru, is not interpreted as /gajba/, involving a cluster /jb/. Rather, it is interpreted as /gajiba/, with /i/ intervening between /j/ and /b/. (However, Hale (personal communication) points out that its ergative and locative forms are -ŋu and -ŋa, respectively - the endings for disyllabic stems - rather than -lu and -la (the endings for trisyllabic or longer stems, see 3.2. for details), and he suggests that either the word is /gajba/ all the time, with a rule for the alternative pronunciation or /gajba/ in W. In this analysis, we would have an unusual cluster /jb/.
nasal-plus-liquid clusters are extremely uncommon - /mr/ is the only instance (in fact, nasal-plus-lateral clusters appear to be impossible - see below).

The following clusters each have only one example - /dm, dn, dw, dg, nq, nη, nm, ηm, ηη, ηη, lq, lη, lb, lg, lq/.

[4] Intramorphemic clusters (2) - finally:

The majority of Djaru morphemes end in a single consonant or vowel. But a number of morphemes end in a diconsonantal cluster:

lb lg lg rb rg rŋ

e.g. wulb 'jumping' (prev); burg 'immersing' (prev);
    wilg 'belting' (prev); giri 'onomatopoeia) type of bird';
    duburg 'hot, humid'

(Another final cluster /lq/ is found in Malngin, immediately northeast of Djaru.) In every cluster, the first member is a liquid, while the second member is a stop /b/ or /g/, or a nasal /ŋ/. Most of the morphemes ending in a cluster are preverbs (see 4.10.), although there are a few others, for instance, the suffix -ŋarg 'across water(?)' for adverbs (6.3.1.).

[5] Intermorphemic clusters (1) - bi-phonemic:

bb bd bg bl bj bw
  db dd dg dm dp ηη  δη  dw
  gb gb mb mg mn mb ηη  nw
  rb rd rg rm rn ηη  ηη  nw
  lb ld lg lp lp ηη  ηη  lw
  rb rd rg rm rn ηη  ηη  rw

(Homorganic clusters are included in the above table.)

Intermorphemic clusters have a much wider range of possibilities than intramorphemic clusters. As we noted above, in the case of the latter, generally clusters whose members have the same or similar manner(s) of articulation are uncommon. However, this does not
necessarily apply to intermorphemic clusters; clusters consisting of two stops are common, so are double consonants, and so on. (Phonetically, double consonants are often reduced to single consonants. See 3.2. for instance.) However, the statements in [3] still apply to semi-vowels here, exactly as rigidly as in the case of intramorphic clusters, and to liquids, slightly less rigidly:

(a) a cluster cannot contain more than one semi-vowel; a semi-vowel, when it occurs, has to be the second member;
(b) generally, a cluster does not contain more than one liquid (in intramorphic clusters there is no sequence of two liquids); a liquid, when it occurs, tends to be the first member.

Also, the remark on the nasal-plus-liquid clusters applies here:

(c) nasal-plus-liquid clusters are uncommon (in fact, nasal-plus-lateral clusters appear to be impossible. For instance, at a certain morpheme boundary, /gu/ has to be inserted between /n/ and /l/ — see 4.5.2.-[3]. This avoidance of the cluster /nl/ appears to be common in some other Australian languages; for example, Djirbal (Dixon 1972:286) and Warungu of North Queensland.)

In this position, the writer has found no clusters involving */l/ although they would be expected. Examples might be found when the corpus is sufficiently expanded (or rather, if the writer's phonetic observation becomes accurate enough).

[6] Intermorphemic clusters (2) - tri-phonemic:

\[ \text{bg} \; \text{lbw} \; \text{lgb} \; \text{rbq} \; \text{rgb} \]

(Another cluster /rbq/ is found in Wandjira, immediately east of Djaru.)

A tri-phonemic cluster consists of a final (bi-phonemic) intramorphic cluster and another phoneme. Thus:

\[ \text{burb-gara} \; \text{wulb-wulb} \]

'fleeing'-derivational affix (6.3.1.-[5]) 'jumping'-REDUP

Therefore, the restriction on the first two members is identical with that on the final intramorphic clusters.

Most of the intermorphemic clusters are word-medial. However, there is an example of (very unusual) word-final intermorphemic cluster — /\text{q}u\text{wal-g} 'long-g' (see 4.4.9.-[1]).

Among the 'Western Desert' languages, Djaru and other northern members have much greater phonotactic possibilities than southern members. Thus, in southern members such as Pitjantjatjara (Douglas 1955, and Glass and Hackett 1970), Gugada (Platt 1972) and Walbiri (Capell 1962a:18):

(a) stops (and sometimes some other consonants as well) do not occur word-finally;
(b) there are no consonant clusters word-finally;
(c) consonant clusters are far fewer than in Djaru.
In that they have a wide range of phonotactic possibilities, these northern members are more similar to the (non-Pama-Nyungan) languages to the north(-west) - for instance, Gidja (Taylor 1971) and the languages of Daly River region (Tryon 1970) - than to these southern members. It seems likely that these non-Pama-Nyungan languages influenced these northern members of the 'Western Desert' group.

2.5.2. STATISTICS

In 222 words (hereafter, simply 'by dictionary count') - which include Hale's 104 and Dixon's 221 basic words - frequency of occurrence of vowels in the first syllables is:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
a & 0.52 & i \ 0.16 & u \ 0.31 & aa \ 0.01 \\
\end{array}
\]

By text count (in a text fragment consisting of 222 words), the figures for the vowels in the first syllables are:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
a & 0.68 & i \ 0.19 & u \ 0.11 & aa \ 0.02 \\
\end{array}
\]

By dictionary count, frequency of various phonemes in word-initial and -final positions is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Word-initial</th>
<th>Word-final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(For the above statistics, verbs are used in their present tense forms, ending in -an (3.7.2.) and other words are used in their unmarked forms, with no case endings.)

Similarly, by text count:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word-initial</th>
<th>Word-final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Either by dictionary count or by text count, word-initially both stops and nasals are common. But, among them, the alveolars /n, d/ are not very common; nor is another alveolar /t/. Also, another nasal /n/ and the rhotic /r/ are uncommon.

Word-finally, vowels are the commonest. The peripheral consonants /b, g, m, η/ are rare. So are the liquids, except for /r/. Stops are not very common, but there are a fair number of words that end in a stop; most of them are preverbs (many examples are given in 4.10.- 4.10.8.) although there are some nouns and adverbs ending in a stop. Word-final stops are often unreleased (2.1.) and are difficult (for the writer) to distinguish from one another. But this may not be a serious problem, since the functional load of the opposition of final stops is very low.
Among the vowels, generally /a/ is the commonest. This is understandable, since /a/ is the least marked vowel (cf. Chomsky and Halle 1968:409).

One of the features of Djaru phonology (and perhaps Australian phonology in general) is the prolificity of nasals. In particular, Djaru texts are abundant in nasals (see the texts given below); 44% of the words begin with a nasal - the extremely frequent use of the catalyst ηa (3.4.) is largely responsible for this. About 40% of word-medial consonants (either single consonants or clusters) involve nasals. (This figure is not shown in the above diagram.)

Word-medially, single consonants and semi-vowels occur far more frequently than clusters - almost three times more frequently. Homorganic nasal-plus-stop clusters are much commoner than other clusters. Clusters are very uncommon word-finally.

It is relatively late, it seems, that Djaru children acquire /ŋ/ (among other phonemes). (At least, adult Djaru people appear to believe so.) Thus, the writer heard, on a few occasions, a Djaru woman deliberately drop /ŋ/ when talking to a baby (about 12 months old); she said, for instance, [əbolɔ] instead of [ŋəbolɔ] /ŋəbulu/ 'milk' (N) and [alai] instead of [ŋalai] /ŋalaiji/ 'offspring' (woman speaking) (1.4.). (The dropped /ŋ/ happens to be word-initial in all the examples found.) She thus appears to believe that children do not possess the /ŋ/ phoneme at the stage by which they have already acquired, for instance, /a, i, u, b, l/.

Now, Jakobson (1968:46) says that:

the relative chronological order of phonological acquisitions remains everywhere and at all times the same.

For instance (1968:53):

The acquisition of back consonants presupposes in the linguistic development of the child the acquisition of front consonants, i.e. labials and dentals; and, in particular, the acquisition of back oral and nasal stops presupposes the acquisition of front oral and nasal consonants.

Jakobson thus correctly predicts the relatively late acquisition of /ŋ/ (by Djaru children). He (1968:58) suggests that there is a parallelism between the relative order of acquisition of phonemes and their frequency of occurrence; this can be paraphrased as follows: 'the earlier a phoneme is acquired, the more frequently it is used'. But, this does not seem to perfectly apply to Djaru. For instance, the back /ŋ/, which is probably acquired relatively late, occurs far more frequently (by text count) than the front /m/, which is probably acquired relatively early.
2.6. STRUCTURES OF SYLLABLES, ROOTS AND WORDS

[1] Syllables

For any position in a word, the following types of syllables are possible (in the examples here, a dot indicates a syllable boundary):

(a) CV e.g. qa-, -ga- and -ra in qa.ga.ra 'a subsection'
(b) CVC e.g. man-, -gir- and -gir in man.gir.gir 'ear'
(c) CVCC e.g. burb- in burb.ga.ra 'fleeing'-gara (6.3.1.),
    wulb- and -wulb in wulb-wulb 'jumping'-REDUP

(The syllables of the type CVCC are rather restricted. See 2.5.1. above and the discussions of roots and syllables below.) In addition, we must recognise two other types of syllables. They all involve the vowel /a/, and can not occur word-initially; they occur only word-medially or -finally.

(d) -a(-) e.g. -a- in ga.a.ja 'bush tomato' (N), ga.a.ra '(to) east',
    ja.a.nan 'put(s)';
    -a in nu.ru.a '2ndPl-ABS (W) (3.3.)', ηα.a 'yes'
(e) -ac(-) e.g. -ang- in ma.an.qa 'cloud-LOC;
    -ang in ma.an 'cloud', -ar in qa.ar 'in vain'.

The last two syllable types are very unusual in Djaru. But they must be recognised, for the following reason:

[2] Mora as the phonological syllable

We could distinguish between phonetic and phonological syllables (Hattori 1951:179 and Robins 1964:137). In Djaru, this distinction concerns the long vowel [a:] /aa/ in particular. This long vowel is phonetically monosyllabic. Also, it consists of two morae. Now, the Djaru ergative endings, for instance, include (see 3.2.):

-ŋu after a vowel-final disyllabic stem with no nasal-plus-stop cluster;
-1u after a vowel-final trisyllabic or longer stem.

Words such as nuraa '2ndPl', gaaja 'bush tomato' (N) and an ad hoc loan daadi 'Daddy' take -1u rather than -ŋu. (Note that they are phonetically disyllabic, and that they consist of three morae.) This shows that:

(a) the mora, rather than the phonetic syllable, is the phonological syllable in Djaru;
(b) phonologically, /aa/ is disyllabic (i.e. the two /a/s here belong to different syllables).
(Elsewhere in the present word, the term 'syllable' is used in the phonological sense unless otherwise indicated.)

However, recall that Djaru appears not to favour the long vowel /aa/ (2.2., cf. the reduction of ɗanjaŋ into ɗanjaŋi). In fact, there is some indication that at least in a couple of instances, phonologically /aa/ functions monosyllabically as well as disyllabically. For example, ɡaaŋa takes, for the ergative, -ŋu (normally, for a disyllabic stem) as well as -lu (for a trisyllabic or longer stem). Perhaps, diachronically the /aa/ in this word is in the process of being reduced into a monosyllable.

[3] Roots

There are a fair number of monosyllabic roots - CV(C(C)). There are only three examples of the type CV; they are all catalysts (4.5.1.). The majority of the CVC- and CVCC-type roots are preverbs. Some of the verb roots (see 3.7.2.) are CVC. There is at least one onomatopoeia of the type CVCC. Thus:

CV ŋa, wa, ba;

CVC preverb: jud 'sitting', bib 'picking up';
verb: jan- 'go', ɲan- 'eat';

CVCC preverb: wiŋ 'belting', burg 'immersing';
onomatopoeia: ɗirb 'description of a type of bird'

However, the majority of Djaru roots are disyllabic - of the type CVC (C)V(C(C)) - although some are even longer. Thus:

CVCV noun: baga 'splinter', jagu 'fish';
preverb: ḷara 'waiting', bila 'chasing';

CVCVC noun: burun 'turpentine', ɗawan 'a subsection';
preverb: ɗirb 'camping out', buduŋ 'lighting fire';
verb: luwaŋ- 'shoot', maran- 'tell';

CVCCV noun: munda 'belly', balga 'type of dance/song';
preverb: banji 'smelling' (N), bınji 'pointing';

CVCCVC noun: murgun 'three', günğur 'cold sick';
preverb: banđaŋ 'following', đingir 'tearing';

CVCCCV preverb: bünğur 'coughing'.

A small number of roots involve the long vowel /aa/. The types of roots found so far are:

Caa interjection: ɲaa 'yes';
preverb: baa 'shouting';
adverb: gaa- 'east';
Much the same comments apply to word structures. There are a fair number of monosyllabic words. They are the three catalysts, one onomatopoeia, and (many) preverbs.

It appears that Djaru does not favour monosyllabic words of the CV type, i.e. open syllables. For example, when suffixed with no overtly marked bound pronouns, the catalyst ɲa is phonetically often (but not always) realised disyllabically [ɲaː], involving a long vowel (and resulting in a phonetically disyllabic word — see 4.5.1.). (Monosyllabic words of the CVC and CVCC type, i.e. closed syllables are well tolerated; their vowels are not affected.)

By dictionary count, perhaps more than 50% of words are disyllabic. But in texts, there are many polysyllabic words, involving suffixation (of various affixes), reduplication and/or compounding. Unlike roots, words thus can contain a tri-phonemic cluster.

As can be seen from the foregoing discussions (from 2.5.1. to this section), the structure of preverbs is somewhat unusual:

(a) there are many preverbs that are monosyllabic (monosyllabic words are not common in Djaru);
(b) there are many preverbs that end in a stop (relatively a small portion of Djaru words end in a stop);
(c) several preverbs end in a cluster (word-final clusters are very uncommon in Djaru).

It should also be mentioned that in some instances a preverb and a verb constitute a (phonological) unit (although there is evidence to show that preverbs are fundamentally separate words); to this unit can apply a phonological process (e.g. dissimilation; assimilation; and deletion of a phoneme). Normally such a process can apply to a single word only (and not to two words together). A combination of a preverb can thus constitute a 'phonological word'. See 2.8. For a full discussion of preverbs, see 4.10.-4.10.8.
2.7. STRESS AND PITCH

Phonetically, both stress and pitch occur but they are 'phonologically irrelevant or nondistinctive' (Trubetzkoy 1969:31) in Djaru; they do not differentiate meanings of words (as the English stress or Japanese pitch). A few of their phonetic features may be mentioned.

STRESS generally falls on the first syllable of a word:

dádi 'kangaroo' (W), máñari 'vegetable food'

The same applies to bimorphic or longer words, i.e. compound or re-duplicated words, or words with derivational suffix(es) (see Chapter 6):

búja-jaŋi 'subsection' (generic)-one, i.e. 'people of the same section'
máñ-a-máñi 'young girl'-REDUP, i.e. 'young girls'
ŋába-jaŋu 'water-HAVING'

However, the (first syllable of the) second morpheme (as well as the first morpheme) can receive a stress if:

(a) it is trisyllabic or longer; or,
(b) (in the case of a disyllabic morpheme) it contains a CVC syllable.

In fact, in such a case the second morpheme receives a prominent stress more frequently than the first morpheme.

Some examples of stress patterns:

búlu-juwal or búlu-ďúwal or bulu-ďúwal
'testicles-long', i.e. 'one with long testicles (a joke)'
mála-jambi or mála-jámbi or màla-jámbi
'hand-big', i.e. 'one with big hands (and, also a man's name') (W)
mála-čílawaďa or mála-čílawaďa or màla-čílawaďa
'hand-many', i.e. 'one with many hands, in particular, arab' (W)
jámba-jamba or jamba-jámba or jamba-jámba
'child'-jamba, i.e. 'children' (N)
múrgun-múrgun or múrgun-múrgun or murgun-múrgun
'three'-REDUP, i.e. 'six'
ŋába-múluaŋ or ŋába-múulaŋ or ŋába-múulaŋ
'water-WITHOUT'

A long vowel /aa/ [a:] generally takes a stress even if it is not word-initial. Compare:

/balawan/ (N) /balaŋ/ (W) 'turtle'
[bálawan] [baláːŋ] (rarely, [bálaːŋ])
This applies to suffixes as well:

/gida-ŋaŋiŋ/  [ketanā:ŋiŋ]  'good-VERY' (W)

PITCH. Pitch and stress tend to be concomitant, and the comments given above on stress generally apply to pitch. The first syllable of a word had the highest pitch; other syllables having increasingly lower level of pitch. Thus:

[ˈma-ŋa_ri]  'vegetable food'

Bimorphemic or longer words can have this pitch pattern. However, if the second morpheme (as well as the first morpheme) has a stress, then the tendency is for the second morpheme to have the pitch pattern described above, with the first morpheme having a flat middle level of pitch. Thus:

[ˈma-[l]aʔam_j bi]  'one with big hands' (W)

[ˈma-[l]aʔi-lala_wa_ qa]  'one with many hands' i.e. 'crab' (W)

2.8. MORPHOPHONOLOGY

There are three fairly general morphophonological alternations; they are used both in nouns (3.2.) and verbs (3.7.2.). The endings for:

[1] dative-1 case (for nouns) and purposive (for verbs) are:
   -gu following a consonant
   -wu following a vowel;

[2] dative-2 case (for nouns) and hortative (for verbs) are:
   -gura following a consonant
   -wura following a vowel;

(See 2.4.3. in conjunction with [1] and [2].)

[3] locative case (for nouns, and also for pronouns (3.3.) and the interrogative word 'who' (3.3.1.)) and imperative (for verbs), in each case, following a nasal, is:
   -Da following a nasal.

(D indicates a stop homorganic with the preceding nasal.)


There is another morphophonological process, which is less general than the above three.


When a certain suffix (or suffixes) is added to a stem, the resultant form contains two nasal-plus-stop clusters. Then, the nasal of the
second (not first) cluster is deleted (obligatorily in some cases and optionally in other cases). In the examples found, the second cluster involved is nd, ñg or ñg.

(a) The case endings for vowel-final disyllabic nouns and pronouns (including interrogative members) are (among others):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>erg/inst</th>
<th>loc</th>
<th>allative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-gu</td>
<td>-ga</td>
<td>-gawu if the stem contains a nasal-plus-stop cluster;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ñgu</td>
<td>-ñga</td>
<td>-ñgawu if the stem contains no such cluster.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e.g. baga-ñgu 'splinter'-ERG/INST; pamba-ñgu 'what'-ERG/INST.

This deletion of ñ is obligatory in all dialects. (See 3.2., 3.2.3., 3.3. and 3.3.1. for details.)

(b) The endings of the relevant cases of the nouns formed by the affixation of the derivational suffix -g/wup 'from' (6.2.1.) are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>absolutive</th>
<th>erg/inst</th>
<th>locative</th>
<th>allative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wigi-wun 'offspring (of a male ego)';</td>
<td>wigi-wun-ðu</td>
<td>wigi-wun-ða</td>
<td>wigi-wun-ðawu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mawun-ñgu 'man'</td>
<td>mawun-ñgu-ðu</td>
<td>mawun-ñgu-ða</td>
<td>mawun-ñgu-ðawu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mawun-ñgu-ðu</td>
<td>mawun-ñgu-ða</td>
<td>mawun-ñgu-ðawu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, for the affixation of the derivational suffix -g/wun-ða 'lacking' (6.2.1.). This deletion of ñ is optional (and infrequent) in the northern dialects of N (i.e. dialects of Turner River, Nicholson, and Old Flora Valley - see text 3, sentence 1 for an example) and obligatory in all other dialects.

Similarly, for the locative and allative of the interrogative word 'who' (see 3.3.1.). This deletion of ñ is obligatory at least in W.

There are a few more instances of (optional and infrequent) such deletion. Thus:

bound pronoun '2ndP1Nom' (3.4.): -nda ñda e.g. pamba-wu-ji-nda 'what'-DAT-1SgAcc/Dat-2P1Nom + pamba-wu-ji-ða

bound pronoun '2ndSgAcc/Dat' (3.4.): -ñgu -gu e.g. ñgga-ñgu 'if/when' (4.6.)-2SgAcc/Dat + ñgga-ðu

imperative for class 6 (3.7.2.): -ñga -ga (for an example, see 4.10.1.)

Nasal reduction applies only once within a word. If a form contains three (or more) clusters, the nasal of the second cluster only gets deleted. Thus:

*pamba-ñgu-ñgu 'what'-ERG/INST-2SgAcc/Dat + pamba-ñga-ñgu
*pamba-wun-ñda 'what-LACKING'-2P1Nom + pamba-wu-ñda-ñda

The scope of this nasal reduction is generally within one single word. For the purpose of this reduction, the combination of a preverb and verb functions as one single (phonological) word. See 2.6. and 4.10.1.

There are also other morphonological processes; for instance, alternation between /b/ and /w/. See 3.4., 4.5.1., 4.10.1., 6.2.2. and 6.3.3.
CHAPTER 3

WORD CLASSES, DECLENSION AND CONJUGATION

3.1. WORD CLASSES

The following seven word classes, with mutually exclusive membership, can be set up for Djaru:

\[
\text{noun} \quad \text{free pronoun} \quad \text{nominal}
\]

\[
\text{adverb} \quad \text{preverb} \quad \text{verb}
\]

\[
\text{particle} \quad \text{interjection} \quad \text{conjunction} \quad \text{catalyst}
\]

Noun, adverb, preverb and verb are open classes (the verb class is small – the whole corpus contains only forty odd verbs).

Nouns and free pronouns have only slightly different paradigms of declension. (They have an absolutive-ergative declension. We will refer to them as nominals, as against bound pronouns, which have a nominative-accusative declension.) Preverbs and some of adverbs decline, but no so fully as nominals. Preverbs are unique phonologically, morphologically, syntactically and semantically – see 2.6., 3.1.1., 3.5. and 4.10.–4.10.8. Particles – conjunctions (4.6. and 4.7.) and catalysts (4.5.1.) – do not decline at all.

'Adjectives' are included in nouns; nouns and adjectives have an identical paradigm, and there is no strong reason for distinguishing between them.

Between nouns and free pronouns there is one important difference as regards their functions: pronouns are what Jespersen (1922:123, 1924:83) calls 'shifters' (cf. also Jakobson (1957)) – that is, 'These words 'shift' their reference depending on who is speaking to whom' (Silverstein 1975:161); on the other hand, nouns are primarily not
shifters. However, compared with this functional difference, the morphological similarities between nouns and free pronouns are overwhelming; both decline in the absolutive-ergative pattern, with almost identical morphological details, with some common derivational possibilities and so on.

3.1.1. SEMANTIC CONTENT OF OPEN WORD CLASSES

NOUNS include terms for concrete objects ('stone', 'boomerang', 'fish' and so on), and names of abstract entities such as 'subsection', 'language', 'song' and 'spirit'. Other abstract notions, such as 'fear', are expressed through preverbs.) Nouns also include adjective-like words such as 'long', 'good' and 'ashamed'. The numerals are jaŋi 'one'; guŋara 'two'; murgun 'three'; ɖilawada (W) and ɳjuŋru (N) 'many (up to twenty or thirty)'; and waŋŋari 'very many (up to 100 or more)'. The colour terms are 'black' and 'white' (and possibly 'red'); other colour terms are expressed by common nouns; for instance, 'green' (covering 'blue' as well) by wurgal 'green grass' (cf. Hale 1975) - e.g. text 1, sentence 27. There are also a few demonstrative members.

There is a word for 'hungry', i.e. nungu, and one for 'satiated', i.e. gíngi. In fact, they appear to be bound morphemes. nungu 'hungry' appears to be always used suffixed with stem-forming suffix 'LACKING', i.e. nungu-wuŋa 'hungry-LACKING' (6.2.1.-[7]); while gíngi 'satiated' can be suffixed with a predicative suffix (see 4.4.9.-[1]) as well as the stem-forming suffix 'HAVING', i.e. gíngi-jaŋu 'satiated-HAVING' (6.2.1.-[8]). There are also (adjective-like) nouns for 'sick', 'cold' and 'thirsty'. There are no nouns for 'heavy' or for 'bright'; they have to be expressed through verb complexes, consisting of a verb and preverb.

ADVERBS include words for time (for instance, 'long ago' and '(not) yet'), for relative order ('first/before', 'later/after/', 'for the first time', 'for the last time'), for place/movement ('out', 'away/off', 'far'), for manner ('thus'), for modality ('not', 'possibly') and for the cardinal directions, 'up' and 'down'.

Manner is also expressed by many preverbs; for instance, buŋuça 'moving fast horizontally on the ground'. Two adverbs of time show an interesting semantics: magan covers both 'in the morning' and 'tomorrow' and ɳuluŋulu covers both 'in the afternoon' and 'yesterday'. This may be a reflection of Djaru people's world view. Also in Yidiny, North Queensland, 'The general term 'morning' is related to 'tomorrow' and 'afternoon/evening' is derived from 'yesterday'!' (Dixon 1977b:123). It is interesting to note that Kindaichi (1973:405) suggests in the traditional world view of Japanese, a day began with the sunset (rather than with the sunrise or midnight); in fact, the Japanese word ashita (noun, adverb) covers both 'morning (somewhat archaic)' and 'tomorrow'. Cf. also the German Morgen and morgen; and the English morn, morning and tomorrow.
PREVERBS refer to action (e.g. 'lighting (fire)'), state/rest ('lying', 'sleeping') change ('breaking one's leg'), perception ('watching', 'finding', 'smelling'), language activity ('hearing', 'shouting'), emotion and other mental processes ('worried', 'frightened', 'loving', 'thinking', 'understanding', 'forgetting') (there are many preverbs of such meanings), and manner ('moving fast horizontally on the ground', 'secretly'). (Preverbs are semantically similar to, but morphologically and syntactically totally different from verbs. A full discussion of preverbs is in 4.10.-4.10.8.)

VERBS refer to action ('hit'), motion ('walk'), transference ('send', 'give'), state/rest ('sit'), inducing state/rest ('put'), perception ('see'), language activity ('talk') and so on. The transitive verb garun- can mean 'hold, have, possess'. (Cf. the noun-stem forming suffix 'having' - 6.2.1.) The intransitive jaan- is solely used as a copula verb 'be' (but is not frequently used); the intransitive pīn- or pīnāŋ- 'sit' is sometimes used like a copula verb. The intransitive wajan- is used solely in the sense of 'become'. (See 4.4.9.-[4] for 'copula' verbs and the like.) The avoidance-language verb luwan- is semantically neutral. See Chapter 5.

The number of verbs is very small - slightly over forty. Some of the basic notions cannot be expressed through single verbs; for instance, 'die' has to involve the noun gunga 'dead' - gunga pīn- ('sit') or gunga jaan- ('go'). However, there are numerous verb complexes, consisting of preverb(s) and a verb. They express what are expressed through single verbs in other languages. For example, dawuŋ man- 'loving get', i.e. 'love'. For the semantics of verb complexes, see 4.10.-4.10.8. - in particular, 4.10.5.

As can be seen from the above discussion, what is expressed through a word of a certain word class in Djaru may (or in some cases, has to) be expressed through a word of some other word class in, say, English or Japanese. Other such examples include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DJARU</th>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
<th>JAPANESE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjective-like noun</td>
<td>Past participle of verb</td>
<td>Past/ad-nominal form of verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bundūr</td>
<td>'cooked'</td>
<td>nieta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banjan (N)</td>
<td>'tired'</td>
<td>tsukakaretta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb complex</td>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>Adjunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juj jaan- (Vtr)</td>
<td>'heavy'</td>
<td>omoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baral buŋ- (Vtr)</td>
<td>'bright'</td>
<td>akaruui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bud bajan- (Vint)</td>
<td>'painful'</td>
<td>itai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>abs</td>
<td>erg/instr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'water'</td>
<td>ɲaba</td>
<td>ɲabangu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'big'</td>
<td>jambi</td>
<td>jambigu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'vegetable food'</td>
<td>maŋari</td>
<td>maŋarilu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'bullock'</td>
<td>wulďub</td>
<td>wulďubgulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'pannikin'</td>
<td>gadjag</td>
<td>gadjaggulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'collar bone'</td>
<td>waŋŋu</td>
<td>waŋŋulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'ridge'</td>
<td>mundud</td>
<td>munduddu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'crocodile'</td>
<td>dirmiŋ</td>
<td>dirmiŋqa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'carpet snake'</td>
<td>mundudj</td>
<td>munduddj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a subsection'</td>
<td>dawol</td>
<td>dawandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'wind break'</td>
<td>wirinţ</td>
<td>wirinţu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'country man'</td>
<td>madaŋ</td>
<td>madaŋu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'green grass'</td>
<td>wurgal</td>
<td>wurgalu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'cold (of water)'(N)</td>
<td>gilgiř</td>
<td>gilgiřu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'stone'</td>
<td>bamar</td>
<td>bamaru</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. NOUNS

Nouns have eight cases. Except for the absolutive and ablative cases, they all show allomorphic alternations.

The rules for forming cases are as follows:

[1] ABSOLUTIVE is the stem of a noun;

[2] ERGATIVE is formed by the addition of:
   (a) -ŋgu to a vowel-final disyllabic stem with no nasal-plus-stop cluster,
   (b) -gu to a vowel-final disyllabic stem with a nasal-plus-stop (not necessarily homorganic) cluster,
   (c) -lu to a vowel-final trisyllabic or longer stem,
   (d) -gulu to a stem ending in b, g or ŋ,
   (e) -u to a stem ending in any stop or nasal other than b, g and ŋ
      (0 indicates a stop homorganic with the preceding consonant),
   (f) -u to a stem ending in a liquid (lateral or rhotic);

[3] INSTRUMENTAL is identical with the ergative (there is some syntactic evidence for distinguishing the two cases - see 3.2.1.-[3], 4.5.8.-[3] and 4.11.4.-[5]);

[4] LOCATIVE has the same allomorphy with the ergative except that it has a in place of u;

[5] DATIVE-1 is formed by the addition of:
   (a) -gu to a consonant-final stem,
   (b) -wu to a vowel-final stem;

[6] DATIVE-2 is formed by the addition of -ra to a dative-1 form;

[7] ALLATIVE is formed by the addition of -wu to a locative form;

[8] ABLATIVE does not involve allomorphic alternations. The form is -ŋwu in N, and -ŋu in W.

Double consonants are generally (phonetically) reduced to single consonants (2.5.1.-[5]). As a result, we have [mondoto] far more frequently than [mondoto] 'ridge'-ERG/INST.

Nouns ending in b, g or ŋ must involve the insertion of -ŋgu in the ergative/instrumental, locative and allative. b, g and ŋ have common (acoustic or articulatory) features; they are grave (Jakobson et al. 1951:30), peripheral (Harms 1968: 23; Mackay 1975:30; Walsh 1976:56) and noncoronal (Chomsky and Halle 1968:304). There is another consonant with these features: m. There is no Djaru noun ending in m, but if there were any, they would be likely to involve -ŋu rather than -ŋgu. For, the writer has observed words such as windam-ŋu-lawu 'Wyndham'-ALL. (See also 3.5.)

There are nouns whose absolutive forms end in ŋ but in fact, whose underlying forms end in -ŋu. Most of them involve a noun-stem-forming suffix (6.2.1.), and decline regularly.
(like any other vowel-final trisyllabic or longer stems). Thus, their ablative forms end in ...ŋu-ŋulu in N. However, there is one noun ending in ŋ in the absolutive which cannot take -ŋulu or -ŋu for the ablative; its ablative form is identical with its underlying stem. (Truncation is involved here - Blake, personal communication.) This word is ḏalajalaŋ 'new':

abs ḏalajalaŋ
erg/inst ḏalajalaŋulu
locative ḏalajalaŋula
dative-1 ḏalajalaŋuwu
dative-2 ḏalajalaŋuwura
allative ḏalajalaŋulawu
ablative ḏalajalaŋu

Nouns suffixed with the derivational affix -maraq occasionally show the ɖ ~ ŋ alternation - 6.2.1.

There is no noun ending in 1 or ŋ. If there were one, it would probably decline like other liquid-final nouns.

A number of case endings (and also bound pronouns) include lateral sounds, some of which may be retroflex. And, this has caused the writer great difficulty (see 2.2.-[1]). On the basis of Hale's comment (personal communication), the ablative ending in N has been found to be -ŋulu, involving the retroflex lateral (rather than -ŋulu, not involving the retroflex sound, as the writer originally thought). It appears – from Hale's material on Njiniŋj dialect of Djaru and also from the writer's observation, assisted by Hale's works on Walbiri (1973a and 1974b among others) and Hudson's works on Walmadjari (1978 among others) – that Djaru has:

(a) involving the retroflex lateral:

- case endings of nominals: -lu 'ergative', -la 'locative', -lawu 'allative';
- bound pronoun: -la '3SgDat' and also an element in locational forms;

(b) involving the alveolar lateral:

- lu '3rdPlNom' and also 'nominative plural marker'.

(For bound pronouns, see 3.4. and 4.5.-4.5.11.) Corresponding forms in Walbiri and in Walmadjari show an exactly identical alveolar-versus-retroflex distinction. But, the writer is not absolutely certain of this distinction in Djaru, and in the present work all these forms are written involving the alveolar lateral.

The Djaru case-marking system is also discussed in Tsunoda 1980b, 1980c and forthcoming-c.

### 3.2.1. MAJOR MEANINGS AND FUNCTIONS OF CASES

For each case, only major meanings and functions are given below:

[1] ABSOLUTIVE marks:

(a) intransitive subject (referred to by S1) – e.g. (1), and;
(b) transitive (direct) object (referred to by Ot) – e.g. (2), and;
(c) intransitive (direct) object (referred to by O1) – see 4.4.4.-[2].
Semantically, a typical object is 'patient' or 'patients'.

[2] ERGATIVE marks transitive subject (referred to by St) - e.g. (2).

Thus:

(1) mawun jan-an
    man-ABS go-PRES
    'A man goes'

(2) mawun-du ћаgi lan-an
    man-ERG kangaroo-ABS spear-PRES
    'A man spears a kangaroo'

Semantically, a typical transitive subject is 'agents' or 'agentive' (Fillmore 1968:24). The ergative can also mark inanimate agents (functioning as St), such as 'lightning', 'wind', 'rain', 'cold weather', 'fire', 'smoke', 'splinter' and 'meat'. See (16), (115), (201)-(205), (423), (515), (532), text 1, sentence 48 and:

(3) baga-ŋgu mawun lan-an
    splinter-ERG man pierce-PRES
    'A splinter pierces a man'

(The definitions and discussions of grammatical relations (or, sentence parts) - subject, object and so on - will be given in 4.4.-4.4.10.)

[3] INSTRUMENTAL marks instruments (including body parts), e.g. (239), (240), text 1, sentence 3; text 2, sentence 18; text 3, sentence 1 and:

(4) mawun-du guŋar buŋ-an buŋu-ŋgu
    man-ERG dog hit-PRES stick-INST
    'A man hits a dog with a stick'

(5) mawun-du guŋar buŋ-an maŋa-ŋgu
    man-ERG dog hit-PRES hand-INST
    'A man hits a dog with a hand'

Generally, the instrumental occurs in transitive sentences only. But at least in the main informant's idiolect (Old Hall's Creek dialect of W), it occurs in intransitive sentences, such as:

(6) nila mawun maŋa-ŋgu man-an
    that man hand-INST talk-PRES
    'That man talks with fingers'

(While the instrumental occurs in intransitive sentences, the ergative does not. This is one of the reasons for distinguishing the ergative and the instrumental.) However, in other idiolects, the word for 'hand' has to be suffixed with a noun-stem-forming affix -ŋ/jaŋu 'HAVING' or -ŋuniŋ 'FROM' (see 6.2.1.-[8], [2]).
Only inanimate nouns have the instrumental case, and animate nouns do not have it. An animate instrument cannot be simply expressed by the instrumental case, and it has to involve the derivational suffix 'HAVING'-plus-ERGATIVE. (Efforts to elicit sentences such as 'I hit a child by means of a dog' or 'I frightened a child by means of a dog' only produced sentences involving 'HAVING'-plus-ERGATIVE. Also, pronouns, which generally refer to humans, lack the instrumental case - 3.3. Also, while the inanimate interrogative word 'what' (3.2.3.) has the instrumental case, the interrogative word 'who' (3.3.1.) has not been attested in the instrumental case.) Similarly, in some idiolects (mainly in N), the expression of any instrument (whether animate or inanimate) generally involves 'HAVING'-plus-ERGATIVE. See 6.2.1.-[8].

[4] LOCATIVE marks:
(a) place: 'in', 'at', 'on', 'near', 'onto', 'into', 'through' and so on, e.g. text 1, sentences 5, 13, 14, 15, 17, 26, 45 and 53.

Destination/direction is generally expressed by the allative. But, it can also be expressed by the locative, in particular referring to humans. See (197), (456)-(ii) and:

(7) nantsu wagura jan-an-i nantsu-la
1Sg not go-CONT-PAST doctor-LOC
'I did not go to a doctor'

(b) company, participants and the like (generally human), for instance, '(sit, go, drink) with...', '(talk) to...', '(show, tell) to...', '(take clothes, etc.) off...'. For examples and discussions, see 4.4.6. and 4.4.7.

(c) means: '(carry) in (a coolamon)', '(go) in (a car)', '(cook) on (a fire)' and so on, e.g. text 1, sentences 59, 60, (61), text 2, sentence 27 and:

(8) numbir-u manari gamban-an danalang-da
woman-ERG vegetable food cook-PRES fire-LOC
'A woman cooks food on a fire'

(d) cause: 'because of', 'over' (e.g. 'fight over a woman'), often implying fear - e.g.:

(9) wanda-ra gadjia-la
leave-IMP white man-LOC
'Leave (it) for fear of the white man (if you touch it, he might get angry)'

Other examples of the 'cause/fear' locative include 'be afraid of' (94), (182), 'hide.. from.. ' (99) and 'be(come) angry with' (181). (In Australian languages, it is not uncommon for the locative to mark cause/
fear - e.g. Warungu (Tsunoda 1974a:129-31) and Djirbal (Dixon 1972:237-38). A locative noun of cause/fear often involves the stem-forming suffix -g/wur - see 6.2.1.-[4].

(e) time: 'at', 'in', 'during' - e.g. (65) in 4.3.1., (133);

(f) state - the locative can mark 'see/hear someone) in (a certain state)';

(10) gadija-lu ṇa-ngu Ṽundu Ṽan-an miʃiri-la
white man-ERG C-2SGAcc 2SG see-PRES ashamed-LOC
'A white man sees you (in an) ashamed (state)', or 'A white man sees you feeling ashamed/embarrassed'

(ŋa is a catalyst and the suffix(es) affixed to it is/are bound pronouns. See 3.4.) Along a similar line, there are constructions involving verbs (non-finite verbs - 3.7.2.) in the locative: 'see/hear (someone) ...ing'. See 4.9.1.-[1]. See also (324).

[5] DATIVE-1 marks purpose, belonging, possession, beneficiary, recipient ('(give) to...'), topic ('(talk, tell, teach) about...') and so on. See (64) in 4.3.1. and:

(11) ɗadjia ɗa-ba-wu ɗa-jan
kangaroo water-DAT1 go-PAST
'A kangaroo went for (i.e. to get) water'

(12) pawa ɗanḍa nalibaŋa, wagura waḍbali-wu
this ground 1PLInc-DAT not white man-DAT1
'This land is ours (i.e. Aborigines'), not white man's'

For more examples and discussions, see 4.4.5. and 4.4.7. The dative-1 marks inalienable possession in a few instances - 4.11.4.-[1].

While the dative of a pronoun - e.g. nalibaŋa in (12) - can further decline, showing case agreement with the noun it modifies (3.3.), the dative of a noun cannot. It has to involve the derivational affix -g/wur (6.2.1.-[4]).

It appears (but it is not certain) that the dative-1 also marks (very rarely) time 'through':

(13) barangga-wu ṇaba ɲin-an
dry and hot season-DAT1 water stay-PRES
'(In that water hole) the water (does not dry up but) remains through the dry and hot season'

[6] DATIVE-2 marks:
(a) purpose (in W), like the dative-1, e.g.:

(14) mawun jan-an jagu-wura
man go-PRES fish-DAT2
'A man goes for (i.e. to get) fish'
The syntactic possibilities of the dative-2 are much smaller than those of the dative-1. See 4.3.2.

(b) intended result or accidental consequence of an action (N only, mainly around Sturt Creek Station), e.g. (40) in 3.7.3., (119) and:

(15) mawun-duŋaŋa jambaŋi buŋ-an binari-wura
  man-ERG C child hit-PRES knowing-DAT2
  'A man hits a child to make it knowing'; i.e. 'A man hits a child to teach it a lesson'

(16) wangi-gu milba luwan-an janda-wura
  smoke-ERG eye shoot-PRES tear-DAT2
  'Smoke hits the eye(s), causing tears to be shed'

(c) destination (N only), like the allative, e.g.:

(17) mawun jan-an ŋura-wura
  man go-PRES camp-DAT2
  'A man goes to the camp'

The dative-2 is similar to the dative-1 or the allative but is much less frequently used.

Wandjirara, immediately east of Djaru, has the dative-2 -g/wura (in addition to the dative-1 and allative, all with exactly identical allomorphies with those of Djaru). This case predominantly marks destination and very infrequently purpose. Ngardi, immediately south of Djaru, has the allative -gura (as well as the dative -gu, each with no morphophonological alternations). The Ngardi -gura, unlike that of Djaru, marks destination only, but not purpose. Walmadjari, southwest of Djaru, has -wura 'consequent' (Hudson 1978:34).

[7] ALLATIVE marks:

(a) (predominantly) destination:

(18) mawun jan-an ŋura-ngawu
  man go-PRES camp-ALL
  'A man goes to the camp'

(The difference between the allative, for instance in (18), and the dative-2 of destination, for instance in (17), is not known well. At least (17) is used in N only, but, even in N, (18) is more frequently used than (17).)

(b) (occasionally) 'until':

(19) mawun pin-an magan-dawu
  man stay-PRES tomorrow-ALL
  'A man stays until tomorrow'

(In fact, magan is not a noun but an adverb - 3.1.1. and 3.6.)
(c) (occasionally) purpose (mainly in N), e.g. (286)-(ii) and:

(20) mawun jan-an maŋari-lawu
     man go-PRES food-ALL
     'A man goes for food'

[8] ABLATIVE indicates motion or action from a certain place or
direction - '(go) from..', '(call out) from..', '(chase) from (behind)',
'(eat a kangaroo) from (the leg)' and so on, e.g. (118), (398), (403),
(475), (492) and:

(21) mawun jan-an ɲura-ŋu
     man go-PRES camp-ABL
     'A man goes from the camp'

(22) mawun-du ɗaqi jan-an nara-ŋu
     man-ERG lan-an spear-PRES back-ABL
     'A man spears a kangaroo from the back (not from the belly)'.

The ablative (among others) is what might be called 'ad-verbal'
rather than 'ad-nominal' (cf. 'adnominal' in Poutsma 1928:267ff). That
is, it qualifies verbs but not nouns. 'Ad-nominally' (i.e. when
qualifying other nouns) the 'from' meaning of nouns is expressed through
derivational suffixes (the resultant stems decline like any other nouns,
agreeing in the case endings with the nouns they qualify) - for example,
-ŋunu 'from (a place)' and -gun/-wun '(a present) from (someone)' (see
6.2.1.). The causal 'from, because of' is also expressed by -ŋunu but
never by the ablative.

3.2.2. DEMONSTRATIVE MEMBERS

There are a few irregularities in the formations, meanings and/or
functions of demonstratives.

[1] muļa/u 'here/this' and jala/u 'there/that'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>abs</th>
<th>erg/inst</th>
<th>locative</th>
<th>dative-1</th>
<th>allative</th>
<th>ablative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'here'</td>
<td>muļa</td>
<td></td>
<td>muļangga</td>
<td>muļangawu</td>
<td>muļaŋu(lu)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'this'</td>
<td></td>
<td>muļungu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(mulu)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'there'</td>
<td>jala</td>
<td></td>
<td>jalangga</td>
<td>jalangawu</td>
<td>jalaŋu(lu)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'that'</td>
<td></td>
<td>jalungu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(jalu)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jonunga*</td>
<td>jaluwu</td>
<td>jaluŋgawu*</td>
<td>jalaŋu(lu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jalula</td>
<td>jaluwu</td>
<td>jaluŋgawu*</td>
<td>jalaŋu(lu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(jalu)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(The paradigm obtained is incomplete. Three dots indicate that the expected form does not exist. The forms marked with an asterisk were used at least by one speaker, but were rejected by other speakers.)

The two stems above show the vowel alternation a ~ u. The forms ending in a predominantly refer to places, while those ending in u refer to (animate or inanimate) objects. (In view of this, it is understandable that forms such as *jala-ŋgu 'there'-ERG/INST do not exist.) The absolutive muļa 'here' and jala 'there' are used only like adverbs, but not for Si NP or Ot NP. (pawa 'this' and pila 'that' are used instead — see below.)

These demonstratives are disyllabic, but they can take case endings for trisyllabic or longer stems as well as (regular) case endings for disyllabic stems. Thus, for the ergative/instrumental of jalu 'that', we have jalu-ŋgu (-ŋgu is the regular ending) and jalu- lu (-lu is for trisyllabic or longer stems). (The variation does not appear to be dialectal; even the same speaker uses both forms. Ngardi, immediately south of Djaru, shows an identical irregularity with two of the demonstratives; it has the irregular miņa-la 'here'-LOC and jalu-la 'there'-LOC in place of the regular *miņa-ŋga and *jalu-ŋga.) The interrogative word 'where' shows a similar irregularity — 3.6.2.

Note that while -wu is (regularly) dative-1 with muļu 'this' and jalu 'that' (as with common nouns), it is (irregularly) allative with muļa 'here' and jala 'there'.

For the use of muļu and jalu, with no case ending, see (55) in 4.1.

[2] pawa 'this' and pila 'that' do not decline; they have only one form, used to mark Si or Ot NP. (Their syntactic functions can be indicated by other (nominals) in the same NP or by bound pronouns. See 4.5.11.-[6].)

pawa and pila can be used like adverbs, with local meaning 'here' and 'there' or with time meaning 'now' and 'then' (generally in the past). See text 1, sentence 54.

The semantics of these four demonstratives is not, in fact, so simple as the translations ('here/this' and 'there/that') might suggest. For example, muļa/u and pawa appear to refer to objects that have an important relevance, irrespective of distance. Thus, in text 1, sentence 52, muļa refers to a place to which the people finally brought the cattle after the seven-month-long drive. Another factor that appears to be involved is relative distance to the speaker and to the hearer: while muļa/u and pawa refer to objects that are relatively closer to the speaker, jala/u and pila refer to objects that are relatively closer to the hearer. Thus, a speaker referred to the hearer's body part (the
penis) by pila rather than pawa although they were only one metre away from each other. Another example is in text 2, sentence 29.

[3] ḏaŋu, which declines regularly (like any other disyllabic vowel-final nouns), is used to refer to something/someone about which/whom the speaker and hearer (often, to the exclusion of other people) share certain common knowledge. The referent(s) of ḏaŋu might have been mentioned before, or might be talked about everyday. Thus, in one example, ḏaŋu bamar 'money' (literally 'stone') referred to 'that money which you promised to give me'. In another example, ḏaŋu ḏumbir 'woman' referred to 'that woman whom we talk about everyday'. Other examples include (284) and text 1, sentences 43, 62.

3.2.3. INTERROGATIVE MEMBERS

[1] ṭamba 'what' declines regularly (cf. jambi in Table 3.1.). It can also have an 'indefinite' meaning - 'anything', 'something', 'everything', 'all'; here it generally follows two or more nouns in the same NP. See text 1, sentence 45 (involving a locative NP) and:

(23) mawun-du ɲan-i ɲandali buwuɾa ṭamba
man-ERG ɲan-PAST bush tomato bush yam

'A man ate a bush tomato, bush yam and something (anything, everything, and so on)'

Ṭamba also has an indefinite meaning when affixed with the clitic -warî 'it is not known' (4.13.-[3]). When ṭamba and the adverb wagura 'not' (4.12.-[1]) co-occur, they mean 'not anything'; i.e. 'nothing':

(24) wagura mawun-du ɲan-i ṭamba
not man-ERG eat-PAST

'The man did not eat anything'

The indefinite word ṭambaŋara always have an indefinite meaning: 'anything'. See text 2, sentence 23.

[2] ṭanja 'how many', 'how much' declines as follows:

absolutive ṭanja
erg/inst ṭanjaŋulu
locative ṭanjaŋula
dative-1 ṭanjaŋuwu
dative-2 ṭanjaŋuwura
allative ṭanjaŋulawu
ablative ṭanjaŋunu(ɨu)

The absolutive ends in a, but the underlying stem is *ɲanjaŋu. (In the same or similar way, underlying stems ending in u can be set up for the
noun जलाजला 'new' (3.2.); for the dative of pronouns (3.3.) and for nouns affixed with certain stem-forming suffixes (6.2.1.).

[3] 'How much' or 'what sort of' नम्बानांदाजी (W only) and नम्बामाराज (all dialects) decline regularly (like माँगारी and मुंदुग in Table 3.1., respectively). (-नांदाजी and -माराज are noun-stem-forming suffixes - 6.2.1.-[11], [12]. Examples include text 1, sentence 11.

3.3. FREE PRONOUNS

Djur (free) pronouns are very similar to nouns. On the whole, they have an absolute-ergative paradigm, like nouns, except in Turner River dialect of N - see below. Even certain noun-stem-forming suffixes can be affixed to (the absolute forms of) pronouns - 6.2.1. However, there is also some difference. For example, the absolute of a pronoun very often marks St under a certain circumstance (i.e. when its function is indicated by its cross-referencing bound pronoun), whereas the absolute of a noun does not. See 4.5.11.-[3]. Unlike nouns, pronouns lack the dative-2 and instrumental, but they possess an additional ablative. Pronouns, which generally refer to humans, lack the instrumental case, like human nouns (see 3.2.1.-[3]).

There are a few dialectal variations. The most important among them is that in Turner River dialect of N, the pronouns lack the ergative case; one single case (i.e. the absolute) marks the three syntactic functions St, Si and Ot. As we saw above, in other dialects the absolute case can mark St, but they have the ergative case as well. In all dialects, ambiguity can be avoided; even when the absolute free pronoun marks St, its function is indicated by the cross-referencing bound pronoun. See 4.5.11.-[3].

**TABLE 3.3.**

DECLENSION OF FREE PRONOUNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1stSg</th>
<th>2ndSg</th>
<th>3rdSg</th>
<th>1stDuInc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abs</td>
<td>नादु</td>
<td>नुंदु</td>
<td>नांदु</td>
<td>नालि</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erg</td>
<td>नादुँगु</td>
<td>नुंदुगु</td>
<td>नांदुगु</td>
<td>नालिंगु</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat</td>
<td>नानिंगा</td>
<td>नुनुंगा</td>
<td>नानुंगा</td>
<td>नालिंगा</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abl-1</td>
<td>नानिंगिंग</td>
<td>नुनुंगिंग</td>
<td>नानुंगिंग</td>
<td>नालिंगिंग</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>नानिंगिंदा</td>
<td>नुनुंगिंदा</td>
<td>नानुंगिंदा</td>
<td>नालिंगिंदा</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>नानिंगिंंदावु</td>
<td>नुनुंगिंंदावु</td>
<td>नानुंगिंंदावु</td>
<td>नालिंगिंदावु</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abl-2</td>
<td>नानिंगिंगिं(लु)</td>
<td>नुनुंगिंगिं(लु)</td>
<td>नानुंगिंगिं(लु)</td>
<td>नालिंगिंगिं(लु)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Table 3.3. cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1stDuExc</th>
<th>2ndDu</th>
<th>3rdDu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abs</td>
<td>ŋad̃ara</td>
<td>ɲənbulə</td>
<td>ɲanbulə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erg</td>
<td>ŋad̃aralu</td>
<td>ɲənbulalə</td>
<td>ɲənbulalə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat</td>
<td>ŋad̃arana</td>
<td>ɲənbulanə</td>
<td>ɲənbulanə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abl-1</td>
<td>ŋad̃araŋin</td>
<td>ɲənbularıŋin</td>
<td>ɲənbularıŋin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>ŋad̃araŋinga</td>
<td>ɲənbularıŋinga</td>
<td>ɲənbularıŋinga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>ŋad̃araŋingdawu</td>
<td>ɲənbularıŋingdawu</td>
<td>ɲənbularıŋingdawu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abl-2</td>
<td>ŋad̃araŋinŋu(ɭu)</td>
<td>ɲənbularıŋinŋu(ɭu)</td>
<td>ɲənbularıŋinŋu(ɭu)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1stPlInc</th>
<th>1stPlExc (W)</th>
<th>1stPlExc (any dialect)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abs</td>
<td>ɭaliba</td>
<td>ɭanamba</td>
<td>ɭaninba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erg</td>
<td>ɭalibalu</td>
<td>ɭanambalu</td>
<td>ɭanimbalu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat</td>
<td>ɭalibanə</td>
<td>ɭanambanə</td>
<td>ɭanimbənə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abl-1</td>
<td>ɭalibanin</td>
<td>ɭanambanin</td>
<td>ɭanimbənə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>ɭalibaninga</td>
<td>ɭanambanininga</td>
<td>ɭanimbənənda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>ɭalibaningdawu</td>
<td>ɭanambanindawu</td>
<td>ɭanimbənənda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abl-2</td>
<td>ɭalibaninŋu(ɭu)</td>
<td>ɭanambaninŋu(ɭu)</td>
<td>ɭanimbənənda(ɭu)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2ndPl (W)</th>
<th>2ndPl (N)</th>
<th>3rdPl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abs</td>
<td>ɲuraa</td>
<td>ɲuraŋa</td>
<td>As 3rdSg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erg</td>
<td>ɲuraalu</td>
<td>ɲuraŋalu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat</td>
<td>ɲuraanə</td>
<td>ɲuraŋanə</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abl-1</td>
<td>ɲuraanin</td>
<td>ɲuraŋanin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>ɲuraanindinga</td>
<td>ɲuraŋanindinga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>ɲuraanindawu</td>
<td>ɲuraŋanindawu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abl-2</td>
<td>ɲuraaninŋu(ɭu)</td>
<td>ɲuraŋaninŋu(ɭu)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 'first person plural exclusive' ɭanamba is used in W only, while ɭanimba is used in any dialect (though not frequently in W). (Among the surrounding languages, Ngardi (Capell 1962a:46), Walbiri (Capell 1962a:46, Hale 1973a:315) and Wandjira have only ɭanimba, while
Walmadjari has both ɲanimba and ɲanamba (Joyce Hudson 1978:85). In the 'second person plural', r is often (phonetically) deleted in N, while in W synchronically r no longer exists at all. The ablative-2 ending is, as the ablative ending of nouns, -ŋulu in N and -ŋu in W.

Note that the 'first person non-singulars' distinguish 'inclusive' (i.e. including the hearer(s)) and 'exclusive' (i.e. excluding the hearer(s)). In the third person, the same form ɲandu is used for both singular and plural (but not for dual). (Similarly, in Walbiri, ɲambu 'this' is used for singular and plural - Hale 1973a:321. In Pashto, an ergative language of Afghanistan, the weak pronoun 3rd person has the same form (ye) for singular and plural, although all other pronouns (both weak and non-weak) have the singular/plural distinction (Shafeev 1964:32-33); cf. also the English you 'singular/plural'.) Number-distinction can be, however, achieved through bound pronouns (3.4.).

In 'avoidance/deference' use, plural pronouns (2nd and 3rd person; whether free or bound) have singular referents (see Chapter 5 for details). ɲandu '3rdSg' can have not only human but also animate and (in a few instances) inanimate referents, e.g. 'jam' and '(a) letter'. (it is not certain whether ɲandu '3rdPl' can have inanimate referents.)

The forms given in Table 3.3. are the most common. Other forms observed include:

1stSg: ɲaninyaɗa
2ndSg: ɲunamiŋ, ɲunamiŋɗa, ɲunamiŋɗawu
3rdSg: ɲanuŋ (dative), ɲanuŋun, ɲanuŋuŋɗa

The dative of pronouns, unlike that of nouns, can further decline. Thus, with ɲaninya '1stSg-DAT' as the representative:

absolutive ɲaninya
erg/inst ɲaninyaŋulu
locative ɲaninyaŋula
dative-1 ɲaninyaŋuwu
dative-2 ɲaninyaŋuwuŋawu
allative ɲaninyaŋulawu
ablative ɲaninyaŋuŋu(ŋu)

See 4.11.1. for a detailed discussion. (Here, the underlying form ends in u - see the comment on ɲaŋaŋa in 3.2.3. -ŋu is (one of) the genitive and/or dative ending(s), for example, in Warungu (Tsunoda 1974a:93) and Djirbal (Dixon 1972:42).)

The ablative-2 is, like the ablative of nouns, ad-verbical (see 3.2.1.-[8]), while on the other hand the ablative-1 is ad-nominal. The latter can further decline, agreeing in case marking with the noun it modifies.
The ablative-2 marks '(movement or action) from...'; the ablative-1 generally marks origin or source (for instance, of a present), but when it further declines it can also mark a possessor. (See 4.11.1. for a detailed discussion.) With ɲanin in '1stSg-ABL1' as the representative, the declension is:

- absolutive: ɲanin in
- erg/inst: ɲanin inغو
- locative: ɲanin inدا
- dative-1: ɲanin ingu
- dative-2: ɲanin ingura
- allative: ɲanin indawu
- ablative: ɲanin inغو(љ)

The morphology of pronouns (see Table 3.3.) is fairly straightforward, and is similar to that of nouns. The formation of the ergative is regular, exactly like that of nouns. The locative, allative and ablative-2 are built on a stem which is in form identical with the ablative-1. This stem behaves regularly, exactly like a н-final noun. The same is true of the further declension of the ablative-1 discussed above. (Consequently, the paradigm of, for instance, ɲagu '1stSg' and that of ɲanin in '1stSg-ABL1' are partially identical (in the locative, allative and ablative).) (The ablative-1 ends in ɲи. This ɲи might be related to the derivational suffix -ɲи in 'from' in Malngin, Wandjira and Gardangaruru, from north-east to east of Djaru.)

3.3.1. INTERROGATIVE MEMBER

ɲana 'who; what is the name of' declines rather like (free) pronouns:

- absolutive: ɲana
- ergative: ɲandugu
- dative: ɲanduwu
- ablative-1: ɲanduwuɲ
- locative: ɲanduwuɲدا
- ɲanduga
- allative: ɲanduwuɲdawu
- ablative-2: ɲanduwuɲду(љ)

The ergative, dative, ablative-1 and one of the two locative forms are based on the stem ɲandu-. The other locative form, allative and ablative-2 are based on the stem ɲanduwuɲ- (identical with the ablative-1. With nouns, -уɲ is a stem-forming suffix - 6.2.1.-[4]). Dissimilation is operative in the formation of the ergative, locative and allative: the nasal in the second nasal-plus-stop cluster is deleted from
The dative of *ŋanduŋu, *ŋanduwumda, *ŋandu-ŋga and *ŋanduwumda, respectively. (See 2.8.).

The dative of *ŋana, like the dative-1 of nouns but unlike the dative of pronouns, cannot further decline. Its ablative-1 can presumably further decline, like the ablative-1 of pronouns.

*ŋana interrogates a name. It can have inanimate, animate (but non-human) as well as human referents. The human referents are the commonest; here, it can be translated 'who'. Examples include text 1, sentences 18, 20 and 47 and:

(25) (A man (A) who has never seen a buffalo comes across one, and asks his friend (B).)

A: *ŋana nila
that

'What is (the name of) that (animal)?'

B. *ŋa *ji, *ŋana nila
indeed that

'Indeed, (I wonder) what that is'

*ŋana can also have an indefinite meaning, like the interrogative word *pamba 'what' (3.2.2.). Its indefinite meaning is overtly expressed when affixed with the clitic -war! 'it is not known...'. (4.13.-[3]). (See also 1.8.)

3.4. BOUND PRONOUNS

The morphosyntax of bound pronouns is very complicated and, in some respects, quite irregular. The accounts of bound pronouns, given in 3.4. and 4.5.-4.5.11., are by no means complete or conclusive.

Bound pronouns have the same number and person distinction as, but a different case system from, those of free pronouns. In 'avoidance/deference' use, plural bound pronouns (and also free pronouns) of 2nd and 3rd person have singular referents. For details, see Chapter 5.

Bound pronouns are suffixed to the catalyst *ŋa or some other word in the sentence. They cross-reference nominals and show the latter's number, person and case. Their case system differs from that of nominals. On the whole, while nominals have an absolutive-ergative declension, bound pronouns have a nominative-accusative declension.
TABLE 3.4.
DECLENSION OF BOUND PRONOUNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1stSg</th>
<th>2ndSg</th>
<th>1stDuInc</th>
<th>1stDuExc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom</td>
<td>V-na</td>
<td>V-ŋa</td>
<td>V-ŋi</td>
<td>V-ŋijara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V-ŋi</td>
<td></td>
<td>V-ŋija (W;F,S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc/dat</td>
<td>V-ji</td>
<td>V-ŋugu</td>
<td>C, V-ŋalŋa</td>
<td>C-ŋajaraŋ (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V-ŋalŋa</td>
<td>V-ŋaraŋ (W;S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>V-jila</td>
<td>V-ŋula</td>
<td>C, V-ŋalingula</td>
<td>C-ŋajaragula (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ŋala (W)</td>
<td>V-ŋula</td>
<td>V-ŋalingula</td>
<td>V-ajaragula (S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>2ndDu</th>
<th>3rdDu</th>
<th>1stPlInc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom</td>
<td>V-ŋbula</td>
<td>V-bula (N)</td>
<td>V-liba (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V-wula</td>
<td>V-liwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc/dat</td>
<td>V-ŋgubula (S)</td>
<td>V-bulŋ (S)</td>
<td>V-ŋaliba (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ŋgųwula</td>
<td>V-bulŋ (F,G,S)</td>
<td>V-ŋaliba (W;S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>V-ŋgubulala (S)</td>
<td>C-bulŋaŋula (S)</td>
<td>C, V-ŋalimba (W;F,T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ŋgųwulala</td>
<td>C-bulŋaŋula (W)</td>
<td>V-ŋalimba (F,G)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Cont.)
(Table 3.4. cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2ndDu</th>
<th>3rdDu</th>
<th>1stPlInc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-wulangujarala (F)</td>
<td>V-aligbagula (W)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-wulaanula (S)</td>
<td>V-aligbagula (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-bulaanungula (W)</td>
<td>V-alibala (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-wulaanu(ŋ)gula (W)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-wulajanungula (W;F)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1stPlExc</th>
<th>2ndPl</th>
<th>3rdPl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom</td>
<td>V-ŋalu</td>
<td>V-ľu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-nilu (W;S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc/dat</td>
<td>C,V-ŋanamba (W;F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-anamba (W)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ŋura</td>
<td>C-ŋanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľu</td>
<td>V-ľanu (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľu (W;F,S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>C-ŋanamba...la (W)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-anambagula (W)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľurala</td>
<td>C-ŋanula (F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľurangula (W)</td>
<td>V-ľanula (S,T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľanu (F;S)</td>
<td>V-anula (F;S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-ŋanula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľanuna (F;S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľanungula (W;F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-ŋanigbala (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-ŋanimbala (F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľanimbala (W;S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-ŋanimbula (F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-ŋanimbula (F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-ŋanimbula (F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-ŋanimbula (W;S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľanimbula (F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ľanimbula (F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-ŋanimbula (W)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Table 3.4. cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3rdSg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom/acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(F, G, S and T respectively indicate Old Flora Valley dialect, Gordon Downs dialect, Sturt Creek dialect and Turner River dialect of N. Those forms with no dialectal specification (appear to) occur in all dialects, both in N and W.)

The middle-voice suffix is -ŋamu (S,G) and -ŋunu. For middle-voice sentences, see 4.5.10. We will refer to the accusative, dative and locational by 'oblique' as against the nominative.

Some forms of bound pronouns show allomorphy, depending on whether they follow a consonant or vowel; e.g. '3rdDuAcc/Dat' -bulajanu following a consonant and -wulajanu following a vowel. Others do not show allomorphy, e.g. -ji '1stSgAcc/Dat'; they (happen to) always follow a vowel.

Except for '3rdSg', the dative and accusative cases are identical in form, but there are reasons for distinguishing between them - 4.5.10. -la '3rdSgDat' - and also an element in locational forms - might be in fact -la, involving the retroflex rather than the alveolar lateral. See note to 3.2.

Benveniste (1946, 1956; both reprinted in 1966; English translation 1971) says that, while first and second person are 'persons', third person is not a 'person' but 'non-person', and he shows that, in many languages from various language families, third person - particularly singular - is treated differently, often lacking in any overt marking (see also Silverstein 1976:121-22). The Djaru third person singular bound pronoun shows exactly such a situation:

(a) in the third person, the nominative and accusative are identical (and the dative is different from them), while on the other hand in other bound pronouns, the accusative and dative are identical (and the nominative is different from them);

(b) the third person nominative and accusative are not overtly marked.

Marvan (personal communication) points out that in the Djaru bound pronouns, the accusative does not have any separate form, being identical with the nominative (in third person singular) or with the dative (in other bound pronouns); and that the paradigm of Djaru bound pronouns is similar to that of Russian masculine nouns (the accusative is identical with the nominative or genitive). He then suggests that in the Djaru bound pronouns, the basic opposition is nominative-versus-dative (the accusative being identical with the nominative or dative).
The correspondence between the (nominative-accusative) paradigm of bound pronouns and the (absolutive-ergative) paradigm of nominals is roughly as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Bound Pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERGATIVE as transitive subject</td>
<td>Nominative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABSOLUTIVE as intransitive subject</td>
<td>Accusative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABSOLUTIVE as direct object</td>
<td>Dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATIVE (1,2)</td>
<td>Locational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCATIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLATIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABLATIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(But, recall that Turner River dialect lacks the ergative case for free pronouns - 3.3.) For a detailed discussion and examples of this correspondence, see 4.4.-4.4.7., 4.5.8. and 4.5.11.

For a further, detailed discussion of the morphosyntax of bound pronouns, see 4.5.-4.5.11.

3.5. PREVERBS

The paradigm of preverbs obtained so far is incomplete, largely due to their semantic nature. (For a full discussion of their semantics and syntax, see 4.10.-4.10.8.) Most of them appear to decline regularly, like nouns. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>absolutive</th>
<th>erg/inst</th>
<th>locative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'playing'</td>
<td>ɾuju</td>
<td></td>
<td>ɾujuŋa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'bathing' (N)</td>
<td>daɾuɡab</td>
<td></td>
<td>daɾuɡabgula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'sleeping'</td>
<td>maŋan</td>
<td>maŋandu</td>
<td>maŋanda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>dative-1</th>
<th>dative-2</th>
<th>allative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'playing'</td>
<td>ɾujuwu</td>
<td>ɾujuwura</td>
<td>ɾujuŋawu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'bathing' (N)</td>
<td>maŋangu</td>
<td>maŋangura</td>
<td>maŋandawu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We suggested in 3.2. that, if there were a noun ending in m, it would involve the insertion of -ŋu in the ergative/instrumental, locative and allative. There is at least one m-final preverb: maŋam 'whispering'. As expected, it involves the insertion of -ŋu.
The forms with an asterisk were coined by the writer and accepted by the informant.

At least two preverbs - jud 'sitting' and ḍad 'standing' - involve the insertion of -ŋu or -gu in the ergative/instrumental, locative (and presumably allative):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preverb</th>
<th>Absolutive</th>
<th>Erg/Inst</th>
<th>Locative</th>
<th>Dative-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'sitting'</td>
<td>jud</td>
<td>judgulu</td>
<td>judgula</td>
<td>judgu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'standing'</td>
<td>ḍad</td>
<td>ḍadŋulu</td>
<td>ḍadgula</td>
<td>ḍadgu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference between -ŋu and -gu is not known; even the same speaker uses, for instance, both judgulu and judŋulu.

Note that here the formation of the ergative/instrumental, locative (and presumably allative) is irregular, in two respects. Firstly, note that nouns (they are all disyllabic or longer) ending in d do not involve the insertion of -ŋu or -gu (3.2.). It is perhaps the monosyllabicity of jud and ḍad that is responsible for the insertion; the purpose of the insertion is to turn the (uncommon) monosyllabic stems into (common) disyllabic stems. (Therefore, any monosyllabic preverb ending in d (and also probably some other stop) would involve such an insertion.) Secondly, although the resultant stems are disyllabic (for instance, judgulu-), they behave like trisyllabic (or longer) stems; they take, for instance in the ergative, -lu (normally, for trisyllabic or longer stems) rather than the expected -ŋu (normally, for disyllabic stems).

The formation of the following three preverbs show a few irregularities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preverb</th>
<th>Absolutive</th>
<th>Erg/Inst</th>
<th>Locative</th>
<th>Dative-1</th>
<th>Allative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'running'</td>
<td>burḍa</td>
<td>burḍalu*</td>
<td>burḍala*</td>
<td>burḍawu</td>
<td>burḍalawu*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>burḍagu*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>burḍangawu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'laughing'</td>
<td>ḍingirɪ</td>
<td>ḍingirigu*</td>
<td>ḍingirila</td>
<td>ḍingiriwu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'fright'</td>
<td>jiwa</td>
<td>jiwagu*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jiwangu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The forms marked with an asterisk are irregular. At least for burda, which functions partly disyllabically and partly trisyllabically, there is an historical explanation for some of its irregularities: its older form (still used, mainly in N) is a trisyllabic buruda and the second vowel has been (diachronically) dropped, producing a disyllabic burda. Synchronously, the irregular burda-lawu, for example, retains the ending -lawu (normally, for trisyllabic or longer vowel-final stems), but burda also functions disyllabically and takes the regular -ŋawu (for disyllabic vowel-final stems).

3.6. ADVERBS

Generally, adverbs do not decline. Some adverbs—in particular, adverbs of place and those of time—decline, but not so fully as nominals. Thus:

'far'

'in/at' jungu
locative junguga
allative jungugawu
ablative junguŋu(ŋu)

Adverbs of time can have four different forms. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>'at/in' (= locative)</th>
<th>'since'</th>
<th>'until' (= allative)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'in the morning'</td>
<td>magan (occasionally used)</td>
<td>maganda (generally used)</td>
<td>maganŋuŋa magandawu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'in the afternoon/ yesterday'</td>
<td>nuluŋulu (generally used)</td>
<td>nuluŋulula (occasionally used)</td>
<td>nuluŋulunŋuŋa nuluŋululawu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(-ŋuŋa is a derivational suffix—6.3.1.-[5].) Examples include (19) in 3.2.1. and text 1, sentence 69.

A few adverbs of manner and those of relative order (of events) may (but not always) take an instrumental ending in a transitive sentence. For example, baraniŋ (unmarked form) and baraniŋ-du (inst) 'for the first time, first (as against later), start doing':

(26) ŋaŋu-ngu baraniŋ-du jaji-ru ŋa-ŋa-ŋula mawundi
LSg-ERG put-PURP C-LSgNom-2SgLoc white paint

'I will put white paint on you first'; e.g. 'I will paint you first (and then you will paint me)'. (An N example)
3.6.1. DEMONSTRATIVE MEMBERS

The demonstratives muŋa/u 'here/this', jala/u 'there/that', ɲawa 'this' and ɲila 'that' (3.2.2.) can in effect be used like 'demonstrative adverbs (or pro-adverbs)'. There are also gara 'in such a way, thus', and mini 'here, this way'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'at, in'</th>
<th>'to'</th>
<th>'to'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'here, this way'</td>
<td>mini</td>
<td>miniwu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that -wu (normally dative) here marks 'to' (i.e. allative), as in muŋawu and jalawu (3.2.2.). The suffix -wuŋ is generally used as a noun-stem-forming suffix 'from', but here it marks 'to'. In Guurinjii, east of Djaru, -wuŋ appears to be dative (McConvell 1980).

3.6.2. INTERROGATIVE MEMBERS

waŋdu/i- 'where' declines as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>locative</th>
<th>allative</th>
<th>ablative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'where'</td>
<td>waŋdu</td>
<td>waŋdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>waŋduawu</td>
<td>waŋduawu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>waŋduawlu</td>
<td>waŋduawlu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>waŋduawlu</td>
<td>waŋduawlu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note the irregular endings -la and -lawu (normally for trisyllabic or longer stems). For similar irregularities, see 3.2.2.-[1] and 3.5.

Note also that nasal-plus-stop dissimilation reduces *waŋdu-ŋa to waŋdu-ga; and *waŋdu-ŋawu to waŋdu-gawu - 2.8. A phonological change turned waŋdu into waŋdu in a language which is now called by this characteristic word - Wandjira.

ɲula 'when' has:

'at/in' ɲula
'since' ɲulawuŋ
'until' ɲulalawu

Other interrogative adverbs do not appear to decline. They include ɲawra (southern N), ɲara (northern N, and W) 'how'; paraŋamba 'which way' (W), paraŋawura 'which way; how' (W and northern N only?).

Adverbs of modality are discussed in 4.12.
Note that most of these interrogative adverbs begin with \( p \). A few other words with an interrogative meaning begin with \( w \), e.g. \( wap\)u 'where'; three adverbs of modality \( walima \) 'how, any', \( wajj \) 'question', \( wap\)ara 'why not' (see 4.12.) and the catalyst \( wa \) (4.5.1.). It is common in Australian languages for an interrogative word to begin with \( wa \), e.g. \( wap\)u 'who', \( wap\)ara 'where' and \( wajj \) 'question' in Warungu (Tsunoda 1974a: 303).

3.7. VERBS

There are only forty odd verbs in the whole corpus of over 3,000 words. But this scarcity of verbs is compensated by the existence of numerous verb complexes (1.1.). See 4.10.4.-4.10.8. for a detailed discussion of verb complexes.

Djaru has very few grammatical verbs. The intransitive verb \( jain- \) (in all dialects)/ \( jajin- \) (northern N only?) is solely used as the copula verb 'be'. A few other intransitive verbs, such as \( \text{\textsc{p}}\text{n}\text{in-} \) 'stay', can be in effect used like 'be' or 'become'. (See 4.4.9.-[4].) There are no causative verbs, but a few transitive verbs, such as \( \text{\textsc{m}}\text{an-} \) 'get', can be effectively used as causative verbs. (See 4.4.9., 4.10.5. and 4.10.8.) Djaru also lacks grammatical verbs 'do'; and interrogative verbs 'do how' and 'do what'. At least 'do what' can be expressed by the interrogative adverb \( \text{\textsc{p}}\text{ar}\)wa(\(w\)) 'how' and the intransitive verb \( \text{\textsc{m}}\text{an-} \) (generally, 'talk', but here with a somewhat neutralised meaning - see 4.10.5.):

(27) \( \text{\textsc{p}}\text{ara-n} \) \( \text{\textsc{p}}\text{undu} \) \( \text{\textsc{m}}\text{an-an} \)

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{how-2SgNom} \quad \text{2Sg} \quad \text{-PRES}
\end{array} \]

'What are you doing?'

3.7.1. TRANSLITIVITY

There are thirty transitive verbs, and twelve intransitive verbs. Transitive and intransitive verbs can be each divided into two subgroups in terms of sentence structures they take - 4.3.1. The avoidance-language verb is neutral in terms of transitivity - see Chapter 5. The avoidance-language verb and the transitive verb \( \text{\textsc{l}}\text{uw\text{a}}\text{-} \) 'shoot' have the same conjugation. The intransitive \( j\text{a}\text{j-}/j\text{a}\text{jin-} \) 'be' and the transitive \( j\text{a}\text{n-}/j\text{a}\text{jin-} \) 'put' (both verbs with the same dialectal distribution) have the same conjugation. Examples include (26) in 3.6.: and (129) and (130) in 4.4.9. Similarly for the intransitive \( \text{\textsc{b}}\text{u}\text{q\text{-}b} \) 'burn' and transitive \( \text{\textsc{b}}\text{u}\text{q\text{-}h} \) 'hit'. Examples include (4) and (5) in 3.2.1. and:

(28) \( \text{\textsc{d}}\text{a}\text{n\text{a}}\text{l}\text{a}\text{n} \) \( \text{\textsc{b}}\text{u}\text{q\text{-}a}n \)

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{fire (or firewood)} \quad \text{Vint. burn-PRES}
\end{array} \]

'The fire(wood) is burning' (W example)
3.7.2. CONJUGATION

Six conjugational classes can be set up for Djaru. Most of the verbs belong to one of these six classes, but a few verbs do not fit in this regular pattern of conjugation.

### TABLE 3.5.
**REGULAR CONJUGATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>class</th>
<th>1 'hold'</th>
<th>2 'eat'</th>
<th>3 'fall'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>garun-</td>
<td>ńan-</td>
<td>wandiń-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past</td>
<td>garuni</td>
<td>ńanì</td>
<td>wandiña</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past narr</td>
<td>garunîpura</td>
<td>ńanîpura</td>
<td>wandîpûrura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont past</td>
<td>garunanî</td>
<td>ńanani</td>
<td>wandîpâni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>garunan</td>
<td>ńanân</td>
<td>wandîpân</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont pres (W)</td>
<td>garuna</td>
<td>ńânà</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposive</td>
<td>garulu</td>
<td>ńalu</td>
<td>wandiwu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont purp</td>
<td>garunângu</td>
<td>ńanângu</td>
<td>wandîpûngu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hortative</td>
<td>garulûra (W)</td>
<td>ńalûra</td>
<td>wandiwûra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont hort</td>
<td>garunângûra</td>
<td>ńanângûra</td>
<td>wandîpûngûra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potential</td>
<td>garunîgi</td>
<td>ńanîgi</td>
<td>wandîni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont pot</td>
<td>garunanîgi</td>
<td>ńanânîgi</td>
<td>wandîpânîgi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperative</td>
<td>garuwa</td>
<td>ńânda</td>
<td>wandiwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont imp</td>
<td>garunananda</td>
<td>ńananda</td>
<td>wandîpanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbid</td>
<td>garunu</td>
<td>ńânu</td>
<td>wandînu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>class</th>
<th>4 'bite'</th>
<th>5 'get'</th>
<th>6 'carry'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>bajan-</td>
<td>man-</td>
<td>gań-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past</td>
<td>bajani</td>
<td>mani</td>
<td>gańa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past narr</td>
<td>bajanîpura</td>
<td>manîpura</td>
<td>gańapûra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont past</td>
<td>bajanani</td>
<td>manani</td>
<td>gańani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>bajanani</td>
<td>manan</td>
<td>gańan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont pres (W)</td>
<td>bajana</td>
<td>mana</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposive</td>
<td>bajaru</td>
<td>mangu</td>
<td>gańgu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont purp</td>
<td>bajanângu</td>
<td>manângu</td>
<td>gańangu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hortative</td>
<td>bajarura</td>
<td>mangura</td>
<td>gańgura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont hort</td>
<td>bajanângûra</td>
<td>manângûra</td>
<td>gańgûra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potential</td>
<td>bajanîgi</td>
<td>manîgi</td>
<td>gańi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont pot</td>
<td>bajanânîgi</td>
<td>manânîgi</td>
<td>gańanîgi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperative</td>
<td>bajara</td>
<td>manda</td>
<td>gańga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont imp</td>
<td>bajananda</td>
<td>mananda</td>
<td>gańanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbid</td>
<td>bajanu</td>
<td>manu</td>
<td>gańu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The roots in classes 1, 3 and 4 are disyllabic, while the roots in classes 2, 5 and 6 (with two exceptions) are monosyllabic. The roots end in ȃ in class 2; p in class 3; n in classes 4 and 5; and q in class 6. In class 1, it appears that some end in n, while others end in ȃ. (See 2.3.)

There are two aspects: continuative and noncontinuative, for example, continuative past and noncontinuative past. (For convenience, noncontinuative past, for instance, is generally referred to simply by 'past', without using the term 'noncontinuative'.) Continuative is a marked aspect, while noncontinuative is an unmarked aspect. Past narrative and verb id lack a continuative counterpart. Only W (but not N) has continuative present.

For each verb, three types of stems can be conveniently set up (in the spirit of Jakobson 1948). They are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Stems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Basic stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Derived stem-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Derived stem-b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Root + aŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuatives (except for the continuative present) are based on the derived stems, and other forms are based on basic stems. In class 6, -aŋ in the derived stem-b is changed into -an by dissimilation (the writer owes this observation to McConvell, personal communication and Marvan, personal communication): *gaŋaŋu + gaŋugu.

The rules for formation are:

[1] PAST involves the addition, to the basic stem, of:
   (a) -a in classes 3 and 6, together with the change of the stem-final ŋ into ㎟ in class 6,
   (b) -i in other classes;

[2] CONTINUATIVE PAST involves the addition of -i to the derived stem-a;

[3] PAST NARRATIVE involves the addition, to the past form, of:
   (a) -ŋura in classes 3 and 6,
   (b) -nura in other classes;

[4] PRESENT involves the addition of -an to the basic stem;

[5] CONTINUATIVE PRESENT (used in W only, and lacking in classes 3 and 6) involves the addition of -a to the basic stem (it is also possible to state that continuative present involves the deletion of the final ῡ from the derived stem-a);
PURPOSIVE involves the addition, to the basic stem, of:
(a) \(-gu\) in classes 5 and 6,
(b) \(-wu\) in class 1 of N, and class 3,
-\(lu\) in class 1 of W, and class 2,
-\(ru\) in class 4,
together with the deletion of the root-final consonant;
\(\text{wandiwu} \ 'fall' \ (\text{class } 3)\) -PURP is realised (regularly) as 
\(\text{[wandeo]}\) in N, but is generally realised (irregularly) as 
\(\text{[wando:]}\) in W. Phonetically/phonologically, N is the more 
conservative and W is the more divergent - 1.2.)

CONTINUATIVE PURPOSIVE involves the addition of \(-gu\) to the derived 
stem-\(b\);
HORTATIVE involves the addition of \(-ra\) to the purposive form;
CONTINUATIVE HORTATIVE involves the addition of \(-ra\) to the con-
tinuative purposive form;
POTENTIAL involves the addition of \(-\eta_i\) to the basic stem in all 
classes, together with the deletion of the stem-final consonant in 
classes 3 and 6;
CONTINUATIVE POTENTIAL involves the addition of \(-\eta_i\) to the derived 
stem-\(a\) (in any class but class 6, the stem-final \(n\) can be (and generally 
is) deleted);
IMPERATIVE involves the addition, to the basic stem, of:
(a) \(-ra\), together with the deletion of stem-final \(n\), in class 4,
(b) \(-wa\), together with the deletion of the stem-final consonant, in 
class 3,
(c) \(-wa\) if the final vowel in the stem is not a (i.e. i or u, e.g. 
garun- 'hold'),
\(-a\) if the the final vowel in the stem is a (e.g. maran- 'tell'),
together with the deletion of the stem-final consonant in class 
1 (the ending -\(a\) is very often deleted, thus we have, for 'tell'- 
IMP, both maraa and mara);
(d) \(-Da\) in classes 2, 5 and 6, together with the change of the stem-
final \(n\) into \(\eta\) in class 2 (\(D:\) a stop homorganic with the pre-
ceding nasal);
CONTINUATIVE IMPERATIVE involves the addition of \(-da\) to the 
derived stem-\(a\);
VERBID involves the addition of \(-u\) to the basic stem.
Irregular verbs are each very similar to, but in minor details dif-
ferent from, one of the six classes. \(\text{wajin-} \ 'tie up'\) is partly similar
to (the verbs of) classes 1 and 4; note that it involves r in the imperative (like class 4) and l in the imperative and potential (unlike any other class). baṇan- (W only)/baṣin- (any dialect) 'scratch' is on the whole similar to class 1, but differs from class 1 in that, for the imperative, it has the irregular baṇi/a-la (like wajin- 'tie up') as well as the regular baṇi-wa. (But, neither baṇa-wa nor baṇa-a has been attested.) gaṇin- 'sit' (used around Turner River, Nicholson and Gordon Downs Stations) is on the whole similar to class 3, but it differs from class 3 in that its imperative ending would be -ja (i.e. gaṇi-ja) rather than -wa. Also, its purposive form gaṇiwu is generally realised (irregularly) as [karo:] (its regular realisation is [kareo]). ŋin- 'stay' is quite irregular; its past and past narrative involve r, and its present and imperative are identical - ŋina. (For its imperative, one would expect ŋina-wa (cf. wandi-wa 'fall' (class 3)) or ŋina-a (cf. mara-a 'tell' (class 1)). But, the observed (surface) form is ŋina.) ŋinan- 'sit' (mainly used in W and Old Flora Valley dialect of N; etymologically, the derived stem-b of ŋin- ?) is similar to class 6. ŋin- and ŋinan- each have an incomplete paradigm, but together they make up a complete paradigm.

In class 6, some (basic) stems contain u (rather than a), for example, buṇ- 'hit'. u is changed into i in the past, past narrative and potential. This change is obligatory except for in the dialects spoken around Gordon Downs, Nicholson and Turner River (and also in Wandjirra, immediately east of Nicholson, and Malngin, immediately northeast of Turner River); here at least in the past, both buṇa and biṇa 'hit'-PAST, for example, are used. For an example of buṇ-a, see (537).
TABLE 3.6.
IRREGULAR AND OTHER CONJUGATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>'tie up'</th>
<th>'hit'</th>
<th>'sit'</th>
<th>'sit'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>wajin-</td>
<td>bina-</td>
<td>pin-</td>
<td>pinaq-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past</td>
<td>wajini</td>
<td>bina, buna</td>
<td>pira</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past narr</td>
<td>wajiniura</td>
<td>binaqura</td>
<td>piraqura</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont past</td>
<td>wajinani</td>
<td>buna</td>
<td>pina</td>
<td>pinaqani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>wajinan</td>
<td>buna</td>
<td>pina</td>
<td>pinaqan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont pres (W)</td>
<td>wajina</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>pina</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposive</td>
<td>wajilu (W)</td>
<td>bungu</td>
<td>pinawu</td>
<td>(pinaqungu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wajiru (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont purp</td>
<td>wajinanguru</td>
<td>bunga</td>
<td>pinaqanguru</td>
<td>pinaqanguru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hortative</td>
<td>wajilura (W)</td>
<td>bungura</td>
<td>pinaawura</td>
<td>(pinaqangura)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wajirura (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont hort</td>
<td>wajinangura</td>
<td>bunga</td>
<td>pinaqangura</td>
<td>pinaqangura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potential</td>
<td>wajinj</td>
<td>bini</td>
<td>pini</td>
<td>pina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wajilj</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont pot</td>
<td>wajinanj</td>
<td>bunga</td>
<td>pinaanj</td>
<td>pinaanj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperative</td>
<td>wajila</td>
<td>bunga</td>
<td>pina</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wajira</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wajawa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont imp</td>
<td>wajinanda</td>
<td>bunga</td>
<td>pinaanda</td>
<td>pinaanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbid</td>
<td>wajinu</td>
<td>bungu</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>pina</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The full list of verbs is:

[1] Class 1:
(a) transitive: ɗambun- 'kiss', garun- 'hold', maran- 'tell',
nantan- (?) 'miss (a target)', waɗban- 'throw', waɗan- 'search for'  
(N only), gaman- 'burn', guaman- 'cut', luwan- 'shoot', jingan-
'smooth', junban- 'sing', juwan- 'send', wuran- 'stop (a fight)'
(b) transitivity-neutral: luwan- 'the avoidance-language verb';

[2] Class 2:
(a) transitive: ɗan- 'eat',
(b) intransitive: man- 'do, talk';

[3] Class 3:
(a) intransitive: waniŋ- 'fall', baniŋ- 'smell' (N only);
[4] Class 4:
(a) transitive: bajin- (N only), bajan- (any dialect) 'bite',
gajin- (N only), gajan- (any dialect) 'kick', guŋdan- 'wet', jajin-
(N only), jaan- (any dialect) 'put', waŋdan- 'leave' (N only),
(b) intransitive: jajin- (N only), jaan- (any dialect) 'be', wajin-
(N only), wajan- (any dialect) 'become';

[5] Class 5:
(a) transitive: ɗan- 'f uck', ɗun- 'sc old', man- 'get', lan- 'spear',
(b) intransitive: jan- 'go/come';

[6] Class 6:
(a) transitive: buŋ- 'hit', gani- 'carry', naŋ- 'see', jun- 'give',
wawan- (?) 'wipe',
(b) intransitive: buŋ- 'burn', luŋ- 'cry', bulan- 'call out' (N only),

[7] Irregular verbs:
(a) transitive: baŋan- (W only), baŋin- (any dialect) 'scratch',
wajin- 'tie up',
(b) intransitive: garin- 'sit' (N only), nin- 'sit', ŋinaŋ- 'sit'.

At least in some Australian languages, there is a clear correspondence between transitivity and conjugational classes: one class, which is often characterised by 1, is predominantly transitive, while another (or, the other) class, which is often characterised by 0, is predominantly intransitive (see Dixon 1972:13-14). This is exactly the case in Djirbal (Dixon 1972:54) and Warungu (Tsunoda 1974a:187-88), for example. A similar tendency is found in Djaru verbs. At least in W, the purposives involve 1 in the verbs of classes 1 and 2, and the two irregular verbs baŋan-, baŋin- 'scratch' and wajin- 'tie up', and r in the verbs of class 4. (r is a development from 1. Compare the cognate baqalgu of Warungu and bajaru of Djaru, both 'bite'-PURP.) On the other hand, purposives of verbs of other classes do not involve 1 or r (i.e. they are characterised by zero). Classes 1, 2 and 4 are predominantly transitive. At least in W, out of twenty verbs of the three classes, seventeen are transitive; and out of the total twenty-eight transitive verbs, nineteen involve 1 or r, while on the other hand out of the total nine intransitive verbs, only three involve 1 or r.

3.7.3. MEANINGS AND FUNCTIONS

As we saw above there are two aspects: the (marked) continuative and the (unmarked) noncontinuative (past narrative and verbid lack a continuative counterpart). We shall first discuss the conjugational categories (past, present and so on) of the unmarked aspect, together with past narrative and verbid; and then the marked aspect – continuative.

[1] PAST indicates that 'the narrated event is anterior to the speech event' (Jakobson 1957 (reprint 1971:135)). Generally, the narrated event was completed in the past, but in some examples it has continued till the time of speaking. Thus:
Many more examples are given in the three texts below.

[2] PAST NARRATIVE appears to be used to narrate a past event which the addressee neither participated in (cf. Jakobson 1957 (reprint 1971: 133)) not witnessed. In the attested examples, a second person pronoun or a first person (non-singular) inclusive pronoun does not mark the participant(s) of the narrated event.) For example, one informant remarked to the effect that past narrative was to be used when the writer talked about the Djaru people to his parents after he returned to Japan. The use of past narrative, thus, appears to imply that the addressee did not witness or participate in the narrated event. But, it does not imply necessarily that the speaker witnessed or participated in the narrated event. Past narrative is used to describe events that the speaker did not witness or participate in as well as events that he witnessed or participated in. Past narrative can describe events in the remote past (e.g. the Dream Time) and those in the near past (say, a day or two ago). An example is:

(30) mawun-du naliqa nan-ipura
    man-ERG tea drink-PAST NARR

'I narrate to you that a man drank tea'

Past narrative is used in texts very frequently. See the three texts below.

Turkic languages and Estonian have a verbal category with a similar meaning to that of the Djaru past narrative, except that it is the speaker (rather than the addressee as in Djaru) who did not witness the described event; these languages distinguish two types of past tense, and one of the two past tenses implies that the speaker did not witness the narrated event (the writer owes this information to Shimomiya 1980:207). Thus, in Turkish, while 'the definite past' 'is used when the speaker has personally witnessed the action that he describes', the narrative past 'does not make this claim. It is used, therefore, when the speaker knows of the action only through hearsay' (Underhill 1976:170). Underhill (1976:170) also notes that, like the Djaru past narrative, the Turkish narrative past 'is the tense used for narratives and tales when the speaker has no first hand knowledge of the events described'. Although past narrative is unmarked for aspect, it often has a

continuative, repetitive or habitual meaning. One informant remarked to the effect that past narrative means 'used to'.

(31) nanimba na-nalu pir-ajura nura-nga
    1PLExcl C-1PLExNom sit-PAST NARR camp-LOC

'I narrate to you that we (plural, excluding you) used to sit, or, were sitting, in the camp'
Past narrative is very frequently used in W, but not so in N. Among the surrounding languages, Ngardi and Mudbura (east of Guurindji) have past narrative (-nura and/or -gura).

Past narrative ("I narrate to you...") is reminiscent of performative sentences - Ross 1970.

[3] PRESENT describes an event in the 'present' time. It is unmarked for aspect and can have various aspectual meanings - continuative, repetitive, habitual and so on. (In W, but not in N, there is a distinct continuative present, and an event progressing at the time of speaking is more likely to be expressed by continuative present than by present.) Some examples are given in 3.2.1. Present also appears to describe a past event in a story, like historic (or dramatic) present (Jespersen 1924:258) - e.g. text 1, sentence 24 - and an event that is, perhaps, certain to occur, in the near future. Thus:

(32) ṇali jan-an gaarara
IDuInc go-PRES to east
'We are going east'

The present tense of verbs denoting 'go' often has a future meaning, for instance, in some European languages (Jespersen 1924:260). However, in Djaru the present forms of not only the verb 'go' but also other verbs such as 'give' and 'cook' appear to be able to have a future meaning.

[4] PURPOSES is used:
(i) as the predicate of a simple sentence;
(ii) as that of the main clause of a complex sentence, and;
(iii) as that of the subordinate clause of a complex sentence.

Purposives of the type (iii) can be further divided into two groups:
(a) those occurring with the conjunction ḋang mark condition in future or time in future, i.e. 'if' or 'when' (4.6.),
(b) others mark the purpose or consequence of the event described by the main-clause predicate, i.e. 'so that' (4.8.).

The purposive can have various functions and meanings, and it is very difficult to generalise about them. The closest approximation available is as follows: the purposive is what might be called a 'relative tense' (Jakobson 1957 (reprint 1971:133)); it narrates an event posterior to a certain time. (We have, tentatively, characterised the purposive as a type of tense, but this characterisation has a serious defect; it ignores the various modal meanings the purposive has.)

In the following, we first discuss the purposive as a relative tense; here, the purposives can be divided into type (iii)-(b) and other types.
We then discuss the various modal meanings of the purposive; here the purposives can be divided into type (i) and (ii) on the one hand and type (iii) on the other. As 'if/when' purposives and 'so that' purposives (of type (iii)) are discussed separately and in some detail - see 4.6. and 4.8., respectively - no examples of them will be given here.

Purposive as a relative tense. As seen above, the purposive narrates an event posterior to a certain time. In the case of type (iii)-(b) 'so that' purposive (used as the subordinate-clause predicate), this 'certain time' is linguistically overtly expressed - that it, by the main-clause predicate. Here, the 'certain time' can be a time in the future time or in the present time, e.g. (290)-(292) in 4.8. (For example, in (290), 'taking the words' will only take place after 'teaching the language' takes place.) It can also be a time in the past time, and the purposive expresses 'future in past' (Jespersen 1924: 256), e.g. (289). (In this example, the dog's death happened after the beating/killing of it took place.) However, in the case of other types of purposives, the 'certain time' is not linguistically overtly expressed (but may be implicit in the discourse). In most instances, the 'certain time' is the time of speaking. In the case of type (i) and (ii) (used as the predicate and as the main-clause predicate, respectively) the 'certain time' can be the time of speaking. Examples of type (i) include (26) in 3.6. and (34)-(37). Examples of type (ii) include نان-گو in (267), ما-لو in (268) and وون-گو in (274), in 4.6. With type (i) and (ii), the 'certain time' can also be a time in the past; the purposive expresses 'future in past' generally marking intention), e.g.:

(33) گا-لو گارو-و۴ گیدا
C-3P1Nom hold-PURP shield

'(In a fight) they intended/ tried to grab a shield'

In the case of type (iii)-(a), 'if-when' purposive (used as the subordinate-clause predicate), the 'certain time' cannot be a time in the past (i.e. the purposive cannot mark a condition about the past - see 4.6.). Here, it can be naturally the time of speaking, e.g. ین-گو in (267), ما-گو in (268), ینانگ-گو in (274), and ما-گو in (292).

What has been stated above can be summarised as follows:
Purposive as the predicate of: Narrates an event posterior to:

(1) simple sentence
(1i) main clause { time in the past
(1ii) subordinate clause { (a) 'if/when'
(1iii) subordinate clause (b) 'so that' time of speaking time of the main clause

(In the case of type (1), (1i) and (1ii)-(a), the 'certain time' may be implicit in the discourse. But, there are cases in which it is not identifiable. This is another problem of the characterisation of the purposive as a relative tense.)

Modal meanings of the purposive. Purposives of the types (1ii)-(a) and (1ii)-(b) have constant meanings, - 'future condition/future time' and 'consequence/purpose', respectively. But, type (1) and (1i) can have various modal meanings, such as volition, intention, obligation, future time, hortative 'Let's' (with a first person non-singular subject), request, advice, permission and so on. Many examples are given; particularly in text 3. Other examples include (33), (136), (138), (441) and:

(34) ŋajingu dagur jan-gu
he inside go
'He will have to go inside (the jail)'
(For ŋajingu, see 4.5.1.).

(35) ŋaba wandi-wu
water fall-PURP
'It is going to rain'

(36) ŋaringa ŋa-ji-n jan-gu
woman (N) C-1SgDat-2SgNom give-PURP (N example)
Informant's translation: 'You want to give me a woman' (request?)

(37) guĩari- lu gaŋ-gu pila
boy-ERG carry-PURP that
'The boy can (i.e. is allowed to) carry that (boomerang)'

Future time is generally expressed by purposive; Djaru lacks a future tense.

Also, purposives of the type (1) and (1i) and adverbs of modality together have various modal meanings:
A Purposive and: mean:

wagura 'not'  'will not (negative intention)',
'cannot (incapability)', 'should
not (prohibition or negative
advice)';

gula 'cannot'  'cannot (incapability)';

ŋara 'possibility, capability'  'might (possibility)', 'can
(capability)'.

Examples are given in 4.12.

[5] HORTATIVE marks hortation or permission, always directed towards
the third person (agent/subject): 'Let (him)...' or '(He) may...'.
Examples include (137), (425) and:

(38) jalu-gu mawun-du maŋari man-gura
that-ERG man-ERG food get-HORT
Informant's translation: 'That man can take tucker'

Like the purposive, the hortative can be used as the subordinate-clause
predicate, marking purpose 'so that'. See 4.8.

The suffix -gu/-wu is involved both in declension (dative-1)
and conjugation (purposive). Both can occur in the same
sentence. (This is a good example of the bivalency - nominal
and verbal - of the suffix. See Capell 1956:77-79. See also
Breen 1974 and papers for Topic C 'The bivalent suffix -ku'
in Dixon, ed. 1976.) Thus:

(39) mawun jan-gu ŋaba-wu
man go-PURP water-DAT1
'A man will go for water'

Similarly, for -gura/-wura in dative-2 and hortative:

(40) mawun-du ŋura ŋila guma-wura juŋa-wura
man-ERG camp that cut-HORT good-DAT2 (N example)
'Let the man cut (the grass in) that camp so that it
will be nice'

[6] POTENTIAL narrates an unreal (hypothetical and rather unlikely)
event - often, an event that was intended/desired (or, that nearly
took place) but was not (or, has not been) realised. Examples include
text 1, sentence 73, text 2, sentences 12, 17 and:

(41) mawun-du maŋari ŋan-ŋi
man-ERG food eat-POT
'The man wanted (or, tried) to eat food, but he did (or,
could) not'
Potential together with the conjunction paŋga 'if' marks a hypothetical condition - see 4.6. Potential often occurs with the adverb of modality warī 'possibly', implying 'nearly'; it also occurs with another adverb of modality qaara 'possibly' (with an unpleasant consequence), indicating 'might' - see 4.12.-[3] and [5].

Ngardi has the verb ending -qi 'might'. Ritharngu, northeast Arnhem Land, has the 'potential' suffix -ŋu as in !a-n-ŋu-wa 'would have speared' (Heath 1978:128).

[7] IMPERATIVE marks command, order, request, advice and so on, always directed towards the second person (and not first or third person). The (second person) free pronoun, marking the agent, is generally deleted.

(42) (pundu) jan-da 2Sg go-IMP
'(You) go'

(See also 4.5.5.-[1] and 4.5.11.-[3].) The negative version (i.e. 'Don't') is obtained by the addition of the adverb of modality wagura 'not' to a 'purposive' sentence with a second person subject, rather than to an imperative sentence, such as (42). Examples include (268) and text 3, sentence 17. See 4.12.-[1]. (In Wandjira, immediately east of Djaru, negative imperative ('Don't') consists of wagura 'not' and an imperative verb.) Also, hortation/permission directed to a 3rd person ('Let him...'; 'He may...') has to be expressed by hortative (see [5] above); and hortation to a 1st person inclusive ('Let's...') by purposive (see [4] above).

Hale's data show that, at least in Gordon Downs dialect of N, verb forms which are morphologically identical with imperative forms have an 'irrealis/potential' use (hypothetical condition about the past) when they occur in sentences that involve the conjunction paŋga 'if/when'. See 4.6.-[1] for details.

[8] VERBID functions like a participle and like a gerund. See 4.9.-4.9.2. for a full discussion.

[9] CONTINUATIVE narrates an event (/action) which is (regarded by the speaker as) continuous or repetitive; it is a marked aspect. On the other hand, its non-continuative counterpart is an unmarked aspect; it merely narrates an event without reference to its continuity or repetition; in fact, it sometimes implies that the event occurs (only) once. Thus, an informant said that while maŋ-i 'talk'-PAST means 'just talked', maŋ-an-i 'talk'-CONT-PAST means 'had a conference'. An (N) speaker remarked to the effect that qambilu-wu 'kiss'-PURP means 'want to kiss once' and that qambilun-aŋ-gu 'kiss'-CONT-PURP means 'want to kiss
all the time'. As a further example, a W speaker said that jumba-\-lu 'sing'-PURP means 'start a corroboree', while jumba\-an\-\-gu 'sing'-CONT-PURP means 'singing a corroboree, in the middle of a corroboree'. As a final example, an (N) speaker said that while luwa-wura 'hit with a missile, shoot-HORT' means 'let him hit', luwa\-an\-\-gu 'hit, shoot'-CONT-PURP means 'let him hit ABOUT'.

In some languages, tense, aspect, or mood affects the case frames of sentences. (See Dixon 1979 and Tsunoda 1980b, 1980c.) But, in Djaru, aspect (or tense) does not affect case frames.

Continuative aspect is not a matter of the absolute length of the event, but rather is a matter of how the (Djaru) speaker looks at the event. There are many examples of continuative aspect in which the writer, from the Japanese point of view, would not recognise continuity. However, Djaru speakers probably look at the same events from a different point of view and recognise continuity in them. Thus, talking to a person who had come back to Hall's Creek two or three days previously, the main informant said:

\[(43) \text{na\-\-\-\-u na\-\-\-\-u} \text{war\-i jan-an-i} \]
\[\text{when-2SGNom back come-CONT-PAST}\]

'When did you come back?'

(Here, the bound pronoun -n is affixed to an adverb - 4.5.1.) Other examples include (7), (266), (424), and text 1, sentence 55.

The Djaru continuative (marked) and noncontinuative (unmarked) are rather like the Slavonic imperfective and perfective - for instance, in Russian, Ja čital ětu kni\-g\-u (imperfective: 'I was reading this book') and Ja pročitai ětu kni\-g\-u (perfective: 'I completed reading this book'). Perfective is marked and imperfective is unmarked - Jakobson 1939, 1940 and 1957. Note in particular that the Russian imperfective, like the Djaru continuative, implies continuity or repetition, and perfective, like Djaru noncontinuative, implies that the event occurs only once (see Fulkina, n.d.:213).
Djaru is a type of 'split-ergative' language (cf. Silverstein 1976); roughly, nominals (nouns and free pronouns) have an absolutive-ergative declension, while bound pronouns have a nominative-accusative declension. They co-occur freely in the same sentence. Bound pronouns have a cross-referencing function and play a very important role in syntax and discourse. At least in a couple of crucial respects, bound pronouns are more fundamental than nominals and the Djaru syntactic organisation is primarily in the nominative-accusative pattern. But, in other respects it is neutral as regards the ergative-accusative dichotomy. (See 4.4.3., 4.5.10., 4.5.11., 4.7.-[1], 4.9.1. and 4.11.4.-[2].

In terms of nominals (but not bound pronouns) Djaru sentences can be classified as follows. There are two types of sentences: transitive and intransitive. Most transitive sentences consist of an ergative N(oun) P(hrase) and absolutive NP. However, some transitive sentences consist of an ergative NP and a DATIVE (rather than an absolutive) NP - we term the latter 'semi-transitive' sentences. Most of the intransitive sentences consist of a single absolutive NP, but some intransitive sentences contain another absolutive NP. We term this second absolutive NP 'intransitive direct object' and we term such sentences 'semi-intransitive' sentences. (See 4.3.1., 4.4.4. and 4.5.9.)

In many Australian languages, purpose ('in order to', 'so that may') is expressed by purposive forms of verbs. But in Djaru, purpose is generally expressed by dative forms of verbids rather than purposive forms. (See 4.8. and 4.9.1.-[2].)

What we term 'preverbs' in the present description appear superficially similar to so-called 'uninflected verbs (particles or stems)' in some other Australian languages. However, they differ from the latter in a few quite significant ways. (See 4.10.-4.10.8.)
Word order is fairly free, but there are favoured (and statistically frequent) orders. (Most of the examples given in the present work follow a favoured order.) There are a few restrictions on word order. (See 4.1., 4.4.9.[-3], 4.4.9.[-4], 4.10.4., 4.10.7., 4.14. and 6.2.3.)

4.1. NOUN PHRASES

An NP generally consists of nominal(s) and/or a bound pronoun. Here, we mainly consider nominal members of NPs. (For bound pronouns, see 4.4.1. and 4.5.-4.5.11.)

An NP can contain one or more words from each of:
(a) noun;
(b) 'adjective-like' noun;
(c) demonstrative member (of noun);
(d) pronoun, and;
(e) interrogative member (of noun or of pronoun).

It is quite normal for an NP to contain only one word, although an NP often contains two or more words. Examples of NPs include:

(44) Ṽana pilam awun jan-an
who that man walk/go/come-PRES

'Who is that man that is coming?'

Roughly, there are four types of NPs:
(a) co-ordinative;
(b) inclusive;
(c) appositive, and;
(d) modificatory.

Examples of CO-ORDINATIVE NPs include:

(45) Ṽama-ji mugul āwī-ji Ṽa-lu pinaq-an
M-KIN FZ F-KIN C-3PLNom sit-PRES

'(His) mother, father's sister and father are sitting'

(-ji is a noun-stem-forming suffix - 6.2.1.-[16].) An NP may contain the (interrogative/) indefinite word Ṽamba or Ṽambaŋara 'something/anything' in addition to nouns, indicating '...and some/any/everything (else)'. See (23) in 3.2.3. and text 1, sentence 45.

INCLUSIVE: when an NP contains (one or more) noun(s) in addition to a non-singular free pronoun, the noun(s) can specify the member(s).

Thus:

(46) Ṽaŋa Ṽawi-ji Ṽa-ljara jan-i
lDuExcl F-KIN C-lDuExclNom go-PAST

'We-two-exclusive, one member of whom is (my) father, went, i.e. (my) father and I went'

Similarly, for a bound pronoun.
Examples of APPOSITIVE NPs include text 1, sentence 56 and:

(47) naɗu-ŋu widibilin-ɗu na-ŋa daŋi ɗan-1
1SG-ERG 'name'-ERG C-1SGNom kangaroo spear-PAST
'I, Widbilinj (a man's name), speared a kangaroo'

Examples of MODIFICATORY NPs include (44). A pronoun can be modified by an 'adjective-like' noun. Thus:

(48) naɗu-ŋu jambi-ŋu na-ŋa daŋi ɗan-1
1SG-ERG big-ERG C-1SGNom kangaroo spear-PAST
'I, who am big, speared a kangaroo'

Generally, an 'adjective-like' noun modifies a 'noun-like' noun; for instance, jambi 'big' and mawun 'man' in (53). However, in a number of instances, a 'noun-like' (rather than 'adjective-like') noun appears to modify another 'noun-like' noun; here, the former specifies the latter's sort, type, material, origin, location or the like. Examples include guɾi daŋi 'fat kangaroo', i.e. 'kangaroo fat' in text 2, sentence 31 and:

(49) mawun ɲinaŋ-an ɓidaŋga ɟuŋga
man sit-PRES bed-LOC spinifex grass-LOC
'A man is sitting on a grass bed'

(50) mawun-ɗu naŋ-an ɗilbung ɲaba
man-ERG man-LOC drink-PRES water hole water
'A man drinks water from a water hole'

(Such NPs are reminiscent of English phrases such as paper money (paper specifies material) and desk work (desk specifies location).) Similar to them are NPs that contain a 'generic noun' and 'specific noun'. For instance, buŋu buɾuru 'tree lancewood'; naɽi ɗurulŋu 'clothes trousers'; and guŋar maran 'dog dingo' in (445). There are two nouns that are often used as such generic nouns: maŋari 'vegetable food stuff' and guju 'game, meat' (including most birds, reptiles and fishes as well as animals). Examples include (288); (442); guju bulumanu 'meat bullock' in (287)-(iii) and:

(51) mawun-ɗu maŋari jumalı naŋ-an
man-ERG food bush orange eat-PRES
'A man eats a bush orange'

(52) mawun jan-an guju-wu daŋi-wu
man go-PRES game-DAT1 kangaroo-DAT1
'A man goes for a kangaroo'

Within an NP, a 'generic noun' tends to immediately precede a 'specific noun', but this is not always the case. See the examples listed above.
The semantic load of the generic nouns is very low.

In 4.11.4.-[6], we shall compare generic-specific NPs with the expressions of whole-part (or possessor-possessed) relationship.

In Djaru, NPs contain a generic noun less frequently than otherwise. But in some languages NPs often contain a generic noun; for example, in Djaabugay (Hale 1964, 1976a). Djaru has no noun classes, but a number of languages do have noun classes; for instance, Gidja (Taylor and Taylor 1971), immediately northwest of Djaru, and Djirbal (Dixon 1968, 1972: 44, 306-11). The addition of a generic noun to a specific noun may have been the origin of noun classes. See Capell 1956:37-45, Dixon 1968, 1970a and Rigsby 1976.

NPs under consideration in (49)-(52) can be regarded as examples of appositive (rather than modificatory) NPs. For instance, (49) can be translated as 'a man is sitting on a bed, (namely) on spinifex grass'.

Members of the same NP tend to occur together, for instance:

(53) jalu-ngu mawun-du jambi-gu qaɬi lan-i
that-ERG man-ERG big-ERG kangaroo spear-PAST

'That big man speared a kangaroo'

although it is quite acceptable for them to be scattered or 'scrambled' (Hale 1967), for example:

(54) jalu-ngu lan-i mawun-du qaɬi jambi-gu

As above.

As a rule, each member is declined, showing agreement in the case ending, as shown in the above two examples. Other examples include text 1, sentences 27 and 59. However, (particularly when members occur together) one or more members may lack the case ending – providing at least one member is declined. (Similar situations are found in Walbiri, southeast of Djaru – Hale 1967.) Examples involving the ergative case include (516) and:

(55) jalu mawun-du jambi-gu qaɬi lan-i

As above.

In (55), jalu does not have the ergative ending -ŋgu, unlike in (53) and (54).

In 3.2.2. we saw that one of the ergative/instrumental forms of the demonstrative jala/u 'there/that' in fact does not have any overt ending at all; the form is simply jalu. Similarly, one of the ergative/instrumental forms of mulə/u 'this/ here' is simply mulu. These two forms are used exclusively in an NP in which at least one member is declined for the ergative/instrumental, for instance (55). (They are used for the ergative/instrumental only and not for any other case.)

The demonstratives ɲawa 'this' and ɲila 'that' never decline. But, their function can be indicated by other word(s) of the same NP and/or bound pronoun that cross-references them. A
free pronoun does not have to be declined for the ergative case if its function is indicated by a bound pronoun which cross-references it (this applies to the ergative only and not to any other case). See 4.5.11.-[4] and [6].

It is not easy to generalise about word order within an NP. At least, the following tendencies may be mentioned:

(a) an interrogative word occurs initially - (44);
(b) a demonstrative occurs initially unless the NP contains an interrogative word - (53), (55);
(c) a pronoun precedes noun(s) - (46), (47), (48);
(d) a generic noun immediately precedes a specific noun - (51), (52);
(e) 'adjective-like' nouns precede, approximately as frequently as they follow 'noun-like' nouns.

4.2. VERB COMPLEXES

There are three types of V(erb) C(omplexes):

[1] Involving a preverb.

Examples include:

jud ɲin(aŋ) - lit. 'sitting' 'Vint stay', i.e. 'sit (down)';
bagu jan- lit. 'lying for sleep' 'Vint go', i.e. 'sleep',
e.g. text 1, sentence 55, 57.

For a full discussion of VCs involving a preverb, see 4.10.4.-4.10.8.


A verbid (the non-finite form of a verb - 3.7.2.) may occur with a finite (form of a) verb. This process is very common in the avoidance language (see Chapter 5) but very uncommon in the ordinary language - see 4.9.2.


There are a few idiomatic VCs. Examples include:

bina juŋ- lit. 'knowing (noun)' 'Vtr give', i.e. 'teach',
e.g. (290);
ɲura ɲin(aŋ) - lit. 'camp (noun)' 'Vint stay', i.e. 'camp (out)';
ɲura bagu jan- lit. 'camp (noun)' 'lying for sleep (prev)' 'Vint go',
i.e. 'camp out'.

The word bina means 'ear' in many other Australian languages, e.g. Walmadjari (Hudson 1978:97), southwest of Djaru and Yidiny (Dixon 1977b:547), in North Queensland. Djaru has two cognates - bina and binari; by a semantic shift, they mean 'knowing'. (Recall that the ear is regarded as the seat of intelligence - 1.4.) Examples of binari include (88), (116), (120), (121), (128), (131) and text 3, sentence 1; bina is generally (though not always) used in the expression bina juŋ- 'teach'.
(56) mawun ŋura ɲinaŋ-an ɡaŋ医务人员 binga-ga
man -PRES down creek-LOC

'A man camps down at the creek'

(Here, ŋura generally precedes, but can also follow, ɲin(ə)ŋ-.)

Compare this idiomatic use of ŋura with its non-idiomatic use, for instance:

(57) mawun ŋura-ŋga ɲinaŋ-an
man camp-LOC stay-PRES

'A man stays in the camp'

In (56), a noun with no overt case ending, i.e. ŋura 'camp' is used, in a way, like a noun with a case ending (i.e. locative). This is reminiscent of English expressions such as go HOME, go PLACES, stay THE NIGHT and fly SECOND CLASS.

Many VC's appear to constitute one single semantic unit (at least from the Japanese point of view). In the examples given below, instead of giving a gloss to each member of a VC, in most cases we shall simply give one gloss for the whole VC. Thus, we shall give:

bagu jan-an instead of bagu jan-an
sleep-PRES lying for sleep go-PRES

VC's - particularly, those involving a preverb - are very frequently used, and it is often convenient (or necessary) to treat both verbs and VC's in a similar (or the same) way. In such a case, we shall refer to both simply by V(C)s.

4.3. SENTENCE TYPES

4.3.1. SIMPLE SENTENCES

Most of the Djaru sentences contain a predicate verb (see 4.4.2.) and some do not (i.e. so-called 'verbless sentences'). The former can be classified as follows:

| Transitive | Transitive (proper) : ERG ABS V(C) e.g. 'hit', 'eat' |
| Semi-transitive | ERG DAT V(C) e.g. 'search', 'wait' |
| Intransitive | Semi-intransitive : ABS ABS V(C) e.g. 'talk', 'play' |
| | Intransitive (proper) : ABS V(C) e.g. 'go', 'sit' |

(Note that Table 4.1. concerns the case marking of nominals only; bound pronouns are not considered here. The same applies to the following discussions of Djaru sentence patterns. Note also that Table 4.1. deals with surface case marking only; for definitions and discussions of grammatical relations (or sentence parts), such as 'subject' and 'object' see 4.4.1., 4.4.3. and 4.4.4., in particular.) Examples include:
In most transitive sentences, the subject is ergative and the object is absolutive. In intransitive sentences, the subject is absolutive. Intransitive sentences can optionally include an object, generally in the dative (1) - e.g. 'think about'. Now, there are several V(C)s that take an ergative subject and dative (rather than absolutive) object; we term such sentences 'semi-transitive' (see 4.5.9. for a full discussion). They are like intransitive sentences in that they take a dative (rather than absolutive) object. There are at least two intransitive V(C)s that can optionally take an absolutive object (naturally, they can freely occur with no object); we term such sentences 'semi-intransitive' (see 4.4.4.). They are like transitive sentences in that they take an absolutive object. The above four sentence types can thus be classified in two different respects:

(a) in terms of the subject: whether it is ergative or absolutive;
(b) in terms of the object: whether or not the sentence contains an absolutive object.

TABLE 4.2.
SIMPLE SENTENCE TYPES (2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>ERG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td>ERG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Semi-transitive and semi-intransitive sentences are quite interesting from the viewpoint of universal grammar or syntactic typology. It seems that the dichotomy of sentences
into transitives and intransitives has been widely accepted, whether explicitly or implicitly, for ergative languages (and also for other types of languages - see for instance, Hockett 1958:204). However, this simple dichotomy is not suitable for Djaru and consequently, is not applicable universally. Most proposals for case marking, in particular those concerning ergativity, are based on this simple dichotomy. Most of case marking proposals ignore semi-transitive and semi-intransitive sentences.

It has often been suggested that 'apparently ergative languages are really accusative languages with obligatory passive expression of transitive sentences' (cf. Silverstein 1976:114. See also Fillmore 1968:59; Hohepa 1969; and Hale 1968 and 1970; Catford 1975; and Chung 1978). In this view, case marking would be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accusative Language</th>
<th>Ergative Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transitive</td>
<td>Abs tr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM ACC Vtr</td>
<td>NOM ERG Vtr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intransitive</td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM Vint</td>
<td>ABS Vint</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clearly, this scheme cannot account for the case marking of, at least, semi-transitive sentences.

Dixon (1972:137) proposes the following PS rules for Djarbal (the writer's presentation differs from Dixon's in insignificant ways):

1. $S \rightarrow NP + VP$
2. $VP \rightarrow \{ V Cintr, NP + V Ctr \}$

From which we obtain intransitive and transitive sentences, as shown below. Dixon (p.152) then proposes the following case marking convention:

1. The left most NP immediately dominated by $S$ is in absolutive case;
2. All other NPs are in ergative case.

Thus, we obtain:

**Intransitive**

\[ S \rightarrow NP-ABS, V Cintr, VP \]

**Transitive**

\[ S \rightarrow NP-ABS, NP-ERG, VP, V Ctr \]

(Word order is irrelevant to this discussion.) As it stands, this proposal cannot accommodate semi-transitive or semi-intransitive sentences. As it happens, Djarbal appears to have no semi-transitive sentences. However, Djarbal does have semi-intransitive sentence, for instance (610) on p.239 of Dixon 1972; this sentence is exactly analogous to the Djaru sentence (60) above. In our analysis we recognise semi-intransitive sentences, with an absolutive object. But, Dixon does not recognise such a sentence or object, and is forced, in a sentence like his (610), to regard the word referring to the speaker and the word referring to the language as constituting one single NP. However, clearly this view is not applicable to Djaru - see 4.4.4.
An interesting proposal for case marking is Silverstein's (1976). But, Silverstein is essentially concerned with transitive sentences (proper) in terms of absolutive-ergative versus nominative-accusative case marking, and does not consider semi-transitive or semi-intransitive sentences. (But, see 4.4.4. for Silverstein's comment on the Djaru semi-intransitive sentences.)

S. Anderson (1976) essentially takes the same line as Silverstein's. However, unlike Silverstein, Anderson does consider semi-transitive sentences. In order to accommodate them in the Silversteinian scheme, he seems to suggest that semi-transitive sentences are underlain by and derived from transitive sentences (proper) with the transformation of the objects from the absolutive into the dative (p.23). However, this approach is unworkable, at least, for Djaru semi-transitive sentences. See 4.5.9.

Heath (1976) modifies and improves Silverstein's scheme, trying to incorporate not only absolutive-ergative and nominative-accusative patterns, but also active-inactive patterns. (For active-inactive patterns, see Sapir 1917a; Fillmore 1968:53-54; Comrie 1973, 1976; Aronson 1977; Heath 1977.) But, here again, semi-transitive and semi-intransitive sentences are neglected.

Any theory of universal grammar or syntactic typology will have to incorporate and account for both semi-transitive and semi-intransitive sentences. In fact, there is a chance that there may be other types of sentences (in some other ergative languages) that have been neglected so far. See Table 4.3. and the subsequent discussion.

There are certain correlations between the semantic natures of verb (complexes) and the case frame(s) they take. It is interesting to compare Djaru with other ergative languages in this regard. The case frames in seven selected ergative languages can be roughly summarised as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>'kill'</th>
<th>'see', 'hear'</th>
<th>'possess'</th>
<th>'love'</th>
<th>'search', 'wait',</th>
<th>'go'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avar</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>LOC-ABS</td>
<td>GEN-ABS</td>
<td>DAT-ABS</td>
<td>ABS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dargya</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ABS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eskimo</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ABS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basque</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>ALL-ABS(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warungu</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ABS-DAT</td>
<td>ERG-ABS</td>
<td>ABS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4.3.**

**CASE FRAMES IN SEVEN ERGATIVE LANGUAGES**
(Word order is ignored in the above list. Information is not available for every verb under examination. An asterisk indicates that the verb concerned will almost certainly take this case frame although there is no actual example of this particular verb in the source. The sources are as follows: Avar: Abdullaev 1976a, Madleva 1967, Meshchanninov 1967:48; Darvga: Abdullaev 1967a,b, 1971:259-65; Eskimo: Jespersen 1924:66, Miyakoa, personal communication, Swadesh 1946; Basque: Heath 1974, Shimomiya 1976 and 1980, personal communication; Warungu: Tsunoda 1974a.)

The table reads as follows. In the case frame for 'kill', the case label to the left of the hyphen marks 'killer' and that to the right marks 'killed'. Similarly, for other case frames; i.e. 'see-er'- 'seen' and 'hearer'- 'heard'; 'possessor'- 'possessed'; 'lover'- 'loved'; 'searcher'- 'searched'; and 'waiter'- 'waited'.

Among the two-place verbs, in the case of verbs such as 'kill':

(a) one NP marks an instigator/ergator(/agent);
(b) the other NP marks an affectum(/patient),
and the former is ergative and the latter is absolutive. In the case of other two-place verbs, not both (a) and (b) are fulfilled; then a verb may take some other case frame. In Avar, for instance, if the NP of (a) does not mark an instigator/ergator, then it is locative ('see-er', 'hearer'), genitive ('possessor') or dative ('lover'). If the NP of (b) does not mark an affectum, then it may be, for instance, dative, as in the Djaru semi-transitive sentences (ERG-DAT). If neither of (a) and (b) is fulfilled, then naturally the NP of (a) may not be ergative and the NP of (b) not absolutive, for instance, as in ABS-DAT 'wait for', 'look for' in Warungu and Djaru. Verbs such as 'go' are one-place verbs, the only NP being in the absolutive case. (In active-inactive languages, the (only) NP is in the active case if it is semantically 'agent' and in the inactive case if semantically it is not 'agent'.)

It is not known whether or not LOC-ABS, GEN-ABS and DAT-ABS sentences in Avar, for example, are transitive sentences. If they are, they have been neglected in various proposals for case marking. (As was pointed out above, it seems doubtful if the simple dichotomy of sentences into transitives and intransitives is universally applicable. Instead, we may posit a hierarchy or continuum, with verbs such as 'kill' at one end and verbs such as 'go' at the other end. Other types of verbs (and sentences) are then scattered between the two extremes.

See Tsunoda 1980b and 1980c for a discussion of ergativity, agentivity and transitivity in relation to the semantic contents of verbs and tense/aspect/mood distinctions.

'Verbless sentences' may be regarded as a type of intransitive sentences. Examples include (12) in 3.2.1., (25) in 3.3.1. and:

(62) ḳaŋu ŋaŋa mawun
1Sg C-1SgNom Aboriginal man
'I am an Aboriginal man'

(63) ḳaŋu mula
1Sg this/here
'I am here'
4.3.2. EXPANDED SIMPLE SENTENCES

[1] Involving a V(C)

One (or more) NP can be added to the frames discussed above. Thus, possible case frames in Djaru include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Frame</th>
<th>V(C)(s), e.g.</th>
<th>Example(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) ABS</td>
<td>'go', 'talk', 'sit'</td>
<td>(45), (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) ABS LOC</td>
<td>'talk to', 'be afraid of'</td>
<td>(93), (94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) ABS DAT</td>
<td>'talk about', 'wait for'</td>
<td>(80), (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) ABS ABS</td>
<td>'talk (a language)', 'play (a corroboree)'</td>
<td>(60), (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) ERG DAT</td>
<td>'look for', 'wait for'</td>
<td>(59), (209)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) ERG ABS</td>
<td>'hit/kill', 'see', 'hear', 'possess', 'love'</td>
<td>(47), (58), (68), (213), (234), (386)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) ERG ABS LOC</td>
<td>'show to', 'tell to'</td>
<td>(110), (112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h) ERG ABS DAT</td>
<td>'give to', 'ask for'</td>
<td>(104), (109)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) ERG ABS ABS</td>
<td>'give to'</td>
<td>(106)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b), (c) and/or (d) can be collapsed, producing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Frame</th>
<th>V(C)(s), e.g.</th>
<th>Example(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(j) ABS DAT LOC</td>
<td>'talk about to'</td>
<td>(196)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k) ABS ABS LOC</td>
<td>'talk (a language) to'</td>
<td>(92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l) ABS ABS DAT</td>
<td>'talk/tell (a story) about'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m) ABS ABS DAT LOC</td>
<td>'talk/tell (a story) about to'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note again that we are dealing with case marking of nominals. Here, bound pronouns are ignored.)
The dative NPs in the above frames each mark goal of pursuit, topic of language activity, recipient and so on. But, the dative can also mark possessor, beneficiary, purpose (in general) or the like. Some of the above frames do not contain a dative NP, but they can contain one as long as it is semantically compatible. Thus, by adding a dative NP to (a), we obtain:

(n) ABS DAT 'go for' (52)

(The resultant frame is identical with (c).) Similarly, by adding a dative NP to (f), we obtain:

(o) ERG ABS DAT 'kill (a kangaroo) for (someone)'

(The resultant frame is identical with (h).) Thus:

(66) ηαδίgu-ηγυ ηα-ήα-la maŋari gamban-i ηαmajiwu
1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-3SgDat food cook-PAST M-KIN-DAT1
'I cooked food FOR mother, or, I cooked mother'S food.

In particular, it is notable that we can add a dative NP (marking a beneficiary) to (e), which already has a dative NP (marking goal of pursuit):

(p) ERG DAT DAT 'look for (a kangaroo) for (someone)'

(See 4.5.9. for details.)

While pronouns have only one dative case, nouns have two: dative-1 and dative-2. The dative-2 marks only purpose in W, and predominantly destination (like the allative) in N - 3.2.1. The dative of pronouns and dative-1 can be used in any of the above frames. However, the dative-2 of W (marking purpose) can only be used in sentences such as 'go for' - (n) - and 'wait for', 'look for' - (c) and (e). For the dative-2 of N (marking destination) the comment on the allative given below applies.

Expansion of sentences by means of the dative -gu(/-wu), in particular marking purpose, is extremely common in Djaru and other Australian languages. See Capell 1956:77; Dixon 1972:11; Breen 1974; Blake 1976b and other papers for Topic C in Dixon, ed. 1976:419-82.

To the above frames can be added an instrumental, locative (marking time, place and so on), allative, ablative (1 or 2) NP and/or adverb(s) (again so long as it is semantically compatible) - for examples, see 3.2.1.

[2] Involving no V(C)

A 'verbless' sentence, too, can be expanded by adding one or more NPs. Thus, by adding a dative NP to a sentence such as (62), consisting of two absolutive NPs, we obtain, for instance:
More examples of sentence types, discussed in 4.3. are given below, in particular in 4.4.-4.4.10.

4.4. SENTENCE PARTS

A sentence consists of its 'sentence element(s)' or 'sentence part(s)' (for these terms, see Worth 1968).

4.4.1. BOUND PRONOUNS AND SENTENCE PARTS

The correspondence between the (absolutive-ergative) paradigm of nominals and the (nominative-accusative) paradigm of bound pronouns is (cf. 3.4.):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Bound Pronoun</th>
<th>Example(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERGATIVE as St</td>
<td>Nom(inative)</td>
<td>(68), (72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABSOLUTE as SI</td>
<td></td>
<td>(67), (70), (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABSOLUTE as DO</td>
<td>Acc(usative)</td>
<td>(68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATIVE (1,2)</td>
<td>Dat(ive)</td>
<td>(67), (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCATIVE</td>
<td>Loc(ational)</td>
<td>(70), (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABLATIVE (1,2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(72)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turner River dialect lacks the ergative case for pronouns; here the absolutive case marks St (as well as SI and DO) - 3.3. In fact, in other dialects, too, the absolutive case of pronouns can mark St under certain circumstances. See 4.5.11.-[3].

(Note again that case labels in capital letters throughout, e.g. ERGATIVE and ERG, refer to case marking of nominals; and that case labels with the first letter only in a capital letter, e.g. Nominative and Nom, refer to case marking of bound pronouns.)

(67) ṅadu ọna-ŋa-ŋugu babaji ọnuma
1Sg-ABS C-1SgNom-2SgDat EB-ABS 2Sg-DAT
'I am an elder brother to you, I am your elder brother'

(68) ṅadu-ŋgu ṣa-ŋa-ŋugu pundra ṣaŋ-an
1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-2SgAcc 2Sg-ABS see-PRES
'I look at you'

(69) ṣanĩga ṣawiri ji ṣa ji jan-i
1Sg-DAT father-KIN-ABS C-1SgDat come-PAST
'My father came'

(70) pundra ṣa-ŋa-ŋanumula ṣaŋ-i mawun-da ɗilawaɗa-la
2Sg-ABS C-2SgNom-3P1Loc talk-PAST man-LOC many-LOC
'You talked to a big mob of men'
Dative and ablative-1 (of free pronouns) can further decline (3.3.). For a discussion of their cross-reference, see 4.5.8.-[1].

The correspondence given above is, in fact, somewhat oversimplified; there are certain restrictions/constraints on the occurrence of bound pronouns. For example, among the words in the same case — say, in the locative — some can be cross-referenced by a bound pronoun (although they may not be cross-referenced in every instance), but others can never be cross-referenced. These constraints are discussed in 4.5.8. Some of these constraints appear to be syntactic. Mainly on the basis of:

(a) these syntactic constraints on bound pronouns, and;
(b) the correspondence between the case marking of nominals and that of bound pronouns,

we can recognise the following sentence parts (or, grammatical relations) for Djaru. (This is only tentative, and is neither conclusive nor exhaustive. For a further discussion, see 4.5.8.-[2], [3].) A sentence part is realised by free word(s) and/or a bound pronoun.
### TABLE 4.4.
**SENTENCE PARTS (1)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence Part</th>
<th>Free Word</th>
<th>Bound Pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>predicate verb</td>
<td>verb (complex)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject</td>
<td>{transitive} {intransitive}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{ABSOLUTIVE of pronoun*}</td>
<td>Nominative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>direct object</td>
<td>ABSOLUTIVE</td>
<td>Accusative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indirect object</td>
<td>{ABSOLUTIVE (as IO) of 'give'}**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE (of pronoun)</td>
<td>Dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE-2 (W only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE-1***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunct</td>
<td>ALLATIVE</td>
<td>Locational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABLATIVE-1,-2 (of pronoun)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABLATIVE (of noun)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INSTRUMENTAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE-2 (mainly N)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circumstance</td>
<td>LOCATIVE</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALLATIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABLATIVE (of noun only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adverb of time, place and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>so on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predicative</td>
<td>{ABSOLUTIVE}</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{noun with -g and so on}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>independent word</td>
<td>{interjection}</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{nominal of 'vocative use'}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See 4.5.11.-[3].  ** See 4.4.7.-[1].  ***See 4.4.7.-[4].

#### 4.4.2. PREDICATE VERB

A predicate verb consists of a verb or verb complex. The predicate verb is the 'control center of a sentence' (Chafe 1970:97, 165); the structure of a sentence crucially depends on the nature of its predicate verb. Most sentences contain a predicate verb, but some do not - e.g. (62)-(65), (67).
4.4.3. SUBJECT

The notion of 'subject' was developed in the grammars of European languages such as Greek and Latin, of the nominative-accusative type, and it is not necessarily readily applicable to languages of other types.

Thus, Mikami (1960 and others) argues that the notion of 'subject' does not apply to Japanese. In fact, even in European languages we find sentences with no subject. For example:

German: *Mir ist kalt.*
English: *Me thinks...* (archaic)
Russian: *Mne xolodno.* (Kimura 1964:58)
*Gоворят, што он болен.* (Kimura 1964:43)
*Dорогу занесло снегом.* (Shimomiya 1976:84)

Also, in the case of ergative languages, 'we must take the notion of...'subject...as problematic rather than given' (Silverstein 1976:114). For instance, Sommerfelt (1937) says that Georgian has no subject. Fillmore (1968:59) reports:

The difficulty of determining the 'subject' in ergative languages has been described by Martinet (1962b:78ff): Some scholars identify as subject the word which would be the subject in a translation of the sentence into French - that is, the nominative in intransitive sentences and the ergative in transitive sentences. (Note by TT: this 'nominative' corresponds to our absolutive and not nominative.) Others regard the nominative as the subject in all sentences, thus giving transitive sentences a 'passive' interpretation. (Note by TT: see 4.3.1.) Lafon gives up on transitive sentences, saying of transitive sentences that they have no subject.

Guxman (1972) discusses the criteria for determining the subject in various (and not only ergative) types of languages. The criteria discussed include (a) 'given' and 'new' information, (b) word order, (c) semantics of NPs (e.g. 'agent'), (d) case marking, (e) pronominal number in verb endings, and (f) concord between noun classes and verbal suffixes. Guxman concludes, for instance, that (a) Basque and Georgian have no subject and (b) Avar has a subject - in any type of sentence, the subject is the absolutive NP. (For the sentence types in Avar, see 4.3.1. It should be noted that, for Avar, Madieva (1967:266-67) (like Guxman) regards the absolutive NP as the subject in intransitive sentences but (unlike Guxman) the other NP as the subject in other types of sentence - the ergative NP in the first type of sentences, the locative NP in the second type of sentences, and so on.)

For Australian languages, most of which are ergative languages, Blake (1976a) examines the notion of subject, and proposes syntactic as well as morphological criteria for determining the subject. He notes that in some languages it is difficult to determine the subject. Keenan (1976) attempts to posit universal criteria for determining the subject.

Anderson (1974, 1976) surveys the notion of subject in ergative languages of various language families (and also gives a convenient summary of the history of the study of subject in ergative languages.)
Djaru is a (type of) ergative language, but here it is in fact easy to decide the subject. In any type of sentence (whether transitive or intransitive) the subject is:

(a) the nominal(s) that can be cross-referenced by a nominative bound pronoun, and/or;
(b) the nominative bound pronoun.

We adopt these criteria in spite of the morphological discrepancy (in the case marking of nominals) between transitive subject (in the ergative) and intransitive subject (in the absolutive). There are two reasons for this:

(a) Case Marking: case marking of a bound pronoun is sensitive to its grammatical relation, but case marking of a nominal (which it cross-references) is not necessarily so. Thus, the ergative marking of a free pronoun is (redundant and) optional if there is a bound pronoun that cross-references it, showing its grammatical relation. (See 4.4.7.-[1], [4] and 4.5.11.-[3] and [4].) Therefore, in terms of case marking, bound pronouns are more fundamental than nominals, and with bound pronouns, only the nominative can be identified as the subject.

(b) Syntactic Rules: Djaru syntax is partly nominative accusative and partly neutral as regards the ergative accusative dichotomy. In the rules of the nominative accusative type, transitive subject and intransitive subject are treated alike whatever their case marking may be.

On the basis of (a) and (b), we can establish the category 'subject' (embracing both transitive and intransitive subject).

There are at least two syntactic rules that are clearly in the nominative accusative pattern - reflexivisation (4.5.10.) and equi-NP deletion in locative-gerundive constructions (4.9.1.-[1]). There is at most only one syntactic rule that is possibly of the absolutive ergative type, but its absolutive-ergative status is not certain - 4.11.4.-[2]. Otherwise, Djaru syntax is neutral as regards the ergative accusative dichotomy, e.g. 'relativisation' (4.7.-[1]). It should be mentioned in connection with (a) above that in reflexivisation it is the nominative of a bound pronoun (rather than the absolutive or ergative of a nominal) that is the controller. Here again, a bound pronoun is more fundamental than a nominal.

In the most favoured and statistically frequent word order, the nominal(s) as the subject occurs sentence-initially, and is separated from other constituent(s) by a catalyst-plus-bound pronoun(s), e.g. (66)-(72).

The criteria adopted above are the only workable ones for Djaru. It has been suggested for some other ergative languages that in any type of sentence the absolutive NP is the
subject, but this does not work for Djaru. Under this proposal, semi-transitive sentences (ERG-DAT) would have no subject.

Ergative languages have been thought to present a problem to relational grammar — see Johnson 1974a,b, and 1977, for instance. This is largely because of the problem of 'subject' in ergative languages. However, in this respect Djaru presents no problem at all (although it is a type of ergative language), due to the nominative-accusative nature of bound pronouns and of its syntactic organisation.

Blake (1976a,b) suggests that while many Australian languages are morphologically absolutive-ergative, they are syntactically nominative-accusative. Anderson (1974, 1976) concludes (on not very ample evidence) that most ergative languages are syntactically nominative-accusative.

4.4.4. DIRECT OBJECT

A D(irect) O(object) consists of absolutive nominal(s) and/or an accusative bound pronoun.

[1] Transitive direct object - sentences of the type (f) (see 4.3.2.). Examples include (58) and (68).

[2] Intransitive direct object - sentences of the type (d).

There are at least three intransitive V(C)s that can (optionally) take a direct object: man- 'talk/speak', ᶘuحركة man- 'play' and the avoidance verb luwan- (see Chapter 5). Examples include (60) and:

(73) ṇag̱u ṇa-na ḍaju man-an
C-1SG Abs Djaru-ABS speak-PRES
'I speak Djaru'

(74) ṇa-li man-an waldiri
C-1DuIncNom talk-PRES Dream time-ABS
'We talk about the Dream time'

(75) mawun ṇa-lu ḍunba ᶘuحركة man-an
man-ABS C-3PlNom corroboree-ABS play-PRES
'Men play a corroboree'

(76) ṇuʃuru ṇa-lu ᶘuحركة man-an gaad (or galb)
many-(N)-ABS C-3PlNom play-PRES card-ABS golf-ABS
'Many people are playing cards (or golf)' (N example)

The object of man- 'speak/talk' generally refers to language or story ('talk a language', 'tell a story') and rarely to dream time, boomerang, shield, and so on ('talk about a boomerang').

There is a noun that appears to take a direct object. See text 1, sentences 42, 43.

'Play a corroboree' can also be expressed involving the transitive verb ṇuŋ- 'hit' or the transitive VC ᶘuحركة wuŋ- 'play'. Compare (75) with:

(77) mawun-du ṇa-lu ḍunba ṇuŋ-an (or ᶘuحركة wuŋ-an)
m-an-ERG C-3PlNom corroboree hit-PRES play-PRES
'Men play a corroboree'
Intransitive DOs are cross-referenced by bound pronouns in some examples, but they are rejected by some other speakers. This point needs to be further checked.

What are similar to the Djaru intransitive DO are found in some other Australian languages as well, for instance, Yandruwanda, in the northeast of South Australia (Breen, personal communication); Djirbal (Dixon 1972:239) and Yidiny (Dixon 1977b:497), North Queensland; Malngin, Wanjira and Ngardi.

Dixon's example (610) on page 239:

\[
\text{ŋinda giramay wurba} \\
2\text{Sg Giramay talk-IMP}
\]

'You talk Giramay'

is exactly analogous to our examples (60) and (73). Dixon does not recognise an intransitive DO for Djirbal, and regards (the word referring to) the 'speaker' and (that referring to) the 'language' as constituting one single NP, saying that these two words 'should perhaps be regarded as an instance of inalienable possession' (p.239). (Dixon says (p.61) that in Djirbal inalienable possession is expressed, in one single NP, by apposition of the possessor and the possessed.) Clearly, this does not apply to Djaru. The reasons are as follows:

(a) The 'speaker' and 'language' do not constitute a single NP. When a verb is nominalised (and becomes a verbid) and is turned into an agent noun suffixed with -waŋi/-gaŋi (6.2.1.-[9]), the 'language' can be incorporated into the agent noun, but the 'speaker' cannot. Thus, from (73) we can have:

(78) \[
\text{ŋadu nə-ŋa daju-man-u-waŋi} \\
1\text{Sg C-1SGNom Djaru-speak-VBD-AGENT}
\]

'I am a Djaru speaker'

but, we cannot have:

*ŋadu-daju-man-u-waŋi

As another piece of evidence, when a sentence such as (73), for example, is subordinated in a locative gerund construction, equi-NP rule deletes the 'speaker', but the 'language' remains. (See (300)-(302) in 4.9.1.)

These pieces of evidence show that the 'speaker' and 'language' are two separate NPs and not one single NP.

(b) Intransitive DOs are not necessarily inalienably possessed. 'Language', 'dream time' (and possibly 'corroboree') may be inalienably possessed, but certainly 'cards' and 'golf' do not appear to be so.

Silverstein (personal communication) suggests that what we term an intransitive DO may be a 'pseudo' object and really an adverbal phrase. (cf. the English expressions go HOME, stay THE NIGHT, go PLACES and fly SECOND CLASS.) But, we regard it as a 'true' object rather than as a 'pseudo' object. This is because an intransitive DO behaves exactly like a 'true' transitive DO (also in the absolutive), for instance, in object incorporation into an agent noun of verbid (see (78) and 6.2.3.-[2]) and gerund constructions (4.9.1.-[1]).

Intransitive direct objects are also found, for instance, in English e.g. die A HEROIC DEATH.
4.4.5. INDIRECT OBJECT

An I(ndirect) O(bject) consists of dative (1 or 2) nominal(s) and/or dative bound pronoun.

[1] Of semi-transitive V(C)s - sentences of the types (e) and (p).

The IO of the type (e) is the most 'typical' or 'representative' IO. It marks the goal of pursuit (e.g. 'look for' and 'wait for'). Examples include (59).

A semi-transitive sentence can contain an additional dative nominal(s) as another IO; this second IO marks a beneficiary - sentences of the type (p). The two IOs - 'goal' and 'beneficiary' - are cross-referenced DIFFERENTLY, by bound pronouns. For a full discussion of semi-transitive sentences, see 4.5.9.

[2] Of transitive V(C)s - sentences of the types (h) and (o).

IO of three-place V(C)s - sentences of the type (h) (e.g. 'give to', 'ask for/about') - will be discussed in 4.4.7.

Any (ordinary, two-place) transitive V(C) can take an IO (in addition to a DO) - sentences of the type (o). Here, the IO marks purpose in general, beneficiary, possessor or the like. Examples include (66).

Now, consider:

(79) ŋaŋu-ŋgu ŋa-ŋa-ŋgu guju man-i ɲuŋuŋa
   1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-2SgDat meat take/get-PAST 2Sg-DAT

The sentence can mean, depending on the context, 'I obtained meat for you' (beneficiary) or 'I took your meat, I stole your meat' (possessor). The meaning of 'stealing' will be clearly expressed if a VC such as ɲuru man- 'steal' is used (instead of man-). See 4.4.7.-[3].

[3] Of intransitive V(C) - sentences of the types (c), (1), (m) and (n).

(a) Topic of speech activity, or, of mental activity or state - sentences of the type (c).

Examples:

mana- 'talk/speak'; ɲin ɲin-, ɲin jan- 'forget'; waŋ man- 'think';
guni man-, guni jan- 'dream'; maru man- 'be jealous';
 qa ɡi jan- 'like'; ɡajira ɲin-, ɡajira man- 'worry'

(80) ŋaŋu ŋa-ŋa-la mana-an mawun-ɡu
   1Sg C-1SgNom-3SgDat talk-PRESS man-DAT1
   'I talk about a man'

(81) ŋaŋu ŋa-ŋa-la waŋ man-an ɡawi-ji-wu
   1Sg C-1SgNom-3SgDat think-PRES F-KIN-DAT1
   'I think about (my) father'
The object of 'call out (to)' and 'talk (to)' is occasionally dative-1 and generally locative in W; and always dative-1, as shown above, in N. That is, (80) can mean 'talk to' as well as 'talk about' in N. (The object of 'laugh (at)' is always dative-1 in both dialects.)

An IO can be added to a semi-intransitive sentence – of the type (d), (73) – producing a sentence of the type (l):

(85) ŋadu ŋa-ŋa-la ḏaru man-an mawun-gu
l1Sg C-1SgNom-3SgDat Djaru talk-PRES man-DAT1
'I talk Djaru to a man'

(This sentence is generally used in N only; a W version is likely to involve a locative (rather than dative-1) nominal.)

(c) Goal of pursuit – sentences of the type (c).

Examples:
qara ɲin(anja) - 'wait'; warawara jan-, qaraḍara jan- 'look around';
man- 'look in vain'; ḏal man- 'sneak up (on)';
mijangĩ wandin- 'ask'

(86) ŋadu ŋa-ŋa-la ḏara ɲin-an jambagina-wu
l1Sg C-1SgNom-3SgDat wait-PRES child-DAT1
'I am waiting for a child'

(87) ŋadu ŋa-ŋa-la mijangĩ wandin-a jaŋi-wu majaŋu-wu
l1Sg C-1SgNom-3SgDat ask-PAST one-DAT1 house-DAT1
'I asked for (i.e. to be given) one house'

(d) Any (other) intransitive V(C) can take an IO, which generally marks purpose – sentences of the type (n), e.g. (11), (14) and (52).
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[4] Of subject predicative (cf. 4.4.9.-[4]).

(a) Topic of knowledge.

There are two nouns that can take such an IO:

*bina* and *binari* 'knowing'. (For their etymology, see 4.2.-[3].)

(88) *nawa mawun*  *n̪a-la*  *binari  d̪a̱ru-wu*

\[ \text{this man} \ C-3\text{SgDat} \ knowing \ Djaru-DATl \]

'This man knows Djaru'

Other examples include (206), (207) and text 3, sentence 9.

(b) There is a peculiar noun - *mi̱n̪an* 'having nothing'; rather unexpectedly it takes an IO. Examples include text 1, sentence 64 and:

(89) *n̪a-d̪u*  *n̪a-na*  *mi̱n̪an*  *numbir-gu*

\[ \text{1SG-ABS} \ CAT-1SGNom \ having \ nothing-ABS \ woman-DATl \]

'I have no woman'

A *mi̱n̪an*-plus-*dative*-1 nominal is a set phrase. There is a similar set phrase of *mi̱n̪an* involving the noun-stem-forming suffix -*muɾuŋu* 'without' - see 6.2.1.-[6].

(c) Any other subject predicative can take an IO, which generally marks purpose in general, beneficiary, possessor or the like. Examples include (67).

'Indirect object' and 'benefactive (and/or possessor and/or purpose in general and/or the like)' are often distinguished (explicitly or implicitly) in various grammars. Thus, in relational grammar they are explicitly distinguished (Johnson 1974b). Hale (1973a:335), in a discussion of Walbiri grammar, implicitly distinguishes between them; he uses the terms 'dative object' and 'benefactive noun phrase'. In Djaru, this distinction is applicable only in one of the types of sentences but does not appear to be so in any other type of sentences.

A Djaru semi-transitive sentence can contain two IOs. Semantically, they are different; one is what might be termed 'true indirect object', marking the goal of pursuit, and the other is 'benefactive', marking a beneficiary. Formally as well, they are clearly different; they are cross-referenced DIFFERENTLY, by bound pronouns. (See 4.5.9. for details.) It is thus fully justified here to distinguish between IO and 'benefactive'. However, in other types of sentences there is no such formal justification for this distinction. It is in view of this that we do not distinguish between IO and 'benefactive' in Djaru in general.

For a discussion of IO in general, see Faltz 1978.

4.4.6. **SUBJUNCT**

A subjunct consists of locative, dative(-1), allative or ablative nominal(s); and/or a locational bound pronoun.
[1] In the locative case.
Subjuncts in the locative generally mean 'to, at, near, by, with (company)' or the like.

(a) With intransitive V(C)s - sentences of the type (b).
Examples include (7), (70) and:

(90) qa-na-ngula jan-gu punuŋin-da nura-ngawu
C-1SGNom-2SGLoc go-PURP 2SG-LOC camp-ALL
'I will go to the camp with you'

(91) ḏa ḏa-na-panda ɲinaŋ-an jambagina-la
1SG C-1SGNom-3SGLoc sit-PRES child-LOC
'I am sitting near/by/with a child'

man- 'talk/speak' can take a locative subjunct in addition to a direct object, producing a sentence of the type (k):

(92) ḏa ḏa-na-panda ɲa-ŋa man-an mawun-da
1SG C-1SGNom-3SGLoc Djaru talk-PRES man-LOC
'I talk Djaru to a man'

In Djaru, a language name in the locative can not mean '(talk) in a language' (although it can, for instance, in Djirbal - Dixon 1972:239).
Thus:

(93) ḏa ḏa-na malŋin-da man-an
1SG C-1SGNom Malngin-LOC talk-PRES

cannot mean 'I talk in the Malngin language'. It has to mean 'I talk to Malngin person(s)' (and here, the locative noun would be normally cross-referenced by a bound pronoun).

'Talk to' can also be expressed through the dative-1. See above.

The intransitive 'fear' ōba man- (southern dialects of N), ōwa man- (mainly northern dialects of N), jiwa man- (W) and juwa man- (W) takes a locative subjunct. (Incidentally, notice the phonological change from ōba to juwa. The W dialect is phonologically the more divergent - 1.2.) Examples include (182) and:

(94) jambagina qa-panda juwa man-an gupaɾ-a
child C-3SGLoc be afraid-PRES dog-LOC
'A child is afraid of a dog'

Similarly, for 'be(some) angry (with)' - e.g. (181).

(b) With subject predicative.

There is at least one subject predicative that takes a locative subjunct: miŋiri 'shy, embarrassed'. Thus:

(95) qa-li qa-li-panda miŋiri ɲumbir-a
1DUInc C-1DUIncNom-3SGLoc shy woman-LOC
'We are shy of a woman'
(c) With transitive V(C)s - sentences of the type (g).

Here, most of the subjuncts mark '(drink grog) with (someone)', '(put) on..., near...', '(throw) at..., through...' and so on. Examples include (26) in 3.6., (396) and:

(96)  nga nữa- nga  nga-n̪a-ŋula  mawun-ı  waqba- an p̪unun-ı-ŋa
1SG-ERG  C-1SGNom-2SGLoc  white paint  throw-PRES  2SG-LOC
'I throw white paint at you, i.e. I paint you'

(97)  ngalaguwu-nd̪a  nga-n̪a-nda  đad jaan-ı  juba-ń
cat-LOC  C-1SGNom-3SGLoc  stand (transitive)-PAST  foot
gangulala
on top
'I trod on a cat, I stepped on a cat'

Some others mark 'off' - for instance, '(wipe sweat) off...', '(cut a finger) off...' and '(take clothes) off...'. Examples include (343), text 2, sentence 23 and:

(98)  nga- gü  nga-n̪a-nda  manar-ı  man-ı  mawun-ı da
1SG-ERG  C-1SGNom-3SGLoc  food  take-PAST  man-LOC
'I took food off a man'

Compare (98) with (79). While IO can imply 'stealing', locative subjuncts do not; they merely mark departure from the body. Therefore, (98) might be used, for instance, when the speaker saw a man carrying a heavy load of food and helped him by taking and carrying some of it.

A locative subjunct can mean '(hide) from...' (cf. the 'fear' sense in (94):

(99)  nga- gü  nga-n̪a-nda  manar-ı  bu-ı jaan-ı  jambagina-la
1SG-ERG  C-1SGNom-3SGLoc  food  hide-PAST  child-LOC
'I hid food from a child'

[2] In the allative case - destination of movement 'to'.

(a) With intransitive V(C)s.
Examples include (71) and:

(100)  gań-ı  nga-lan̪a-nda  wandi-ń-a  lińga-awu
tree (N)  C-3SGLoc  fall-PAST  snake-ALL
'A tree fell on top of a snake' (N example)

(b) With transitive V(C)s, such as 'carry' and 'send'.

(101)  nga- nga- wulaanu  juwan-ı  jamba- wujara  p̪uraań-ı-ŋa
C-1SGNom-3DuAcc  send-PAST  child-two  2PI-ALL
'I sent two children (say, as messengers) to you'

(c) With subject predicatives.

A subject predicative does not occur with an allative subjunct; a subject predicative is a nominal and does not in itself imply movement.
[3] In the ablative case.

(a) With intransitive V(C)s, e.g.:

(102) mawun ŋa-ŋuwułala ʔunə jan-i punbulanŋiŋ-ŋu
       man C-2DuLoc away go-PAST 2Du-ABL2
       'A man went away from you'

(b) With transitive V(C)s, e.g. (72) and:

(103) ŋadu-ŋu ŋa-ŋa-panda magaḍa man-i jambagina-ŋu
       1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-3SgLoc hat take-PAST child-ABL
       'I took a hat from a child'

This sentence, with an ablative subjunct, implies that possibly I stole it. A similar meaning can be expressed through an indirect object - (79). Also compare them with a locative subjunct, in (98).

4.4.7. OBJECT(S) AND/OR SUBJUNCT OF THREE-PLACE PREDICATE VERBS

In the following we shall examine the case frame(s) of a few 'three-place' (Lyons 1968:350) V(C)s. All the V(C)s examined are transitive.

[1] jun- 'give'.

This verb can take two case frames. In one, the gift is absolute and recipient is dative(-l).

(104) ŋadu-ŋu ŋa-ŋa-ŋu maŋari ʔunuŋa jun-an
       1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-2SgDat food-ABS 2Sg-DAT give-PRES
       'I give food to you'

(105) ŋumbir-u ŋa-la maŋari jambagina-wu jun-an
       woman-ERG C-3SgDat food-ABS child-DATl give-PRES
       'A woman gives food to a child'

In the other frame, the recipient as well as the gift is absolute (here, the recipient tends to immediately precede the gift):

(106) ŋadu-ŋu ŋa-ŋa-ŋu ʔundu maŋari jun-an
       1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-2SgDat 2Sg-ABS food-ABS give-PRESS
       As (104)

(107) ŋumbir-u ŋa-la jambagina maŋari jun-an
       woman-ERG C-3SgDat child-ABS food-ABS give-PRES
       As (105)

Other examples of 'give' include (36), (169), (170), (186), (190)-(192), (194), (195), (243) and (291).

There is possibly a third type of frame: in a couple of examples, the gift is instrumental and the recipient, presumably, is absolute:

(108) ŋadu-ŋu ŋa-ŋa-ŋu (ʔundu) maŋu-ŋu jun-an
       1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-2SgAcc 2Sg-ABS word-INST give-PRES
       'I will present you with words, I will give you words'
(As it was given to the writer, the above sentence did not contain the word rundu.) But, this use of the instrumental with 'give' was rejected by other speakers. (The last type of case frame of 'giving', involving instrumental, is found in other ergative languages such as Warungu (Tsunoda 1974a: 353-54, 1976b:220), Djirbal (Dixon 1972:300), and Chukchee, of East Siberia (Bogoras 1922:781).)

The recipient is dative-l in (105) but absolutive in (107). Within the framework of relational grammar one might say that (107), with jambagina as DO, is derived from (105), with jamba/ina/wu as IO. However, this view is not totally adequate. This is because the bound pronoun cross-referencing the recipient (-la) remains dative, and therefore is not advanced to DO. Similarly for (104) and (106).

This discrepancy in case marking, between a nominal and a bound pronoun can be taken to suggest that:

(a) the recipient here is IO rather than DO;
(b) case marking of a bound pronoun is sensitive, not to the case marking (here, absolutive) of, but to the grammatical relation of the nominal which it cross-references;
(c) a bound pronoun is thus more fundamental than a nominal in this respect also (cf. 4.4.3.).

In particular, (b) and (c) are important. See 4.5.11. for a detailed discussion.

It is not uncommon in Australian languages for both 'recipient' and 'gift' to be marked by the absolutive case, e.g. Kalkatungu (Blake 1969:35), Queensland. In Korean, a nominative-accusative language, the verb 'give' (and also the verb 'teach') can have the following two constructions, rather like the first two types of the Djaru 'giving' constructions:

\[\text{giver-NOM recipient-DAT gift-ACC} \]
\[\text{giver-NOM recipient-ACC gift-ACC} \]

(The data on Korean are from Shibatani 1978:366.)

Djaru has the verb complex bina jëŋ- 'Vtr teach' (4.2.-[3]). One would expect this VC to behave like jëŋ- 'give', but the data obtained are complicated, and its syntax is not understood well.

[2] mijaŋgi man- 'ask...for...', 'ask...(a question) about...';
\(\text{da/wuji man- 'ask...for...'}\)

The one asked is in the absolutive and that which (or the one who) is asked for/about is in the dative(-l). Examples include (187), (193), (533) and:

(109) jëmbagina-lu ŋa-la ŋama-ŋan mijaŋgi man-i maŋari-wu
child-ERG C-3SgDat mother-HIS ask-PAST food-DAT1
'A child asked its mother for food'

(For the noun-stem-forming suffix -ŋan, see 6.2.1.-[17].)
[3] ŋuru man- 'steal'.
That which is stolen is absolutive and the one from whom it is stolen is dative(-l). Examples include text 3, sentences 2, 3 and 4.

[4] ɗiri jaan- 'show'.
What is shown is in the absolutive and 'the one shown to' is generally in the locative and sometimes in the dative(-l). Examples include (188) and:

(110) malauga-malauga-la ŋa-ŋalu-ja nula ɗiri jaan-an giŋimiliŋ
old man (N)-RDP-LOC C-1PlExcNom-3PlLoc show-PRES spear
'We show a spear to old men' (N example)

(111) ja lu-ŋu mawun-du ŋa-anula ɗiri jaan-an ŋandawi
that-ERG man-ERG C-3PlLoc show-PRES shadow
jamba-jamba-wu
child-RDP-DAT1
'That man shows a photo (lit. shadow/shade) to children' (N example)

As regards the NP referring to 'one shown to', case marking of the nominals differ - locative in (110) and dative-1 in (111) - but that of the bound pronouns remains identical - locational. This may be another piece of evidence to indicate that the case marking of bound pronouns is sensitive, not to the case marking of, but to the grammatical relations of the nominals they cross-reference (here, 'the one shown to' would then be a subjunct in (111) as well as in (110). See 4.5.11.

[5] maran- 'tell'.
The topic is in the absolutive and the audience in the locative:

(112) ja ni-ŋu mawun-du ŋa-wulaanungula maran-an ja ni waŋbali
one-ERG man-ERG C-3DuLoc tell-PRES one white man
gudara-la jamba-wujara-la
two-LOC child-TWO-LOC

'O ne (Aboriginal) man tells (a story about) a white man to two children'

(maran- can take a sentence as an object. See 4.7.-[1].)

4.4.8. CIRCUMSTANCE

A circumstance (phrase) can be realised by noun(s) in the instrumental, dative-1, dative-2 (N only), locative, allative or ablative case; or preverbs (all of which mark manners or the like when used as circumstance words - cf. 1.1., 3.1.1., 4.10., 4.10.2.); or adverb(s). (Adverbs generally do not take a case ending, but some do - 3.6.) Representative meanings and the representative ways in which particular meanings are expressed are shown in Table 4.5.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Case of Noun</th>
<th>Type of Adverb or Preverb (and case)</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>instrument</td>
<td>instrumental</td>
<td>manner (in instrumental)</td>
<td>(4)-(6),(239),(240),(268),(320)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>means</td>
<td>locative</td>
<td>place (some in locative); cardinal directions, 'up', 'down'</td>
<td>(8), text 1, sentences 59, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>place</td>
<td>locative</td>
<td>time (optionally locative)</td>
<td>(31), (32), (34), (49), (56), (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time 'at, in, during'</td>
<td>locative</td>
<td>place (generally allative); cardinal directions, 'up', 'down'</td>
<td>(43), (133), (138), (285)-(1), text 1, sentence 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time 'through'</td>
<td>dative-1</td>
<td>time (allative)</td>
<td>(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time 'until'</td>
<td>allative</td>
<td>time (allative)</td>
<td>(19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>destination</td>
<td>allative; dative-2(N)</td>
<td>place (generally allative); cardinal directions, 'up', 'down'</td>
<td>(17), (18), (32), (43), (134), (136), (451), (456)-(1), (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manner</td>
<td>allative</td>
<td>manner (in instrumental, or 'absolutive')</td>
<td>(26), (27), text 1, sentence 16, text 3, sentence 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purpose</td>
<td>allative</td>
<td></td>
<td>(20), (286)-(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>starting point</td>
<td>ablative</td>
<td>place (ablative); cardinal directions, 'up', 'down'</td>
<td>(21), (118), (446), (492)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modality</td>
<td></td>
<td>modality (see 4.12.)</td>
<td>(7), (24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some circumstance phrases are similar to some other sentence parts morphologically and/or semantically (for instance, a circumstance in the allative is formally identical with a subjunct in the allative). However, there is one crucial difference: while the latter can be cross-referenced (by bound pronouns), circumstance phrases can be in no way cross-referenced. (A free pronoun cannot be used as a subjunct; a free pronoun with any case ending can be cross-referenced.) See 4.5.8.-[3].

4.4.9. PREDICATIVE

Predicatives (cf. Jespersen 1924:88, 131) (or predicative complements) can be classified into:

(a) subject predicatives, as in 'I became/was ILL', and;
(b) object predicatives, as in 'The food made me ILL', and 'This jumper keeps me WARM'.

While some predicatives mark state (as in 'I was ILL' and 'This jumper keeps me WARM'), most predicatives mark consequence/result (as in 'I became ILL' and 'The food made me ILL'). Djaru lacks 'causative constructions', but transitive sentences with a 'consequence/result' predicative can be in effect used like causative constructions. (So can certain transitive sentences with a preverb. See 4.10.8.)

[1] Predicatives with -g or a similar suffix.

There are a few suffixes that mark 'consequence/result'. Words affixed with one of them always function as predicatives. These suffixes are perhaps historically related; they have the same function and similar forms. Their forms and distributions are as follows:

-ğarag (no example in Djaru; one example in Wandjira, following a vowel;
-waɾa (W only?) following a vowel or n, e.g. ɖambun-waɾa 'full-';
-ğaɾa (W only?) following g, e.g. ɬuɬaw-ɡaɾa 'vomiting' (prev)-;
-waɾa (W only?) following a vowel, r or n, e.g. ɖambun-waɾa 'full-', and ɓuŋuɾ-waɾa 'cooked-' in (114);
-g (all dialects) following a vowel or l, e.g. ɬuɬwaɬ-g 'long-'.

(The information on the distributions of these suffixes is very incomplete. -g and -waɾa are fairly frequently used, but others are used very seldom. Note that here r and n function like a vowel. See 2.4.3.) In most instances, these suffixes are affixed to a noun root. In one example, -ɡaɾa is affixed to a preverb (ɬuɬaw-ɡaɾa 'vomiting-') and in one example, -waɾa is affixed to a verbid (ɬuŋ-u-waɾa 'cry'-VBD-).
(a) Transitive object predicatives.

(113) mawun-du daŋi gunga-waŋag (or gunga-waŋa or gunga-g)
       man-ERG kangaroo dead-
       lan-i spear-PAST
       'A man speared a kangaroo and caused it to be dead'

(114) mawun-du daŋi bundur-waŋa gamban-i
       man-ERG kangaroo cooked- burn/cook-PAST
       'A man burnt/cooked a kangaroo and caused it to be cooked'

There is a set phrase binari-g buŋ- lit. 'knowing-g hit', i.e. 'teach
one a lesson by belting'. See text 3, sentence 11.

A small number of transitive verbs - in particular, man- 'get, take' -
can be used like 'causative verbs', without their literal meaning.
Thus:

(115) guju-ngu mawun gingu-i (or gingu-waŋa) man-i
       meat-ERG man satiated-
       cause-PAST
       'The meat made a man satiated'

(116) jambi-gu wadbali-lu ŋa-ji ŋa-du binari-g man-i
       big-ERG white man-ERG C-1SgAcc 1Sg knowing-
       cause-PAST
       'The big white man (i.e. boss) taught me'

binari-g man- often implies 'teach one a lesson'.

In Djaru and many other Australian languages, for instance,
Walbiri (Capell 1962a:40), the transitive verb with a causative
meaning is used with object predicatives or in verb complexes.
Here, man- is a separate, independent word. In many other lan-
guages, which do not have verb complexes like those in Djaru,
ma- is often involved in verbal suffixes; they are causative
or transitive suffixes, e.g. in Kalkatungu (Blake 1969:
30), Bandjalang (Cunningham 1969:88), Gidabal (Geytenbeek and
Geytenbeek 1971:23), Djirbal (Dixon 1972:86) and Gugu-Yalandji
(R. Hershberger 1964:41).

(b) Subject predicatives.

Examples of transitive subject predicative include (519) and:

(117) mawun-du guju ŋan-ĩ gingu-g
       man-ERG meat eat-PAST satiated-
       'A man ate meat and consequently became satiated' cf. (115)

An example of intransitive subject predicative is:

(118) buŋu-ngu jambagina wandiŋ-a guŋulu-waŋag (or guŋulu-waŋa or
       child fall-PAST blood- guŋulu-g)
       tree-ABL
       'A child fell from a tree and consequently bled'
Among the examples of the predicatives with these suffixes, the great majority are transitive object predicatives (i.e. they refer to Ot) and some are intransitive subject predicatives (i.e. they refer to Si). Here, it looks as if these predicatives behaved in the absolutive/ergative pattern, referring to Ot/Si. However, there is at least one (spontaneously produced) example in which a noun with -g is a transitive subject predicative (i.e. it refers to St).

Examples (117) and (519) were made up by the writer on the basis of this example and approved by the informants except that the clitic -naanip 'very' in (519) was added voluntarily by the informant.)

-g, with the same or similar meaning and function, is found in the region, cutting across a language family border; it is found both in Pama-Nyungan languages - for instance, Guurindji (McConvell, personal communication), Wandjira and Malngin - and in a non-Pama-Nyungan language, Gidja (Taylor, personal communication). Perhaps it has been diffused. (See 1.3.)

In Djaru, there is another suffix -g, which is occasionally affixed to adverbs of place and a few adverbs of time (6.3.1.). It may be related to the nominal suffix -g 'consequence/result'.


In N (but not W) the dative-2 can mark 'consequence/result'. Examples include (15), (16) in 3.2.1., (40) in 3.7.3. and:

\[(119) \text{ mawun-du qa} \text{ di bu} \text{ ndur-gura ga} \text{ mban-i man-ERG kangaroo cooked-DAT2 burn/cook-PAST} \]

'A man burned/cooked and cooked a kangaroo'

In W, in such sentences the predicatives generally involve -wa-ra (rather than -g, for instance); when the sentences (15), (16) and (119) were read to him, the main informant (W speaker) substituted -wa-ra for -g/wura.


Semantically, there are two types of such predicatives:

(a) one type marks 'consequence/result', and:
(b) the other marks 'state', used with V(C) such as 'call' or 'find'.

Examples of 'consequence/result' predicatives include (289), (376), text 3, sentence 8 and:

\[(120) \text{ ndu-ngu na-na-ngu bu} \text{ ng-gu } \text{ pu} \text{ ndu } \text{ binari 1Sg-ERG C-lSgNom-2SgAcc hit-PURP 2Sg knowing} \]

'I will teach you a lesson by hitting you'

Here again, transitive verbs such as man- 'get, take' can be used like causative verbs. Examples include (515), (532) and:

\[(121) \text{ mawun-du jambagina binari man-i man-ERG child knowing cause-PAST} \]

'A man taught a child'
A transitive object predicative with no suffix (suffixless Ot predicative) always immediately follows a transitive object.

An NP can contain a 'modifier' as well as 'head noun' - 4.1. Superficially, a modifier in an DO NP and a suffixless Ot predicative look similar. But, we have decided to distinguish between them. There are two reasons for this:

(a) Word Order: within NPs, modifying 'adjective-like' nouns precede and follow - approximately as frequently - modified 'noun-like' nouns (4.1.). But, suffixless Ot predicatives always immediately follow transitive objects;

(b) Meaning: modifying 'adjective-like' nouns merely provide the usual adjectival qualification to modified 'noun-like' nouns (as in 'a GOOD man' and 'a CLEVER child'). However, suffixless Ot predicatives specifically describe consequence/result (and state, as exemplified below).

Thus, confronted with the following sentences:

(122) mawun-du gunga ḷaḍi  lan-i
    man-ERG dead kangaroo spear-PAST

(123) mawun-du ḷaḍi gunga  lan-i

(124) mawun-du ḷaḍi lan-i gunga

the main informant stated to the effect that while (122) meant 'a man speared a dead kangaroo', (123) and (124) meant 'a man speared a kangaroo that was alive and caused it to die'. That is, gunga is a modifier in (122) but an object predicative in (123) and (124). Similarly, if binari in (121) can function as a modifier (this has not been verified yet), then the sentence would mean 'A man caught a clever child'. And, in this case binari would be able to precede - as well as follow - jambagina.

Some speakers prefer to overtly mark object predicatives. Thus, the main informant substituted binari-ख for binari in (120) (originally given by another speaker); and binari-waṛa for binari in (121).

Examples of the other type of suffixless Ot predicatives, involving V(C)s such as 'call' and 'find', include text 1, sentences 20, 47, 70, 75 and:

(125) ('How did you find that woman?')
    ɲaɖu-ngu ɲa-ña  gul  lan-i ɲaɽinga jura-ɲaːniŋ
    1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom try-PAST woman goog-VERY

'I tried the woman (and found her) very good' (N example)

(For the stem-forming suffix -ɲaːniŋ, see 6.2.1.-[14].)


There are two purely 'grammatical verbs':  jajin- (N only)/jaan- (all dialects) 'be/feel' and wajan- 'become'; they cannot occur without a (suffixless) predicative. (The copula verb jajin-/jaan- is conjugationally identical with the transitive verb jajin-/jaan- 'put'; both belong to class 4 - 3.7.1., 3.7.2.) Also, a few other intransitive V(C)s can be used like grammatical verbs - 'be' (state) or 'become' (change). They include:
The copula jajin-/jaan- appears to occur only with predicatives that refer to emotion/feeling or bodily state (and therefore is not frequently used). Two examples are given below.

Many intransitive sentences consist of just a subject and predicative (in the absolutive), e.g. (62). They might contain, in addition, an IO or subjunct, e.g. (67), (88), (89) and (95). (These sentences generally mark state.) Such sentences can optionally contain a predicate verb—very often the copula-like verb pin(αŋ)- 'stay' and occasionally the copula jajin-/jaan- 'be' (if the predicatives refer to emotion/feeling or bodily state). Examples include (206), (207), (281), (287)-(i), (392), (450), text 3, sentence 12 and:

(126) ŋadu ŋa-ŋa ɲinaŋ-an waŋiŋana
1sg c-1sgnom stay-pres bachelor
'I am a bachelor'

(127) ŋadu ŋa-ŋa-ŋu ɲinaŋ-an baba-ji ŋunuŋa
1sg c-1sgnom-2sgdat stay-pres EB-KIN 2sg-DAT
'I am your elder brother'

(128) ɲawa mawun ŋa-la binari ɲinaŋ-an ḏaru-wu
this man c-3sgdat knowing stay-pres Djaru-Dat1
'This man known Djaru'

(Compare (126) with (62); (127) with (67); and (128) with (88).)

(129) jambañi ŋa miniri jaan-an
child c shy be/feel-pres
'The child is shy' (N example)

(Compare (129) with (95).)

(130) ŋadu ŋa-ŋa maliri jaan-an
1sg c-1sgnom cold be/feel-pres
'I feel cold'

Examples of wajan- 'become' include (181), (453) and:

(131) ɲanamba ŋa-ŋalu binari wajan-i
1plexc c-1plexcnom knowing become-past
'We learned'

There is an idiomatic expression: gaŋaŋ wajan- lit. 'become a body', i.e. 'be born', e.g. (278).

Among the 'semi-grammatical' V(C)s listed previously, the three V(C)s 'smell' mark state only. Thus:
(132) maŋari pawa baŋdiŋ-an juṭa
food this smell-PRES good (N)
'This food smells nice' (N example)

Others can mark state - e.g. (126)-(129) - or change - e.g. text 1, sentence 29, 30, 32 and:

(133) ḋanaŋa ḡupar ḡunga ḋir-a waṛulu-la
1Sg-DAT dog dead stay-PAST night-LOC
'My dog died last night'

Predicatives referring to change (rather than state) as a rule immediately follow predicate verbs. Thus, *wajani binari was rejected for (131).

For a discussion of bound pronouns in relation to predicatives, see 4.5.8.-[5].

The use of (ordinary) verbs like 'grammatical verbs' is not uncommon. For some examples in English, see Jesperson (1924:131), and Curme (1931:27).

4.4.10. INDEPENDENT WORD

Independent words generally start a sentence, or else make up a complete sentence. There are two types:

(i) interjections (see 4.15.), and;
(ii) 'vocative-like' forms of nominals.

The latter can be divided into two sub-types:

(a) Some kinship term roots can only be used 'vocatively' when they don't involve the kinship suffix -ji (see 6.2.1.-[6]);
(b) The absolutive forms of any other nominals can be used 'vocatively'.

4.5. BOUND PRONOUNS

4.5.1. BASE FOR BOUND PRONOUNS

Bound pronouns can be attached to:

(a) catalyst: ḡa, ba/wa. ḡa is used in declarative sentences (including purposives, but excluding hortatives and imperatives). The unmarked position of ḡa-plus-bound pronoun(s) in a sentence appears to be the second position of the sentence. (The same appears to apply to Walbiri, southeast of Djaru - Hale 1967:1-8.) In elicited, non-elliptical sentences, ḡa-plus-bound pronoun(s) almost always occurs as the second constituent of the sentence. Many examples given in the present description follow this pattern. (It is interesting to note that in Tongan and several Samoic-Outlier languages, a clitic pronoun occurs in the second position of the sentence - Chung 1978:31.) ba (following a consonant-
(134) wa-nda jungu jan-i
    C-2PlNom far go-PAST
   'Did you go far?'

(135) binga naŋ-an ba-n
    hole see-PRES C-2SgNom
Informant's translation: 'You see the big hole' (with a
    slightly rising intonation). ('Be careful; you might fall
    into it')

(b) interrogative word: ŋamba 'what', ŋana 'who', waŋdu 'where', ŋanula 'when', ɲar(wa) 'how' and so on; e.g. (27), (43), (442), text 2, sentence 29, text 3, sentence 1.

(c) adverbs of modality (see 4.12.): wagura 'not', wari and ɲara 'possibly' and so on, e.g. (268), text 1, sentence 40, text 2, sentences 12, 17 and text 3, sentences 3, 9, 17, 18, 19.

(d) conjunction: ɲanɡa 'if/when' (see 4.6.) and guwa/guja (see 4.7.).

(e) waŋu (W only. Its meaning and function unknown).

(f) verb: imperative (see 4.5.5.), purposive and hortative, e.g. (547),
    text 2, sentence 32 and:

(136) gaara-ra jan-gu-li
    east go-PURP-1DuIncNom
   'Let's go east'

(137) ɲa-lura-lu lawur
    eat-HORT-3PlNom rib bone
   'Let them eat rib bone (meat)'

(g) noun: sentence-initially, very few examples, in the southern dialects
    of N only (in Ngardi, immediately south of Djaru, bound pronouns are
    often suffixed to sentence-initial words - including nouns).

Bound pronouns cannot be affixed to more than one word in one sentence.
Among the types of words listed previously, there appears to be a certain
hierarchy of priority: at one end the catalysts are the highest and at
the other end the verbs are lowest. (Also, hortative and imperative
sentences cannot contain the catalyst ɲa.) For instance, see (206),
(421), (422) and:

(138) ɲanula ɲa-n jan-guɲundu
    when C-2SgNom go-PURP 2Sg
   'When will you go?'

This example shows that the catalyst ɲa has priority over the inter-
rogative word ɲanula 'when'.
If the word is already suffixed with a clitic (4.13.), then bound pronoun(s) will follow the clitic, e.g. (443), (446), text 1, sentence 20.

In N (except Old Flora Valley dialect) the catalyst ŋa suffixed with no overtly marked bound pronoun (optionally and as a rule) occurs. Examples include (15), (129), (437), (455) and:

(139) mawun-du ŋa-Ø-Ø guŋar buŋ-an
    man-ERG C-3SgNom-3SgAcc dog hit-PRES
    'A man hits a dog'

It is also occasionally deleted, e.g.:

(140) mawun-du guŋar buŋ-an
    man-ERG dog hit-PRES
    As above.

However, in W and Old Flora Valley dialect of N, the catalyst ŋa with no overtly marked bound pronoun cannot occur; sentences such as (139) are ungrammatical. Here, either it does not occur at all, e.g. (140), or it is replaced by ŋajingu. (The word-class membership of ŋajingu is not known.) Thus:

(141) mawun-du ŋajingu guŋar buŋ-an
    man-ERG dog hit-PRES
    As above.

When asked on this point, the main informant (a W speaker) remarked to the effect that ŋajingu in W and Old Flora Valley dialect is equivalent to the catalyst ŋa with no overt bound pronouns in other dialects. ŋajingu is very often used in these two dialects. Other examples of ŋajingu include (34), (65), (432), (456)-(1), (506), text 1, sentences 10, 14, 68, text 2, sentences 14, 15.

Unlike ŋa, the catalyst wa has been attested to occur without any overt bound pronoun suffixed to it, even in W (and presumably in Old Flora Valley dialect as well). When suffixed with no overt pronoun, ŋa and wa generally do not occur sentence-initially. Also, when suffixed with no overt bound pronoun, at least ŋa is phonetically often realized disyllabically [ŋa:], involving a long vowel. See 2.6.-[4].

'Western Desert' languages, south/east of Djaru, have similar bound pronouns. Hale (1973a) gives a detailed account of bound pronouns in Walbiri. Walbiri bound pronouns and Djaru bound pronouns are very similar, but there are some important differences. The differences (as well as similarities) will be mentioned in the following.
4.5.2. PHONOLOGICAL/MORPHOLOGICAL DETAILS

[1] Number and person.

Consider the following nominatives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>-nø</td>
<td>-nbula, -n...wula</td>
<td>-n...lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-bula, -wula</td>
<td>-lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>ZERO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They can be regarded as each consisting of a person marker and number marker. That is:

- person: -nø '1st', -n '2nd' and ZERO '3rd';
- number: ZERO 'Sg', -b/wula 'Du' and -lu 'Pl'.

(Cf. Hale 1973a:325.) Note that 'number markers' are formally identical with 3rd person nominatives. For the functions of these person and number markers, see 4.5.5. and 4.5.6.

-b/wula is also involved in the oblique (acc/dat or loc) forms of 2nd and 3rd person duals, e.g. -nguwula '2DuAcc/Dat'. All the 1st person plurals except -nalu '1stPlExcNom' involve -ba (or it phonological development -wa); in particular, the inclusives are formed, roughly, by the addition of -ba (or -wa) to the corresponding duals. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominative</th>
<th>Acc/Dat</th>
<th>Locational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'1stDuInc'</td>
<td>-li</td>
<td>-alin -aliŋgula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'1stPlInc'</td>
<td>-liba, -liwa</td>
<td>-alinba -alinbagula</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further details, see Table 3.4. For the inserted gu, see below.


All the locationals except for the two '3rdSgLoc's are formed by the addition of -la to the corresponding acc/dat forms. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acc/Dat</th>
<th>Locational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'1stSg'</td>
<td>-ji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'2ndSg'</td>
<td>-ŋgu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more examples, see Table 3.4. (This -la is formally identical with -la '3rdSgDat'.) -la is separated from the acc/dat forms by metathesis - 4.5.6. -la is also involved in the locational of the middle voice suffix, i.e. -ŋunula and -ŋanula (4.5.10.).

-gu or ηu is (obligatorily or otherwise) inserted in several instances; all of which involve I. Generally, the insertion of -gu or ηu occurs immediately before I.

(a) -gu is obligatorily inserted between a nasal (n, ŋ or η) and I (a nasal-plus-lateral cluster appears to be impossible in Djaru - 2.5.1.). Thus, with one bound pronoun:

-wulaŋgula '3DuLoc' (N) cf. -wulaŋ '3DuAcc/Dat' (N)

and, between two bound pronouns:

-n-gu-la -aŋq-gu-1u -jiraŋ-gu-1u
2SgNom-gu-3SgDat 1DuIncAcc/Dat-gu-3PlNom 1DuExcAcc/Dat-gu-3PlNom

(b) -gu is obligatorily inserted when -ŋuwu1a '2ndDuAcc/Dat' is followed by -1u '3PlNom': -ŋuwu1a-gu-1u. But, this does not happen otherwise - even when -ŋuwu1a is followed by -I. Thus, -ŋuwu1a1a '2DuLoc' and *

(c) Some locational consisting of a vowel-final suffix and -la involve -ŋu (a prenasalisation of -gu?). In W, this appears to be obligatory for '3rdDu' and '3rdPl', and is almost always applied to the locational of the middle voice -ŋunu. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locational</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N, W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*(ŋ-)u1a</td>
<td>-wu1a anu1a (not used)</td>
<td>-wu1anuŋgula '3DuLoc'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(ŋ-)u1a</td>
<td>-(ŋ)anula</td>
<td>-(ŋ)anuŋgula '3PlLoc'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(ŋunu-)u1a</td>
<td>-unu1u</td>
<td>-unuŋgula 'M-Loc'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, when the middle voice suffix -ŋunu is followed by -la '3SgDat' - -ŋunu-ŋu-1a 'M-ŋu-3SgLoc'. (This should not be confused with the above locational -ŋunuŋgula. See 4.5.9.)

Similar insertion of -gu or -ŋu ((a), (b) or (c)) is found in three-member and two-oblique sentences. See Tables 4.6. and 4.7.

(d) '1stPl's': their locational obligatorily involve -gu. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acc/Dat</th>
<th>Locational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inclusive</td>
<td>-alĩŋba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive</td>
<td>-animba</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, -gu is inserted when their acc/dat forms are followed by -1u '3PlNom'. Thus:

- alĩŋba-gu-1u -animba-gu-1u
1PlIncAcc/Dat-gu-3PlNom 1PlExcAcc/Dat-gu-3PlNom
While some speakers consistently use -gu, others consistently use -ŋu. Thus:

- aliba-gu-lu
- aliba-ŋu-lu

(animba-gu-lu  (Robert Moses, a W speaker)
(animba-ŋu-lu  (Jack Djugajari, a W speaker)

1PLIncAcc/Dat- -3PLNom
1PLExcAcc/Dat- -3PLNom

Described above is the situation in W. In N, -gu or ŋu does not appear to be obligatory although they are very frequently used. Thus, an N speaker (Archie Singapoo) uses all of:

- alibaŋu
- alibaŋu

(animbala  (Robert Moses, a W speaker)
(animbala  (Jack Djugajari, a W speaker)

[4] There are a few low-level, phonetic/phonological changes. Thus, j between two a's is generally deleted - e.g. -wula-janu and -wula-anu '3DuNom-3PLAcc/Dat'. As another example, -lu-janu '3PLNom-3PLAcc/Dat' is, in W, generally realised as [la:no], e.g. text 1, sentence 22. Phonetically/phonologically, N is the more conservative and W is the more divergent - 1.2.

Bound pronouns show a striking similarity (partial or total) to free pronouns of Djaru and/or of some other Australian languages. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Djaru Bound Pronouns</th>
<th>Djaru Free Pronouns</th>
<th>Warungu Free Pronouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-lį '1DuIncNom'</td>
<td>ŋali '1DuInc-ABS'</td>
<td>ŋali '1Du-NOM'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋanamba '1PLExcAcc/Dat'</td>
<td>ŋanamba '1PLExc-ABS'</td>
<td>ŋana '1P1-NOM'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-b/wula '3DuNom'</td>
<td>ŋanbula '3Du-ABS'</td>
<td>bula '3Du-NOM'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Warungu pronouns have a nominative-accusative paradigm - Tsunoda 1974a:180-81.) Etymologically, bound pronouns (of Djaru and other languages) are perhaps criticised pronouns that were once free - Hale 1973a:340.

4.5.3. NUMBER OF BOUNC PRONOUNS IN ONE SEQUENCE

Not every combination of bound pronouns is possible. There are certain constraints: phonological, grammatical and semantic. (Also, change in number or person occurs in some instances - 4.5.5.) In many instances, two (or more) constraints operate jointly. In the following, we shall discuss a few constraints that are largely phonological. A few grammatical/semantic constraints are discussed in 4.5.8. As for terminology, we distinguish (wherever possible) between 'constraint' and 'tendency': a constraint applies rigidly, with no exception (at least in the corpus), while a tendency does not. We also distinguish 'global' and 'local': a local constraint/tendency applies to certain types/patterns only, while a global constraint/tendency applies irrespective of types/patterns (cf. Perlmutter 1971:61).
Global Constraint (a):
One sequence of bound pronouns (hereafter referred to by 'BP sequence') cannot contain more than three phonologically constituted bound pronouns (i.e. non-zero bound pronouns).

There are some sequences that consist of three non-zero bound pronouns, (hereafter, three-member sequences), but:

Global Tendency (b):
A BP sequence generally does not contain more than two non-zero bound pronouns.

Some two-member sequences contain (a zero nominative and) two non-zero obliques (acc/dat or loc) (hereafter, two-oblique sequences), but:

Global Tendency (c):
Generally, a (two-member) sequence does not contain more than one non-zero oblique. That is:

Global Tendency (d):
A sequence of the standard pattern consists of
(one or no) Nominative and (one or no) Oblique.

That is, the standard pattern is a two-member sequence. It contains at most one nominative, and the nominative may not occur (see 4.5.8.) or it may be zero (i.e. '3rdSgNom'). Similarly, the standard pattern contains at most one oblique, and the oblique may not occur (see 4.5.8.) or it may be zero (i.e. '3rdSgAcc/Dat'). Examples of the standard pattern are given in 4.5.1. and 4.5.4. among others.

Three-member sequences and two-oblique sequences are uncommon. Three-member sequences violate the global tendency (b) (and (c) and (d)).

There are three major types:

(i) Nominative, Dative and Dative - in semi-transitive sentences (4.5.9.);
(ii) Nominative-ŋunu/ŋanu-ŋgu-la - in middle-voice sentences (4.5.10);
(iii) Nom, Acc and Dat; Nom, Acc and Loc - 4.5.7.

Two oblique sequences violate the global tendency (c) (and (d)). There are three types (see 4.5.7.):

(iv) Acc and Dat; Acc and Loc; Dat and Dat.

(The relative order of bound pronouns in (d), (i), (iii) and (iv) is subject to certain constraints - 4.5.4.)

Global Constraint (e):
A repetition of two identical bound pronouns is prohibited, e.g. *-la-la '3SgDat-3SgDat'. See 4.5.9. Similarly, when one of the two bound pronouns contains a 'morpheme' that is identical to the other, e.g. *ŋguwula-wula '2DuAcc/Dat-3DuNom'. See 4.5.5.-[2]. (But, this does not apply, for instance, in -jila-wula '1SgLoc-3DuNom'; here, the formal identity of la is insignificant.) See 4.5.2.
Walbiri does not allow three-member sequences of the type (iii) or two-oblique sequences, of the type (iv) - Hale 1973a:337-38. Perlmutter (1971:89-95), on the basis of Hale's material, discusses surface phonological constraints on Walbiri bound pronouns.

4.5.4. RELATIVE ORDER OF BOUND PRONOUNS

Two conflicting principles operate as regards the relative order of bound pronouns within one sequence:

(a) 'principle of hierarchy of persons' (Wurm 1969:59, 61. See also Benveniste 1946, 1956 and Silverstein 1976.) And;

(b) principle of the hierarchy of case/grammatical relations.

In the majority of sequences (including three-member and two-oblique sequences) the first principle operates: 1st person preceding 2nd person preceding 3rd person. Thus:

(142) ŋa-ŋa-ŋugu buŋ-an; ŋa-ji-n buŋ-an
C-1SgNom-2SgAcc hit-PRES C-1SgAcc-2SgNom
'I hit you' 'You hit me'

(143) ŋa-n-ŋanu buŋ-an; ŋa-ŋgu-lu buŋ-an
C-2SgNom-3PlAcc hit-PRES C-2SgAcc-3PlNom
'You hit them' 'They hit you'

(144) ŋa-ŋa-anu buŋ-an; ŋa-ji-lu buŋ-an
C-1SgNom-3PlAcc hit-PRES C-1SgAcc-3PlNom
'I hit them' 'They hit me'

In the other sequences, the second principle operates: a nominative (marking the subject) precedes an oblique (accusative, dative or locational; marking DO, IO or subjunct). There are three types:

(i) A 2nd person nominative (irrespective of its number) precedes a 1st person non-singular oblique (whether dual or plural; whether inclusive or exclusive). Thus:

(145) ŋa-n-ŋajiran ŋa-ŋ-an
C-2SgNom-1DuExcAcc see-PRES
'You see us'

(146) ŋa-n-ŋajirangula jud ɲinaŋ-an
C-2SgNom-1DuExcLoc sit-PRES
'You sit with us'

(ii) A 3rd person nominative (irrespective of its number) precedes a 2nd person plural oblique. Thus:

(147) ŋa-lu-ɲura ɲaŋ-an
C-3PlNom-2PlAcc see-PRES
'They see you'
Between two 3rd person forms, the nominative precedes the other. Thus:

(149) ŋa- lu-janu ŋaŋ-an
C-3PlNom-3PlAcc see-PRES
'They see them'

(150) ŋa- lu-janula jud ɲinaŋ-an
C-3PlNom-3PlLoc sit-PRES
'They sit with them' (N example)

In Walbirí, generally a nominative precedes an oblique (case hierarchy) (Hale 1973a:337, Capell 1962a:35). However, Capell (1962a:35-36) gives the following two variants of the same BP combination:

person hierarchy: juŋu-du-jî-лу 'gave'–1SgDat-3PlNom, 'They gave (it) to me'
case hierarchy: juŋu- lu-dujî 'gave'–3PlNom-1SgDat, 'They gave (it) to me'

and implies that the use of the reversed order (i.e. person hierarchy) is optional, but says that it is not common.

4.5.5. PERSON AND NUMBER REPLACEMENT

[1] Person replacement

In imperative sentences (see 3.7.3.-[7]), the (nominative) bound pronoun marking the subject is not 2nd person but is formally identical with a 3rd person form (see Table 3.4. and 4.5.2.). Examples include (264), (291), (424), (487), (2)

(151) jan-da-Ø; jan-da-wula; jan-da-Łu
  go-IMP-SgNom  go-IMP-DuNom  go-IMP-PlNom
'You (Sg) go'  'You (Du) go'  'You (pl) go'

The same is true when a free pronoun subject co-occurs. Thus:

(152) pûndu jan-da-Ø; pûnbulu jan-da-wula; pûraa jan-da-Łu
  2Sg  go-IMP-SgNom  2Du  go-IMP-DuNom  3Pl  go-IMP-PlNom

As (151).

(153) maŋari man-da-wula
      food  get-IMP-Du
'You (Du) get the food'

(154) ŋaŋ-ɡa-Łu-jaŋu jîda-jiđa
      see-IMP-Pl-3PlAcc  child-RDP
'You (Pl) look at the children' (N example)

In bound pronouns of imperative sentences, the opposition between 2nd and 3rd persons is neutralised. This may be explained as follows:
Benveniste (1946, 1956) says that, while 1st and 2nd persons are 'person', 3rd person is not really a 'person' but non-person (see 3.4.). That is, in terms of markedness theory, the former two are marked, while the latter is unmarked. Since the subjects in imperative sentences are obviously 2nd person (at least in Djaru), it is not necessary to specify them as 2nd person. Accordingly, unmarked subjects—i.e. 3rd person subjects—are used. However, Hale (personal communication and also cf. 1973a:327) provides a different explanation. First recall that 3rd person nominals are formally identical with 'number markers' (4.5.2.-[1]). Hale (personal communication) says:

...the 2nd person element is deleted, leaving the number marker behind. This is the Djaru, and Walbiri, reflection of the nearly universal rule of 2nd person deletion in imperatives.

That is, this phenomenon is person deletion rather than person replacement. Perhaps this analysis is superior to ours. See also Hale's comment on metathesis (4.5.6.).

Identical person replacement, in imperative sentences, is also found in Walbiri (Capell 1962a:30, Hale 1973a:326-27), Pitjantatjara (Glass and Hackett 1970:30-40), Maingin and Wanjiru.

[2] Number replacement

Two duals do not co-occur, and one of them is replaced by the corresponding plural. Thus, instead of:

(155) *ŋad̓ära- lu ŋa-lijarā-ŋg̓uwula ̱punbula ̱paŋ-an
1DuExcNom C-1DuExc- Nom-2DuAcc 2Du see-PRES

(156) *ŋad̓ära ̱ŋa-lijarā-ŋg̓uwulala ̱pinaŋ-an ̱punbulaŋiŋ-ŋa
1DuExc C-1DuExcNom-2DuLoc sit-PRES 2Du-LOC

we have:

(157) ŋad̓ära- lu ŋa-lijarā-uru ̱punbula ̱paŋ-an
1DuExc-ERG C-1DuExcNom-2PlAcc 2Du see-PRES

'We two (Exc) see you two'

(158) ŋad̓ära ̱ŋa-lijarā-uru ̱pinaŋ-an ̱punbulaŋiŋ-ŋa
1DuExc C-1DuExcNom-2PlLoc sit-PRES 2Du-LOC

'We two (Exc) sit with you two'

Here, the dual -ŋg̓uwula and -ŋg̓uwulala are replaced by the plural -uru '2PlAcc' and -uru '2PlLoc', respectively. Two more examples:

(159) ̱punbula- lu ]!=alin- gu- lu ̱qali ̱paŋ-an
3Du-ERG C-1DuIncAcc-gu-3PlNom 1DuInc see-PRES

'They two see us two (Inc)' (*-alin-bula '1DuIncAcc-3DuNom')

(160) ̱punbula- lu ]!=ajir̓aŋ- gu- lu ̱ŋad̓ära ̱paŋ-an
3Du-ERG C-1DuExcAcc-gu-3PlNom 1DuExc see-PRES

'They two see us two (Exc)' (*-ajir̓aŋ-bula '1DuExcAcc-3DuNom')

Here, -lu '3PlNom' is substituted for -b/wula '3DuNom' in each example.

The principle of person hierarchy (see 4.5.4.) operates here: it is the bound pronoun lower in the hierarchy that is replaced. But, in a
sequence of two 3rd person duals, both are equal on the hierarchy. Here, the principle of case/grammatical relations (4.5.4.) operates: it is the oblique (marking a non-subject) rather than the nominative (marking the subject) that is replaced. Thus, in N, in place of *

`wula-wulaŋ `3DuNom-3DuAcc' we have `-wula-anu `3DuNom-3PlAcc' :

(161) guđara- lu mawun-du ṇa-wula-anu guđara ɲarĩnga ɲaŋ-an two-ERG man-ERG C-3DuNom-3PlAcc two woman (N) see-PRES 'Two men see two women' (N example)

Similarly, in W, in place of *

`wula-wulaŋu `3DuNom-3DuAcc' we have `-wula-anu `3DuNom-3PlAcc' :

(162) guđara- lu mawun-du ṇa-wula-anu guđara ɲumbi r ɲaŋ-an two-ERG man-ERG C-3DuNom-3PlAcc two woman (W) see-PRES As above. (W example)

Here, `-wulaŋ `3DuAcc' and `-wulaŋu `3DuAcc' are replaced by `-anu `3PlAcc'. (The W form `-wulaŋu `3DuAcc' is formally identical with the sequence `-wula-anu `3DuNom-3PlAcc'. One might argue that in (162), the W example, `-wulaŋu` is not replaced by `-anu `3PlAcc' but that `-wula` `3DuNom' is deleted (or replaced by zero `3SgNom'). However, the replacement of `-wulaŋ `3SgAcc' by `-anu `3PlAcc' in (161), the N example, indicates that, in W too, `-wulaŋu `3DuAcc' is replaced by `-anu `3PlAcc'.)

There are at least two possible interpretations of this number replacement. One applies to only some of the instances and the other applies to the Djaru number replacement in general.

First interpretation. Some dual forms of bound pronouns are partially identical with one another, involving the element `-b/wula (4.5.2.-[l]). When a sequence contains two such forms, one of them is replaced, by a corresponding plural form. The purpose of this is to avoid a repetition of the same form - 4.5.3., (e). Thus:


But, this interpretation does not apply to instances such as (155)-(160); they do not involve a repetition of identical forms.

Second interpretation. Perhaps in Djaru and also universally, among the three numbers, singular is the least marked, dual is the most marked and plural is halfway between singular and dual. (cf. the disappearance of dual in Indo-European languages. See also Fillmore 1968:2.) In the Djaru number replacement, when a sequence contains two duals - of the most marked number category - one of them is replaced by a less marked form (here, the corresponding plural). This reduces the marked nature of this sequence. (See also the note to Chapter 5, [1].)
(At least in the corpus) there is no example of person replacement in three-member and two-oblique sequences. Number replacement appears to show idiolectal and dialectal variations. The above account is mainly of the main informant's idiolect (W dialect).

Similar number replacement is found, for example, in Walbirri, Walmanpa, Waramunga (Hale 1973a:330-32); Guurindji, Mudbara (McConvell 1980); Walmadjari (Hudson, personal communication) and Wandjira. It is interesting to note in passing that in Nunggubuyu of Arnhem Land (which is not genetically close to Djaru) 'dual and plural are merged in non-human object markers' (Heath 1975:93).

In the avoidance language of Djaru, a plural (free or bound) pronoun is used when referring to a certain taboo relative - although the referent is singular. See Chapter 5.

4.5.6. METATHESIS

Some bound pronouns have a discontinuous distribution in a number of sequences. We assume that here metathesis (see Hale 1973a:328-29) has taken place (although other analyses may be possible). There are two types of metatheses:

(a) those involving a 'number marker' in nominatives, and;
(b) those involving -1a in locationals.

(a) The nominatives -ṇalu '1P1Exc', -nbula '2Du' and -n(da)lu '2Pl' can be regarded as each consisting of a 'person marker' (-ṇa '1st' or -n '2nd') and a 'number marker' (-b/-wu1a 'dual' or -1u 'plural') - 4.5.2. -[1]. When one of these nominatives is followed by a 1st or 2nd person accusative or dative, the 'number marker' is shifted to the right of the latter. Thus:

(163) ṇanamba-lu ṇa-ṇa-ŋu-lu pundu paŋ-an
1P1Exc-ERG 2Sg see-PRES
'We see you' (*-ṇalu-ŋu '1P1ExcNom-2SgAcc')

(164) punbula-lu ṇa-n-ṇanamba-wula ṇanamba paŋ-an
2Du-ERG 1P1Exc see-PRES
'You see us' (*-nbula-ṇanamba '2DuNom-1P1ExcAcc')

Metathesis does not apply if such a nominative is preceded (rather than followed) by such an acc/dat. Thus, -ji-nbula '1SgAcc/Dat-2SgNom' but *-n-ŋu-ji-wula (for gu, see 4.5.2.). Similarly, metathesis does not apply if the acc/dat is 3rd (rather than 1st or 2nd) person. Thus, -ṇalu-juana '1P1ExcNom-3PlAcc/Dat' and *-ṇa-juana-lu.

(b) Locationals except for '3rdSg' are formed by the addition of -1a to acc/dat forms (4.5.2.-[2]). If any bound pronoun at all follows a locational (except for '3rdSgLoc'), then -1a is shifted to its right. There are three subtypes:
(1) a locational followed by a nominative:

(165) $\text{pun}du \text{ na-ji-n-gu-la} \text{ na-ni\text{g}i-n-da} \text{ pi\text{n}a\text{g}-a}  \\
2\text{Sg} \quad 1\text{Sg-LOC} \quad \text{sit-PRES}  \\
'You sit with me' \quad (\ast-jila-n '1\text{SgLoc}-2\text{SgNom}')

(166) $\text{pan}bula \text{ na-\text{ng}u-wula-la} \text{ nuna-ni\text{g}i-n-da} \text{ pi\text{n}a\text{g}-a}  \\
3\text{Du} \quad 2\text{Sg-LOC} \quad \text{sit-PRES}  \\
'They (two) sit with you' \quad (\ast-\text{ngula-wula} '2\text{SgLoc}-3\text{DuNom}')

Text 2, sentence 28 contains another example: -ji-\text{lu-la} (\ast-jila-lu '1\text{SgLoc}-3\text{PlNom}').

(ii) a locational followed by a 'number marker' which has been separated due to the type-(a) metathesis. Compare (163) with (167); and (164) with (168):

(167) $\text{nan}bama \text{ na-na-\text{ngu}-lu-la} \text{ pi\text{n}a\text{g}-a} \text{ nuna-ni\text{g}i-n-da}  \\
1\text{P1} \quad 2\text{Sg-LOC} \quad \text{sit-PRES}  \\
'We sit with you' \quad (\ast-\text{nalu-\text{ngula} '1\text{PlExcNom}-2\text{SgLoc}'}

(168) $\text{pun}bula \text{ na-n-nan}bama-wula-la \text{ pi\text{n}a\text{g}-a} \text{ nanamb\text{a}n-i\text{n}-da}  \\
2\text{Du-ABS} \quad 1\text{P1Exc-LOC} \quad \text{sit-PRES}  \\
'You sit with us' \quad (\ast-\text{bula-na-nambala} '2\text{DuNom}-1\text{PlExcLoc}')

(The type-(ii) metathesis is, in fact, a subtype of the type-(i); a 'number marker' is formally identical with a 3rd person nominative, and the operations involved in type-(i) and (ii) are identical. Thus, see the behaviour of -\text{wula} in (166) and (168).)

(iii) a locational followed by an accusative or dative in three-member or two-oblique sequences - see 4.5.7.

Both metathesis and number replacement can apply to the same sequence. Thus, we have:

-\text{na-ajira\text{n}-gu-la} instead of \ast-\text{nbula-ajira\text{n}} '2\text{DuNom}-1\text{DuExcAcc/Dat}

-\text{na-ajira\text{n}-gu-la-la} instead of \ast-\text{nbula-ajira\text{n}gula} '2\text{DuNom}-1\text{DuExcLoc}'

Here, -\text{bula} '2\text{DuNom}' is replaced by -\text{n..lu} '2\text{PlNom}'.

There are two exceptions to the metathesis rules; both involve '1\text{PlExcNom}-2\text{PlObl}':

-\text{nalu-\text{nura}} '1\text{PlExcNom-2PlAcc/Dat}' (\ast-\text{na-\text{nura-lu})

-\text{nalu-\text{nurala}} '1\text{PlExcNom-2PlLoc}' (\ast-\text{na-\text{nura-lu-la})

There are two important differences between Djaru and Walbiri metathesis. First, Walbiri lacks the type-(b) metathesis (Walbiri bound pronouns have no locationals). Second, the type-(a) metathesis applies to only 'Sg' of '1st' and '2nd' in Walbiri, but applies to any '1st' or '2nd' (irrespective of its number) in Djaru. See Hale 1973a:328-29.

Hale (personal communication) says that 3rd person nominative is always zero and that -\text{bula}(/-\text{wula}) and -\text{lu} are number markers, i.e.:
This analysis is perhaps superior to ours. Hale points out that in his analysis it is unnecessary to have two separate rules of metathesis; one involving 'number markers' ((a) and (b)-(ii)) and the other involving nominatives ((b)-(i)); they are handled by just one metathesis rule. (Recall that, for example, the operation involved in the rule (b)-(i) and in the rule (b)-(ii) are identical.) See also Hale's comment on imperatives (4.5.5.-[1]).

Hale (personal communication) also suggests that the two rules of (b) in fact do not involve metathesis. He says that there is no evidence whatsoever that -la moves to the final position - it is always final. It registers the fact that the oblique bound pronoun is construed with a spatial case rather than with a direct or indirect object (except where it registers '3rd person singular dative'). (Hudson (1978:62-63) gives a similar analysis for Walmadjari.) Hale also suggests the possibility to generate -la in its surface position within the bound pronoun sequence. This is an attractive analysis, and deserves a further, careful study.

4.5.7. THREE-MEMBER AND TWO-OBLIQUE SEQUENCES

Three-member sequences of the type (iii) and two-oblique sequences are very uncommon (4.5.3.). In each type, the relative order of members strictly follows the principle of person hierarchy:
1st preceding 2nd preceding 3rd preceding (4.5.4.).
Some of these sequences involve metathesis. All the examples of three-member sequences are listed in Table 4.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3rd person nominative</th>
<th>dual</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zero-zero</td>
<td>zero-bula</td>
<td>zero-lu (zero-wula)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This analysis is perhaps superior to ours. Hale points out that in his analysis it is unnecessary to have two separate rules of metathesis; one involving 'number markers' ((a) and (b)-(ii)) and the other involving nominatives ((b)-(i)); they are handled by just one metathesis rule. (Recall that, for example, the operation involved in the rule (b)-(i) and in the rule (b)-(ii) are identical.) See also Hale's comment on imperatives (4.5.5.-[1]).

Hale (personal communication) also suggests that the two rules of (b) in fact do not involve metathesis. He says that there is no evidence whatsoever that -la moves to the final position - it is always final. It registers the fact that the oblique bound pronoun is construed with a spatial case rather than with a direct or indirect object (except where it registers '3rd person singular dative'). (Hudson (1978:62-63) gives a similar analysis for Walmadjari.) Hale also suggests the possibility to generate -la in its surface position within the bound pronoun sequence. This is an attractive analysis, and deserves a further, careful study.

4.5.7. THREE-MEMBER AND TWO-OBLIQUE SEQUENCES

Three-member sequences of the type (iii) and two-oblique sequences are very uncommon (4.5.3.). In each type, the relative order of members strictly follows the principle of person hierarchy:
1st preceding 2nd preceding 3rd preceding (4.5.4.).
Some of these sequences involve metathesis. All the examples of three-member sequences are listed in Table 4.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4.6.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THREE-MEMBER SEQUENCES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-ņa-ņgu-janu</th>
<th>-ņa-ņgu-janu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SgNom-2SgAcc-3PlDat</td>
<td>1SgNom-2SgDat-3PlAcc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-ņa-ņgu-januŋula</th>
<th>-ņa-ņgu-januŋula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SgNom-2SgAcc-3PlLoc</td>
<td>1SgNom-2Sg-3PlAcc-ŋu-Loc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-ji-n-ðanu</th>
<th>-ji-n-ðanu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SgAcc-2SgNom-3PlDat</td>
<td>1SgDat-2SgNom-3PlAcc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-ji-n-ðanuŋula</th>
<th>-ji-n-ðanuŋula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SgAcc-2SgNom-3PlLoc</td>
<td>1Sg-2SgNom-3PlAcc-ŋu-Loc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-ji-ŋu-lu</th>
<th>-ji-ŋu-lu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SgAcc-2SgDat-3PlNom</td>
<td>1SgDat-2SgAcc-3PlNom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(For the insertion of -ņgu, see 4.5.2. The forms with an asterisk involve metathesis. Similarly, for Table 4.7.) Each sequence consists
of one member from each of 1st, 2nd and 3rd persons, and the 1st and 2nd person members are singular and the 3rd person member is plural. Thus, their pattern is:

1sgSg-2ndSg-3rdPl

In terms of case, there are two types:

(a) Nom, Acc, Dat   (b) Nom, Acc, Loc

Note that each sequence has two different interpretations. Thus:

-ŋangujanu  '1sgNom-2sgAcc-3PlDat' and '1sgNom-2sgDat-3PlAcc'
-ŋangujanungula  '1sgNom-2sgAcc-3PlLoc' and '1sgNom-2sgLoc-3PlAcc'

(Recall that except for '3sg', the accusative and dative forms are identical - 3.4., and that again except for '3sg', the locational forms are formed by the addition of -la to the corresponding accusative/dative forms - 4.5.2.-[2].) Examples of three-member sequences include:

(169) ŋa-ŋa-ŋgu- janu juŋ-gu pundu murgun-gu
1sgNom-2sgAcc-3PlDat give-PURP 2sg three-DAT
'I will give you to the three (people)'

(170) ŋa-ŋa-ŋgu- janu juŋ-an murgun jamba-aba
C-1sgNom-2sgDat-3PlAcc give-PRES three child-RDP
'I give three children to you'

(171) ŋa-ŋa-ŋgu- janu-ŋgu-la gaŋ-gu murgun jamba-aba
C-1sgNom-2sg-3PlAcc-ŋgu-Loc take-PURP three child-RDP
'I will take three children away from you'

Three-member sequences violate global tendencies (a), (b) and (c). The forms in which one of the two obliques is deleted - resulting in the standard pattern of 'one nominative and one oblique' and thus conforming with the three tendencies - appear to be favoured. Thus, -ŋa-ŋgu is preferred to -ŋa-ŋgu-janu.

All the examples of two-oblique sequences are listed in Table 4.7.
TABLE 4.7.
TWO-OBLIQUE SEQUENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>1SgDat-2SgAcc</th>
<th>1SgAcc-2SgLoc</th>
<th>2Sg-2SgAcc-Loc</th>
<th>1SgDat-3SgDat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-ji-ngu</td>
<td>-ji-ngula</td>
<td>-ji-ngulu</td>
<td>-ji-la</td>
<td>-ji-la</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SgAcc-3SgLoc</td>
<td>1SgAcc-2DuDat</td>
<td>1SgAcc-2DuLoc</td>
<td>-ji-wulaanu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ji-wulaanu</td>
<td>-ji-wulaanungula</td>
<td>-ji-nura</td>
<td>-ji-nurala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SgDat-3DuDat</td>
<td>1SgAcc-3DuLoc</td>
<td>1SgDat-2PlAcc</td>
<td>1SgAcc-2PlLoc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ji-janu</td>
<td>-ji-janu</td>
<td>-ji-janu-ngu-la</td>
<td>-ŋu-wula**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SgDat-3PlAcc</td>
<td>1SgDat-3PlDat</td>
<td>1Sg-3PlAcc-ŋu-loc</td>
<td>2SgDat-3DuLoc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋu-janu</td>
<td>-ŋu-janungula</td>
<td>-ŋu-janu-gu-la</td>
<td>-ŋalŋ-gu-wula-la^,^*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SgDat-3PlAcc</td>
<td>2SgAcc-3PlLoc</td>
<td>2Sg-3PlAcc-gu-Loc</td>
<td>1DuInc-gu-3DuAcc-Loc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-alŋ-danu</td>
<td>-alŋ-danu</td>
<td>-ŋalŋ-danungula</td>
<td>-alŋba-wula^*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DuIncAcc-3PlDat</td>
<td>1DuIncDat-3PlAcc</td>
<td>1DuIncAcc-3PlLoc</td>
<td>1PlIncDat-3DuAcc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(For forms marked with one asterisk involve metathesis.)

There are two unusual instances here. In the forms marked with two asterisks, the 3rd person dual -wula, which normally marks the nominative, marks the accusative. The form -ŋalŋ-gu-wula-la, with two duals, is an exception to the number of replacement rule (4.5.5.).

The two-oblique sequences can be classified into three types:

(a) Acc, Dat  (b) Acc, Loc  (c) Dat, Dat.

In every sequence, the nominative is '3rdSg', and consequently is not marked overtly. (Note that the three-member sequences discussed above will become two-oblique sequences of the type (a) or (b), if the nominatives are deleted.) Examples include:

(172) jalu-ngu mawun-du ŋa-ngu-janu ɡaŋ-a murgun
that-ERG man-ERG C-2SgDat-3PlAcc carry-PAST three
jamba-aba ɲunuŋa
child-RDP 2Sg-DAT
'That man took away your three children'

(173) jalu-ngu mawun-du ŋa-ji-ngula jaan-i ɲunuŋ-i-qa
that-ERG man-ERG C-1SgAcc-2SgLoc put-PAST 2Sg-LOC
'That man put me alongside you'

(174) pila ŋa-ji-la ɡunar-gu guju ɡaniniŋ-wu
that C-1SgDat-3SgDat dog-DAT1 meat 1Sg-DAT-DAT1
'That meat is for my dog (or that meat is my dog's)'

(Here, ɡaniŋa '1Sg-DAT' is further declined for the dative-1 (see 3.3.). -ji '1SgDat' cross-references ɡaniŋu- '1Sg-DAT' and -la '3SgDat' cross-
references -gu/-wu 'DAT-1' (of 'meat', which is 3rd person singular). See 4.5.8.-[1] and 4.11.1.)

(175) jalu-ngu mawun-du ŋa-ji-pura jin-a waṭir
that-ERG man-ERG C-1SgAcc-2PlDat give-PAST back
'That man gave me back to you'

Three-member and two-oblique sequences violate the global tendency (c) (among others). There are no three-member or two-oblique sequences involving both a dative and a locational; this can be explained in terms of case hierarchy. See 4.5.8.-[6].

4.5.8. GRAMMATICAL AND SEMANTIC CONSTRAINTS/TENDENCIES

In 4.5.3. we discussed a few constraints/tendencies - largely phonological - concerning the occurrence of bound pronouns. There are perhaps many other constraints/tendencies. In the following, we shall discuss a few more constraints/tendencies - largely grammatical and/or semantic.

[1] Case of further declined free pronouns.

Dative and ablative-1 of free pronouns can further decline (here, the ablative-1 can mark possessor as well as origin/source) - 3.3. When they decline (at least) for the ergative, they are never cross-referenced, e.g. (190), (285)-(iı), (377), (378). But, when they decline (at least) for the dative-1, locative or allative, they can be cross-referenced. The case, person and number of the cross-referencing bound pronoun appear to be as follows (but this point needs to be further checked):

(a) CASE: the final case (rather than the original dative or ablative-1) is cross-referenced, and;
(b) PERSON and NUMBER: the person and number of the original dative or ablative-1 (rather than the cross-referenced noun) are cross-referenced.

Thus:

(176) ŋadu ŋa-ŋa-ngula ɲinaŋ-an ɲura-ŋa ɲunuŋu-la
1Sg C-1SgNom-2SgLoc sit-PRES camp-LOC 2Sg-DAT-LOC
(or ɲunuŋin-ɗa)
2Sg-ABL1-LOC
'I sit in your camp'

In (176), the case of -ŋula, i.e. locational, cross-references the final case, i.e. the locative, of ɲunuŋu-la or ɲunuŋin-ɗa (rather than the dative of the original ɲunuŋu- '2Sg-DAT' or the ablative-1 of the original ɲunuŋin- '2Sg-ABL1'. If the original ɲunuŋu- were cross-referenced, we would have -ŋa-ŋgu '1SgNom-2SgDat' instead of -ŋa-ŋgula '1SgNom-2SgLoc'.) The person and number of -ŋula, i.e. 2nd and singular, cross-reference those of the original ɲunuŋu- or ɲunuŋin-, both 2nd
and singular. (If the person and the number of the cross-referenced noun 'camp', i.e. '3rd person and singular' were cross-referenced, we would have (in W) -نا-نودا '1SgNom-3SgLoc'. But normally inanimate NPs in the locational are not cross-referenced (see below), and this BP sequence would be ungrammatical for (176).) Another example is (174); the final case, i.e. dative-1, of نانیو- '1Sg-DAT-DAT1' is cross-referenced, by -لی '1Sg-Dat'. (However, the number and person (and also the case) of the original نانیو- '1Sg-DAT' are cross-referenced separately, by -چ '1Sg'. This is contradictory to the statement (b) above. Cross-reference of further declined pronouns is complicated, and needs to be further checked.)

[2] Semantics of NPs

In many instances, free NPs with inanimate referents are not cross-referenced although those with human or animate referents are. Thus:

(177) نادو نا-نودا یان-ان نانوین-داوو (ور گدار-اوو)
1Sg C-1SgNom-3SgLoc go-PRES 3Sg-ALL dog-ALL
'I go to him (or to a dog)'

(178) نادو نا-نا یان-ان گورا-گارو
1Sg C-1SgNom go-PRES camp-ALL
'I go to the camp'

(179) نادو نا-نودا یامباینگا-یک نینا-ان
1Sg C-1SgNom-3SgLoc child-LOC sit-PRES
'I sit with a child'

(180) نادو نا-نا نینا-ان گورا-گا (ور گجوی-دا)
1Sg C-1SgNom sit-PRES camp-LOC wind-LOC
'I sit in the camp (or in the wind)'


It is incorrect to say, however, that inanimate NPs can never be cross-referenced. Thus, compare (180) with:

(181) ماوون پیلا نا-نودا گولی واجان-ی مموری-دا یامبی-گا
man that C-3SgLoc angry become-PAST wind-LOC big-LOC
'That man got angry with the big wind'

(182) یامباینگا نا-نودا یورا یان-ی گنگینگا-یک
child C-3SgLoc fear-PAST lightning-LOC
'A child was afraid of the lightning'

Also, inanimate datives can be cross-referenced. Examples include (64), (87), (88), (109), (128), (309) and:

(183) منی-وو نا-لو-یا یان-ی بمار-گو
money-DAT1 C-3P1Nom-3SgDat go-PAST stone-DAT1
'They went for stone (i.e. money)'

(More examples are given in 4.5.9. and 4.9.1.-[2].)
As final examples:

(184) murgun burgu ɲa-lu ɗad din-a
tree tree C-3P1Nom stand-CONT PRES
'Three trees are standing' (W example)
(Here, ɗina has been assimilated, by d, from ɲina. See 4.10.1.-[2]-(a.)

(185) jami-ngu mawun-du ɲa-anu murgun buŋu bajan-a
one-ERG man-ERG C-3P1Acc three tree cut-CONT PRES
'One man is cutting three trees' (W example)

It appears that whether or not a free NP can be cross-referenced depends not only on its semantic nature but also its syntactic nature. The data available suggest the following constraints/tendencies:

(a) human/animate nominals (in any case inflection; whether pronouns or human/animate nouns) can be cross-referenced (a global constraint)
(b) inanimate SUBJECT (both St and Si) can be cross-referenced - (184), (202);
(c) inanimate DO can be cross-referenced - (185), (203)-(205);
(d) inanimate IO can be cross-referenced - (183) and others;
(e) inanimate LOCATIVE can only be cross-referenced in certain constructions (a local constraint) - those involving, probably, intransitive predicate verbs of emotion - (181), (182); otherwise, inanimate locative (marking time, place, means, etc.) cannot be cross-referenced - (8), (133), (180) and so on;
(f) inanimate ALLATIVE and ABLATIVE are never cross-referenced, at least in the corpus (no construction has been found in which an inanimate allative or ablative NP can be cross-referenced) - (18)-(21), and so on;
(g) INSTRUMENTAL. Inanimate nouns have the instrumental case, but (human or) animate nouns and pronouns lack it (3.2.1.-[3] and 3.3.). And, the instrumental case - all of inanimate referents - can never be cross-referenced.

In (a)-(e) above we said that certain nominals can be cross-referenced by bound pronouns. But, we only talked about cross-reference possibilities. Bound pronouns do not always occur at the surface. They may be suppressed by certain constraints(/tendencies), discussed below. Also, there are instances in which bound pronouns do not occur when they would be expected. (See (206) and (207.) Note also that '3SgNom' and '3SgAcc' are phonologically zero.

The criteria for recognising sentence parts (or grammatical relations) (Table 4.4.) are largely based on the constraints (/tendencies) given above. Table 4.4. does not show the distribution of pronouns, animate nouns and inanimate nouns
among the various sentence parts. Incorporating this distribution, we can show the interrelationship of:

(i) distribution of pronouns, animate nouns and inanimate nouns;
(ii) case marking of the above nominalss;
(iii) case marking of bound pronouns;
(iv) cross-reference possibilities – 'yes can be cross-referenced' or 'never can be cross-referenced';
(v) sentence parts (or grammatical relations).

| TABLE 4.8. |
| SENTENCE PARTS (2) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence part</th>
<th>Case marking of nominal</th>
<th>Pronoun</th>
<th>Animate noun</th>
<th>Inanimate noun</th>
<th>Case marking of bound pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>subject (St,Sl)</td>
<td>ERGATIVE</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Nominative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABSOLUTIVE</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO*</td>
<td>ABSOLUTIVE</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Accusative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>ABSOLUTIVE</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE-1</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE-2</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunct</td>
<td>DATIVE-1</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOCATIVE</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Locational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALLATIVE</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABLATIVE</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABLATIVE-1,2</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circumstance</td>
<td>INSTRUMENTAL</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>never</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE-1</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>never</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATIVE-2</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>never</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOCATIVE**</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>never</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALLATIVE</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>never</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABLATIVE</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>never</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The slant line indicates that, for example, the absolutive case of inanimate noun is not used as IO; or that, for example, pronoun lacks the dative-1 case.)

*Transitive inanimate DOs can be certainly cross-referenced, e.g. (185), (203)-(205) (in Djaru, and also in Walbiri, e.g. 'boomerang' – Hale n.d.-b:49). But, cross-reference of intransitive inanimate DOs, e.g. 'language' and 'corroboree', is not understood well (see 4.4.4.).

**But, see 4.5.8.-[1].

In relational grammar, NPs are divided into terms (subject, DO and IO) and non-terms (benefactive, locative, allative, elative, instrumental, etc.) and only terms can, it is claimed, trigger syntactic processes such as reflexivisation (Hale 1974a, Johnson 1977). However, this does not apply to Djaru. Here, it is more adequate to include subjunct (generally, locative, allative or ablative) in terms. This is because subjunct can be cross-referenced (like subject, DO and IO, but unlike circumstance) and also can be the victim in reflexivization (like DO and IO but unlike circumstance – 4.5.10.).
Thus, locative, allative and ablative will be each divided into term and non-term. This shows that while the dichotomy of terms and non-terms may (possibly) be universal, the dividing line between them is language-specific.

The most standard pattern of a BP sequence is:

(one or no) nominative and (one or no) oblique

and, therefore a BP sequence does not contain more than one oblique

If there is more than one candidate for the oblique slot, the following constraints/tendencies operate in selection:

(a) nominal hierarchy;
(b) NP identity;
(c) case hierarchy.

They will be discussed in the following.

[4] Nominal hierarchy:

(a) human > non-human

(b) 1sg > 2nd > 3rd

(c) Pl > Du > Sg

(a) Human > non-human.

This is perhaps a global constraint (but there is one possible exception out of 35 examples examined). Thus:

(186) jaŋi-ŋgu mawun-du ŋa-la jiŋ-a jaŋi-wu jambagina-wu

one-ERG man-ERG C-3SgDat give-PAST one-DAT1 child-DAT1

guŋara guŋar
two dog

'One man gave two dogs to one child' ('child' > 'dog')

(If 'two dogs' were cross-referenced, we would have *ŋa-wulaanu 'C-3DuAcc'
But, this sequence was rejected.)

(187) ŋa-ŋa-ŋgu mijangi man-i guŋara-wu ądaŋi-wu

C-1SgNom-2SgAcc ask-PAST two-DAT1 kangaroo-DAT1
'I asked you for two kangaroos' ('you' > 'kangaroo')

(188) jaŋi-ŋgu mawun-du murgun gaŋi ŋa-anungula

one-ERG man-ERG three boomerang C-3PlLoc
diri jaan-a murgun-da jamba-aba-la
show-CONT PRES three-LOC child-RDP-LOC

'One man shows three boomerangs to three children' (W example)

('child' > 'boomerang')
Possibly animate is higher than inanimate although there is no example.

(b) 1st person > 2nd person > 3rd person.

In the case of the verb 'give', this hierarchy is strictly observed (a local constraint); there is no exception in some 30 examples examined. Thus:

(190) nunuŋu-lu lāmba-ra-lu nā-ji jiŋ-a nādū numbir nunuŋa
woman/wife 2Sg-DAT give-PAST 1Sg

'Your father-in-law gave me (your promised wife) to you' (1sg > 2nd)

(191) lāmba-ra-lu nā-ji jiŋ-a guḍāra numbir nāniŋa
father-in-law-ERG 1SgDat give-PAST two wife 1Sg-DAT

'Father-in-law gave two wives to me' (1st > 3rd)

(192) nā-nā-ngu juŋ-an murgun jamba-aba nunuŋa
C-1SgNom-2SgDat give-PRES three child-RDP 2Sg-DAT

'I give three children to you' (2nd > 3rd)

(For the formation of the word jamba-aba, see 6.2.2.)

In the case of other verbs, this hierarchy is generally (but not strictly) observed. Thus:

(193) nā-nā-ngu mijāŋgi man-i numbir-gujara-wu guḍāra-wu
C-1SgNom-2SgAcc ask-PAST woman-TWO-DAT1 two-DAT1

'I asked you for two women' (2nd > 3rd ('woman'))

(For the noun-stem-forming suffix -gujara, see 6.2.1.-[19].)

(c) Plural > Dual > Singular.

Between two 3rd persons, the larger number outranks the smaller number. At least with the verb 'give', this hierarchy is fairly strictly observed (there is one possible exception in about 15 examples examined). Thus:
In Walbiri, in a sentence with both DO and IO, only IO can be cross-referenced (Hale 1973a:334-35). In Walmadjari, in the case of 'give', only IO can be cross-referenced (Hudson 1978:26). However, this does not apply to Djaru. Thus, DO of 'give' can be cross-referenced if it outranks IO, e.g. (190) and (195).

[5] NP identity
(a) Whole > part.
When a sentence contains a whole/possessor NP and a part/inalienable possession NP, only the former can be cross-referenced - 4.11.4.-[3]. In the case where the whole/possessor is the subject and part/inalienable possession is DO, IO or subjunct, generally the sentence is turned into a middle-voice sentence. See 4.5.10.

(b) Predicatives.
A subject predicative and subject have the same referent, and they can be cross-referenced jointly only once. Similarly, for an object predicative and object. For examples, see 4.4.9.

A locational always outranks a dative, irrespective of their numbers or persons. This is a global constraint; it applies irrespective of construction types - there is no exception in the corpus. Thus:

(196) pila mawun na-ngula man-an-i ganiŋa nunuŋin-da that man C-2SgLoc talk-CONT-PAST 1Sg-DAT 2Sg-LOC
'That man was talking to you about me' (*-ji '1SgDat')

(197) ngatu na-na-ngula jan-i nunuŋin-da guḍara-wu 1Sg C-1SgNom-2SgLoc come-PAST 2Sg-LOC two-DAT1
daŋi-wu kangaroo-DAT1
'I came to you for two kangaroos' (*-ŋa-wula'anu '1SgNom-3DuDat')
(198) ṇaŋu-ŋu ṇa-ŋa-anungula ṣaru mara-an ḋunuŋa
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom-3P1Loc story tell-PRES 2SG-DAT
'I will tell them a story about you' (*-ŋa-ŋu '1SGNom-2SGDat')

Generally, dative bound pronouns are 'weak'. Thus, they are outranked by locationals; often, they do not occur where they would be expected (see below); reflexivisation with datives as the victims is optional and often does not apply (4.5.10.).

Among the three-member and two-oblique sequences, there is no instance that involves a dative and locational - 4.5.7. This is because a locational always outranks a dative and only the locational occurs.

In all the examples considered above, the locational is human and the dative is human, animate or inanimate. There is no instance in which the locational is lower than the dative on the hierarchy; it would be interesting to know whether the locational outranks the dative here.

In relational grammar, locative is assigned a far lower place then IO on the hierarchy. But, this does not apply to Djaru; the locational (cross-referencing the locative, allative or ablative) outranks the dative (cross-referencing the dative - IO).

The last constraint/tendency to be discussed is semantic:


Generally, a non-zero bound pronoun with inanimate referent(s) does not occur if there is another non-zero bound pronoun.

(a) If the other bound pronoun has animate or human referent(s), the bound pronoun with inanimate referent(s) simply does not occur. Thus, consider:

(199) gudara-lu mawun-du ṇa-wula-anu waŋbaŋ-i murgun gurnar
two-ERG man-ERG C-3DuNom-3P1Acc throw-PAST three dog
'Two men threw three dogs'

Here, -wula refers to humans ('two men') and -anu refers to animates ('three dogs'), and both occur at the surface. But, consider:

(200) gudara-lu mawun-du ṇa-wula waŋbaŋ-i murgun bamar
two-ERG man-ERG C-3DuNom throw-PAST three stone
'Two men threw three stones' (*-wula-anu '3DuNom-3P1Acc')

(201) gudara-lu ńandiŋa-la ṇa-anu murgun mawun bina
two-ERG lightning-ERG C-3P1Acc three man hit-PAST
'Two lightnings hit three men' (*-wula-anu '3DuNom-3P1Acc')

For each of (200) and (201), -wula-anu '3DuNom-3P1Acc' was rejected. In (200), -anu '3P1Acc', referring to inanimates ('three stones') is suppressed; the other bound pronoun -wula '3DuNom' has human referents ('two men') and occur at the surface. The reverse is true for (201).

This - (a) - is a global tendency (for exceptions, see [3] above).
(b) Two non-zero bound pronouns with inanimate referents do not co-occur (this appears to be a global constraint). Thus, consider:

(202) guḍara-lu majawun-du ɳa-wula-Ø buɳu jaŋi bajan-i
two-ERG wind-ERG C-3DuNom-3SgAcc tree one bite-PAST
'Two winds hit (i.e. hit) one tree'

(203) jaŋi-ngu majawun-du ɳa-Ø-anu murgun buṇu bajan-i
one-ERG wind-ERG C-3SgNom-3PlAcc three tree bite-PAST
'One wind hit three trees'

In (202) both of the bound pronouns have inanimate referents ('two winds' and 'one tree'), but -wula can occur, since the other bound pronoun is phonologically zero. Similarly, for (203). However, consider:

(204) guḍara-lu majawun-du ɳa-anu murgun buɳu bajan-i
two-ERG wind-ERG C-3PlAcc three tree bite-PAST
'Two winds hit three trees' (*-wula-anu '3DuNom-3PlAcc')

(205) murgun-du gaŋdiŋana-lu ɳa-wulaanu guḍara buṇu biŋ-a
three-ERG lightning-ERG C-3DuAcc two tree hit-PAST
'Three lightnings hit two trees' (Probably *-lu-wulaanu
'3PlNom-3DuAcc')

At least for (204), -wula-anu '3DuNom-3PlAcc' was rejected. In (204), both bound pronouns -wula '3DuNom' and -anu '3PlAcc' have inanimate referents, and one of them (i.e. -wula) is suppressed. Similarly for (205). In all the examples at hand, it is the accusative (marking DO) rather than the nominative (marking subject) that occurs at the surface - irrespective of the numbers of the bound pronouns concerned. Here, neither the case/grammatical relation hierarchy (see 4.5.4.) nor the 'number hierarchy' (see [4]-c above) is operative.

In relational grammar, subject is assigned a higher place than DO on the hierarchy. But, this does not apply to Djaru; in the instances discussed above, the accusative (marking DO) outranks the nominative (marking subject).

In many instances, bound pronouns do not occur where they would be expected. Thus, consider the following two examples from texts: in one, -la '3SgDat' occurs, while in the other it does not.

(206) wagura ɳa-lu-la binari ɲinaŋ-an-i waŋbali-wu
not C-3PlNom-3SgDat knowing sit-CONT-PAST white man-DAT1
'They (Aboriginal people) did not know a white man'

(207) wagura ɳa-lu binari ɲinaŋ-an-i waŋbali-wu
As above.

Some of them may be simply optional; or perhaps discourse-dependent or other factors are involved.

Some points from 4.5.3., 4.5.4. and 4.5.8. are discussed (more lucidly) in Tsunoda 1981, forthcoming-a and forthcoming-b.
4.5.9. **SEMI-TRANSITIVE SENTENCES**

The following V(C)s only occur in semi-transitive sentences - ERG-DAT (type (e) in 4.3.2.):

- *muwu* wuŋ- 'search' (W); *wawan-* 'search' (N);
- *girid* bʊŋ- 'look around for'; *maŋan* maŋ- 'look in vain';
- *bandag* gaŋ- 'stalk' (W); *dal* maŋ- 'stalk' (at least W);
- *wuru* gaŋ- 'stalk' (N); *jar gaŋ-* 'go after/follow, trying to catch up' (at least W); *da ra* ɲaŋ- 'await' (W); *gup* bʊŋ- 'await' (N).

Examples include (59), (426), (535) and:

(208) *mawu n-du* ɲa-la ɲaba-wu *girid bʊŋ-an*
    man-ERG C-3SgDat water-DAT1 look around for-PRES
    'A man looks (or is looking for) water'

(209) *ndaŋ-ŋu* ɲa-ŋa-ŋu ɲunuŋa ɗa ra ɲaŋ-an
    1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-2SgDat 2Sg-DAT await-PRES
    'I wait for you'

(210) *mawu n-du* ɲa-la ɗaɟi-wu *bandag gaŋ-an*
    man-ERG C-3SgDat kangaroo-DAT1 stalk-PRES
    'A man stalks a kangaroo'

(The dative-2, as IO, occurs only in a couple of examples, in particular with *wawan-* 'search' (N). See 4.3.2.)

The V(C)s listed above take ERG-DAT frame only. There are a handful of V(C)s that take ERG-ABS frame (generally) and ERG-DAT frame (occasionally). They all mark perception. The two frames show a semantic differentiation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Erg-ABS</th>
<th>Erg-DAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɲaŋ-</td>
<td>'see, look at'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bʊŋa ɲaŋ-</td>
<td>'hear, listen to'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wara gaŋ-</td>
<td>'watch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bad man-,</td>
<td>'touch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bad-bad man-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A similar semantic differentiation is found between ERG-ABS and ABS-DAT frames in Kalkatungu (Blake 1977:17) and Alawa (Sharpe 1970:48, 1972: 102-3).) Examples include:

(211) *mawu n-du* (nga) ɲaŋ-an ɗaɟi
    man-ERG C see-PRES kangaroo
    'A man sees a kangaroo'

(212) *mawun-du* ɲa-la ɲaŋ-an ɗaɟi-wu
    man-ERG C-3SgDat see-PRES kangaroo-DAT1
    'A man looks for a kangaroo'
We will refer to sentences such as (208)-(210) by 'true semi-transitives' and sentences such as (212) and (214) by 'derived semi-transitives'.

In the examples above, IO marks a goal of pursuit. A semi-transitive sentence can contain an additional IO, marking a beneficiary. Thus:

(215) ŋaŋu-ŋu ŋa-ŋa-ŋu-la girid buŋ-an ŋaba-wu
1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-2SgDat-3SgDat look-PRES water-DAT1

'1 look for water for you'

(216) pundu-gu ŋa-ji-n-gu-la muwu wuŋ-an daği-wu
2Sg-ERG C-1SgDat-2SgNom-gu-3SgDat search-PRES kangaroo-DAT1

'You look for a kangaroo for me'

Both IOs are cross-referenced, resulting in a sequence of type (i) in 4.5.3.:

-Nom-Dat-la or -Dat-Nom-la

Between the nominative and the dative, the one higher on the person hierarchy precedes the other - 4.5.4. -la always occurs sequence-finally, and it appears to always mark the goal of pursuit rather than the beneficiary. The dative in such a sequence can be realised by the middle-voice suffix. See 4.5.10.

-la in (215) and (216) has a singular referent, but -la in such a sequence can also have a dual or plural referent. (This applies, it appears, even when the referents are animate or human. But, in Walbiri the equivalent for -la in such a sequence can only have a dual or plural referent if the referent is inanimate - Hale 1973a:335). Thus:

(217) ŋa-ŋa-ŋu-la muwu wuŋ-an murgun-gu galî-wu
C-1SgNom-2SgDat-3Dat search-PRES three-DAT1 boomerang-DAT1

(or daği-wu guḍara-wu, or murgun-gu jamba-aba-wu)

'1 look for three boomerangs (or two kangaroos, or three children)
for you'
The sequence of two -la (i.e. *-la-la) is not allowed (4.5.3.); instead we have -la-\textsc{panda}. Thus:

\begin{verbatim}
(218) na-na-la-panda mawun-gu
c-1sgnom-3sgdat-3sgdat search-pres kangaroo-dat1 man-dat1
\end{verbatim}

'I look for a kangaroo for the man'

(\textsc{This -la-\textsc{panda} should not be confused with '3sgloc -la-\textsc{panda} (mainly N) and -\textsc{panda} (mainly W). See 3.4.}) Here, the second occurrence of -la is replaced by -\textsc{panda}. (This replacement, involving 3rd person, is reminiscent of the replacement in the Spanish 3rd person clitics, e.g. *le lo is replaced by se lo. See Perlmutter 1971:22.)

All semi-transitive sentences have a common semantic property; they mark purpose or pursuit 'for'. In particular, derived semi-transitives mark potential or attempted (perhaps continuing but as yet to be fully realised) activities, while on the other hand, their transitive (\textsc{erg-ABS}) counterparts mark actual or realised activities. (See also Hale 1973a: 336 and Anderson 1976:23.)

Semi-transitive sentences are found in a few surrounding languages, e.g. Walbiri (Hale 1973a:335-36), Guurindji (McConvell, personal communication), Wanjala and Ngardi and also outside Australia - Punjabi (Comrie 1973:248-49). In Walbiri, transitive verbs, such as 'shoot' and 'spear', (which normally take the \textsc{erg-ABS} frame and mark actual/realised activities), can take \textsc{erg-dat} frame and mark potential/attemted activities. However, in Djaru, only those transitive \textsc{v(c)s} which mark perception can take \textsc{erg-dat} frame. Thus, sentences such as:

\begin{verbatim}
(219) *mawun-du na-la \textsc{dagi-wu} \textsc{lan-i}
man-erg c-3sgdat kangaroo-dat1 spear-past
\end{verbatim}

'*A man tried to spear a kangaroo'

is ungrammatical in Djaru, but their equivalents are grammatical in Walbiri.

Comrie (1973:248-49) and Anderson (1976:23) appear to explain the derivation of semi-transitive sentences as follows: semi-transitive sentences are derived from transitive sentences by changing \textsc{do} into \textsc{io}. But, this is not totally applicable to Djaru: certainly, derived semi-transitive can be regarded as derived from transitive sentences, but true semi-transitives cannot - they have no transitive counterparts. (See also 4.3.1.)

Tsunoda (1980a) discusses the problem of derived semi-transitive sentences in the framework of relational grammar.
4.5.10. MIDDLE-VOICE ('REFLEXIVE/RECIProCAL') SENTENCES

The middle-voice ('reflexive/reciprocal') suffix is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialects</th>
<th>Sturt Creek and Gordon Downs Dialects of N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acc or Dat as the victim</td>
<td>-γunu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locational as the victim</td>
<td>-γunula (rarely used)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-γunungula (rarely used)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(In Sturt Creek and Gordon Downs dialects, some speakers use both -γunu series and -γanu series.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The middle-voice (hereafter M) suffix can be used in intransitive, semi-transitive as well as transitive sentences. 'Reflexivisation/reciprocalisation' does not affect the transitivity of a sentence. The controller is always the nominative (marking subject - whether St or Si) and the victim is the accusative (marking DO), dative (marking IO) or locational (marking subjunct). An M-suffix immediately follows the nominative. For the purpose of reflexivisation/reciprocalisation, St (ERG) and Si (ABS) are grouped together. The Djaru syntax is in the nominative-accusative pattern in this respect.

On formal and/or semantic grounds, M-sentences can be classified into:

(a) reflexives, (b) reciprocals, (c) extended reflexives.

As the representative, reflexives will be discussed in detail, followed by a few examples of reciprocals. Finally, extended reflexives will be compared with the former two types.


A pair of examples involving DO: - instead of:

(220) *ŋadu-ŋg u ŋa-ŋa-ji ŋadu bar wuŋ-an
1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-1SgAcc 1Sg paint-PRES

we have:

(221) ŋadu-ŋg u ŋa-ŋa-ŋunu (ŋadu) bar wuŋ-an
1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-M 1Sg paint-PRES

'I paint myself'

Other examples involving Acc/DO include:

(222) ŋaŋ-ga-ŋunu ; ŋaŋ-ga-wula-ŋunu
see-IMP-SgNom-M see-IMP-DuNom-M

'Look at yourself' 'Look at yourselves'

(Person replacement has taken place here - 4.5.5.) An example involving IO, marking a possessor/beneficiary:
Examples involving subjunct in the locative, allative and ablative, respectively:

(224) ŋaŋuŋu ŋa-ŋa-punuulu magaŋa jaan-an (ŋaŋiŋ-ŋa)
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom-M-Loc hat put-PRES 1SG-LOC
'I put a hat on myself'

(225) ŋaŋuŋu ŋa-ŋa-punuulu nari ężawara gaŋ-an (ŋaŋiŋ-ŋawu)
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom-M-Loc clothes pull-PRES 1SG-ALL
'I pull clothes to myself'

(226) ŋaŋuŋu ŋa-ŋa-punuulu guma dura man-an (ŋaŋiŋ-ŋu)
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom-M-Loc dog hunt away-PRES 1SG-ABL2
'I hunt away a dog from myself'

The words in parentheses (i.e. nominals cross-referenced by the victim bound pronouns) are generally deleted when they are recoverable, e.g. in (221), (223). But, they are often retained when they are not necessarily unambiguously recoverable, for instance, in sentences such as (224)-(226); here, three cases of nominals (i.e. locative, allative and ablative) correspond to one single case of bound pronouns (i.e. locational).

Words referring to body parts or the like are often retained, showing which body parts are affected. Thus, examples involving DO and subjunct (in the locative), respectively:

(227) ŋaŋuŋu ŋa-ŋa-punu wirgil baŋin-an
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom-M head hair comb-PRES
'I comb my hair'

(228) ŋaŋuŋu ŋa-ŋa-punuulu magaŋa jaan-an laŋa-ga
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom-M-Loc hat put-PRES head-LOC
'I put a hat on my head'

The use of the locational form is not obligatory; in many examples - in particular, where the meaning is obvious - the unmarked form is used. Thus, in W (at least), (229) is used far more frequently used than (224):

(229) ŋaŋuŋu ŋa-ŋa-punu magaŋa jaan-an (ŋaŋiŋ-ŋa)
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom-M hat put-PRES 1SG-LOC
As (224)

Reflexivisation is obligatory in the case of accusative and locational victims. Thus, compare (221) with:
(230) ŋaŋu-ŋgu ŋa-ŋa bar wuŋ-an
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom paint-PRES
'I paint someone else' (*I paint myself*)

However, there is (at least) one exception: if the sentence describes inalienable possession, reflexivisation does not apply (see 4.11.3.). Thus, compare (227) with:

(231) ŋaŋu-ŋgu ŋa-ŋa milwa jambi garun-an
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom eye big keep-PRES
'I have big eyes'

Similarly, compare (224) with:

(232) ŋaŋu-ŋgu ŋa-ŋa magaŋa jaan-an ŋaniŋ-ŋa
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom hat put-PRES 1SG-ABL1-LOC
'I put a hat in my camp or something'

Here, ŋaniŋ '1SG-ABL1' marks possessor - see 3.3., (176) and 4.11.1. Since (232) does not involve the M-suffix, ŋaniŋ-ŋa cannot be '1SG-LOC', coreferential with the subject.

An accusative victim always outranks other bound pronouns. Thus:

(233) mawun-du ŋa-ŋunu bar wuŋ-an ŋunuŋa
man-ERG C-M paint-PRES 2SG-DAT
'The man paints himself for your sake' (*-ŋgu '2SGDat', *-ŋunu-ŋgu 'M-2SGDat')

Here, -ŋunu 'M-Acc' outranks -ŋgu '2SG-Dat', and -ŋgu is suppressed. However, in the case of dative victims, reflexivisation is optional. Thus, a dative victim does not necessarily outrank other bound pronouns. Compare:

(234) ŋa-ŋa-ŋunu murgun jamba-aba garun-an ŋaniŋa
C-1SGNom-M three child-RDP keep-PRES 1SG-DAT
'I have three children of my own'

(235) ŋa-ŋa-anu murgun jamba-aba garun-an ŋaniŋa
C-1SGNom-3PLAcc three child-RDP keep-PRES 1SG-DAT
As above.

In (234), -anu '3PLAcc', referring to 'three children', is suppressed, whereas in (235), -ŋunu 'M-Dat', cross-referencing ŋaniŋa '1SG-DAT', is suppressed. The informant says that (234) rather than (235) is used when talking to someone else - i.e. 'my own' is emphasised or contrasted with 'other people's'. Generally, dative bound pronouns are 'weak' (see 4.5.8.-[6]), and reflexivisation is optional even when no other bound pronouns outrank a dative victim. Thus, (236) as well as (223) is quite common:

(236) ŋaŋu-ŋgu ŋa-ŋa ŋaniŋa maŋari gambaŋ-an
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom 1SG-DAT food cook-PRES
'I cook my food, or I cook food for myself'
We can have a three-member sequence involving the M-suffix (type (ii) in 4.5.3.) - Nom- nunu- ngu-la or -Nom- nam- nu- ngu-la. Thus:

(237) ŋadu- ngu ŋa- na- nunu- ngu- la ŋani- a jambagina juwan- an
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom-M- ngu- 3SGDat 1SG-DAT child send-PRES

gu- ju- wu
meat- DAT1

Informants translation: 'I send this little boy for meat for myself'

Here, -nu- 'M-Dat' cross-references ŋani- a '1SG-Dat' and -la '3SG-Dat' cross-references gu- ju- wu 'meat'-DAT1. (This sequence should not be confused with the middle-voice locational -nu- ngu- la and -nam- nu- ngu- la.)

An example of intransitive M-sentence:

(238) ŋadu ŋa- na- pu- nu ŋani- a- lu da- ru man- an
1SG C-2SGNom-M 1SG-DAT- CLC language talk-PRES

'I talk my own language'

The clitic -lu is often used in M-sentences. See (243), (244), (252) and 4.13.-[7].

Most instances of M-sentences involving DO describe intentional actions. But, a few describe fairly 'accidental' actions; their meanings are close to 'passive'. Thus:

(239) ('I was melting fat on the fire')

guri- ngu ŋa- na- nu- nu gamban- an- i ダンilan- da
fat- INST C-1SGNom-M burn- CONT-PAST fire- LOC

'I got burnt by fat on the fire'

(240) ('My horse bucked')

gid man- i ŋa- na- nu- nu gan- dī- gu- jali
catch/ stick- PAST C-1SGNom-M leg- INST- CLC

'I was caught/ got stuck by my legs'

(For the clitic -jali, see 4.13.-[8].) The reflexive of bu- ra ŋan- Vtr 'hear/ listen to' can have an idiomatic meaning 'think about' (locative or dative(-l)) (N only?). Thus:

(241) ŋadu- ngu ŋa- na- nu- nu bu- ra ŋan- an ŋama- ji- wu- ṭa
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom-M hear- PRES mother- KIN- wu- ṭ LOC

(or ŋama- ji- wu)

mother- KIN- DAT1

'I think about (my) mother'

(For the stem-forming suffixes -ji and -wu- ṭ, see 6.2.1.-[6], and [4], respectively.) Djaru also has the regular VC war- man, Vint 'think about' (dative(-l)). (See (81).) The reflexive of 'hear/ listen to' also means 'think' in Warungu (Tsunoda 1974a:515) and Djinbal (Dixon 1972:92).
Reciprocals.

Examples of transitive reciprocals include (322), (497), (504), text 3, sentence 1 and:

(242) ŋali-ŋgu ŋa-li-ŋunu buŋ-an
1DuInc-ERG C-1DuIncNom-M hit-PRES
'We hit each other'

(243) ŋali-ŋgu ŋa-li-ŋunu ŋaliņa-lu guju juŋ-an
1DuInc-ERG C-1DuIncNom-M 1DuInc-DAT-CLC meat give-PRES
'We give meat to each other'

(244) ŋali-ŋgu ŋa-li-ŋunu (or ŋa-li-ŋunuŋula) manu juwaŋ-an
1DuInc-ERG C-1DuIncNom-M C-1DuIncNom-M-Loc word send-PRES
(ŋaliņip-ŋawu) wajiniminimini-lu
1DuInc-ALL likewise-CLC
'We send words to each other likewise'

Recall that the use of the locational form of M-suffix is not obligatory; the unmarked form can be used instead.

An example of three-member sequence of the type (ii) in 4.5.3.:

(245) murgun-du mawun-du ŋa-lu-punuŋ-gu-la ŋaŋ-u-ŋaŋ-u man-an
three-ERG man-ERG C-3PlNom-M-ŋugu-3SgDat watch-PRES
jaŋi-wu jalu-wu ŋumbir-gu
one-DAT1 that-DAT1 woman-DAT1
'Three men watch each other over/about that one/same woman'

(This is a common expression used to describe rivalry in love.) Here -ŋunu 'M-Acc' marks the (reciprocalised) DO and -la '3Sg-Dat' refers to 'that one woman'-DAT1.

When the subject is non-singular, both a reflexive and reciprocal readings are possible. Inclusion of adverbs such as wajiniminimini 'in the same way (in return)' selects reciprocal readings.

Examples of semi-transitive reciprocals include:

(246) guḏara-lu ŋa-wula-ŋunu muwu wuŋ-an
two-ERG ŋa-wula-ŋunu muwu wuŋ-an
search-PRES C-3DuNom-M
'Two people look for each other (or look for themselves)'

(247) ŋaliba-lu ŋa-liwa-punuŋ-gu-la đaŋi-wu
1PlInc-ERG C-1PlIncNom-M-ŋugu-3SgDat kangaroo-DAT1
muwu wuŋ-an ŋalibaŋa
search-PRES 1PlInc-DAT
'We look for a kangaroo for each other/ourselves'

(247) is another example of three-member sequence of the type (ii) in 4.5.3.; here, -ŋunu 'M-Dat' cross-references ŋalibaŋa '1PlInc-DAT' and -la '3Sg-Dat' cross-references đaŋi-wu 'kangaroo'-DAT1.
Examples of intransitives include text 1, sentence 9 and:

(248) ṇali ṇa-li-punungula (or ṇa-li-punu) man-an
  1DuInc C-DuIncNom-M-Loc  talk-PRES
  'We talk to each other/ourselves'

(249) guḍara ṇa-wula-punungula (or ṇa-wula-punu) warṇaara jan-an
two C-3DuNom-M-Loc  separately go-PRES
  'Two people go away from each other'


Sentences such as the following are ungrammatical:

(250) *ŋaḍu-ŋgu ṇa-ŋa-alin  ṇali  bar win-a
    1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-1DuIncAcc  1DuInc  paint-PAST
    *'I painted us'

(251) *ŋali-ŋgu ṇa-li-ji  ṇaḍu  bar win-a
    1DuInc-ERG C-1DuIncNom-1SgAcc  1Sg  paint-PAST
    *'We painted me'

Instead of them, the informant gave:

(252) ṇali-ŋgu ṇa-li-punu  ṇali-lu  bar win-a
    1DuInc-ERG C-1DuIncNom-M  1DuInc-CLC  paint-PAST
    'I painted us; we painted me; and so on'

Similarly, instead of:

(253) *ŋa-liwa-ji  bar win-a
    C-1P1IncNom-1SgAcc  paint-PAST
    *'We painted me'

we have:

(254) ṇa-liwa-punu  bar win-a
    C-1P1IncNom-M  paint-PAST
    'We painted me; and so on'

The difference among extended reflexives (e.g. (252), (254)), reflexives
and reciprocals can be shown as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent(s)</th>
<th>two</th>
<th>two</th>
<th>one</th>
<th>two</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient(s)</td>
<td>two</td>
<td>two</td>
<td>two</td>
<td>two</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the case of E( xtended)-R( efexive) sentences, the number of agent(s) and that of patient(s) are different. Here, the nominative bound pronoun shows the total number of participants (i.e. agent(s) and patient(s)). Similarly for the free pronouns marking the subject and the object. See the examples above. But, a free pronoun can mark the actual number of agent(s) or patient(s). Thus, for (252) corresponding to (251), the informant also gave ŋadu '1Sg' in place of ŋali '1DuInc'.

Examples involving locational victims include:

(252) pundu-gu ŋa-li-ŋunuŋula jaan-i qaŋi
2Sg-ERG C-1DuIncNom-M-Loc put-PAST kangaroo
'You put a kangaroo alongside us'

(256) 'I put a kangaroo alongside you and me' was translated:
ŋali-ngu ŋa-li-ŋunu qaŋi jaan-i ŋaliŋiŋ-da
1DuInc-ERG C-1DuIncNom-M put-PAST 1DuInc-LOC

In the case of dative victims, if the victim is '1st person inclusive' i.e. -(ŋ)alin '1DuIncDat' or -(ŋ)alinŋa '1PlIncDat', then reflexivisation does not apply. Thus:

(257) ŋadu-ngu ŋa-ŋa-alin maŋari gamban-ŋan ŋaliŋa
1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-1DuIncDat food cook-PRES 1DuInc-DAT
'I cook food for us'

(258) pundu-gu ŋa-n-ŋalinŋa maŋari gamban-ŋan ŋalinŋa
2Sg-ERG C-2SgNom-1PlIncDat food cook-PRES 1PlInc-DAT
'You cook food for us'

Note that here reflexivisation does not apply if the victim is dative, but it applies if the victim is accusative. Compare (250) and (257). On the basis of this, the dative and accusative can be distinguished in spite of their formal identity.

If the victim is some other dative, reflexivisation applies. (This means that, in fact, the dative and the accusative can be distinguished, in terms of reflexivisation, only in the case of the two '1st person inclusions' - '1DuInc' and '1PlInc'.) Examples of the dative E( xtended)-R( efexivisation) include:

*'-li-ji '1DuIncNom-1SgDat' -li-ŋunu '1DuIncNom-M'
*lijara-ji '1DuExcNom-1SgDat' -lijara-ŋunu '1DuExcNom-M'
*n-ŋuwula '2SgNom-2DuDat' -ŋuula-ŋunu '2DuNom-M'
*n-ŋura '2SgNom-2PlDat' -ŋura-ŋunu '2PlNom-M'

There are other, more complicated E-R sentences. It appears that at least some of them do not have a grammatical surface realisation. Thus, confronted with 'you-two and I (i.e. '1PlIncNom') painted him and me'
(i.e. 'lDuExcAcc') (i.e. *-liwa-ajiraŋ 'lPlIncNom-lDuExcAcc') the informant could give no other sentence than an expected:

(259) ŋalaibulu ŋa-liwa-ŋunu bar wina ŋadara
lPlInc-ERG C-lPlIncNom-M paint-PAST lDuExc

However, he said that sentence 'is off' (i.e. ill-formed) immediately after he gave it. Similarly, for *-nda-alin '2PlNom-lDuIncAcc', *-li-ŋguyula 'lDuIncNom-2DuAcc', and so on.

Similar M-suffixes are found in languages east/south of Djaru, for instance, -ŋunu in Guurundjî (McConvell 1980), Malngin, Wandjira; -ŋunu in Walbiri (Hale 1973a), Walmadjari (Hudson 1978:56-76), Ngardî; and -ŋunu in Mudbura (Capell 1956:75, McConvell 1980). They differ from Djaru M-suffixes as follows:

(a) Walbiri and Walmadjari lack locational forms;
(b) in Walbiri and Mudbura, the equivalent for -ŋa-ji '1SgNom-1SgAcc' is grammatical and remains unreflexivised, cf. (220)-(221);
(c) in Walbiri, the imperative -ŋ-ŋu 'SgNom-2SgAcc' is grammatical and remains unreflexivised, cf. (222);
(d) in Walmadjari, M-sentences do not describe unintentional and accidental actions, cf. (239), (240).

4.5.11. BOUND PRONOUNS AND NOMINALS IN AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM

From the beginning of Chapter 3 to 4.4.11., we discussed Djaru grammar mainly in terms of nominals (i.e. nouns and free pronouns, of the absolutive-ergative type) - as if bound pronouns (of the nominative-accusative type) were secondary. Certainly, nominals are primary in certain respects. For instance, certain nominals lack corresponding bound pronouns; there are no bound pronouns that can cross-reference these nominals (4.5.8.). Also, the locational of bound pronouns corresponds to four different cases (i.e. locative, dative, allative and ablative) of nominals (see Table 4.4.); here, nominals are more differentiated than bound pronouns. And, so on. However, bound pronouns are not totally secondary. They play a very important role in syntax/discourse and in certain crucial respects they are more fundamental than nominals. (It is interesting to note here that it has been suggested for certain (non-Australian) languages that bound-pronominal sentences are more fundamental than nominal sentences - Keenan (1976: 308), and Laycock, personal communication (on Buin of South Bougainville) and also cf. Sommerfelt 1937.) This will be discussed in [1], [2], [3] and [4].


In natural discourse it is very common for an NP to consist of a bound pronoun only, with no free pronoun or noun (see the texts). Such
an NP, for instance, -ŋalu in text 1, sentence 2, is in itself 'complete'. A free pronoun ŋanamba-lu '1P1Exc-ERG' can be included, but this is redundant.

[2] Reflexivisation/reciprocalisation is based on bound pronouns but not on nominals; the controller is the nominative bound pronoun (marking subject, whether Si or St) and the victim is the accusative, dative or locational - 4.5.10.

[3] Case marking of free pronouns as St.

A free pronoun (of any person or number) as St often does not decline for the ergative but occurs in the absolutive. Thus, we can have both:

(260) ŋadu-ngu ŋa-ŋa-ngu ŋ wndu buŋ-an
1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-2SgAcc 2Sg hit-PRES
'I hit you'

(261) ŋadu ŋa-ŋa-ngu ŋ wndu buŋ-an
1Sg C-1SgNom-2SgAcc 2Sg hit-PRES
As above.

Similarly, we can have both:

(262) ŋanbula- lu ŋa-ji-wula ŋadu ɲaŋ-an
3Du-ERG C-1SgAcc-3DuNom 1Sg see-PRES
'They two see me'

(263) ŋanbula ŋa-ji-wula ŋadu ɲaŋ-an
As above.

Here, the ergative marking is redundant; the function of the free pronoun is shown by the cross-referencing bound pronoun. (Other examples include 426, (509), text 2, sentence 19, 25, text 3, sentences 4, 14, 15, 16, 18.) In effect, an absolutive free pronoun can have three syntactic functions - St, Si and Ot - and here the opposition between the ergative and the absolutive is neutralised.

Turner River dialect of N lacks the ergative case for free pronouns (3.3.). In this dialect, sentences such as (261) and (263) are grammatical, but those like (260) and (262) are ungrammatical. (This has been thoroughly verified at least with one speaker of this dialect.) The same probably applies to the dialect spoken around Nicholson Station (see below), but the writer has very little information on it.

Similar situations are found in the near-by languages. In Walbiri, southeast of Djaru, free pronouns have the ergative case, but '1stSg' and '2ndSg' can occur as St without taking the ergative ending (Hale 1974b:8). In Guurindji (McConvell, personal communication), Malungin (immediately northeast of Turner River dialect) and Wandjira (immediately east of Nicholson Station), which all have bound pronouns, this
opposition is totally lost; a free pronoun has only one form (absolutive) for the three functions. Similarly, in Lak - an ergative language of east Daghestan, with verbal prefixes showing noun classes and verbal suffixes showing persons - 1st and 2nd pronouns lack (but 3rd person pronouns possess) an ergative form, and similarly in Tabasaran - Abdullaev 1967a:195-96.

Similarly, in transitive imperative sentences:

(264) นันบุล่า นำ-ก้า-จีวูลา
2Du see-IMP-1SgAcc-DuNom
'You (two) look at me'

Here, there is another reason why the ergative marking is redundant: - in imperative sentences, the subject can be only '2nd person'. (It will thus be seen that the case marking of free pronouns as St operates on a functional bases. Comrie (1975) gives a functional account of case marking in Finnish.)


The case marking of a bound pronoun is sensitive, not to the case of the nominal it cross-references, but to the grammatical relation of the bound pronoun and nominal (at least in some instances). This is another piece of evidence to show that bound pronouns are not secondary to nominals. Thus:

(a) a bound pronoun marking a subject is constantly in the nominative irrespective of the case marking of the nominal subject - whether ERG for St, ABS for St or ABS for Si - see [3] above;

(b) a bound pronoun marking IO of 'give' is constantly in the dative irrespective of the case marking of the nominal IO - whether dative(-1) or absolutive, see (104)-(107);

(c) a bound pronoun marking the subjunct of 'show' (and probably a few other predicate verbs) is constantly in the locational irrespective of the case marking of the nominal subjunct - (110)-(111);

(d) a nominal in the absolutive is cross-referenced differently depending on its syntactic function: as Si and St, it is cross-referenced by the nominatives; as DO, by the accusative; and as IO of 'give' by the dative.

What has been discussed above shows that:

(i) while nominals are primary in certain respects, bound pronouns are primary in certain other respects, and;

(ii) nominals and bound pronouns complement and interact with each other, functioning in one integrated system (see Table 4.8., for instance).

In [5] and [6] below, we will attempt to account for them in one overall scheme. (Here, essentially we are taking a functional view. For discussions of functional syntax, see Heath 1974, 1975 and 1979.)

Hale (1973a) suggests for Walbiri that bound pronouns are copies—in terms of person and number—of nominals; bound pronouns are merely given a secondary status. In view of what has been discussed previously, this is not adequate for Djaru. We shall attempt to propose an alternative account of the derivation of bound pronouns and nominals. That is:

(i) grammatical relations exist (probably as primitives);
(ii) bound pronouns are generated;
(iii) nominals are generated;
(iv) bound pronouns are assigned case marking, sensitive to their grammatical relations;
(v) nominals are assigned case marking, taking into consideration their grammatical relations and, if any, bound pronouns which cross-reference them;
(vi) certain bound pronouns are deleted, due to surface constraints (4.5.3., 4.5.8.);
(vii) some nominals are deleted, due to discourse ellipsis and so on.

(i) must precede (iv). (iv) must precede (v). Between (ii) and (iii), either can precede the other. (In the scheme above, certain details are omitted. For instance, in (v) subjunct nominals are divided into locative, dative, allative and ablative.) Note that bound pronouns are not regarded as copies of nominals.


The foregoing discussions show that Djaru has the following hierarchy, in terms of Silverstein 1976:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bound Pronoun</th>
<th>pawa 'this'</th>
<th>Free Pronoun</th>
<th>Other Nominal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Others '3Sg'</td>
<td>ni'a 'that'</td>
<td>Turner River</td>
<td>Other dialects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St</td>
<td>Nom zero</td>
<td>(ABS)</td>
<td>ABS ERG or ABS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Nom zero</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>ABS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ot</td>
<td>Acc zero</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>ABS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

accusative case marking  

The demonstrative pawa 'this' and ni'a 'that' do not decline, and they each have only form (absolutive). They generally mark S1 or Ot/Oi, e.g. (6). But, they can mark St if they occur with an ergative nominal or if their function is indicated by a bound pronoun. Thus:
(265) pila mawun-du dimana bilaga ga­g-an that man-ERG horse ride-PRES

'That man rides a horse'

(Sentences like (265) are often used, and also accepted by many speakers. But, in a formal session, at least the main informant insisted that, in sentences such as (265), pila, for example, referred to 'horse' (i.e. Ot), but not 'man' (i.e. St). The grammatical status of such sentences is not totally clear.)

The table above shows that Djaru is a type of 'split-ergative' language, with a ternary, 2-1-2 system (cf. Silverstein 1976). Silverstein discusses various types of 'split-ergative' systems, and says (p.124) that no example has been found of a system in which accusative marking and ergative marking do not overlap – of the type *(3). It appears that the Djaru system is of the missing type.

4.6. 'ŋanga SENTENCES

ŋanga is generally used like a conjunction, and, in some instances, like an adverb. It can be suffixed with bound pronouns.

[1] ŋanga as a conjunction.

ŋanga joins two (or occasionally more) sentences. The ŋanga sentence generally precedes the other sentence. ŋanga generally occurs sentence-initially. A ŋanga sentence describes an event which is preliminary to the event described in another sentence; there is always a consequential connection between the two events; without the event in the ŋanga sentence, the event in the other sentence is not possible. (The meaning of ŋanga sentence is thus in a complementary distribution with that of an implicated VC of Djirbal, see Dixon 1972:68.)

Generally, the verbs in ŋanga sentences are in the purposive. Here, their meaning is roughly 'future condition' and/or 'future time'. Examples include:

(266) ŋanga-n ԭuru man­-aŋ-gu jan-an-da gaŋdura bingga-gawu -2SgNom play-CONT-PURP go-CONT-IMP down creek-ALL

'If you want to play, go down to the creek'

(267) (The speaker is expecting visitors at any moment)

ŋa-na-anu ŋaŋ-gu ŋanga-lu biri jan-gu C-1SgNom-3PlAcc see-PURP -3PlNom out come-PURP

'I will see them when they arrive'

(268) wagura-n guli ma-lu ŋanga-naŋ-gu diŋgi­ri-gu not-2SgNom angry talk-PURP -1SgNom-2SgAcc laughter-INST

man-gu take-PURP

'Don't talk wild (even) if I make you laugh' (lit. 'catch with laughter')
(Negative imperative 'Don't' is expressed by the combination of the adverb wagura 'not' and a purposive form of a verb. See 3.7.3.-[4] and 4.12.-[1].)

In very few instances, the verbs in nangga sentences are in the past, past narrative or present. Thus:

(269) ŋa- lu galu-wali bali wi-na nangga-janungula jadi-wali
       C-3PLNom yet-CLC find-PAST -3PLLoc close-CLC

jan-i
come-PAST

'They found (the big bush fire) only when (it) came close to them; they did not find it until it came close to them'
(N example)

(For the clitic -wali, see 4.13.-[6].)

In a few instances, the verbs in both sentences are in the potential, marking a hypothetical condition about the past. Thus:

(270) ('When white men came out here, we showed them where the water was':

waqbal-i lu wagura ŋa- lu ŋaba bali wi-ŋi nangga- lu
white man-ERG not C-3PLNom water find-POT -3PLNom

biri jan-ŋi ŋandu-warirun
out come-POT 3PL-ALONE

'If white men had come out here by themselves, they would not have found water'

(For the noun-stem forming suffix -warirun, see 6.2.1.-[13].)

(271) nangga-ji-n- gu- la jan-ŋi ŋa-ŋa-ŋgu guju ji-ŋi
       -LSg-2SGNom- gu-loc come-POT C-SGNom-2SGDat meat give-POT

'If you had come to me (yesterday), I would have given you meat'

(In nangga-ji-n- gu- la, -gu is inserted to avoid the unacceptable consonant cluster -nl-. See 2.5.1.-[5] and 4.5.2.-[3].)

Hale's data show that, at least in Gordon Downs dialect of N, verb forms which are morphologically identical with imperative forms have an 'irrealis/potential' use, marking a hypothetical condition about the past when they occur in sentences involving nangga (3.7.3.-[7]). Examples include (448) and:

(272) nangga-ji lan-da ŋa-ŋa lan-da gasa-ŋga-ra
       -SgAcc spear-IRREALIS C-SGNom spear-IRR spear-INST-AGAIN

'If he had speared me, I would have speared him back'
(Gordon Downs dialect example, provided by Hale)

(273) nangga-ŋa gudu-ru garun-ŋi ŋa-ŋa buŋ-ga
       -LSgNom club hold-POT C-SGNom hit-IRR

'If I had had a nullah, I would have hit him'
(Gordon Downs dialect example, provided by Hale)
(In (273) the verb in the ṇąŋga clause is potential and the other verb is 'irrealis'. In (272) and (448), both verbs are 'irrealis'.) This use of imperative forms as 'irrealis' appears to be limited to Gordon Downs dialect (and possibly Nicholson dialect, on either of which the writer does not have much information). In Gordon Downs dialect, a hypothetical condition about the past can also be expressed using potentials, as in other dialects.

In Walmadjari, verb forms of 'should have/would have' are morphologically identical with imperative forms (Hudson 1978: 79-81). In Walbiri, the irrealis consists of an imperative form and -la (Hale, personal communication).

Unlike hypothetical conditions about the past, hypothetical conditions about the present/future do not appear to involve potential forms (or in Gordon Downs dialect, 'irrealis' (/imperative) forms). Thus, sentences such as 'If I had wings, I would fly to Japan' or 'If the sun rose in the west, I would be surprised' are translated using just pur­posives, exactly as (266)-(268).

The clitic -muwa 'only' (4.13.-[2]) (normally modifying a noun), when used with ṇąŋga, appears to provide a sentential modification 'if only'. Thus:

(274) ('I am an able hunter')

ŋąŋ-ŋgu ŋara-ŋa  bali wu-ŋgu  guju  ṇąŋga  ląŋga-muwa
1Sg-ERG  can-1SgNom  find-PURP  game  head-ONLY

bid  nin-aŋ-gu
stick-CONT-PURP

'I can find game (e.g. a kangaroo) if only a head is sticking out (of grass)'

(For ŋara 'ability', see 4.12.-[3].)


Here, the meaning of ṇąŋga is not understood well. At least, in a few of the instances, ṇąŋga appears to mark indefinite time, co-occurring with an interrogative word. Thus:

(275) ṇąŋga  bąla  ṇąŋga-liwa  pina-wu
how many-ABS  week-ABS  -1PlIncNom  stay-PURP

'I don't know how many weeks we will have to stay'

(The etymology of bąla is not known.)

4.7. guwa/guja SENTENCES

guwa is used in W and in Turner River and Old Flora Valley dialects of N, and guja is used in N and in Ruby Plains dialect of W. (In Turner River dialect, only guwa is used, while in Old Flora Valley and Ruby
Plains dialects, both guwa and guja are used, but guja appears to be used more frequently. guwa/guja can be suffixed with bound pronouns. guwa/guja sentences are very uncommon in elicited sentences but are very common in natural discourse (see the texts below). guwa/guja often joins two (or more) sentences together although it can occur in separate sentences. There are many strings of sentences in which each sentence contains guwa/guja. It is very difficult to generalise the meaning of guwa/guja sentences although they are, in many instances, used like adverbial clauses (of time, reason, place, and so on). It seems, at least, that guwa/guja sentences and paŋga sentences semantically complement each other. (Thus, unlike paŋga sentences, guwa/guja sentences do not mark future condition ('if'), future time ('when') or hypothetical condition ('if').) It also seems that the use of guwa/guja sentences involves discourse-oriented factors such as 'theme/ rheme' or 'given/new' (cf. Firbas 1966, Garvin 1968 and Kuno 1972, 1973). (The following account is highly tentative.)

[1] Two sentences joined by one guwa/guja.
(a) A guwa/guja sentence marks a concurrent/simultaneous event ('when'); 'contrast'; a preceding event ('after'); reason/cause; and so on. Here, the guwa/guja sentence can either precede or follow the other sentence. Examples include text 1, sentence 76 and:

(276) jambaŋi-lu mawun pañ-an guwa buňu bajan-an
    child-ERG man see-PRES tree cut-PRES
    'A child sees a man when/while he cuts a tree'

(277) ɡaɬara walur guja dagur jaŋ-an gaara waɬir jaŋ-an
    in west sun inside go-PRES in east back come-PRES
    gaariʃin
    from east
    'While the sun sets in the west, it rises in the east'

(278) ɡaŋu ɡa-ɡa gaɾaŋ wajan-i jaŋgi-wara ɡuli-ŋa
    1Sg C-1SgNom body become-PAST behind- fighting-LOC
    guwa-lu-ɲunu wuɾuɡ biŋ-a
    -3PlNom-M finishing hit-PAST
    'I became a body (i.e. I was born) after they finished fighting
    (i.e. after the war)'

(guli and wuɾuɡ are preverbs - see 4.10.3. and 4.10.4. gaɾaŋ wajan-i
'be born' is an idiom - 4.4.9.-[4]. For the derivational suffix -waɾa, see 6.3.1.-[5].)
The combination of ɗamun 'immediately' and guwa/guja means 'as soon as'. Thus:

(279) ɗa-.lu jan-iŋura jala-wu guwa-.lu ɰuru man-iŋura
   C-3P1Nom go-PAST NARR there-ALL -3P1Nom steal-PAST NARR

'They went there (i.e. jail) because they stole (something)'

'They went there (i.e. jail) because they stole (something)'

The combination of ɗamun 'immediately' and guwa/guja means 'as soon as'. Thus:

(280) ɗamun guwa-ŋa baŋaji jan-i ŋa-ŋa bali wiŋ-a
       soon -1SgNom up go-PAST C-1SgNom find-PAST

'As soon as I went up (to the ridge) I found (a buffalo)'

'Preliminary events' - in particular, future time 'if/when' and hypothetical condition - are marked by ɲanga rather than guwa/guja.

(b) A guwa/guja sentence can also mean 'until', 'so that' (consequence/result), 'and then' and so on. Here, the guwa/guja sentence follows the other sentence. Thus:

(281) Myth about the reason why the crow is black:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ɗa-.lu</th>
<th>waɗbaŋ-i</th>
<th>ɰundal-a</th>
<th>nila-jali guru-guru</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɗa-lu</td>
<td>C-3P1Nom</td>
<td>throw-PAST</td>
<td>ashes-LOC there-CLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guwa</td>
<td>ɲin-an</td>
<td>wangaŋa-jali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remain-PRES</td>
<td>crow-CLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'They threw (the crow) onto the black ashes, so that the crow is black'

A guwa/guja sentence is often added, like an afterthought; it provides some explanation or additional information about the preceding sentence. It may be translated '...for instance', 'This is because', 'To be more specific/exact...' and so on. This is reminiscent of English clauses preceded by a semicolon. A good example is in text 3, sentence 6, which is repeated here for convenience:

(282) ɗara-ŋun-balu ŋa-n ɭaŋiŋga-waɗi bila-bila-manu-waɗi
       thue-ŋun-CLC C-2SgNom woman-AGENT chase-VBD-AGENT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ɗara-ŋun-balu</th>
<th>ŋa-n</th>
<th>ɭaŋiŋga-waɗi</th>
<th>bila-bila-manu-waɗi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɗara-ŋun-CLC</td>
<td>C-2SgNom</td>
<td>woman-AGENT</td>
<td>chase-VBD-AGENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guwa-ji-n</td>
<td>ɭaŋiŋga</td>
<td>ɭaŋiŋga</td>
<td>bila-bila man-an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1SgDat-2SgNom</td>
<td>1Sg-DAT</td>
<td>woman</td>
<td>chase-PRES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wuruɭ-u</td>
<td>ɲandu-gu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secretly-INST</td>
<td>2Sg-ERG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'You are always like that, a woman chaser; you secretly chase my woman (i.e. wife)'

(For the morphological details of the sentence, see the actual text.)

A guwa/guja sentence is often used as the 'object' of V(C)s of speech: man- Vint 'talk', maran- Vtr 'tell' and gad buŋ- Vtr 'tell' (N only?). Many texts begin with such sentences. See the first sentence of text 1 and of text 2.
(c) Many guwa/guja sentences can be translated like relative clauses (restrictive or non-restrictive) as long as there are co-referential NPs. Thus:

(276) 'A child sees a man who cuts a tree'. ('Man' DO is co-referential with the understood St 'man')

(277) 'The sun, which sets in the west, rises in the east'. ('Sun' SI and 'sun' SI are co-referential)

(279) 'They, who stole (something), went there'. ('They' St and 'they' SI are co-referential)

If we regard such guwa/guja sentences as relative clauses, then the examples show that this 'relativisation' is neutral as regards the ergative-accusative dichotomy.

Other examples of 'relative-like' guwa/guja sentences include text 1, sentences 43, 74 and:

(283) qa-lu wadbal-i-lu gan-aqura mu-la-ngawu guwa-lu C-3PlNom white man-ERG take-PAST NARR here-ALL -3PlNom

burda man-yan dimana
run-PRES horse

'White men brought (the horse) here (to the race course) where (or in which) horses run'

(284) When asked to give the word for 'grinding stone', the informant could not recollect it instantly and asked his wife:

ñamba qa-lu nga-lu maran-an-i daŋu bamar guwa-lu what that C-3PlNom call-CONT-PAST stone -3PlNom

ñulu luwaŋ-iŋura flour grind-PAST NARR

'What did they call that stone WITH WHICH they ground flour?'

(d) The meaning of guwa/guja sentences appear diversified. However, it seems that there is one semantic factor common to sentences of the type (b).

In (282), for instance, a guwa/guja sentence follows (rather than precedes) the other sentence and provides additional information about it. This applies to other examples. Thus, in ((281), an event in the past is first stated, and then the guwa sentence provides additional information - on the present state of affairs resultant from the event.

That is, a guwa/guja sentence provides 'new' information. By contrast, the preceding sentence, it appears, contains 'old/given' information. This is clearly seen in sentences such as text 1, sentence 1 'I will tell you...’ (beginning of a text). The content of a story (marked by a
The same perhaps applies to some of the sentences of the type (a) or (c); in some of them, a guwa/guja sentence follows another sentence and provides new information. Thus, in (284), in this context the first sentence is 'old/given'. (The demonstrative qaQu clearly marks 'old' given' information. It means 'that one under discussion' or 'that one we talked about before', referring to something/someone that is shared by the speaker and the hearer as common knowledge - 3.2.2.[-3].) Then, the guwa sentence provides new information on 'that stone'.

It would seem then that there are two features common to these sentences:

(i) a guwa/guja sentence follows another sentence and;
(ii) the guwa/guja sentence provides 'new' /additional information, and by contrast the preceding sentence contains 'given/old' information.

These two features will also be seen in the sentences discussed in [2].

(e) A text often starts with one or two guwa/guja sentences. It appears that the guwa/guja sentences mark/introduce 'new' information (or 'new' topic of the discourse), with no preceding sentences marking old/given information. Examples include:

(285) (i) qaamu guwa-lu waqbalI biri jan-i
    long ago -3PINom white man out come-PAST
    'Long ago white men came here'
(ii) qaaniQu-lu qawi-ji-lu qa-lu bali wiQ-a waqbalI
    1SG-DAT-ERG father-KIN-ERG C-3PINom find-PAST white man
    'My fathers (i.e. ancestors) found the white men'

(f) It is quite common, particularly in W, for a string of sentences to consist (almost) entirely of guwa/guja sentences. It seems, at least in some instances, that in each sentence the word(s) preceding guwa/guja is 'given/old', while the word(s) following guwa/guja is 'new'. (Nominals and adverbs can precede guwa/guja but, it appears, V(C)s do not.) Thus:

(286) (There is a pub on a hill, in the south of Hall's Creek. The story-teller criticizes people who go and get drunk there.)

(i) wagura-na qaQu-nQu garun-an nila
    not-1SGNom 1SG-ERG have-PRES that/there head
    'I don't have that sort of head (i.e. idea)'
(i) *nila-jiri guwa-nda gułani ṇaba-ngawu jana*
that-CLC -2P1Nom south water-ALL go-CONT PRES
'You (with) that (sort of head) go south for water (i.e. for grog)'

(ii) *pila gułani guwa-nda ṇaba-ŋga ṇaba ṣan-an*
there south -2P1Nom water-LOC water drink-PRES
'There in the south you drink water in water (for instance, rum with water)'

(iv) *gangani đaju gajira gułara guwa-nda gajira gułara*
up that north south -2P1Nom north south
*guwa-nda wandiŋ-an guñar-marad*
-2P1Nom fall-PRES dog-LIKE
'Up (at the pub) you, those (people under discussion) fall over here and there like a dog'

(gajira gułara is a set phrase - 6.3.2. For the stem-forming suffix -marad, see 6.2.1.-[i].)

(g) In some sentences, the word(s) preceding guwa/guja appears to be topicalised, focalised, emphasised, foregrounded and so on. (Unlike in (f), what follows guwa/guja does not necessarily mark new information.) Here, a guwa/guja sentence may occur with other guwa/guja sentences; or with sentences without guwa/guja (i.e. generally with the catalyst ṇa); or by itself. Thus, (with very tentative translations):

(287) (i) *ndaju guwa-ŋa gani nir-aŋura jambadjı̂ niraŋura*
1Sg -1SgNom down stay-PAST NARR child stay-PAST NARR
*balŋana-la*
Old Flora Valley-LOC
'I was a child, down at Old Flora Valley'
(This guwa sentence begins a text, and introduces a new discourse)

(ii) *balŋana-la guwa-ŋa niraŋura naju jambadjı̂*
Old Flora Valley-LOC -1SgNom stay-PAST NARR 1Sg child
'At Old Flora Valley, I was a child'

(iii) *pila ṣaninja jambi na-ji guju-waliŋa*
that/there 1Sg-DAT big C-1SgDat meat-EXPERT
*niraŋura bulumanu-waliŋa*
stay-PAST NARR bullock-EXPERT
'That big (white man, i.e. boss) of mine was an expert stockman'

(guju bulumanu is a 'generic-specific' phrase - 4.1. For the stem-forming suffix -waliŋa, see 6.2.1.-[15].)
(iv) ɲaŋu-ŋali guwa-ji bina jiŋ-a  
1Sg-CLC -1SgAcc teach-PAST  
'Me, he taught (how to ride a horse)'

As another example:

(288) (1) jala-ŋunga ɡa-ŋa ɡaŋ-i maŋari giŋdíji  
that-AFTER C-1SgNom eat-PAST food plum  
'Then I ate a bush plum'

(11) giŋdíji guwa-ŋa ɡaŋ-i  
plum -1SgNom eat-PAST  
'It was a bush plum that I ate'

(maŋari giŋdíji is a 'generic-specific' NP - 4.1.) For more examples, see text 1, sentences 50 and 70.

Words (and sentences) similar to the Djaru guwa/guja (sentences) are found in neighbouring languages; for instance, gudə in Walbiri (Hale 1976b) and guja in Malngin, and guwa in Wandjira.

4.8. PURPOSIVE AND HORTATIVE SENTENCES

A sentence involving a purposive verb can be used like a subordinate clause, marking 'consequence' or 'purpose'. Thus:  

(289) mawun-du biŋ-a ɲila günar günja biŋ-a ɲumba-ɲumba-lu  
man-ERG hit-PAST that dog dead hit-PAST ever-RDP-CLC  
wagura maja-ra badaji jan-gu  
ot again-CLC up go-PURP  
'The man hit and killed the dog for good, so that it never got up again'  

(Here, günja is an object predicative, marking consequence - 4.4.9.-[3]. For the clitics -lu and -ra, see 4.13.-[7] and [4], respectively.)

(290) ɡa-ŋa-ŋgu bina jungi-an ɡa-n-ɗanu ɡaŋ-gu manu  
C-1SgNom-2SgAcc teach-PRES C-2SgNom-3PlDat carry-PURP word  
'I teach you (the Djaru language) so that you can take (Djaru) words for them (your countrymen)'

(291) A white man brought cattle to Kimberley. He said to Aborigines, who were catching fish in a river:  
wuna jan-da-lu ɲaba-ɲu ɡa-ŋa-ŋu bulumunu ɲaba  
off go-IMP-PlNom water-ABL C-1SgNom-3PlDat bullock water  
jungeru give-PURP  
'Get out of the water so that I can give water to the cattle'
'(I will ask that man so that he will put an Aboriginal name alongside me (i.e. I will ask that man to give me an Aboriginal name)'

(For the derivational suffix -ŋu/a, see 6.2.1.-[5].)

Similarly, a sentence involving a hortative verb can be used like a subordinate clause. Thus:

'(293) mawun-du bulumanu widi buŋ-an guḏi-muwa niŋaŋ-gura
man-ERG bullock scrape-PRES bone-ONLY stay-HORT

'A man scrapes a bullock, so that only the bone remains'

(For the clitic -muwa, see 4.13.-[2].)

However, in order to express purpose 'in order to', verbids in the dative-1 are used far more frequently - 4.9.1.-[2].

4.9. VERBIDS

A verbid (formed by the addition of -u to a verb root, see 3.7.2.)
can be used:

(a) as a gerund (i.e. like a noun), and;
(b) as a participle, generally co-occurring with a finite verb.

(For the term 'verbid', see Jespersen 1924:87.)

4.9.1. AS GERUNDS

A gerund can be used like any other noun; it can be modified by an
'adjective-like' noun; it can take a case ending; it can be suffixed
with a noun-stem-forming suffix (6.2.1.); and it can be suffixed with
the predicative-forming suffix -waŋa (4.4.9.). A particularly fre-
quently used gerund is maŋ-u 'talking', 'to talk', 'speech', 'talk',
'language', 'word', 'yarn', 'news', 'story', 'message', etc. (from
maŋ- Vint 'talk'), e.g. (290). There is an idiomatic noun paŋ-u-paŋ-u
'doctor man' (from paŋ- Vtr 'see'), e.g. (7).

There are two important constructions involving gerunds:

(a) gerund in the locative - '(see, hear, etc.) doing', and;
(b) gerund in the dative-1 - 'in order to'.


Here, a gerund phrase functions as circumstance; a locative gerund
phrase cannot be cross-referenced by a bound pronoun (see 4.5.8.-[3]).
Corresponding to:

(294) ɲumbir-u mawun naŋ-an
       woman-ERG man see-PRES
       'A woman sees a man'

(295) mawun jan-an
       man go/walk-PRES
       'A man walks'

we have:

(296) ɲumbir-u mawun naŋ-an jan-u-ngag
       woman-ERG man see-PRES walk-VBD-LOC
       'A woman sees a man walking'

(296) is roughly equivalent to (297), involving guwa/guja (4.7.):

(297) ɲumbir-u mawun naŋ-an guwa jan-a
       woman-ERG man see-PRES walk-CONT PRES
       As above.

(In W, a description of an action in progress is likely to involve the
continuative present rather than the present.) As another set of ex­
amples, corresponding to (294) and (298), we have (299):

(298) mawun-du ɡaba naŋ-an
       man-ERG water drink-PRES
       'A man drinks water'

(299) ɲumbir-u mawun naŋ-an ɡaba-ngag naŋ-u-ngag
       woman-ERG man see-PRES water-LOC drink-VBD-LOC
       'A woman sees a man drinking water'

A locative gerund can be reduced from any sentence (whether transitive,
semi-transitive or intransitive) but the 'matrix sentence' is always a
transitive sentence. The agent (St/Si) of the gerund phrase is identical
with DO (rather than St) of the matrix sentence whether the gerund phrase
is reduced from a transitive sentence or an intransitive sentence. Locative
gerund constructions thus operate in the nominative-accusative pattern.

DO of the reduced clause, too, is changed into the locative, e.g.

(299). A set of examples involving an intransitive DO:

(300) ɲumbir-u mawun buŋa naŋ-an
       woman-ERG man hear-PRES
       'A woman hears a man'

(301) mawun ɖaru maŋ-an
       man Djaru talk-PRES
       'A man talks Djaru'
In (302), under equiv-NP rule, mawun 'man' (referring to the speaker) gets deleted, but đaru 'Djaru' (referring to the language) remains. This shows that the 'speaker' and 'language' are two separate NPs and not one single NP. (See 4.4.4.)

In Djaru, we recognise intransitive DO as well as transitive DO. One of the reasons is that an intransitive DO, for example, đaru 'Djaru' in (301)-(302) behaves exactly like a transitive DO, for example, đaba 'water' in (298)-(299). The same applies to dative-1 gerund constructions, discussed below. (See 4.4.4.)

IO, in the dative, generally remains unchanged. Thus, corresponding to (294) and:

(303) mawun-du đa-ji wu man-ERG C-3SgDat food child-DATI give-PRES

'A man gives food to a child'

we have:

(304) đumbir-u mawun đa-ji luwa wu man-ERG C-3SgAcc shoot-PAST talk-VBD-LOC

'A woman sees a man walking'

However, IO in a semi-transitive sentence (4.5.9.) is occasionally turned into the locative (at least in a few idiolects). Thus, corresponding to (294) and:

(305) mawun-du đa-ji muwu wu man-ERG C-3SgDat kangaroo-DATI search-PRES

'A man looks for a kangaroo'

we have:

(306) đumbir-u mawun đa-ji muwu wu talk-VBD-LOC

'A woman sees a man looking for a kangaroo'

In a few instances, a gerund phrase is allative rather than locative:

(307) mawun-du đa-ji luwan-ì jan-ù-ngawu man-ERG C-LSgAcc shoot-PAST walk-VBD-ALL

'A man shot me when I was walking'
(308) (The first white man came to Nicholson River, where Aboriginal people were rolling spinifex grass to catch fish)
ŋa-anungula därjura ŋaŋ-ŋa-wu-wu C-3P1Loc shoot-PAST down roll-VBD-ALL
'He shot (the rifle) down at them as/when they were rolling (spinifex grass)'

It appears that, in the examples of allative gerund constructions, the agents of the gerunds are moving rather than stationary.

A few trisyllabic gerunds take an irregular locative ending -ŋa (normally for disyllabic stems) as well as the regular ending -la, for example, bajan-u-ŋa and bajan-u-la Vtr 'bite' LOC.

The complementiser in the construction 'see someone doing' involves the locative in some other Australian languages, too, e.g. Walpiri, southeast of Djaru (Hale 1976b:82), Gugada, Central Australia (Platt 1972a:51,61), and Yukulta, north-west Queensland (Keen 1972:262). It may not be irrelevant to mention here that in Japanese such a complementiser involves the noun tokoro 'place'.


Here, a gerund phrase functions as IO; a dative-1 gerund can be cross-referenced by a noun pronoun (see 4.5.8.-[3], [4]).

Corresponding (295) and (298), we have:

(309) mawun ŋa-la jan-an ŋaŋ-u-wu ŋaŋ-u-wu man C-3SgDat go-PRES water-DAT1 drink-VBD-DAT1
'A man goes to drink water'

Another set of examples (in N):

(310) mawun-du ɡaŋdi man-an man-ERG stick (N) get-PRES
'A man gets a stick'

(311) mawun-du ɡuŋu buŋ-an man-ERG dog hit-PRES
'A man hits a dog'

(312) mawun-du ŋa-la ɡaŋdi man-an ɡuŋu-gu buŋ-u-wu man-ERG C-3SgDat stick get-PRES dog-DAT1 hit-VBD-DAT1
'A man gets a stick to hit a dog'

Other examples include text 2, sentence 1 and:

(313) ḏuŋaŋi ɳulu-wu luwaŋ-u-wu flour-DAT1 grind-VBD-DAT1
'A ḏuŋaŋi (a type of grinding stone) is for grinding flour'

DO, in the absolutive (whether transitive or intransitive), is turned into the dative-1, e.g. (309), while IO, in the dative, remains unchanged, e.g. (315).
The agent of a dative-l gerund, unlike that of a locative-gerund, cannot be determined syntactically; dative-l gerund constructions are thus neutral as to the ergative-accusative dichotomy. The agent may be indicated by the context in some instances but is simply unspecified in others. In fact, in (312) it may be someone other than the man who hits the dog.

V(C)s such as mijangĩ man- 'ask' and bina junγ- 'teach' can take a dative-l gerund phrase as IO:

(314) ŋumbir-u mawun mijangĩ man-an ŋaba-wu man-u-wu
woman-ERG man ask-PRES water-DAT1 get-VBD-DAT1
'A woman asks a man to get water'

(315) mawun-du ŋa-la jambagina bina junγ-an daqi-wu
man-ERG C-3SgDat child teach-PRES kangaroo-DAT1
muwu wuŋ-u-wu
search-VBD-DAT1
'A man teaches a child how to look for a kangaroo'

A few transitive V(C)s, which normally take DO, can take instead a dative-l gerund, as IO. They include ŋara man- 'know, understand', pin man- 'forget', guļ lan- 'try' and bila-bila man- 'chase'. Thus, compare (395) with:

(316) mawun-du ŋara man-a ŋaŋγ man-u-wu gali-wu
man-ERG know-CONT PRES make-VBD-DAT1 boomerang-DAT1
'The man knows how to make a boomerang'

4.9.2. AS PARTICIPLES

Within one VC, a verbid can occur with a finite verb. This process is very common in the avoidance language (see Chapter 5) but is very uncommon in the ordinary language. Two of the very few examples:

(317) jambagina luŋ-u-luŋ-u-wara jan-i
child cry-VBD-RDP-wara come-PAST
'A child came, crying'

(for -wara, see 6.3.1.-[5].)

(318) jambagina luŋ-u bulg-gara jan-i
child cry-VBD bursting-gara go-PAST
'A child burst out crying'

(bulg is a preverb - 4.10. For -gara, see 6.3.1.-[5].) There is an idiom involving a participle-like verbid: ɲaŋ-u-ɲaŋ-u man- lit. 'see'-VBD-RDP 'get', i.e. 'watch, keep an eye on', e.g. (245).
On a few occasions (particularly in natural conversations of which the writer did not make a tape recording) a participle-like verbid was observed to occur without a finite verb. Its function and meaning are not understood well.

Verb forms identical to the Djaru verbids (i.e. root-plus-u) are found, for instance, in Walbiri (Capell 1962a: 29, Hale 1967:11, 1973a:309), Walmadjari (Joyce Hudson 1976b), Guurindji (McConvell, personal communication), Wandjira and Ngardi. But, their functions differ somewhat. They are used, in Walbiri, as past tense forms and also used in compound agitative nouns (except in the first conjugation, where the past forms (involving -da) are different from the 'verbid/gerund' forms (-ŋu) - Hale, personal communication); as predicates of subordinate clauses and as gerunds in Walmadjari; as gerunds in Guurindji, Wandjira and Ngardi.

4.10. PREVERBS

Preverbs are a quite unique word class. Morphologically, like nouns, they can take a noun-stem-forming suffix and/or case ending. Some of them show an irregular declension. Preverbs can also take a stem-forming suffix that is generally affixed to adverbs. Syntactically, they can be used (a) like adverbs, modifying verbs (a preverb and verb together constitute a VC - 4.2.) or (b) like nouns (with a case ending), independently of verbs. Semantically, like verbs they describe action or state - 3.1.1. (In the present work, they are often translated involving -ing.) Phonologically, some of them show very uncommon phonotactics and word structure. A preverb and verb (as a VC) often constitute one single phonological word (otherwise a phonological word consisting of two grammatical words is very uncommon) and involve phonological processes that are otherwise uncommon or non-existent. It is in view of these unique properties that we set up preverbs as a separate word class.

4.10.1. PHONOLOGY

[1] Phonotactics and word structure.

See 2.5.1. and 2.6.


The phonological processes that occur between a preverb and verb (in a VC) are mostly in the nature of Sandhi.

(a) Denasalisation. In W, following a stop-final preverb, the word-initial nasal of a verb (maŋ- Vtr 'get', maŋ- Vint 'talk' or ɲin(aŋ)-Vint 'sit') is often (but not always) denasalised and becomes a hom-organic stop. Thus:
bib man- \rightarrow bib ban-
'picking'

gud man- \rightarrow gud ban- e.g. text 2, sentences 11, 17, 25;
'grabbing'

ŋarag man- \rightarrow ŋarag ban-
'making'

dad ṅin(aŋ) - \rightarrow dad ṅin(aŋ) - e.g. (184), (452).
'standing'

(b) Hardening of w. Mainly in W, following a preverb ending in a stop (at least d or g) the verb initial w (of wandiņ- Vint 'fall') is sometimes (but not always) hardened into b. Thus:

gud wandiņ- \rightarrow gud bandiņ-
'grabbing'

wurug wandiņ- \rightarrow wurug bandiņ-
'finishing'

(c) Lenition of b. In a number of VCs, the initial b of buŋ- Vtr 'hit' becomes lenited into w. The conditioning factors are not understood. At least the tendency is for the lenition to take place when the preceding preverb starts with b and ends in a vowel. Dialectal factors, too, are involved. This lenition is more common in W than in N. Thus:

bali buŋ- 'finding' (N only) e.g. (274)

(b) Hardening of w. Mainly in W, following a preverb ending in a stop (at least d or g) the verb initial w (of wandiņ- Vint 'fall') is sometimes (but not always) hardened into b. Thus:

(d) Initial-semivowel dropping. Mainly in W, following a preverb ending in a stop (at least d or g), the initial semivowel of a verb (at least wandiņ- Vint 'fall' and jan- Vint 'go') is sometimes dropped and the whole VC is pronounced like a single word. Thus:

burg wandiņ- \rightarrow burgandiņ-
'immersing'

nag jan- \rightarrow nagan-
'dying'

dad wandiņ- \rightarrow dadandiņ- e.g. text 2, sentence 16
'standing'

Note that wandiņ-, when following a stop-final preverb, can also undergo hardening. The conditioning factors are not understood.

(e) Haplogony. In W, when the preverb-final consonant or syllable and the verb-initial consonant or syllable are identical or similar, one of them is often deleted and the whole VC is pronounced like a single word. Thus:
Nasal-plus-stop reduction. For the purpose of this reduction, which generally operates within one word (see 2.8.), a VC functions as a single word. This reduction is quite common (but not obligatory) in N (particularly in northern dialects, and also in Wandjira and Malngin). Thus:

\[
gun \text{ waiting} \quad \text{buŋ-ga} \rightarrow \text{gun bu-ga}
\]

It appears (though it is not understood well) that at least two or three VC are either in the process of becoming or have become one single verb. For example, the VC gada dan-Vtr 'leaving' and the verb dan- Vtr 'copulate with', of class 5 (with monosyllabic roots only). This VC appears to have two different purposive forms. One is (the expected) gada dan-gu, and the other is (an unexpected) gada ċar-u (or perhaps already gadačar-u), exactly as that of class 4 (predominantly disyllabic). Perhaps, in the latter form of its purposive, gada and dan- have fused and conjugate like a class-4 verb. For the conjugation paradigm, see 3.7.2.

Note that most of the phonological processes discussed above occur (only or mainly) in W. Phonologically, W is divergent and N is conservative - 1.2.

4.10.2. MORPHOLOGY

The paradigms of preverbs are given in 3.5. Preverbs can be suffixed with a noun-stem-forming suffix (see 6.2.1.); with the predicative-forming suffix -gara (see 4.4.9.); and also with the stem-forming suffix -gara, which is generally affixed to adverbs (see 6.2.1.).

Preverbs can be affixed with clitics (4.13.). Thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{jud-balu} & \quad \text{b"uda-jali} & \quad \text{jiwa-jali} & \quad \text{bila-lu} \\
\text{sitting-} & \quad \text{running-} & \quad \text{fright-} & \quad \text{chasing-}
\end{align*}
\]

In the following we shall discuss the syntax and semantics of preverbs.

4.10.3. INDEPENDENT USE OF PREVERBS

As stated in 4.10., preverbs can be used:

(a) like adverbs, modifying verbs - a preverb (or preverbs) and a verb constitute a V(erb) C(omplex), and;

(b) like nouns (with an appropriate case ending), independently of verbs.
VCs are discussed in 4.10.4-4.10.8. This present section discusses the independent use of preverbs.

Examples of preverbs in the ergative case include jud-gu-lu 'sitting'-gu-ERG in (374) and:

\[(319)\] manan-du \(\eta\)-ji bajan-a
sleeping-ERG C-1SgAcc bite-CONT PRES
'Sleeping is biting me, i.e. I am sleepy'

An example of the instrumental case is:

\[(320)\] jalu-ngu mawun-du \(\eta\)-ji jiwa-gu man-an
that-ERG man-ERG C-1SgAcc fear/fright-INST get-PRES
gunar-dawu-lu
dog-HAVING-ERG
'That man frightens me with a dog' cf. (182), (332).

(The expression of an animate instrument has to involve the derivational suffix 'HAVING' - 3.2.1.-[3], 6.2.1.-[8].) Other examples include dingiri-gu 'laughter'-INST in (268) and wuruj-u 'secretly'-INST in (282).

Two examples of preverbs with no case ending (i.e. in the absolutive) - wurug as a subject predicative in (321) and burquila as DO in (322):

\[(321)\] \(\eta\)-du wurug
1Sg finishing
'I'm finished, I have finished (the work)' cf. (278)

\[(322)\] \(\eta\)-lija-\(\eta\)-nu ji\(\eta\)-a\(\eta\)-ura bur\(\eta\)-jali
C-1DuExcNom-M give-PAST NARR running-CLC
'Ve gave each other running, we raced'

Another example is guli as a subject predicative in (181) and text 2, sentence 15. As a final example, an informant described the way a bird flies as follows, with arms showing the movement of wings:

\[(323)\] ba\(\eta\) ba\(\eta\) ba\(\eta\) cf. ba\(\eta\) ga\(\eta\)- Vint 'fly' in (338).

(In Wandjirra texts, it is very common for a preverb to make up a complete sentence. Thus, bali 'I found it' - cf. bali wur- Vtr 'find' in (274).)

Examples of preverbs in the locative include guli-\(\eta\)-ga 'fighting'-LOC in (278) and:

\[(324)\] numbir-u jambagina \(\eta\)-an manan-da
woman-ERG child see-PRES sleeping-LOC
'A woman sees a child sleeping'

Examples of preverbs in the dative-1 or -2 include:

\[(325)\] jambagina jan-an \(\tau\)-ju-wu (or \(\tau\)-ju-wura)
child go-PRES playing-DAT1 -DAT2
'A child goes for play'
(326) guli-wu-lu  n'a-la wawan-an  
fighting-DAT1-CLC  C-3SgDat  search-PRES  
'He looks for a fight'  cf. (497)  

The allative, marking purpose (rather than destination):  

(327) n'a-liwa  jan-an  man'an-dawu  (or du'rga-lawu,  
go-PRES  sleeping-ALL  bathing-ALL  
or tJu-ŋgawu,  or buŋda-lawu)  
playing-ALL  running-ALL  
'We go for sleeping (or for bathing, or for playing (i.e. cards),  
or for running (e.g. horse races))  

(The case ending -lawu 'ALL' for the disyllabic buŋda 'running' is ir-regular. See 3.5.)  

Thus, man'an 'sleeping' is used in the ergative in (319), in the  
locative in (324), in the allative in (327), and also in a VC in (333).  
buŋda 'running' is used in the absolutive in (322), in the allative in  
(327), and also in VCs in (283), (329), (334) and (342), and so on.  

At least some of these preverbs - particularly those in the dative-1  
and those in the locative - can be regarded as transformationally derived  
from preverbs within VCs. See 4.10.7.  

4.10.4. FORMATION OF VERB COMPLEXES  

Within in VC, a preverb generally immediately precedes a verb, al-  
though some preverbs occasionally follow a verb. (Hence, the term  
'preverb'. It was suggested by McConvell, personal communication. At  
least the term is used by Hale (1973b:453) and by Van Schooneveld  
(1968:29).)  

The same preverb may be combined with various verbs (as long as they  
are semantically compatible) - irrespective of the transitivity of verbs.  
Conversely, the same verb may be combined with various preverbs. The  
following table shows some attested examples of the combinations of the  
listed preverbs and verbs (naturally, some other combinations not listed  
in the table are possible).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vint</th>
<th>jud sitting</th>
<th>dirib camping out</th>
<th>burda roaming</th>
<th>wurug finishing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pin(aŋ)</td>
<td>jud pin(aŋ)</td>
<td>dirib pin(aŋ)</td>
<td>wurug pin(aŋ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sit</td>
<td>sit (down)</td>
<td>camp out</td>
<td>finish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wandiŋ</td>
<td>jud wandiŋ</td>
<td>dirib wandiŋ</td>
<td>wurug wandiŋ-</td>
<td>stop (of rain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fall</td>
<td>sit down</td>
<td>camp out</td>
<td>finish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man-</td>
<td>jud man-</td>
<td>dirib man-</td>
<td>wurug man-</td>
<td>finish talking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talk</td>
<td>talk while</td>
<td>camp out</td>
<td>finish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sitting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jan-</td>
<td></td>
<td>burda jan-</td>
<td>wurug jan-</td>
<td>finish (work)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go</td>
<td></td>
<td>run</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avoidance verb</th>
<th>jud luwan-</th>
<th>dirib luwan-</th>
<th>burda luwan-</th>
<th>wurug luwan-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vtr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaan-put</td>
<td>jud jaan-</td>
<td>dirib jaan-</td>
<td>wurug jaan-</td>
<td>finish putting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>put down</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamban-cook</td>
<td></td>
<td>dirib gamban-</td>
<td>wurug gamban-</td>
<td>finish cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cook while</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>camping out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dambun-kiss</td>
<td></td>
<td>dirib dambun-</td>
<td>wurug dambun-</td>
<td>finish kissing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kiss while</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>camping out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gan-carry</td>
<td></td>
<td>burda gan-</td>
<td></td>
<td>drive (a car)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>drive (a car)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man-get</td>
<td></td>
<td>burda man-</td>
<td></td>
<td>go by car and get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>go by car and get</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wandan-leave (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td>burda wandan-i</td>
<td></td>
<td>leave and run away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>leave and run away</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The avoidance verb luwan- is neutral in terms of semantics and transitivity. See Chapter 5.) Examples include (341), (342), (346), text 1, sentence 51, text 2, sentence 16 and:

(328) ŋa-liwa jud man- an  
C-1PLIncNom talk while sitting-PRES  
'We talk while sitting'
(329) mawun-du ŋaba burda man-i 
man-ERG water go by car and get-PAST
'A man went by car and got water'

(330) ŋa-ŋalu dirib nir-ŋura 
C-1PLExcNom camp out-PAST NARR
'We camped out'

(331) ŋa-ŋalu ɗadi dirib gambaŋ-i 
C-1PLExcNom kangaroo cook while camping out-PAST
'We cooked a kangaroo when camping out'

One VC can contain two (or even more) preverbs. This process is common. Examples include text 2, sentence 6 and:

(332) ('White man fired guns at Aborigines')
ŋa-lu jiwa-jali wulb wandiŋ-a 
C-3PLNom fear/fright-CLC jumping fall-PAST
'They jumped with fright'

(333) jambagina manan bagu ɲinan-an 
child sleeping lying stay-PRES
'A child is sleeping'

(334) buŋu-ŋawu ŋa-na dan burda gaŋ-gu 
tree-ALL C-1SGNom hanging running carry-PURP
Informant’s translation: 'I might run (understood: a car) into a tree'

4.10.5. SEMANTICS OF VERB COMPLEXES

In a large number of VCs, only the preverb carries the semantic load. Here, the verb is more or less neutralised semantically (and its main function appears to be the carrying of a conjugational (tense/aspect/mood) ending). Thus, from the preverb burda 'running' and man- Vint 'talk', we get burda man- Vint 'run', e.g. (283). Similarly, from the preverb bil-a 'chasing/following' and man- Vtr 'get', we get bil-a man- 'chase/follow'. Examples include text 2, sentence 9 and:

(335) jiraŋa-lu ŋa-lu bila-lu man-an-i pila mawun 
some-ERG C-3PLNom -CLC -CONT-PAST that man
'Some (of them) were following that man'

(In such a case, we give one single gloss to the whole VC instead of giving a gloss to each of the preverb and the verb.) The following verbs (among others) are often used with a 'neutralised' meaning:

Vint: man- 'talk', ɲin(aŋ) - 'stay/rest', jan- 'go/come', 
wandiŋ- 'fall';
Vtr: man- 'get', gaŋ- 'carry', jun- 'give', buŋ- (or wuŋ-) 'hit'. 
(These verbs can also be used like grammatical verbs - intransitively like 'be' or 'become' and transitives like 'cause' - 4.4.9. See also 3.7.) Thus:

Vint:  jiwa/juwa maŋ- 'fear'; waŋ maŋ- 'think'; ōju maŋ- 'play';
       nĩŋ nin(an)- 'forget/do not remember'; bagu jaŋ- 'sleep';
       nãŋ jaŋ- 'die'; mĩjangi wandĩŋ- 'ask';

Vt r:  mĩjangi maŋ- 'ask'; ōara maŋ- 'know/understand'; ōraŋ maŋ-
       'make'; wara gaŋ- 'watch out'; jĩnbi jĩnbi juŋ- 'shake';
       bali buŋ-, bali wuŋ-, balu wuŋ- (W only?) 'find'; duŋ buŋ-
       'bury'.

Examples include (76), (81), (87), (94), (314), (316), (444), (503), (507) and:

(336) guŋar-u guju duŋ buŋ-an
dog-ERG meat bury-PRES
"A dog buries meat"

When semantically neutralised, verbs appear to have much the same
meaning although at least wandĩŋ- tends to describe change. Thus,
involving the preverb nĩŋ- 'forgetting', we have:

nĩŋ maŋ-, nĩŋ nĩŋ-, nĩŋ jaŋ- Vint 'forget' (cf. 4.4.5.-[3])

Similarly, involving the preverb buduŋ 'lighting a fire', we have:

buduŋ maŋ-, buduŋ buŋ-, buduŋ juŋ- Vt r 'light (a fire)'

Djaru has very few verbs - only about 40 (3.7.). Note that
Djirbal, for instance, has more than 700 verbs (Dixon 1972:
294). But, Djaru has more than 290 preverbs and in many
cases what is expressed by a single verb in Djirbal is ex-
pressed by a VC of a preverb and verb in Djaru, even basic
notions such as 'hear/listen to' - buŋa paŋ- Vt r 'hear/listen
to' (buŋa prev 'listening', paŋ- Vt r 'see/look at') e.g. (300).
(But, at least in the imperative, i.e. paŋ-ga, this verb
alone (without the preverb buŋa 'listening') can mean 'listen'.
The writer heard this on many occasions. Thus:

(337) paŋ-ga or paŋ-ga
       paŋ-ga
see-IMP

'Listen'  'Listen, listen'

It appears that when paŋ-ga 'see'-IMP is used in the sense
of 'listen', the sentence consists of just this word and no
other words (e.g. subject, object) at all. This 'marked' use
of the verb 'see' is syntactically extremely limited.

It is interesting to note that in Lesghian, N.E. Caucasus,
the root akun means 'see; look at', and the verb complex vaŋ
akun, involving akun, means 'hear; listen to' (Dixon 1979:105).

4.10.6. TRANSITIVITY OF VERB COMPLEXES

Some VCs involve a transitive verb but function intransitively. They
are:
involving buŋ- Vtr 'hit': dúnguŋ buŋ- Vint 'walk away',
dulg buŋ- Vint 'get up' (N);
involving gaŋ- Vtr 'carry': bad gaŋ- Vint 'fly', giq gaŋ- Vint
'stop (of rain, wind)';
involving bajan- Vtr 'bite': bud bajan- Vint 'hurt'.
Examples include (422) and:

(338) dījiga bad gaŋ-an
bird fly-PRES
'A bird flies'

(339) mawun qa dúnguŋ biŋ-a
man C walk away-PAST
'A man walked away' (N example)

Some VCs involve a transitive verb but function semi-transitively -
see 4.5.9.
There is one VC which involves an intransitive verb but functions
transitively: widiŋ maŋ- Vtr 'throw (a spear with a spear-thrower)',
involving maŋ- Vint 'talk':

(340) mawun-du widiŋ ma-lu gaŋa
man-ERG throw-PURP spear
'A man will throw a spear'

4.10.7. 'LOOSE' AND 'CLOSE' VERB COMPLEXES
Some combinations of a preverb and verb are 'loose', while others
are 'close'. But, this dichotomy is by no means clear-cut; the situation
is more in the nature of continuum. There are a few criteria (syntactic
or semantic) for this dichotomy, and there is a certain correlation among
them but they do not necessarily exactly correspond with one another.
Criterion (a): semantics.
In some VCs, the preverb and verb each have a (more or less) independ-
ent meaning. See 4.10.4. for examples. These combinations are loose.
On the other hand, in other VCs, only the preverb carries most (if not
the whole) semantic load and the verb has little (if any) meaning. See
4.10.5. and 4.10.6. for examples. They are close combinations.
Criterion (b): possibilities of combination.
Some preverbs can be combined with any verb (as long as it is sem-
antically compatible), for example, wurug 'finishing' and dirib 'camping
out'. See 4.10.4. Two more examples: wurug jun- Vtr 'finish giving'
and wurug buŋ- Vtr 'finish hitting/fighting', e.g. (278). These com-
binations are loose. On the other hand, other preverbs can be combined
with one particular verb only - except for the avoidance verb luwan-. 
Examples include all the preverbs discussed in 4.10.6. and some from 4.10.5., e.g. bila 'chasing', bali 'finding' and ɲara 'knowing'. These combinations are close.

Criterion (c): word order.

Generally, a preverb immediately precedes a verb. But, in some instances, a preverb and verb are permuted—permutation. Thus:

(341) ('I fell from a horse, but I did not fall over')

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ŋa-ŋa} & \quad \text{wandin-a} \quad \text{jud-balu} \\
\text{C-1SgNom} & \quad \text{fall-PAST} \quad \text{sitting-CLC} \\
'I & \text{ stood on foot}' \\
\end{align*}
\]

(342) ηa-lu \quad \text{jan-an-i} \quad \text{būrqa} \\
\text{C-3PLNom} \quad \text{go-CONT-PAST} \quad \text{running} \\
'They were running'

(343) ('In a myth, a child had a tail')

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ŋa-lu-ŋanda} & \quad \text{niŋdi} \quad \text{junban-ı} \quad \text{duq} \\
\text{C-3PLNom-3SgLoc} & \quad \text{tail} \quad \text{sing-PAST} \quad \text{breaking off} \\
'T & \text{they took the tail off (him) by singing (magical songs)}' \\
\end{align*}
\]

And, in some instances, a word (or words) is inserted between a preverb and verb. Thus:

(344) niŋdidi \quad ηa-ŋa \quad \text{man-ân} \\
\text{shivering} \quad \text{C-1SgNom} \quad \text{lit. talk-PRES} \\
'I am shivering (from cold)'

These combinations are loose. On the other hand, in other combinations permutation of insertion is not allowed. Thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{bali wuŋ-an} & \quad \text{'find'-PRES}, \quad \text{wuŋ-an bali} \\
\end{align*}
\]

These combinations are close. (In Waldjira and Malngin, permutation and insertion are very common.)

Criterion (d): behaviour in gerund(/verbid) constructions (4.9.1.).

Corresponding to:

(345) mawun \quad \text{jan-an} \\
\text{man} \quad \text{go-PRES} \\
'A \text{ man goes}'

(346) mawun \quad \text{jud} \quad \text{ɲinaŋ-an} \\
\text{man} \quad \text{sitting stay/sit-PRES} \\
'A \text{ man sits (down)}'

we can have both:

(347) mawun \quad \text{jan-an} \quad \text{jud-gu} \quad \text{ɲinaŋ-u-wu} \\
\text{man} \quad \text{go-PRES} \quad \text{sitting-DAT1 sit-VBD-DAT1} \\
'A \text{ man goes to sit down}'
Note that the preverb jud 'sitting' has the dative-l ending in (347), but it does not in (348). The gerund ɲinaŋ-wu can be deleted from (347), producing:

(349) mawun jan-an jud-gu
man go-PRES sitting-DATl
As (347)

The preverb jud 'sitting' can (though it does not always) occur independently (of a verb), with a case ending. The combination jud ɲinaŋ- 'sitting, sit' is loose.

Now, corresponding to (345) and:

(350) mawu n jan-an jud-gu
man go-PRES sitting-DATl
'\text{A man finds a kangaroo}'
we can have:

(351) mawun jan-an ɗaqi-wu bali wuŋ-u-wu
man go-PRES kangaroo-DATl find-VBD-DATl
'\text{A man goes to find a kangaroo}'

But, unlike jud ɲinaŋ- 'sitting sit', we cannot have:

*(352) mawun jan-an (ɗaqi-wu) bali wuŋ-u-wu
man go-PRES kangaroo-DATl finding-DATl -VBD-DATl
*'\text{A man goes to find (a kangaroo)}'*

*(353) mawun jan-an bali-wu
man go-PRES finding-DATl
*'\text{A man goes to find (something)}'*

The preverb bali 'finding' cannot occur independently (of a verb), with a case ending. The combination bali wuŋ- 'find' is close.

Similarly in the locative. First, an example of a loose combination.

Corresponding to:

(354) mawun jud ɲinaŋ-an
man sitting sit-PRES
'\text{A man sits (down)}'

(355) qumbir-u mawun paŋ-an
woman-ERG man see-PRES
'\text{A woman sees a man}'
we can have both:
And, the gerund πινανύλα can be deleted from (356), producing:

(358) qumbir-u mawun παν-αν jud-gu-la πινανυ-λα
    woman-ERG man see-PRES sitting-gu-LOC sit-VBD-LOC
    'A woman sees a man sitting'

As above.

An example of a close combination. Corresponding to (355) and:

(359) mawun-du ηα-λα դգի-վո muwu wuŋ-an
    man-ERG C-3SgDat kangaroo-DAT1 search-PRES
    'A man looks for a kangaroo'

we can have:

(360) qumbir-u mawun παν-αν դգի-վո muwu wuŋ-u-ŋga
    woman-ERG man see-PRES kangaroo-DAT1 looking-LOC
    'A woman sees a man looking for a kangaroo'

But, we cannot have:

*(361) qumbir-u mawun παν-αν (դգի-վո) muwu-ŋga
    woman-ERG man see-PRES kangaroo-DAT1 searching-LOC
    wuŋ-u-ŋga
    -VBD-LOC
    *'A woman sees a man looking (for a kangaroo)'

*(362) qumbir-u mawun παν-αν muwu-ŋga
    woman-ERG man see-PRES searching-LOC
    'A woman sees a man searching'

What has been discussed above can be tabulated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loose Combination</th>
<th>Close Combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jud-gu</td>
<td>*bali-wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>πινανυ-wu</td>
<td>wuŋ-wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jud</td>
<td>bali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>πινανυ-wu</td>
<td>wuŋ-wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*bali-wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*bali-wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jud-gu-la</td>
<td>*muwu-ŋga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>πινανυ-λα</td>
<td>wuŋ-ŋga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jud</td>
<td>muwu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>πινανυ-λα</td>
<td>wuŋ-ŋga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*muwu-ŋga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*μwu-ŋga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
That is, in a loose combination, a preverb can take a case ending, and a verbid can be deleted; the preverb can be used independently. (Among the preverbs discussed in 4.10.3., i.e. independently-used preverbs, at least some of them, e.g. (324), (325), can thus be regarded as transformationally derived from VCs.) On the other hand, in a close combination, a preverb can not take a case ending, and can not be used independently.

This difference may be explained as follows. (346), for instance, has as its underlying structure something like:

\[(363)\]

```
S
  \|\|
Subject  Predicate Verb
  \|\|
    Preverb  Verb
      mawun  jud  ninan\n```

Then, an operation similar to Hale's (1967:5) R-Node-Erasure applies to (363), producing:

\[(364)\]

```
S
  \|\|
Subject  Preverb  Verb
  \|\|
    mawun  jud  ninan\n```

(The R-Node-Erasure rule 'operates on nodes intermediate between S and the lowest order category nodes (N, V, etc.), erases them, and reattaches their former subconstituents to the next node up' (S in our examples) - Hale 1967:5). The crucial point is that, when gerund-transformation applies, only those constituents immediately dominated by S can take a case ending. Thus, if verbid-transformation applies to (363), we obtain (348) or (357). And, if verbid-transformation applies to (364), we obtain (347) or (356). (The gerund can then be deleted.) On the other hand, a close combination can only have a structure such as shown in (363); it cannot have a structure such as shown in (364). That is, 'R-Node-Erasure' cannot apply to a close combination, and consequently here a preverb cannot occur independently, with a case ending.

On the basis of the above four criteria, the differences between loose and close combinations - the two extremes, in terms of each criterion, of a continuum - can be shown as follows:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic load</th>
<th>Loose Combination</th>
<th>Close Combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combination of a preverb</td>
<td>preverb and verb with any verb</td>
<td>preverb only with one particular verb, except luwan-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permutation or insertion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independant use of preverb, with case ending</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.10.8. VOICE

A set of VCs involving the same preverb share a very similar semantic content but differ in transitivity (cf. Dixon 1972:296). In some sets, Si corresponds to St (Si=St type) or semitransitive subject (Si=Ssem type), and in many others, Si corresponds to a transitive DO (Si=Ot type). Some examples are given below:

**Si = St TYPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intransitive VC</th>
<th>Transitive VC</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɲin forgetting</td>
<td>man- Vint talk</td>
<td>ɲin man-Vtr get</td>
<td>'forget'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲin forgetting</td>
<td>ɲin(aŋ)- Vint sit</td>
<td>ɲin(aŋ)- Vtr get</td>
<td>'forget'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲin forgetting</td>
<td>jan- Vint go</td>
<td>ɲin Jan-Vtr get</td>
<td>'forget'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guni dreaming</td>
<td>man- Vint talk</td>
<td>guni man-Vtr get</td>
<td>'dream' (366)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guni dreaming</td>
<td>jan- Vint go</td>
<td>guni Jan-Vtr get</td>
<td>'dream' (365)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mijanggi asking</td>
<td>wandin- Vint fall</td>
<td>mijanggi man-Vtr get</td>
<td>'ask' (87),(292),(314)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭuju playing</td>
<td>man- Vint talk</td>
<td>ṭuju wuŋ-*</td>
<td>'play' (75),(77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bilaga riding</td>
<td>wandin- Vint fall</td>
<td>bilaga gāŋ-Vtr carry</td>
<td>'ride' (265)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(* wuŋ-* is a phonological development of ṭuŋ- Vtr 'hit' (4.10.1-[1]-[c]). The form wuŋ-* is used in a VC only, in combination with a preverb.)

(365) ṭadu ɲa-ɲa-la ɲama-ji-wu guni jan-i
1Sg C-1SgNom-3SgDat mother-KIN-DAT1 dream-PAST
'I dreamed about (my) mother'
(366) ŋadu-ŋgu ŋa-na ŋama-ji guni man-i
1SG-ERG C-1SGNom mother-KIN dream-PAST
As (365).

**Si = Ssemil TYPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intransitive VC</th>
<th>Semitransitive VC</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ḏara waiting</td>
<td>ḏara ḏaŋ-</td>
<td>'wait'</td>
<td>(86), (209)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dal stalking</td>
<td>dal man-</td>
<td>'stalk'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Si = Ot TYPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intransitive VC</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Transitive VC</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jud sitting</td>
<td>'sit (down)'</td>
<td>jud jaan-</td>
<td>'put down'</td>
<td>(354)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jud sitting</td>
<td>'sit down'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḏad standing</td>
<td>'stand (up)'</td>
<td>ḏad jaan-</td>
<td>'stand up'</td>
<td>(184)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḏad standing</td>
<td>'stand up'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dan hanging</td>
<td>'hang'</td>
<td>dan jaan-</td>
<td>'hang'</td>
<td>(541), (542)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buru hiding</td>
<td>'hide'</td>
<td>buru jaan-</td>
<td>'hide'</td>
<td>(99), (367), (368)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birib locking</td>
<td>'be locked up'</td>
<td>birib jaan-</td>
<td>'lock up'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birib locking</td>
<td>'be locked up'</td>
<td>birib bung-</td>
<td>'look up'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dilmung breaking</td>
<td>'break'</td>
<td>dilmung bung-</td>
<td>'break'</td>
<td>(369)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dilmung breaking</td>
<td>'break'</td>
<td>dilmung man-</td>
<td>'break'</td>
<td>(370)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dingir tearing</td>
<td>'tear up'</td>
<td>dingir bung-</td>
<td>'tear up'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dingir tearing</td>
<td>'tear up'</td>
<td>dingir man-</td>
<td>'tear up'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cont.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intransitive VC</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Transitive VC</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nad man-</td>
<td>Vint talk</td>
<td>'Something) smells'</td>
<td>nad man-</td>
<td>Vtr get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jambag ina</td>
<td>bu ru wandin-a child</td>
<td>hide-PAST</td>
<td>'A child hid'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mawun-du</td>
<td>jambag ina bu ru jaan-i child</td>
<td>hide-PAST</td>
<td>'A man hid a child'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gandi</td>
<td>qilmin nir-a tree (N) break-PAST</td>
<td>'A tree broke' (N example)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mawun-du</td>
<td>gandi qilmin man-i man-ERG tree (N) break-PAST</td>
<td>'A man broke a tree' (N example)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some preverbs can clearly show functional differences by means of case endings. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intransitive VC</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Transitive VC</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jambag ina</td>
<td>jud pinaq-an child</td>
<td>sit-PRES</td>
<td>'A child sits (down)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mawun-du</td>
<td>jambag ina jud jaan-an child</td>
<td>put-PRES</td>
<td>'A man puts down a child'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mawun-du</td>
<td>jambag ina naq-an jud-gu-la child</td>
<td>see-PRES sitting-gu-LOC</td>
<td>'A man sees a child sitting'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mawun-du</td>
<td>jambag ina naq-an jud-gu-lu child</td>
<td>see-PRES sitting-gu-ERG</td>
<td>'A man, while sitting, sees a child'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three types of correspondence - Si=St type, Si=Ssemit type and Si=Ot type - show a semantic differentiation. Dixon (1979:117), in a discussion of causatives in general, says:

Lexical pairs of type $S=0$ (TT: our Si=Ot type) are mostly found among verbs of rest or motion ("stand" vs. 'make stand', 'come out' vs. 'take out'; Dixon 1972:297), with $S=A$ pairs (TT: our Si=St type) being predominantly found in other semantic areas - 'eat (transitive)' vs. 'eat (intransitive)', etc.
Roughly, this applies to Djaru VC pairs. But, in fact, Djaru makes a little finer semantic differentiation. Thus:

(a) Si=Ot type: either rest or motion (as predicted by Dixon), e.g. 'sit down' (VCint) vs. 'put down' (VCtr); and 'hide' (VCint) vs. 'hide' (VCtr); or change of state, e.g. 'break' (VCint) vs. 'break' (VCtr); and 'tear up' (VCint) vs. 'tear up' (VCtr). There is one pair that does not belong to rest/motion or change - 'smell' (VCint) vs. 'smell' (VCtr).

(b) Si=Ssemit type: pursuit, e.g. 'wait' (VCint) vs. 'wait' (VCsemit); and 'stalk' (VCint) vs. 'stalk' (VCsemit);

(c) Si=St type: other semantic areas, in particular, psychological or mental process, e.g. 'forget' (VCint) vs. 'forget' (VCtr); and 'dream' (VCint) vs. 'dream' (VCtr).

Djaru lacks causative and passive constructions. But, as can be seen from the examples given above, transitive VCs of Si=Ot type can in effect have a causative meaning. And, some of intransitive VCs of Si=Ot type can have a 'passive' meaning (or, at least, a meaning similar to passive), e.g. birib wandin- VCint 'be locked up'. Similarly, a transitive sentence involving an Ot predicate - e.g. guna 'dead' in (375) - can have a causative meaning (see 4.4.9.- [1]-[3]). Compare the following two sentences (guna in (376) is a Si predicate - 4.4.9.-[4]):

(375) mawun-du guna guna bīn-a
    man-ERG dog dead hit-PAST
    'A man hit a dog and killed it (or caused it to be dead)'

(376) guna guna ni-a
    dog dead stay-PAST
    'A dog died'

(In (376), ni- Vint 'stay' is used like a grammatical verb 'become' - 4.4.9.-[4]).

As can be seen from the examples above, there are many VC pairs that each involve man- Vint 'talk' and man- Vtr 'get', and the functional load of the phonemic opposition /n/ and /n/ is very high - 2.2.-[1].

Segments similar to the Djaru preverbs are very common in languages from central to far northwestern Australia - including non-Pama-Nyungan languages, e.g. Gidja, Miriwung and Wunambal. Djaru shares common items not only with Pama-Nyungan languages (e.g. Malngin, Wandjira and Walmadjari) but also non-Pama-Nyungan languages (e.g. Gidja and Miriwung). In some descriptions, these segments are regarded as something in the nature of prefixes (e.g. Hale 1973b:453 on Walbiri, and Hudson 1976a,b on Walmadjari). In some others they are regarded as 'un-inflected verbs' (not prefixes but independent words) (e.g. Taylor n.d.-a,b on Gidja, Coate and Oates 1970 on Ngarinjin and Vaszolyi 1976 on Wunambal), and as 'verb particles' (Kofod
1976 on Miriwung). However, as can be seen from the foregoing discussions, the Djaru preverbs are neither prefixes nor verbs. (They are independent words; they can be affixed with a clitic - 4.10.2.)

Preverbs are semantically reminiscent of German Vorsilben (Miyajima, privately communicated through Takahashi). Thus, an 'approach, contact, inception, duration of state' in anfangen Vtr 'start' (e.g. 'work') - cf. fangen Vtr 'catch'. (See Hattori 1950 (reprint 1960:478).)

4.11. EXPRESSION OF POSSESSION

An important point here is the distinction between:

(a) alienable possession - including language and kinsmen, and;
(b) inalienable possession/whole part relationship - including body parts (and the trunk of a tree, for instance), body secretion, footprint, shadow, name (and possibly dream).

This distinction is reflected in syntax. (For discussions of inalienable possession in non-Australian languages, see Sapir 1917b, Fillmore 1968: 61-81, Ivič 1970, and Takahashi 1975, for instance.)

4.11.1. DATIVE AND ABLATIVE

The dative of pronouns and dative-1 of nouns can mark possession/belonging - generally, alienable possession, e.g. (12), (64), (66), (67), (127), (133). In some instances, a dative marks inalienable possession, but this is not very common - see 4.11.4.

The dative of pronouns (but not that of nouns) can further decline, agreeing in case ending with the noun it modifies (3.3.), e.g. (174), (176), (190), (285)-(ii), (381) and text 1, sentence 53. (This is mainly in W.) Similarly, the ablative-1 of pronouns can further decline, marking a possessor (mainly in N) or source/origin (both in N and W) - 3.3. (Without a further case ending it marks source/origin, both in W and N). Examples include (176), (232) and:

(377) punuŋin-du guju-ŋgu ŋa-ji gingi-waŋa man-i
     2Sg-ABL1-ERG meat-ERG C-1SgAcc full- make-PAST
     'The meat from you made me full' (W example)

(For -waŋa, see 4.4.9.-[1].)

(378) punuŋin-du jambi-ŋu guŋar-u ŋa-ji bajan-i
     2Sg-ABL1-ERG big-ERG dog-ERG C-1SgAcc bite-PAST
     'Your big dog bit me' (N example)
A dative or ablative-1 further declined for the dative-1 can mark a possessor's possessor, e.g. (174), (379) and (381).

4.11.2. **NOUN-STEM-FORMING SUFFIXES**

(a) -gun/-wun 'from'. Unlike the dative of pronouns, the dative-1 of nouns can not further decline. Instead, a noun affixed with the derivational suffix -gun/-wun, marking possessor (6.2.1.-[4]), can be used. The few examples include (382) and:

(380) ŋa-lijarajān-ibijilman-ŋu-ŋawujaliŋunaŋawu
C-IDuEXcnNom go-PAST Belmont-gun-ALL-CLC camp-ALL

'We went to Belmont's camp'

(Belmont is a man's name. Here, ŋ in -gum is deleted from the second nasal-plus-stop cluster - see 2.8.-[4].)

(b) -nan 'kinship possessor' - kinsmen or friend of someone else's (other than the speaker's or hearer's) (2.6.1.-[17]), e.g. (109). A noun suffixed with -nan, when further declined for the dative-1, can mark a possessor's possessor. Thus:

(381) pawaŋaŋa-lađalidi-wumulu-wunawu-nan-gun
this cat C-3SSgDat friend-DAT1 this-DAT1 father-nan-DAT1

'His cat belongs to this friend's this friend'

(Here, a dative pronoun further declined for the dative-1, too, marks a possessor's possession.) Another example of 'possessor's possessor' involves a combination of -nan and -g/wun. 'The child's father's dog bit me' was translated:

(382) mulu-ngumulu-wungunar-uŋawu-nan-gun-duŋa-jī
this-ERG this-DAT1 dog-ERG father-nan-gun-ERGC-1SSgAcc

bajan-i
bite-PAST

Here, -nan indicates 'the child's father', and -gun indicates 'the child's father's dog'. (It is not clear which possession relationship the dative-1 mulu-wu marks.)
(c) -ṭaru/-jaṭu 'having, with' (6.2.1.-[8]). This suffix can mark alienable or inalienable possession. Thus:

(383) ɲila ɲaŋga jambara-jaṭu
that woman long hair-HAVING
'That woman has long hair' (N example)

(384) jambaŋ ɲila ɲunda-jaṭu
child that sore-HAVING
'That child has a sore'

(385) ɲila mawun guɲar-daṭu
that man dog-HAVING
'That man has (or is with) a dog'

When marking inalienable possession, e.g. (383) and (384), the suffix marks a 'marked' (i.e. not common, normal or presupposed) state - cf. Tsunoda 1976a:220. (It is presupposed (Chvany 1973:71) and unmarked to own inalienable possessions, such as body parts and the like.) See 6.2.1.-[8].

4.11.3. THE TRANSITIVE VERB garun- 'HOLD, KEEP, POSSESS, OWN'

garun- can mark inalienable as well as alienable possession. Examples include (231), (286)-(1), (387) and:

(386) pundu-gu ɲa-ŋ garun-an ɡuɲar
2Sg-ERG C-2SgNom possess-PRES dog
'You have a dog'

Generally, in a transitive sentence, if St and DO are co-referential, reflexivisation applies. But, if the predicate verb is garun-, describing inalienable possession, then reflexivisation is blocked. Compare (227) and (231).

While the noun-stem-forming suffix -ṭaru/-jaṭu (4.11.2.) predominately means 'together with', the verb garun- 'have' does not necessarily do so. Thus, the informant's comment on (385) is 'You might see him with a dog', whereas (386) was used to refer to the addressee's dog, which was away from him at the time of speaking.

4.11.4. EXPRESSION OF INALIENABLE POSSESSION/WHOLE-PART RELATION


A dative marks inalienable possession/whole-part relation in a few instances. Thus:

(387) ɲa-łu ɲanuɲa-łu garun-an-i mili-li
C-3P1Nom 3P1-DAT-CLC have-CONT-PAST brain
'(Aborigines were not stupid.) They had their brain'
(388) duru-wu muna
bird-DAT1 wing
'A bird's wing' (N example)

(389) In a conversation, a speaker said that the writer's Djaru name was Dimnajari (this name had already been given to him previously). But, the writer did not understand it immediately, and inquired about it. Another speaker said to the writer:

pununja ji'iri, dimnajari
2Sg-DAT name Dimnajari
'Dimnajari is YOUR NAME'

(The word dimnajari was separated from the preceding words by a very brief break.)

However, in the majority of instances no particular case marks inalienable possession (/whole-part relation). There are two types:

(a) the possessor and possessed take the same case ending:
(b) the possessor is absolutive and the possessed is locative or ablative.

In the case of type (b), the possessor and possessed clearly constitute two separate NPs (their case endings are different), but in the case of type (a), it is not totally clear whether they constitute two separate NPs or one single NP.

(a) The possessor and possessed with the same case ending.
For example:

ABSOLUTIVE in intransitive sentences. Examples include (399), (404), (520), (521) and:

(390) Ṽadu' ça-ña milnąli ja'n-an
1Sg C-1SgNom tear go-PRES
'My tears are running'

(391) nila mawun māla jambi
that man hand big
'That man has big hands'

(392) Ṽadu' ça-ña munda gida pina'n-an
1Sg C-1SgNom belly good stay-PRES
'I feel good in the belly'

((392) often means 'I am happy'; the belly is regarded as the seats of emotion - 1.4. Incidentally, sentences such as (391) and (392) are reminiscent of Sylvie est jolie des yeux (Frei 1939) and Zoo-wa hana-ga nagai 'As for an elephant, the trunk is long' (Mikami 1960) - Fillmore 1968:64-65.)
(393) ŋana ɲawa baŋu jan-an-i
who this foot(print) walk-CONT-PAST

Informant's translation: 'Who this track bin walking?'

(394) ŋadu ŋa-ŋa jiři jagajari
1sg C-1sgNom name Jagajari
'I am Jagajari by name'

ABSOLUTIVE as DO. Examples include (400), (402), (407), text 3 sentence 13 and:

(395) ŋadu-ngu ŋa-ŋa ɲila mawun jiři ɲara man-an
1sg-erg C-1sgNom that man name know-PRES
'I know that man's name'

LOCATIVE:

(396) ŋadu-ngu ŋa-ŋa-ɲanda magaŋa jaan-an mawun-da laŋga-ɡa
1sg-erg C-1sgNom-3sgLoc hat put-PRES man-LOC head-LOC
'I put a hat on a man's head'

(397) ɡa-ɲalu lan-ɲura ɡaba-ŋga jiři-ŋga wimirin-da
C-1P1ExcNom spear-PAST NARR water-LOC name-LOC 'name'-LOC
'We speared it near a waterhole by the name of Wimirinj.'

(This place, about 5 kilometres east of (New) Hall's Creek, is called Caroline Pool in English.)

ABLATIVE:

(398) ɡunulu jan-an ɲanuŋiŋ-ɡu laŋga-ɡu
blood go-PRES 3sg-ABL2 head-ABL
'Blood is running from his head'

What was once inalienably possessed but is now separated from the possessor, is still expressed by such constructions, without involving the dative. Thus, when asked to describe a hypothetical situation in which an addressee's hand were cut off from the body, the informant gave:

(399) ɲawa ɲundu mala
this 3sg hand
'This is your hand'

(The dative ɲunuŋa '2sg-DAT' was accepted, but clearly ɲundu is preferred.)

(b) The possessor in the absolutive (as si or DO) and possessed in the locative or ablative.

Compare the following pairs of examples:
In the framework of relational grammar, probably (400) and (401) would be regarded as derived from (402) and (403), respectively, by locative movement. (Otherwise, an obvious generalisation—parallelism between (400)–(401) and (404)–(405)—would be lost.) If we regard langa 'head' in (400) as Ot and nara 'back' in (404) as Si, then this locative movement would be an instance of absolutive-ergative syntax—the only syntactic process in Djaaru that behaved in the absolutive-ergative pattern (see Chapter 4, first page and 4.4.3.). (This point is also discussed in Tsunoda 1980a.) However, Shibatani (personal communication) points out that this analysis has difficult problems. First, we would need independent evidence to show that langa 'head' in (400) is Ot and that nara 'back' in (404) is Si. (As we will see in [4] and [5] below, there is no strong evidence to regard them as Ot and Si, respectively.) And secondly, even if we regarded them as Ot and Si, respectively, they are not syntactically treated alike here; they are merely the targets for this locative movement and do not trigger or undergo a common syntactic process.


When a sentence contains a possessor and (one or more) possessed, only the former can be cross-referenced and the latter cannot (see 4.5.8.-[5]). Thus, in (401) only the possessor mawun 'man' is cross-referenced (by ZERO) and the possessed langa-ga 'head'-LOC is not cross-referenced (by -nanda '3SgLoc'). Compare (401) with:
(406) ṣadu-ŋu ŋa-ŋa-ŋanda mawun łaŋa-ga buŋ-an
1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-3SgLoc man head-LOC hit-PRES
'I hit a man near someone else’s head’

Here, -ŋanda '3SgLoc' cross-references łaŋa-ga 'head'-LOC, and they
are not co-referential with mawun 'man'. Similarly for (403) and (405).

The same is true when the possessor and possessed agree in case
marking. Thus, consider:

(407) ṣadu-ŋu ŋa-ŋa-ŋu nunda milwa ्naŋ-an
1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-2SgAcc 2Sg eye see-PRES
'I see your eyes’

The possessor nunda '2Sg' can be deleted from (407), but -ŋu '2Sg-Acc'
still remains and milwa 'two eyes' cannot be cross-referenced (by
-wulaanu '3DuAcc’). Compare (407) with:

(408) ṣadu-ŋu ṅa-ṅa-wulaanu milwa ्naŋ-an
1Sg-ERG C-1SgNom-3DuAcc eye see-PRES
'I see two people’s eyes’


The structure of sentences such as (391) and:

(409) pawa guda mawun muna ́duwal
this short man arm long/tall
'This short man has long arms’
appears to be (with (391) as the representative);

(410)=(391)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
A \quad B \quad C \\
\text{nila} \quad \text{mawun} \quad \text{mala} \quad \text{jambi}
\end{array}
\]

rather than:

(411)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
A \quad B \quad C \\
\text{nila} \quad \text{mawun} \quad \text{mala} \quad \text{jambi}
\end{array}
\]

or

\[
\begin{array}{c}
A \quad B \quad C \\
\text{nila} \quad \text{mawun} \quad \text{mala} \quad \text{jambi}
\end{array}
\]

(A: possessor, B: possessed body part, C: descriptive word) That is,
B and C make up one single unit, separate from A. There are two reasons
for this.

Firstly, corresponding to sentences such as (391) and (409), we have
compound nouns of the type B-plus-C, e.g.
mala-jambi 'hand-big', i.e. 'one with big hands', also a man's name;
muna-дувал 'arm-long', i.e. 'one with long arms'.

(For more examples, see 6.2.3.-[1].) This shows that when compounding applies at a certain stage of the derivation, B and C are a single unit.

Secondly, at least in some instances, when B 'body part' is deleted, the sentence has a very different meaning or no meaning at all. Thus, compare (409) with:

(412) ṇawa guda mawun ɗuwal
     this short man long/tall
     '?This short man is tall'

(This sentence was rejected by the informant.) This shows that here B and C constitute one single unit.

Similarly for sentences involving a copula-like verb, e.g. (392). (Ivič 1970:284-85) points out that 'he has a big nose does not mean he is big, but he knocked me on the head does mean he knocked me'. Also, compare (400) and (401).

Similarly, some of the sentences which have an intransitive V(C) in the position C, e.g. (390), appear to have the following structure:

(413)=(390)

(414) ṇaɗu ɲa-ɲa jan-an
     1Sg C-1SgNom go-PRES
     'I go'

The structures of sentences of other types - e.g. (393), (394), (399), (404) - are not understood well.

The sentence (412), with the word for B 'body part' deleted, was rejected - when it was produced in isolation. However, it appears that, in some instances, B can be deleted in natural discourse. Thus, talking about someone's body part, a speaker said:

(415) (i) ɲila mawun gundu ɗuwal wajan-i
     that man penis long/tall become-PAST
     'That man's penis became long (i.e. it became erect)'
Possessor and possessed: one or two NPs?


In sentences such as (390), (391), (392) and (409), the possessor and possessed do not constitute one single NP although superficially it looks as though they were in apposition. In sentences such as (401), (403) and (405), the possessor is absolutive and possessed locative or ablative; they are not in apposition and they do not constitute one single NP. In sentences such as (400), (402) and (404), the situation is not understood well. But, if the possessed (in the absolutive) is to be regarded as derived by advancement from the locative or ablative, then the possessor and possessed will constitute two separate NPs. In other sentences the situation is not understood well, but at least there is no strong evidence to indicate that the possessor and possessed constitute one single NP (rather than otherwise).

In transitive sentences, a possessor/agent (ergative) and body part/instrument (instrumental) appear to constitute two separate NPs, in spite of their formal identity: a body part in the instrumental occurs both in transitive and intransitive sentences (at least in the main informant's idiolect), while on the other hand, a possessor/agent is ergative in transitive sentences but absolutive in intransitive sentences. Compare (5) and (6), in 3.2.1.

It has been suggested for some other Australian languages that 'language' is inalienably possessed and that 'speaker' and 'language' constitute one single NP. But, this does not apply to Djaru. Firstly, in agentive compound formation (6.2.3.-[2]), the 'language' can be incorporated, but the 'speaker' cannot. Secondly, in gerund(/verb) constructions, under the equi-NP rule, the 'speaker' has to be deleted, but the 'language' can remain - 4.9.1. These pieces of evidence show that the 'speaker' and 'language' are two separate NPs and not one single NP. See also 4.4.4.-[2]. In Pitjantjatjara, Central Australia, the 'speaker' can occur in the ergative, with the 'language' in the absolutive (Platt 1972b:196). Here, the 'speaker' and the 'language' are clearly two separate NPs.

Rigsby (1976) suggests for Kuku-Thaypan that the expression of (in-alienable) possessor-possessed and that of generic-specific have the same structure. This does not apply to Djaru. Semantically, possessor-possessed and generic-specific (4.1.) are similar in that they each have the same referent; and consequently, cannot be cross-referenced by more than one bound pronoun ([3] above and 4.5.8.-[5]-(a)). But, syntactically they are different; while a 'generic' and 'specific' always agree in case marking and constitute one single NP (there is no evidence to the contrary), a possessor and possessed do not necessarily do so. Thus, compare (416), involving a possessor mawun 'man' and a possession mala 'hand', with (417), involving a generic guju 'meat, game' and a specific daji 'kangaroo':

(416)

\[
S \quad \text{mawun} \quad \text{mala} \quad \text{jambi} \\
\quad \text{man} \quad \text{hand} \quad \text{big} \\
\quad 'The man's hands are big'
\]

(417)

\[
S \quad \text{guju} \quad \text{daji} \quad \text{jambi} \\
\quad \text{game} \quad \text{kangaroo} \quad \text{big} \\
\quad 'The kangaroo is big'
\]

Also, in the case of possessor-possessed, we have correspondences such as (400)-(401) and (404)-(405) (locative movement?); and (402)-(403) (ablative movement?). But, generic-specific phrases do not have such correspondences. Thus, compare:

(418) mawun-du guju daji lan-i 
\hspace{1cm} man-ERG game kangaroo spear-PAST
\quad 'A man speared a kangaroo'

(419) mawun-du guju lan-i daji-nga 
\hspace{1cm} man-ERG game spear-PAST kangaroo-LOC
\quad '?A man speared meat/game near a kangaroo'

(420) mawun-du guju lan-i daji-ru 
\hspace{1cm} man-ERG game spear-PAST kangaroo-ABL
\quad '?A man speared meat/game from a kangaroo'

This shows that a generic and specific noun constitute one single NP.
4.12. ADVERBS OF MODALITY

Adverbs of modality do not decline. Most of them can be affixed with bound pronoun(s). They include:

[1] wagura 'no, not'. This can occur in a sentence with no predicate verb, e.g. (12), text 1, sentence 7; and in a sentence with a predicate verb, e.g. (24), (270), (286)-(1), text 1, sentence 66. In particular, with purposives, wagura can have various meanings: 'do not intend to', 'will not (of a habit)', 'let's not' (with a 1st person non-singular subject), 'shall not', 'be not allowed to', 'cannot', 'Don't' (negative imperative) (with a 2nd person subject), and so on, e.g. (268), text 3, sentence 17 and:

(421) wagura ŋa-ŋa waŋir jan-gu
not C-1SgNom back go-PURP
'I cannot go back; I don't have a car'

wagura can make up a complete sentence. It can also be used rather like an interjection 'Oh'. In these two uses, it is often affixed with a clitic (-wu, -ji or -ja – see 4.13, (d)), e.g. text 1, sentences 10, 25.

[2] gula 'incapable', 'cannot', generally with purposives:

(422) In myth, a brolga broke an emu's wings and said:

\[
gula-n bad gaŋ-gu
cannot-2SgNom fly-PURP
\]

'You cannot fly'

[3] ŋara 'possible' and 'capable', generally occurring with purposive, indicates that an event may happen, often (but not always) implying that the event will have an unpleasant consequence, e.g. (503), text 3, sentences 18, 19 and:

(423) ɗawu-ngu ŋara-ngu bun-gu
fire-ERG possibly-2SgAcc hit-PURP
'Fire might hit (i.e. burn) you'

A ŋara sentence with a purposive often modifies another sentence (imperative (3.7.3.-[7]); hortative (3.7.3.-[5]); or 'Don't/Let's not' (see [1] wagura 'not' above)), expressing apprehension 'Lest should'. Thus:

(424) jan-an-da waŋir ŋara-ngu liŋa-gu baja-ru
come-CONT-IMP back possibly-2SgAcc snake-ERG bite-PURP
'Come back lest a snake bite you'
(425) naja pina-wura ṅawa ńara-ngu bajaru
   cat stay-HORT bad possibly-2SgAcc bite-PURP
   'Leave the bad cat alone; it might bite you' (N example)

ńara can occur with a potential. In a very few instances, ńara with a purposive appears to indicate ability/capability, e.g. (274).

[4] ńaar, ńaarńaar '(try) in vain, unsuccessfully', e.g. text 2, sentence 13 and:

(426) nadju ńa-ńa-la ńaar gun bind-a
   1Sg C-1SgNom-3SgDat in vain wait-PAST
   'I waited for her in vain' (N example)

ńaar and ńaarńaar do not appear to be suffixes with bound pronouns.

[5] wari 'possibly', 'probably', 'surely' - often translated 'may', 'might' or 'must' by informants.

(427) ('My horse started bucking out of fear')
   dimana-lu wari ńad man-ipuра
   horse-ERG possibly smell-PAST NARR
   'The horse must have smelt (the buffalo)' (W example)

(428) wari gadjija jan-an ńaŋŋa-wu
   possibly white man go-PRES woman-DAT1
   'The white man might be going for an (Aboriginal) woman'
   (N example)

wari can occur in a sentence with no predicate verb:

(429) ('What sort of meat will you give me?')
   wari walambu wari miŋanda
   maybe rib bone maybe hip bone
   'Maybe rib bone meat, maybe hip bone meat'

With a potential, wari means 'almost/nearly did, but did not', 'tried/intended to, but did not', 'might' and so on, e.g. text 2, sentences 12, 17.

wari can occur with another adverb of modality balajiŋala 'truly' - see below for an example.

Both ńara and wari can mark possibility. The difference between them (though not understood well) appears to be as follows:

(a) while ńara generally implies apprehension, wari does not do so often, and;
(b) ńara, generally occurring with a purposive, tends to concern an event in the future; while on the other hand, wari, generally occurring with a past, past narrative or present (and only occasionally with a purposive), tends to concern an event in the past or present.
[6] *balajinala* 'truly' (W only?) is always used with a potential, and often (but not always) occurs with *wari* 'possibly':

(430) guŋar-u wari-pa balajinala bajan-ŋi
dog-ERG nearly-1SgAcc truly bite-POT

'Truly the dog nearly bit me'

It is not known whether *balajinala* can be suffixed with bound pronouns.

[7] *gulaŋa* 'It looks (/looked) as though...(but in fact)' can occur in a sentence with or without a predicate verb:

(431) gulaŋa gunga ŋinən-an-i
as though dead stay-CONT-PAST

'It looked as if (or I thought) it was dead (but in fact it was alive)'

(432) ŋajingga gulaŋa jirdi-duwal
he as though nose-long

'He is like a pig' (lit. 'one with a long nose' - see 6.2.3.-[1]).

A sentence with *gulaŋa* sometimes involves the clitic -ra, e.g. (449). *gulaŋa* often occurs with another adverb of modality ŋandu 'but, in fact', discussed below. Rather unexpectedly, a sentence involving *gulaŋa* 'as though' cannot, it appears, contain a potential form of a verb (3.7.3.-[6]); there are no such examples in the corpus and such a sentence was rejected by the informant.

There are no examples of suffixation of bound pronouns to *gulaŋa*.

[8] ŋandu 'indeed, certainly' and 'but in fact'. This appears to add some sort of emphasis to a sentence - 'indeed, certainly':

(433) ('Although Aborigines did not have a European knife, they could cut things')

ŋandu ŋamu-ŋamu ŋa- lu garun-iŋura djimbiла
certainly long ago-RDP C-3P1Nom have-PAST NARR stone knife

'Certainly they had a stone knife long ago'

Occurring with *gulaŋa* 'as though', ŋandu means 'but, in fact':

(434) ('I was stabbing a crocodile')

garad' gulaŋa-na lan-i ŋandu gandil
body as though-1SgNom stab-PAST in fact leg

'I thought I was stabbing the body, but in fact I was stabbing the leg'

[9] wawaŋ 'at least, nothing else' (W) appears to indicate that the actor (manages to) do at least a certain thing, sometimes implying that he does nothing else. It is often translated 'nothing', 'only' or 'just' by informants.
(435) wawa ọ-na-ṇalu jud ọ-nin-an
just C-1P1ExcNom sit-PRES
'we are just sitting'

(436) ọ-na-ṇalu guju wawa ọgamba-ṇ-an-i ọndi-juṛu
C-1P1ExcNom meat just cook-CONT-PAST flame-ON
'At least we cooked the meat on the fire (but we did not cook
it well)'

(For the derivational suffix -juṛu, see 6.3.1.-[1].)
This word is used in Old Hall's Creek and Ruby Plains dialects.
These two dialects are referred to by wawa ọ by speakers of eastern
dialects - 1.2.
There are no examples of suffixation of bound pronouns to wawa ọ.

[10] guja 'just, with no particular purpose/intention, doing nothing
else' (N).

(437) guja ọ na ọna-a-ṇ an
just C sit-PRES
'He is just sitting, doing nothing else'

(438) ('Why did you hit me?')
ọ-na-ṇa-gu guja biṣ-a
C-1SgNom-2SgAcc just hit-PAST
'I just hit you'

guja 'just' does not appear to be suffixed with bound pronouns. (The
conjunction guja (4.7.) can be suffixed with bound pronouns.)

[11] waļima 'How is it?', 'any', used in yes-no questions. This can
make a complete sentence 'How is it?', 'How are you feeling?', etc.
It can also be used in a sentence with or without a predicate verb,
indicating 'any?'.

(439) waļima-n guju garun-an
any-2SgNom meat have-PRES
'Do you have any meat?'

(440) waļima ọnọdụ
any tobacco
'Is there (or do you have) any tobacco?'

[12] waji 'question' (mainly in N), used in WH-questions.

(441) waji waŋu-la bali buŋ-gu ọnaba
question where-LOC find-PURP water
'Where will he find water?' (Gordon Downs dialect example, N)
The question adverb **waji** is also found in Waluwara (Breen 1971:259), Gugu-Badhun (Sutton 1973:223) and Warungu (Tsunoda 1974a:300-01).

[13] *wandja, wandjara* 'Why...not?'

(442) *wandjara-nda guju lan-an-i daqji*  
why not-2P1Nom meat spear-CONT-PAST kangaroo  
'Why didn't you mob spear a kangaroo?'

(guju is generic and daqji is specific - 4.1.)

### 4.13. CLITICS

A clitic is suffixed to the case or conjugational ending (if any) of a word. There are four types:

(a) pronominal (i.e. bound pronouns – see 3.4.);
(b) directional – -ni 'hither';
(c) modal;
(d) others (with no meaning?) – see wagura in 4.12.-[1].

Bound pronouns follow a directional or modal clitic (4.5.1.), e.g.

(443) and text 1, sentences 20, 47.

[1] -ni 'to the speaker' (N) is suffixed to verbs – purposive and imperative only (?). Thus:

(443) *jan-da-ni-lu*  
'Come here/to me'

Walbiri has a clitic -ni 'hither', with the retroflex nasal rather than the alveolar nasal (Hale n.d.-b:3).

There are a large number of clitics which appear to have a modal or similar meaning. But, their meanings are not understood well. They include:

[2] -muwa 'only' (following a vowel or consonant) is suffixed to nouns, demonstratives, free pronouns and verbs. Examples include (274), (293), (534) and:

(444) *wi‘in-da-muwa nga-nalu bagu jan-irura*  
wind break-LOC-ONLY C-1P1ExcNom sleep-PAST NARR  
'We used to sleep in wind breaks only(, we had no blankets)'

(445) *nga-lu nin man-irura-muwa gunar maran*  
C-3P1Nom blow nose-PAST NARR-ONLY dog dingo  
'Dingoes only blew their nose(, they did not bark)'

(gunar 'dog' is generic and maran 'dingo' is specific - 4.1.)
[3] -wari 'indefiniteness' (following a vowel only). This is generally suffixed to interrogative(/indefinite) words; and also occasionally to nouns (absolutive only?) and ɲandu 'in fact' (4.12.-[8]). Examples include text 1, sentences 11, 18, 20, 39 and:

(446) ɲaŋula-wari-la jan-gu gälajin ɲanuŋa ɲari
when-INDEFINITE-3SgDat come-PURP from west 3Sg-DAT thing
'When will his thing come from west?'

[4] -ra 'again' (following a vowel only) is suffixed to nouns, the adverb maja 'again' and verbs (in the 'irrealis/potential' use of the imperative - 3.7.3.-[7], 4.6.-[1]). Examples include (272), (289), text 1, sentence 61, text 2, sentence 19 and:

(447) ɲa-lu jura-ra ɲin-an-i
C-3PLNom good (N)-AGAIN stay-CONT-PAST
'They felt all right again' (N example)

(448) ɲanga-ji-n buŋ-ga ɲa-ɲa-ŋu buŋ-ga-ra
IF-1SgAcc-2SgNom hit-IRREALIS C-1SgNom-2SgAcc hit-IRR-AGAIN
'If you had hit me, I would have hit you, too' (Gordon Downs dialect example, provided by Hale, personal communication)

When affixed to maja 'again', -ra is often (but not always) followed by another clitic -lu (see [7] below). There are two suffixes - C-bara and C-wara - that may be the variants of this suffix used when following a consonant. See 6.3.1.[5]. (Djirbal has a clitic -ru 'again' - Dixon 1972:266.)

[5] -ra 'as if (?)' (following a vowel only) is suffixed to gulaņa 'as if' (4.12.-[7]) or to a word in a sentence that contains gulaņa:

(449) gulaņa ɲariŋa-ra bagu jan-an-i
as if woman (N)-AS IF (?) sleep-CONT-PAST
'It looked as if (/you thought) it was a woman who was sleeping (but in fact it was a dog)' (N example)

[6] -wali 'well, indeed, fairly, sufficiently, enough' (following a vowel only) (mainly in N) is suffixed to nouns (absolutive only?) and adverbs. Examples include (269) and:

(450) ɲa-lijarə jambi-wali ɲin-an-i skuwul-gu
C-1DuExNom big-ENOUGH stay-CONT-PAST school-DAT1
'We were big enough to go to school'

(451) gulanira ɲa-lu jan-an-i jungu-wali
south C-3PLNom go-CONT-PAST far-INDENN
'They went south very far'
[7] C-balu/V-lu 'emphasis, prominence (?)' is suffixed to nouns, demonstratives, free pronouns, adverbs, preverbs and verbs. Examples include (326), (335), (341), (387), (456)-(11), (546), text 1, sentence 41, text 3, sentence 6 and:

(452) mawun-balu ʤād ʤi'n-an
man- stand-PRES
Informant's translation: 'That is man standing all right'

(453) ƞa-ƞa jambi wajan-i jala-ngga-lu
C-1SGNom big become-PAST there-LOC-
Informant's translation: 'I grew up right there'

(454) galu-lu galu-lu
(not, as) yet-
'Wait yet, wait yet'

When affixed to verbs, this suffix appears to indicate 'keep...ing' or 'still now'. Thus:

(455) (Myth relating why a wild onion has patterns. In a fight, the wild onion was cut all over the body.)
juʤuŋŋu-lu ƞa garun-an-balu ƞila badu ῥu guman-u-ɲuŋa
wild onion-ERG C have-PRES- that scar out-VBD-FROM
'The wild onion still now has those scars from the cutting'
(N example)

(For the etymology of juʤuŋŋu, see 6.2.1.-[5].) See also text 1, sentence 41.
-lu is often used in middle-voice (reflexive/reciprocal) sentences, e.g. (238), (243), (244) and (252). (Djirbal has an 'intensifier' clitic -ʤi.lu, which sometimes carries a reflexive meaning - Dixon 1972:231.)

[8] C-ʤali/V-jali 'rheme/new information (?)' (W only) is suffixed to nouns, demonstratives, free pronouns, adverbs, preverbs, and verbs. It is extremely frequently used, but its meaning is not understood well. Examples include (240), (322), (332), (380), text 1, sentences 3, 5, 12, 16, 26, 29, 30, 38, 48, 55, 69, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76. However, at least in the following fragment of text (a story about a mythical character's trip), the clitic appears to involve rheme (or new information); the clitic is suffixed, it appears, to that word in the rheme which conveys the most important information:

(456) (1) gajira lung-ga ŋaŋingu dįrmiŋ jan-i
north Lungga-LOC he through go-PAST
'He went north through the Lungga (a dialect of Gidja) people'
(ii) gaara gara- lu nga-anu ngula biri jan-i
east thus-CLC C-3PLloc out come-PAST
malgin-da-jali mawun-da malgin-da gaarijin-ngu- la
Malgin-LOC- man-LOC from east-PROM-LOC
'Then he arrived east at the Malginin, people of the east'

(iii) jalu-ngu-jali nga-lu balu win-a
that-ERG- c-3PLNom find-PAST
'He was found by those people'

(iv) nila nga-lu bila man-an-qal i
that C-3PLNom follow-PRES-
'They follow that ('law' given by the mythical character)'

(v) nawa-jali (name of the law)-qal i nga-lu bila man-an
this- C-3PLNom follow-PRES
'They follow this (name of the law)'
(In view of the mythological and religious significance of
the 'law', the actual word for its name has been deleted
from the above sentence.)

(vi) jambi-jali limbal darugu
big- own secret/sacred
'(That is) their own big sacred (law)'

There is another clitic -qal/-jal. Again, its meaning is not under­
stood well.

4.14. WORD ORDER


At the surface level, the most standard word orders (e.g. used in
elicitation) include:

(a) intransitive: Subj (C-bound pronoun) Pred verb;
(b) transitive, semitransitive, semi-intransitive:
   Subj (C-bound pronoun) Obj Pred verb,
   or about equally common,
   Subj (C-bound pronoun) Pred verb Obj.

Within a predicate verb (4.4.2.), a preverb generally (but not always)
precedes a verb (4.10.4., 4.10.7.). Within an NP, a 'generic noun' tends
to (but not always) precede a 'specific noun' (4.1.). As for predica­
tives, a suffixless Si predicative that marks change, as in 'I became
ill', (rather than state, as in 'I was ill') immediately precedes the
predicate verb; and a suffixless Ot predicative, as in 'The food made
me ill', follows Ot. See 4.4.9.-[3], [4].
Word order in discourse.

Not much investigation has been done into Djaru discourse, but at least it seems that words marking 'theme/topic/given/old/definite' or the like tend to occur sentence initially (cf. Firbas 1966). See (285), (286), (287) and (456), for instance.

Underlying word order.

Two types of compound nouns (see 6.2.3.) show that there are certain word orders at a certain underlying level at which compounding applies. Thus:

(a) DO preverb verb;
(b) transitive object predicative verb;
(c) B(possessed/part) C(adjective or Vint) – in sentences of the type (410) and (413).

4.15. INTERJECTIONS

Interjections generally start a sentence or else make up a complete sentence. They include:

(a) bara 'exclamation of unexpectedness (?)';
(b) baji used for calling someone's attention:

(baj i, wançu-gawu nila mawun jan-a where-ALL that man go-CONT PRES

'Hi, where is that man going?'

(c) gâd 'Yes; That's right; O.K. you go; Well' (W only?);
(d) gaji 'All right; You go on';
(e) mar gi 'Wait' (W only), often used with galu- lu 'yet' (see 454)).

Thus:

(458) galu- lu mar gi
yet-CLC wait
'Wait yet'

(f) njii 'Indeed', e.g. (25);
(g) jiji 'All right, O.K.';
(h) juwu 'Yes, All right, O.K.' (indicating agreement or consent), e.g. text 2, sentence 32.
(i) wali 'All right, Good' (indicating approval or satisfaction). This, when suffixed with the clitic -lu 'emphasis (?)' (4.13.-[7]), i.e. wali- lu, is generally used as a greeting word 'Hello; How are you?; Good-bye' etc.
The interjection wali 'all right, good' may possibly be related to the modal adverb of question walima 'any; how' (4.12.-[11]). Note that -ma functions as an interrogative clitic in some Australian languages (Dixon 1972:18), e.g. Djirbal (Dixon 1972:122-23). The clitic -ma has been sometimes heard in Gordon Downs dialect and Wandjira, and it appears to have an interrogative function, but this has not been confirmed yet.

The interjection juwu 'all right' is very common in Australian languages (Dixon 1972:18), e.g. Warungu (Tsunoda 1974a:307).
CHAPTER 5

AVOIDANCE LANGUAGE

Between two taboo relatives, the avoidance language (AL) is used in conjunction with avoidance behaviour. Thus, a male ego is not allowed to closely approach or talk to his mother-in-law (i.e. WM), and he must use AL when referring to her. He is allowed to talk to his mother-in-law's brother (i.e. WMB), but again he must use AL when referring or talking to him. Both WM and WMB are referred to by mali ji. This behaviour and terminology are reciprocal. (For the details, see 1.5.1.).

AL is phonologically identical with, and lexically and grammatically different (in one respect each) from the ordinary language (OL):

(a) VC: every VC must involve the avoidance verb luwan-:
(b) pronoun: a 2nd or 3rd person pronoun (whether free or bound) referring to a mali ji is plural rather than singular - whether or not it marks the subject.


This verb is in form identical with the OL verb luwan- Vtr 'shoot' (class 1), and belongs to class 1. Semantically, this verb is neutral, and corresponds to any verb in OL. Thus, compare:

(459) qawi-ji (qa-#) jan-i mula-ngawu
father-KIN C-3SgNom come-PAST here-ALL
'Father came here'

(The catalyst qa alone, with no bound pronouns, cannot occur at the surface in W and Old Flora Valley dialect of N - 4.5.1. For the kinship-stem-forming suffix -ji, see 6.2.1.-[16].)

(460) mali-ji qa-lu luwan-i mula-ngawu
C-3P1Nom -PAST here-ALL
'Mali ji came here'
As another pair of examples:

(461) 꽃위 지니 (나-0) 꽃인 안 무라-综艺
father-KIN C-3SgNom sit-PRES here-LOC
'Father sits here'

(462) 말리 지니 나-루 무라-综艺
C-3PlNom -PRES here-LOC
'Maliji sits here'

As it is semantically neutral, the AL verb 꽃인- can be combined with any preverb (4.10.4.). Thus:

(463) 꽃위 지니 (나-0) 버나 마니-이
father-KIN C-3SgNom run-PAST
'Father ran'

(464) 말리 지니 나-루 버나 무라-히
C-3PlNom run-PAST
'Maliji ran'

Another pair of examples:

(465) 꽃위 지니 (나-0) 무루 와이-나
father-KIN C-3SgNom jump-PAST
'Father jumped'

(466) 말리 지니 나-루 무루 무라-히
C-3PlNom jump-PAST
'Maliji jumped'

In terms of transitivity as well, the AL verb is neutral; it can function intransitively - e.g. (460), (462), (464), (466), semitransitively and transitively. Examples of semitransitives:

(467) 꽃위 지니-루 나-라 자망 세위 무라-이 자라 꽃인-인-랑
father-KIN-ERG C-3SgDat child-DAT1 wait-PRES
'Father waits for a child'

(468) 말리 지니-루 루-라 자망 세위 무라-이 자라 루만-인-랑
C-3PlNom-3SgDat child-DAT1 wait-PRES
'Maliji waits for a child'

(469) 꽃위 지니-루 나-라 낳지 위 무루 무위 인-인이
father-KIN-ERG C-3SgDat kangaroo-DAT1 search-PRES
'Father looks for a kangaroo'

(470) 말리 지니-루 루-라 낳지 위 무루 무위 인-인이
C-3PlNom-3SgDat kangaroo-DAT1 search-PRES
'Maliji looks for a kangaroo'
Examples of transitives:

(471) ɲawi-ji-lu (ŋa) ḍaqi bali wiŋ-a
father-KIN-ERG C kangaroo find-PAST

'Father found a kangaroo'

(472) mali-ji-lu ŋa-lu ḍaqi bali luwan-ŋi
-ERG C-3PlNom kangaroo find-PAST

'Maliji found a kangaroo'

(473) ɲawi-ji-lu (ŋa) magaɗa waɗban-ŋi
father-KIN-ERG C hat throw-PAST

'Father threw a hat'

(474) mali-ji-lu ŋa-lu magaɗa luwan-ŋi
-ERG C-3PlNom hat -PAST

'Maliji threw a hat'

There is at least one preverb that appears to occur in AL only. Corresponding to the OL verbs of language activity (maŋ- 'vint talk' and maraŋ- 'Vtr tell', and possibly a couple of others), there is the AL VC gamal luwan- 'AL, Vtr/Vint talk, tell'. The preverb gamal 'talking, telling (?)' is not involved in the corresponding OL verbs (or in any other VC at all).

Since the AL verb is both semantically and transitivity-wise neutral, ambiguity is bound to occur. Disambiguation can be achieved through the inclusion of an OL verb. This inclusion is very common. The included OL verb, which immediately precedes the AL verb, can be a finite form (involving the same conjugational ending with that of the AL verb) or a verbid - here, used like a participle (see 4.9.2.). Thus:

(475) mali-ji ŋa-lu wandiŋ-a luwan-ŋi buniŋ-gu
C-3PlNom fall-PAST -PAST tree-ABL

'Maliji fell from a tree'

(476) mali-ji-lu ŋa-lu jambagina naŋ-an luwan-an
C-3PlNom child see-PRES -PRES

'Maliji sees a child'

(477) mali-ji-lu ŋa-lu gujju gumaŋ-ŋi luwan-ŋi
C-3PlNom meat cut-PAST -PAST

'Maliji cut meat'

(478) mali-ji-lu ŋa-lu gujju gumaŋ-u luwan-an
C-3PlNom meat cut-VBD -PRES

'Maliji cuts meat'

(479) mali-ji ŋa-lu luŋ-u luwan-an
C-3PlNom cry-VBD -PRES

'Maliji cries'
Generally, the vocabulary of a special (i.e. marked) style of speech is smaller than that of an ordinary (i.e. unmarked) style of speech; one word in the former corresponding to more than one in the latter. Therefore, in Djirbal, the (only one, generic) noun for 'grub' in AL corresponds to six or more nouns for types of grub in OL (Dixon 1972:32-33; see also Dixon 1971). In Japanese, the respect-style verb *irassharu* corresponds to the ordinary-style verbs *iru* 'be, exist', *iku* 'go' and *kuru* 'come' among others. (That is, 'marked values will, in general, be less differentiated than unmarked ones' (Silverstein 1976:121). Here a word in a special style is marked for style and unmarked/less differentiated semantically; through this, 'balancing' of markedness is maintained - Marvan, personal communication.)

The Djaru AL verb is an extreme instance; it corresponds to all of some forty OL verbs. Cf. the English verb *do* (Marvan, personal communication).


More examples of '3rd Pl' pronouns referring to a *maliji*:

(480) n=a-anu bu=t-a luwan-an  
C-3PlAcc hear-PRES  
'(S)he listens to (my) *maliji*'

(481) na=wa guju n=a-anu mal=ji-wu  
this meat C-3PlDat -DAT1  
'This meat is for (my) *maliji*'

(482) jambagina n=a-anuŋgula jud luwan-an mal=ji-la  
child C-3PlLoc sit-PRES -LOC  
'A child is sitting with (my) *maliji*'

(The main informant maintains that in the case of a male ego, the word *maliji* should not be included in a sentence when referring to his WM (rather than WMB). But, this has not been verified.)

Examples of '2nd Pl' referring to a *maliji* include:

(483) nuraa-lu n=a-nda qa=dì luwan-i  
2Pl-ERG C-2PlNom kangaroo -PAST  
'You (my *maliji*) speared (or did something to) a kangaroo'

(484) n=a-na-nura bu=t-a luwan-an  
C-1SgNom-2PlAcc hear-PRES  
'I listen to you (my *maliji*)'

(485) na=wa guju n=a-nura nura=t=ta mal=ji-wu  
this meat C-2PlDat 2Pl-DAT -DAT1  
'This meat is for you (my *maliji*)'

(486) jambagina n=a-nurala nura=t=nà jud luwan-an  
child C-2PlLoc 2Pl-LOC sit-PRES  
'A child is sitting with you (my *maliji*)'
Avoidance language is not uncommon in Australia (see Capell 1962b). Some languages have an extensive AL vocabulary, while others have a limited AL vocabulary (Dixon 1972:10-20). The Djaru AL is an extreme instance; there is only one word that exclusively belongs to AL: luwaŋ-

AL similar to the Djaru AL - that is, with a very limited AL vocabulary, and involving the use of one (and only one) AL verb and (generally) a plural rather than a singular pronoun - is found in Mudbura, Guurindji, Malngin (McConvell, personal communication), Wandjira (and probably Walmadjarı̂ (Hudson, personal communication)). The Walbiri AL has a larger stock of special lexical or grammatical items - a few verbs, two 2nd person (free) pronouns and a number of verbs (Hale, personal communication). (In the 'brother-in-law' language of Gugada, a plural rather than a singular pronoun is used both in 2nd and 3rd person - Elkin 1938-40:345-46.)

The use of a plural instead of singular pronoun is paralleled by, for instance, tu and vous in French, ты and ви in Russian and du and Sie in German - Elkin 1938-40:348, Brown and Gilman 1960. For accounts of pronoun systems that reflect a kinship system, see Schebeck 1973 and Hercus and White 1973.

There appears to be no name for the Djaru avoidance behaviour/language. Walbiri has a word for the avoidance and respect behaviour - jigiřin gid (Hale, personal communication), but the Djaru informants said that Djaru has no equivalent word for the Walbiri word jigiřin gid.

The use of AL in Djaru and other Australian languages is based on a certain kinship relationship, e.g. male ego vs. mother-in-law; and male ego vs. brother-in-law. Apart from AL, Djaru has another 'avoidance/deference' use of (free and bound) pronouns. Interestingly, this use is not based on any kinship relationship. It is based on (not necessarily permanent but perhaps just temporary) antagonism, hostility, hatred or the like. Thus, an example from a text:

(487) A man (A) intends to kill another man (B), on a hunting expedition, and tries to trick him, saying 'There is a kangaroo out there':

burda maŋ-da-lu-la
run-IMP-PlNom-3SgDat

'Run for it (i.e. go and catch it)'

(In an imperative sentence, the bound pronoun for the subject is formally identical with a corresponding 3rd person form - 4.5.5.-[1]). Commenting on the use of the plural form -lu 'PlNom' (in place of the singular -Ø 'SgNom'), the story-teller said that the man-A was 'crook' on the man-B, and, he suggested that the man-A did not want to talk to the man-B directly. He also gave the following sentences (in each of them, the subject has a plural form, but has a singular referent) and said that they are used in a similar way as (487) is used:


This 'quarrel/hatred' use of plural pronouns was checked with and approved by other speakers. Note that it does not involve AL verb.

A similar, 'quarrel' use of plural pronouns is found in Tartar (Hattori, personal communication) and Turkish (Shibata, personal communication). The Djaru and other 'quarrel' use of plural pronouns is, of course, reminiscent of the European distinction of singular and plural, mentioned above.
CHAPTER 6

WORD FORMATION

6.1. VERBS

The structure of verbs is very simple. There are three types of stems (3.7.2.):
(a) basic stem: root;
(b) derived stem-a: root + an, and;
(c) derived stem-b: root + an, or root + an.

Apart from -an and -an, there is no stem-forming suffix. Nor is there a compound or reduplicated stem. A verbid, i.e. root + u (but not a stem itself) can be reduplicated (see 4.9.1., 4.9.2.), e.g. (7), (245), (317).

6.2. NOUNS

6.2.1. STEM-FORMING SUFFIXES

There are over twenty noun-stem-forming suffixes. Five of them involve the suffix-initial alternation of g (after a consonant) and w (after a vowel). (For the g/w alternation, see 2.8.-[1], [2].) But, in W, w-variants are used in many instances following a consonant as well as a vowel (2.4.3.). Phonetically/phonologically, W is divergent and N is conservative - 1.2.

[1] -daŋu 'from' of (time)' occurs with at least three adverbs of time, i.e. gambari 'first; in front', jaŋani 'after; behind' and gaŋaŋani 'in the dreamtime, in old days'. Nouns involving -daŋu show a dialectal variation in the absolutive: -daŋu (mainly in N except for Sturt Creek dialect), -daŋ (mainly in Sturt Creek dialect) and -daŋa (mainly in W); otherwise, they decline regularly. Thus:
TABLE 6.1.
DECLENSION OF -daŋu 'from (of time)'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abs</th>
<th>erg/inst</th>
<th>loc</th>
<th>dat-1</th>
<th>dat-2</th>
<th>all</th>
<th>abl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Ck.</td>
<td>-daŋu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-daŋulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other N</td>
<td>-daŋu</td>
<td>-daŋulu</td>
<td>-daŋula</td>
<td>-daŋuwu</td>
<td>-daŋuwura</td>
<td>-daŋulawu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>-daŋa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-daŋa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In any dialects, the -daŋu form is regarded as the underlying form. Similarly for other stem-forming suffixes -nuŋu, -muluŋu, -waluŋu, -laŋu - see below (and also ɲaŋaŋa 'how many' (3.2.3.-[2]) and dative pronouns (3.3.)).

Examples include: jaŋgan-daŋu 'behind-FROM', e.g. 'younger brother' and:

(491) jalų- lu  ħambari- daŋu- lu  waqbalų- lu  ɲa- lu
that-ERG  first-FROM-ERG  white man-ERG  C-3PLNom

ŋara man-an-i  nila daŋu  man- u  maŋaŋa  man- u
understand-CONT-PAST  that  language  talk-VBD  finger-LOC
'The first white men (to arrive in the region) understood (Aborigines)’ 'finger talk' (i.e. sign language)'

Suffixes with a similar form and meaning are found in neighbouring languages, e.g. -daŋa 'from (of time only?)' in Walmadjari (Joyce Hudson 1976b:662), -daŋa 'from (of place)' in Ngardi and -daŋ 'from (of place)' in Maingin.

[2] -nuŋuŋi 'from', 'by', 'close to' (?) occurs (at least) with noun roots, verb ids and adverb baŋa ‘up’. The resultant stems decline regularly. The meaning of this suffix is not understood well. Examples include:

giŋgiŋgiŋ-ŋuŋiŋi 'red-', i.e. 'chestnut colour (e.g. of horse)';
gadija-ŋuŋiŋi 'white man-', i.e. '(name, etc.) from white man;
English (name, etc.)';
dumal-ŋuŋiŋi 'middle-', i.e. 'middle finger';
jambi-ŋuŋiŋi 'big-', i.e. 'eldest brother (?)';
wangi-ŋuŋiŋi 'tail-', i.e. '(throw a kangaroo) by the tail',
e.g. text 2, sentence 12;

and:

(492) buŋu- nu  baŋa- jiniŋiŋiŋi- du  jambadi- lu  ɲa- ji  buda  ɲaŋ- an
tree-ABL  up-FROM-ERG  child-ERG  C-1SgAcc  watch-PRES

'A child, from above, is watching me from a tree'
Malngin, Wandjìra and Gardangaruru have -ŋini 'from (of place)' or 'after (of time)'. Note that the ablative-1 of Djaru pronouns ends in -ŋin or -ŋun (3.3.). They all may be related to the Djaru -ŋunin.

[3] -ŋana 'from, of (of place)' is suffixed to noun roots, demonstratives (mula 'here' and jala 'there') and adverbs (the locative of 'where'; and those words of cardinal directions which end in -jin 'from' - 6.3.2.). The resultant stems decline regularly. The suffix indicates 'person(s) or animal(s) who/which live(s) at, or, come(s) from...'. It is also involved in the names of men, fauna and flora.

Examples include:

- ga-da-ŋana  'desert-OP', i.e. 'desert people, in particular Walbiri or Ngardi people';
- bi-li-ŋana  'stone-OP', i.e. as above;
- ŋa-ba-ŋana  'water-OP', i.e. 'mussel shell' or 'people in a river country, for instance, Malngin people, who used to live along Ord River';
- ma-nđa-ŋana  'scrub-OP', 'a man's name';
- jala-ŋana  'there-OP', 'person(s) who live(s) there', e.g. text 1, sentences 20, 56;
- wandu-ga-ŋana  'where-LOC-OP', 'stranger'.

[4] C-gun/V-wun 'from', 'of' and 'linking suffix'. (In W, -wun also occurs after a rhotic r, e.g. gunar-wun 'dog-FROM'.) This suffix is affixed to noun roots, demonstratives (mulu 'this' and jalu 'that') and the interrogative word ŋamba 'what'. It can follow another stem-forming suffix -pan 'kinship possessor', e.g. (382) and -ji 'kinship' - see below. The resultant stems can involve a nasal-plus-stop reduction (2.8.), e.g. (380), (495).

This suffix generally indicates source/origion (of present, law/tradition, material, and so on). Examples include ɗagi-wun 'kangaroo-FROM', i.e. '(fur, etc.) from a kangaroo' and:

(494) pawa gali  ɗambijin-gun
     this boomerang Djambijin-FROM
     'This boomerang is (a present) from a Djambijin'
The suffix can also mark a possessor, e.g. (380) and (382). It is involved in a few place names. Thus:

\[
\text{giwili-wuŋ 'mosquito-FROM', 'Hooker’s Creek, N.T.'; mawun-guŋ 'man-FROM', 'Gordon Downs Station'}
\]

The suffix is also used as a linking suffix, intervening between a root and case ending and without indicating 'from'. The case ending involved is always the locative, and it often (but not always) means '(fight, argue, etc.) over, because of'. This suffix with the linking function appears to be used in N only. Examples include (241), text 3, sentence 1 and:

\[
\text{(495) pūraŋa ŋa-nda-laŋanda maŋ-an jəŋi-wuŋ-da jalu-wuŋ-da 2Pl C-2PlNom-3SGloc talk-PRES one-wuŋ-LOC that-wuŋ-LOC}
\]

\[
\text{mawun-gu-da} \quad \text{man-gu-LOC}
\]

'You talk to that one man' (N example)

The ablative of the interrogative word 'who' involves -wuŋ: ŋanduwuŋ 'who'-ABL (3.3.1.). Three languages east of N - Guurindji (McCormell, personal communication), Malngin and Wandjira - have a similar stem-forming suffix -wuŋ.

[5] -ŋunu 'from', 'after', 'since', 'of', etc. - of place, time, source, cause.

This suffix is affixed to noun roots, demonstratives (muľa/u 'here/this', jala/u 'there/that'), the interrogative word ŋamba 'what', adverbs (of time; of place; words for cardinal directions and 'up' ending in -jin 'from' - 6.3.2.), and preverbs. In three instances, it is suffixed to locative forms - e.g. text 1, sentence 65.) The resultant stems decline as shown in Table 6.1. All the stem-forming suffixes discussed above indicate 'from' (among others), but -ŋunu has a much wider range of meanings. Examples include (292), (456)-(11), text 1, sentences 1, 2: text 2, sentences 33, 34 and:

\[
\text{(496) ŋa-ŋalu badajjì jan-i maŋan-ŋunu C-1PlExcNom up go-PAST sleeping (prev)-FROM 'We got up after sleeping' (Sturt Creek dialect example)}
\]

\[
\text{(497) ŋa-wula-ŋunu guli buŋ-an ŋaba-ŋunu-lu wanaŋa-lu C-3DuNom-M angrily hit-PRES water-FROM-ERG mad/drunken-ERG 'The two, drunk from water (i.e. grog), are fighting'}
\]

In instances such as the following, -ŋunu 'from' is in effect equivalent to the ablative or locative:
(498) ŋaŋu ŋa-ŋa wuŋa jan-gu ŋura-ŋuŋu (= ŋura-ŋu(ŋu))
ISg C-1SGNom away go-PURP camp-PROM camp-ABL
'I will go away from the camp'

(499) gungu-ŋuŋ (= gungu-ga) man-da guju
bag-PROM -LOC get-IMP meat
'Take the meat out of the bag' (N example)

This suffix is involved in the name of a bird and of a plant:

gangulijin-ŋuŋu/a 'from above-PROM', 'eagle hawk' (cf. the way an
eagle hawk attacks its prey);

jũdũ-ŋuŋ 'skin-PROM', 'wild onion' (Sturt Creek dialect
of N) (it grows around Sturt Creek Station) e.g. (455).

-ŋuŋu is also used to form adverbs of time 'from' - 6.3.1.-[2].

This suffix may be related to the ablative -ŋu(ŋu) (3.2.) and the
stem-forming suffix -ŋuŋiŋ 'from', discussed above.

[6] -muluŋu 'without' is suffixed to noun roots, demonstratives, the
interrogative word ŋamba 'what', preverbs and verbids. The resultant
stems decline as shown in Table 6.1. Examples include:

binga-muluŋu-
'creek-WITHOUT', e.g. text 1, sentence 17;

gana-muluŋ
'spear-WITHOUT', i.e. 'woman' (N only ?), cf.
gana-jaṟu 'spear-HAVING', i.e. 'man' in [8]
below (note: while a man uses a spear (for
hunting), a woman does not; a woman uses a
digging stick (for collecting plant roots,
etc.).

and:

(500) jambahina-lu ŋaŋi-muluŋu-lu ŋaba ŋaŋ-an
child-ERG clothes-WITHOUT-ERG water drink-PRES
'A child with no clothes on is drinking water'

(501) ŋa-ŋalu piri-aŋura jan-u-muluŋa
C-1PLExcNom sit-PAST NARR walk-VBD-WITHOUT
'We sat without walking'

A noun involving -muluŋu often occurs with the noun miŋan 'having
nothing', both in the absolutive. Examples include:

(502) ŋaŋu ŋa-ŋa miŋan ŋaba-muluŋa
ISg C-1SGNom having nothing water-WITHOUT
'I have no water'

(The noun miŋan 'having nothing' can have IO (in the dative-1) in place
of a noun suffixed with -muluŋu 'WITHOUT'. See (89) and text 1, sen-
tence 64.)
Words involving this suffix—in particular, those referring to body parts—sometimes have a figurative meaning. Thus:

- milwa-mulunu 
  "eye-WITHOUT", 'blind';
- daal-an-mulunu 
  "tongue-WITHOUT", 'not talking; dumb';
- mangir-gir-mulunu 
  "ear-WITHOUT", 'deaf; silly, unwise'.

(The ear is regarded as the seat of intelligence—1.4.).

Malngin has -mulu 'without'. Guugu Yimidhirr, North Queensland, has a privative suffix -mul 'without'; it is not clear whether this is a stem-forming suffix or case ending (Haviland 1979:59).

[7] C-gun̂da/V-wun̂da 'lacking in' and 'something is wrong with'. This is suffixed to noun roots, preverbs, verbs and, in one instance, a noun root which is never used as a free morpheme. The resultant stems can involve a nasal-plus-stop reduction (2.8.). The difference between -mulunu 'without' and -g/wun̂da 'lacking' appears to be as follows: -mulunu merely indicates the lack of something; on the other hand, -g/wun̂da implies that the lack of something physically affects someone or someone suffers from the lack of something. Thus, involving ụba 'water', while ụba-mulunu 'water-WITHOUT' merely means 'having no water', ụba-wun̂da means 'thirsty'. Other examples include maan-gun̂da 'sleeping (prev)-LACKING', i.e. 'sleepy' (W) and:

(503) ụna nag jan-ụna ụba-wun̂da maanari-wun̂da possibly die-PURP water-LACKING food-LACKING

'He might die suffering from the lack of water and food (or from thirst and from hunger)'

(504) na-ulu-punu maran-an-i guju-wun̂da-ulu C-3PlNom-M argue-CONT-PAST meat-LACKING-ERG

'They, suffering from the lack of meat (and being hungry), were arguing'

This suffix can also mean 'something is wrong with a body part'. Thus:

- milba-wun̂da (N) 
  'eye-WRONG', 'blind', e.g. text 3, sentence 5;
- milwa-wun̂da (W) 
  'eye-WRONG', 'blind';
- daal-a-wun̂da 
  'back-WRONG', 'having a stiff neck';
- luju-wun̂da 
  'heel-WRONG', nickname of a man who has a fractured heel'.

The example in which the suffix is affixed to a root that is not used as a free morpheme is:

nuŋgu-wun̂da 
' hunger-LACKING', 'hunger'.

Etymologically, this suffix may have been -g/wun̂-plus-locative.
[8] C-đaru/V-đaru 'having, with'. This is suffixed to noun roots, demonstratives (muša 'here/this' and jala 'there/that'), the indefinite word .removeAll 'anything' (3.2.3.), dative pronouns, ablative-1 pronouns (marking possession), adverbs (of manner), preverbs and verbs. It can also follow another stem-forming suffix. j is often dropped from -đaru when following a (mainly in W); t is generally changed into w when followed by a case ending (particularly in some N speakers, e.g. (320), (509), and text 3, sentences 7, 13, 17, 18, 19).

Generally, this suffix means 'having', 'holding', '(go, sit) with', 'accompanied by' and so on. Examples include (384), text 1, sentence 3, text 3, sentence 13 and:

(505) bušu-đaru jan-a bulga stick-HAVING walk-CONT PRES old man
   'An old man is walking with a walking stock' (W example)

(506) jambađi ğaįĩ ngu jan-an nama-đaru ɲura-ŋgawu child he go-PRES mother-KIN-HAVING camp-ALL
   'A child goes to the camp with its mother'

The suffix can also mark means or material; e.g. text 2, sentence 6 ('on horseback') and:

(507) jalu-ngu mawun-du ɲaɳaŋaŋag man-a bušu-đaru majaŋu
    that-ERG man-ERG make-CONT PRES wood-HAVING house
   'That man is building a house with wood'

The suffix can mark an intransitive instrument. Thus:

(508) nila mawun man-an midaŋ-đaru
    that man talk-PRES finger-HAVING
   'That man talks with fingers (i.e. with sign language)'

For other expressions of 'intransitive instruments', see (6), (493) and (545).

Transitive instruments (including body parts) are generally marked by the instrumental case, e.g. (4), (5) and text 1, sentence 3. However, animate (including human) nouns lack the instrumental case (see 3.2.1.-[3] and 4.5.8.-[3]). The expression of a transitive animate/human instrument has to involve the pattern: noun-HAVING-ERG. That is, instead of:

'*A man(-ERG) frightens a child with a dog(-INST)' we have to have:

'A man(-ERG), with a dog(-HAVING-ERG), frightens a child'
For an example, see (320). In some N speakers, the pattern 'noun-HAVING-ERG' is generally used to mark any instrument - even an inanimate or sometimes, body-part instrument. Examples include text 3, sentences 7, 17, 18, 19 and:

(509) ŋaŋu ŋaŋaŋaŋa-lu ŋaŋaŋaŋ-awu-lu ŋaŋaŋaŋa-wagura
LsNg C-lsNgNom drink-PURP pannikin-HAVING-ERG water not
lira-ajawu-lu
mouth-HAVING-ERG
'I will drink water with a pannikin, not (directly) with the mouth'

(In Walmadjari (J. Hudson 1978:20) and Yukulta (Keen 1972:123) an instrument is expressed by the pattern 'noun-HAVING-ERG'.)

When suffixed to preverbs or adverbs of manner, the suffix can mark manner (in intransitive sentences). This is very common. Thus, compare the following sentences involving the preverb wangur 'carrying on the shoulder':

(510) mawun-du ŋaŋi wangur gaŋ-an
man-ERG swag carry-PRES
'A man carries a swag on the shoulder'

(511) mawun jan-an ŋaŋi-jaŋu wangur-daŋu
man go-PRES swag-HAVING -HAVING
'A man goes with/carrying a swag on the shoulder'

(512) mawun jan-an wangur-daŋu
man go-PRES -HAVING
'A man goes with/carrying something on the shoulder'

The suffix can also mark possession of abstract entities such as language, corroboree and dreaming; or human relations such as a friend, spouse and lover. Thus:

(513) ŋaŋu ŋaŋaŋaŋa-daŋu-jaŋu daŋu man-an
LsNg C-lsNgNom Djaru-HAVING Djaru talk-PRES
'I have and speak the Djaru language'

(514) ŋaŋu ŋaŋaŋaŋa-jaŋu
LsNg C-lsNgNom woman-HAVING
'I am married' (not necessarily accompanied by the wife at the time of speaking). (N example)

When marking inalienable possession (e.g. a body part), the suffix marks a 'marked state'. Examples include (383), (384) and:
bunbulu-jaṟu  'hair-HAVING', 'hairy (with more hair than average)' (N);
munda-jaṟu  'belly-HAVING', 'pregnant';
mangir-ŋaṟu  'ear-HAVING', 'wise, sensible'.

(The ear is regarded as the seat of intelligence - 1.4. Cf. mangirgir-muluŋu 'ear-WITHOUT', i.e. 'unwise' in [6], above.) Similarly, English adjectives of the pattern 'noun-ed' appear to describe marked states (see Hittle 1970 and R.A. Hudson 1975). Cf. a bearded man, a long-haired man, and a hatred man.

The suffix can also mark characteristics of a person, animal, place, and so on. Some of such words are institutionalized. Examples include:

gana-jaṟu  'spear-HAVING', 'man', cf. gana-muluŋu 'spear-WITHOUT', 'woman' in [6], above;
bagana-jaṟu  'spike-HAVING', 'echidna';
waŋa-jaṟu  'emu feather-HAVING', 'emu';
naŋ-u-jaṟu  'see-VBD-HAVING', 'native doctor', cf. naŋ-u-naŋ-u 'native doctor' (4.9.1.).

(515) mundud-du na-ji maŋa man-a ḏuŋ-jaṟu-.lu
ridge-ERG C-1SgAcc bad make-CONT PRES dust-HAVING-ERG
'The dusty ridge makes me feel no-good' (W example)

In two instances, the suffix marks state:
guli-jaṟu  'angry (prev)-HAVING', 'angry';
gingi-jaṟu  'satiated-HAVING', 'satiated' (the root gingi appears to be never used as a free morpheme - 3.1.).

-ŋaɾju is also used in forming adverb stems - 6.3.1.-[1].

Suffixes with a very similar form, function and meaning are found in neighbouring languages, e.g. V-jaṟu in Mudbura, V-jaɾuŋ in Biṯinara and Guurindji (McConvell 1980); C,V-ŋaːɻi, -ŋaːɻu in Walmadjari (Joyce Hudson 1976a); C-ŋaːɻuŋ, V-jaɾuŋ in Malngin, and C-ŋaːɻu, V-jaɾu in Wandjira. In fact, the forms of 'HAVING' suffix is quite similar in many languages throughout the continent, e.g. C-ŋi(r), V-ji(r) in Warungu (Tsunoda 1976a). See Dixon 1976 and papers for Topic A in Dixon, ed. 1976.

[9] C-ŋaːɻi, V-waːɻi 'agent', 'instrument' is suffixed to noun roots, demonstratives (muːa 'this'), adverb (gara 'thus'), preverbs and verbids. The resultant stems decline regularly. The suffix generally marks agent - often implying 'always, habitually', 'a lot, to an excess', or 'well, good at'. It also marks (less frequently) instrument. Some of such words are institutionalized. Thus:
"nariŋa-waŋi" 'woman-AGENT', 'ladies' man' (N), e.g. (282);
"wiŋin-gaŋi" 'tying up (prev)-AGENT', particularly 'policeman';
"buŋu-waŋi" 'hit-VBD-AGENT', 'someone who hits' or 'instrument for hitting'

In W and among some speakers of Old Flora Valley dialect of N, -waŋi rather than -gaŋi is used following a liquid (l or r) (but not a nasal). Thus:

"numbiri-waŋi" 'woman-AGENT', 'ladies' man' (W);
"bulbul-gaŋi" 'covering up (prev)-INSTRUMENT', 'blanket';
"bulbul-waŋi" as above, e.g. (546);
"bur-gaŋi" 'spinning (prev)-AGENT', 'car';
"bur-waŋi" as above.

Some of the nouns involving this suffix are compound. See 6.2.3.-[2].

The same suffix is found in Guurindji, Malngin, Wandjira and Gidja. Note that Pitjantjatjara has a verbal suffix -baŋi 'always' (Glass and Hackett 1970:100).

[10] C,V-widi: 'for' (purpose) is suffixed to noun roots, demonstratives (muŋa 'here', nila 'that'), dative pronoun, adverb (gara 'thus') and preverbs. It shows no allomorphic alternation. The resultant stems decline regularly. Examples include:

"laŋga-widi" 'head-FOR', 'hat';
"milba-widi" 'eye-FOR', 'glasses, spectacles' (N);
"mawun-widi" 'Aboriginal man-FOR', e.g. 'government officer in charge of Aborigines' (W);
"bilaŋa-widi" 'riding (prev)-FOR', 'saddle'.

The difference between -g/waŋi 'AGENT' and -widi 'FOR' can be seen in the following two examples involving nariŋa 'woman' (N):

nariŋa-waŋi 'a man who always chases women', 'ladies' man';
nariŋa-widi 'something used for women'; particularly 'long distance aphrodisiac'.

[11] -marąq 'like' (in all dialects) is suffixed to noun roots, absolutive pronouns, interrogative word namba 'what', demonstrative (nila 'that') and adverb (gara 'thus'). Namba-marak 'WHAT-LIKE' can mean 'how much' (3.2.3.) as well as 'like what, what sort of'. Examples include:
(516) jalumawun-du manari ʒan-an dimanamaraŋ-ɖu
that man-ERG food eat-PRES horse-LIKE-ERG
'That man eats food like a horse'  

(Note that, in (516), the demonstrative jalu 'that' (3.2.2.[1]) does not have an overt case ending for the ergative. See (55) and the discussion in 4.1.)

In a few instances, ɖ is (optionally) changed into ɲ when followed by the ergative -ɖu or the clitic -ɖali:

*guŋar-maraŋ-ɖu 'dog-LIKE-ERG''
*mawun-maraŋ-ɖu 'man-LIKE-ERG'

[12] -ŋaŋdaŋji 'like' (W only) is suffixed to noun roots and the interrogative word ɲamba 'what'. The resultant stems decline regularly.

ŋamba-ŋaŋdaŋji 'what-LIKE' can mean 'how much' (3.2.3.) as well as 'like what, what sort of'. Examples include text 1, sentence 11.

[13] C-garîŋ, V-warîŋ 'another, other, different', 'by oneself'. This suffix is affixed to:

(a) noun roots, indicating 'another, other, different', e.g. (517) and text 1, sentence 26, and;

(b) pronouns in the absolutive forms (i.e. with no case ending), indicating 'by oneself', e.g. (270).

(517) ('My family live in the east')

ŋaŋa mawun-garîŋ-ɖa ɲinaŋ-an
C-1SgNom man-OTHER-LOC stay-PRES
'I live (here) with other people'

Particularly in W, w is often deleted following a, and also -warîŋ rather than -garîŋ is used following a liquid (l or r). Thus:

limbal-warîŋ 'one's own-OTHER'

*guŋar-warîŋ 'dog-OTHER'.

-[g/warîŋ is also used for forming adverb stems - 6.3.1.-[3].

Suffixes with an almost identical form, meaning and function are found, e.g. -garî in Guurindji (Jones, n.d.); C,V-garî in Malngin and Wandjira; and C,V-gaŋa in Ngardi.

[14] -ŋaŋaŋ 'very, indeed' is affixed to noun roots, absolutive pronouns, and adverbs (gangani 'up', junjul 'far'). The resultant stems decline regularly. Examples include (125) and:

(518) gidapaaŋaŋ-ɖu ɯumbir-ũ ɲa-ʒi ɲaŋ-an
good-VERY-ERG woman-ERG C-1SgAcc see-PRES
'A very good-looking woman is looking at me' (W example)
The suffix can also be affixed to the predicative suffix -g (4.4.9.-[1]). The resultant stems do not appear to decline. Examples include:

(519) ɳaba ga-li gingi-g-ñaaniŋ Ɂa-lu
water C-1DuIncNom full-g-VERY drink-PURP
'We will drink water to become full'

Walbiri has a clitic (not a stem-forming suffix) -ŋajiŋi
'very' (Hale 1968:12).

[15] -waliŋu 'expert, good at' is suffixed to noun roots, preverbs and verbids. The resultant stems decline as shown in Table 6.1. Examples include:

bulumanu-waliŋu  'bullock, cattle-EXPERT', 'good stockman', e.g.
(287)-(iii);
guju-waliŋu  'meat, game-EXPERT', 'good hunter, good hunting dog', etc.;
buŋga-waliŋu  'running (prev)-EXPERT', 'good runner, motor car', etc.;
junbanŋ-u-waliŋu  'sing-VBD-EXPERT', 'good singer'.

[16] -ji 'kinship'. The majority of kinship term roots are vowel-final and disyllabic (see 1.4.). Most (but not all) of them can neither occur independently (in the absolutive) nor take a case ending directly; -ji (or some other stem-forming suffix) has to be added. (The roots can be used 'vocatively'.) Thus, for mali 'wife's mother', we have:

voc abs erg loc ...
mali malijji malijilu malijila ...

(See Chapter 5 for examples.) However, ɗaŋa 'mother's mother' never takes -ji. Thus, its ergative is ɗaŋa-ŋu. In W and Old Flora Valley dialect of N, ɓanŋu 'cross cousin' does not take -ji. Thus (not also the phonological change from u to i):

voc abs erg ...
W and O.F.V. ɓanŋu ɓanŋu ɓangugu ...
N ɓanŋu ɓangiji ɓangijilu ...

Similarly, various forms of the word 'father' show a process of phonological change:

voc abs erg ...
Ɂaŋbu (N only?) Ɂaŋbiji (N only?) ?
Ɂaŋwu (W only?) Ɂaŋwju (N only?) ?
Ɂawiji Ɂawiji Ɂawijilu ...
(all dialects)
Note that we also have ηαμα-παν and ηαμω-παν. (For -παν, see [17] below.)

There are two suffixes in other languages which may be related to the Djaru suffix -ji; i.e. ηι and ηι. Thus:

| Elder Brother | Father | Mother | Mother's Male
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Djaru</td>
<td>babaji</td>
<td>ηαμαζι</td>
<td>ηαμιζι</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmadjarri</td>
<td>babαζι</td>
<td>ηαμαζι</td>
<td>ηαμιζι (J. Hudson 1978:99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walbiri</td>
<td>babαζι</td>
<td>ηαμαζι</td>
<td>ηαμιζι (Capell 1953:300; Hale, personal communication)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[17] -παν 'one's own' (kinship owner) is suffixed to disyllabic kinship-term roots (i.e. without -ji); two other kinship terms, ηυμβαζα 'husband; wife's brother' and giλαζι 'father's father'; and a non-kinship term ηαλιζι 'friend'. (ηυμβαζα 'husband; etc.' and giλαζι 'father's father' cannot be suffixed with -ji in any way. For the details of kinship terms, see 1.4.) It appears to refer to a third person's own (not the speakers' or hearer's) relative/friend. The resultant stems decline regularly. Examples include:

- ηαμα-παν 'mother-OWN', 'his/her own mother', e.g. (109);
- ηαμω-παν 'father-OWN', 'his/her own father', e.g. (381), (382).

Walbiri has a similar suffix -πανυ 'own', e.g. giλα-πανυ 'father-OWN'. Unlike the Djaru -παν, it can refer to the speaker's or the hearer's relative - Hale 1967:13, 1976b:83. See also Breen 1976.

[18] -λαν ο 'kinship dual' is suffixed to kinship-term roots. The resultant stems decline as shown in Table 6.1. All the examples obtained are given:

- gαωυλυ-λαν 'two sisters' (gαωυλυ 'sister (younger or older)');
- bανγυ-λαν 'two cross cousins' (bανγυ 'cross cousin');
- bαβα-λανυ-λυ 'two brothers-ERG' (bαβα 'elder brother');
- ηαωυ-λαν 'father and child (son?)' (ηαωυ 'father'; or 'son' (man talking)).

[19] C-gυμαρα, V-wυμαρα 'two' is very productive, and is suffixed to noun roots; kinship roots-plus-ji; and demonstrative (jαλυ 'that').

It is cognate with the numeral gυμαρα 'two'. A noun involving the suffix can be (redundantly) modified by the numeral. Examples include (101), (112), (193) and (194).

[20] Ordering of suffixes

At least, the following ordering is observed in the examples. (In some cases, a different ordering may be possible.) Working from backwards:
(i) -maraq 'like' can follow -numu 'from', -d/ja ru 'with' and -g/wa q 'agent/instrument';
(ii) -numu 'from' can follow -g/wu p 'from' and -g/waq 'agent/instrument';
(iii) -g/wup 'from' can follow -ji 'kinship' and -nan 'own';
(iv) -d/jaru 'with' can follow -g/warq 'another', -g/waq 'agent/instrument', -nan 'of, from', -g/wujara 'two', -ji 'kinship' and -g/wup 'from';
(v) -g/wujara 'two' can follow -ji 'kinship'.

6.2.2. REDUPLICATION

Some noun roots - mostly with human referents and disyllabic or at most trisyllabic - have a reduplicated form. Any (?) 'adjective-like' noun - again mostly disyllabic - can have, it appears, a reduplicated form even if it does not have a human referent. While a non-repduplicated form is neutral as regards number (the number can be expressed by the cross-referencing bound pronoun), the reduplicated form generally indicates plurality (often 'many'), 'repeatedly' or (infrequently) 'much'. Examples include:

- malu ga 'an old man' or 'old men'
- ma ma 'a girl' or 'girls'
- jambi 'big'
- gunga 'dead'
- malu ga -malu ga 'many old men' (N), e.g. (110);
- ma ma -ma ma 'many girls', e.g. (530);
- jambi-jambi 'very big', e.g. (534);
- gunga-gunga 'dead repeatedly or in a large number', e.g. text 1, sentences 29, 30.

In other cases, the function of reduplication is not known, e.g. guru-guru 'black-RDP' in text 1, sentence 7.

There are many words that exist in a reduplicated form only. They do not necessarily indicate plurality or the like, e.g. mugmug 'frog-mouth owl', landilandi 'moth', bujubujun 'Blue Hill (north of Hall's Creek)' and gijirgijir 'red', e.g. text 1, sentence 7.

Morpheme-initial alternation of baw; gaw; or nj is found in some reduplicated forms. Thus:

- bulga 'old man'
- bulga-wulga 'old men'
- guda 'short'
- guda-guda 'short ones'
- guda-wuda 'short ones'
- ni nda-jinda 'a type of shell ornament'
(But, some words do not show such an alternation; e.g. bulubulu 'smart fellow'.) A few reduplicated forms have two variants - one without alternation and one with alternation. In such a case, generally the former is used in N and the latter in W. (N is phonologically more conservative than W - 1.2.) Thus:

\[
gu\text{-}u 'baby animal' \quad \text{e.g. text } 1, \text{ sentence } 3; \\
\]

... 

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{bar\text{-}a-bar\text{-}a (N), bar\text{-}a-wa\text{-}a (W) 'kite hawk'.}
\end{align*}
\]

The words for 'little; child(ren)' show irregularities among the languages of the region:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{jaba (Walma} & \text{djarji)} \\
\text{jabadi (Wandjira, Malngin, W of Djaru) & jabajaba (Malngin)} \\
\text{jabagina (W of Djaru) & jamba(j)aba (W and Old Flora Valley of N), e.g.} \\
\text{jambagina (Djaru) & jambajamba (N), e.g. (111)}
\end{align*}
\]

(Date on Walma}djarji from J. Hudson 1978:99.)

Generally, Djaru nouns are not specified as to number, and the unmarked form can indicate any number. However, the words for 'child(ren)' are an exception; their numbers are each fixed. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>Plural (three or more)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jabadi, jabagina</td>
<td>jamba-wujara</td>
<td>jambia(j)aba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jambadi, jambagina</td>
<td>jambagina-wujara</td>
<td>jambajamba</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance, jambagina does not indicate duality or plurality.

6.2.3. COMPOUNDING

There are two types of compound nouns. Each corresponds to a certain type of sentence, and indicates their underlying word order.

[1] Involving body parts or the like.

Corresponding to sentences such as (391), (409) and:

(520) \[
\text{pila mawun gu}\text{-}u\text{jambi that man penis big 'That man has a big penis'}
\]

(521) \[
\text{pundu qa}\text{-}n\text{ wirgil duwal 2Sg C-2SgNom head hair long 'You have long head hair'}
\]
we have compound nouns such as:

- munu-duwal 'arm-long', 'one with long arms';
- gundu-jambi 'penis-long', 'one who has a big penis' (this is also used as a 'swearword' - 1.4.);
- wirgil-duwal 'head hair - long', 'one who has long head hair'.

Thus, these compound nouns consist of a word referring to a body part and 'adjective-like' noun describing it. Some of them have a figurative, and often institutionalized meaning. A few personal names (mainly men's) are formed in this way. Thus:

- mangirgir-duwal 'ear-long', i.e. 'donkey';
- qirdi-duwal 'nose-long', i.e. 'pig', e.g. (432);
- wiri-duwal 'neck-long', i.e. 'bottle';
- mala-dilawada 'hand-many', i.e. 'crab' (W);
- mala-jambi 'hand-big', 'man's name (Old Toby)'.

The existence of such compound nouns indicates that at a certain stage of their derivation, when compounding applies:

(a) the 'body part' noun and 'adjective-like' noun constitute one single unit; the 'possessor' being separate - see 4.14.4.-[4];

(b) the 'body part' noun immediately precedes the 'adjective-like' noun. See 4.14.-[3].

This type of compound nouns are reminiscent of the Sanskrit Bahuvrihī (possessive compound, or attributive compound); e.g. dirgha-bha 'long-arm', i.e. '(one) who has long arms', cf. Iwamoto 1966:93-94.


This type of compound nouns correspond to sentences that have a predicate verb. Generally, a derivational suffix (for instance, -g/wadi 'agent/instrument', -numu 'after' or -mulunu 'without') is involved in compounding. Examples will be given mostly involving -wadi'. The relative order of elements in such compound nouns indicates that the corresponding sentences have the following (underlying) word order (4.14.-[3]):

(a) a preverb precedes a verb;
(b) a DO precedes a preverb;
(c) a transitive predicative precedes a verb.

(A verbid is formed by the addition of -u to a verb root - 3.7.2.)

(1) Preverb and verb

Examples of intransitive VCs: - corresponding to:
(522) qįįjıga bad gaŋ-an
bird fly-PRES
'A bird flies'

(523) mawun jud ɲinaŋ-an
man sit-PRES
'A man sits (down)'

(524) ɲadu ɲa-na buɾda maŋ-an
1Sg C-1SgNom run-PRES
'I run'

we have:

bad-gaŋ-u-waŋi
'fly-VBD-AGENT', 'that which flies', e.g. 'aero-
plane', e.g. text 1, sentence 72;
jud-ɲinaŋ-u-waŋi
'sit-VBD-AGENT', 'one who sits around a lot', e.g.
'unemployed person';
buɾda-maŋ-u-waŋi
'run-VBD-AGENT', 'runner, car'.

Similarly for transitive VCs:

(525) mawun-du ɲumbir bila maŋ-an
man-ERG woman chase-PRES
'A man chases a woman'

(526) mawun-du magaŋa ɬuŋd gaŋ-an
man-ERG hat wear-PRES
'A man wears a hat'

bila-maŋ-u-waŋi
'chase-VBD-AGENT', 'one who chases (someone)',
see text 3, sentence 6;
ɬuŋd-gaŋ-u-waŋi
'wear-VBD-AGENT', 'one who wears (something) often'.

(11) DO and verb
An example of a transitive DO and verb: - corresponding to:

(527) mawun-du ɲaba ɲaŋ-an
man-ERG water drink-PRES
'A man drinks water'

we have:

ɲaba-ɲaŋ-u-waŋi
'water-drink-VBD-AGENT', 'one who drinks water
(/grog) a lot'.

Other examples include:

jagu-ɲaŋ-u-waŋi
'fish-eat-VBD-AGENT', 'one who (or that which) eats
fish a lot or often', particularly 'cormorant';
ɲandu-maŋ-waŋi
'shade/shadow-take-VBD-INSTRUMENT', 'that which
takes a shade/shadow', i.e. 'camera' (N).
Similarly for an intransitive DO and verb:

(528) ṅaŋu  nga-n  ḏaru  (or  maŋin)  maŋ-an
     1SG    C-1SGNom    Djaru    Malngin    talk-PRES
     'I speak Djaru (or Malngin)'

ďaru-man-u-wàdị 'Djaru-talk-VBD-AGENT', 'one who speaks Djaru';
maŋin-man-u-wàdị 'Malngin-talk-VBD-AGENT', 'one who speaks Malngin'.

It appears that generally DOs incorporated in such compound agent nouns are indefinite (see Hale 1967:12). But, in at least two examples, DOs are definite - names of languages, Djaru and Malngin.

We recognise, for Djaru grammar, intransitive DO as well as transitive DO. One of the reasons for this is that DOint, e.g. ḏaru 'Djaru' in (528), behaves exactly as DOTr, e.g. ṅaŋa 'water' in (527), in incorporation into compound agent nouns. See 4.4.4.

It has been suggested for some other Australian languages that 'language' is possessed inalienably and that 'speaker' and 'language' constitute one single NP. But, this does not apply to Djaru. One of the reasons for this is that the 'language' can be incorporated into compound agent nouns, but the 'speaker' cannot - see the examples above. This shows that the 'speaker' and 'language' are two separate NPs. Again, see 4.4.4.

It appears to be cross-linguistically common for there to be the OV order (rather than VO) in compound nouns. Thus, even in English, which has the surface SVO order, compounds have the OV order, e.g. 'wife beater'.

(iii) DO, preverb and verb

(529) mawun-du ṅawulu  bãd maŋ-an
     man-ERG    breast    (W)    touch-PRES
     'A man touches (a woman's) breast'    (W example)

(530) pundu-gu  nga-n-ɗanu  maŋa-maŋa  bila-bila  maŋ-an
     2SG-ERG    C-2SGNom-3PLAcc    girl-RDP    chase-PRES
     'You chase girls'

ŋawulu-bãd-maŋ-an-u-wàdị 'breast-touch-VBD-AGENT', 'one who touches (women's) breasts a lot';
maŋa-maŋa-bila-bila-maŋ-an-u-wàdị 'girl-RDP-chase-VBD-AGENT', 'one who often chases girls'.

(For the reduplication of the preverb bila 'chasing', see 6.3.3.)

(iv) Transitive object predicative and verb

Predicatives can take -g, -waɭa, etc. 'consequence/result' (4.4.9.-[1]). Corresponding to:
(531) mawun-du dāiqi guŋga-waŋa lan-i
man-ERG kangaroo dead-waŋa spear-PAST
'A man speared a kangaroo and killed it'

(532) ᵐaba-ŋu mawun waŋala man-an
water-ERG man mad make-PAST
'Water (i.e. grog) makes a man mad (i.e. drunk)'

we have:

guŋga-waŋa-lan-u-waŋi 'dead-waŋa-spear-VBD-AGENT/INSTRUMENT', 'one who (or that which) spears and kills (someone or something)';
waŋala-man-u-waŋi 'mad-make-VBD-AGENT/INSTRUMENT', 'one who (or that which) makes (someone) mad', e.g. text 1, sentence 62.

As another example:

ɡida-g-man-u-waŋi 'good-g-make-VBD-AGENT', 'one who (or that which) makes (someone or something) good', e.g. 'doctor'.

In Walbiri, IO (in the dative) can be incorporated in an agent compound noun (Hale 1967:13), but in Djaru, IO cannot be incorporated. Thus, corresponding to:

(533) mawun-du ᵐumbir mijanggi-wara man-an bamar-gu
man-ERG woman ask-PRES stone-DAT1
'A man asks a woman for a stone (i.e. money)'

we have:

mijanggi-wara-man-u-waŋi bamar-gu
ask-VBD-AGENT stone-DAT1
'One who always ask for a stone (i.e. money)'

(mijanggi 'asking' is a preverb (see 4.10.5.). For -waŋa, see 6.3.1.-[5].)

While we have compounds such as:

ⁿaba-ⁿaŋ-w-waŋi 'water-drink-VBD-AGENT', 'grog drinker'
there is no example of a compound noun such as:

ⁿaba-ⁿaŋ-u 'water-drink-VBD', 'grog drinking'.

That is, compound nouns that include DO appear to be always suffixed with a noun-stem-forming suffix. It is not certain whether we can have compound nouns that include DO but that do not involve a noun-stem-forming suffix, i.e. compounds like 'elephant shooting' and 'wife beating'. (A preverb (gerund) can freely occur without any noun-stem-forming suffix if it does not incorporate DO. See 4.9.1.)
6.3. ADVERBS AND PREVERBS

6.3.1. STEM-FORMING SUFFIXES

Here, there are two types of suffixes:

(a) those affixed to nouns, and;
(b) those affixed to adverbs and/or preverbs.

[1] C-ɗaru, V-jaɁu; C-ɗuɁu, V-juɁu 'place' or 'time'. These are suffixed to:

(a) a few nouns, a word for a cardinal direction and the word 'up', indicating place, and;
(b) two adverbs of time, indicating time.

Examples include (436), text 1, sentence 54 and:

(534) ('White men had never seen water in bottle trees')

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ŋaba} & \quad \text{jambi-jambi-muwa} & \text{ŋa-Ɂ} & \quad \text{ŋa-Ɂura} & \quad \text{binga-juɁu} \\
\text{water} & \quad \text{big-RDP-ONLY} & \quad \text{C-3PI Nom} & \quad \text{see-PAST NARR} & \quad \text{river-PLACE} \\
\end{align*}
\]

'They had seen only big water in a river'

(535) ɲundu-gu wawan-Ɂan ɲariŋa-wu munaŋda-jaɁu

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{2Sg-ERG} & \quad \text{search-PRES} & \quad \text{woman-DAT1} & \quad \text{at night-TIME} \\
\end{align*}
\]

'You look for a woman at night' (N example)

-ɗ/jaɁu is also used as a noun-stem-forming suffix - 6.2.1.-

[2] -누 (generally N), -누 (generally W), -누 (generally Sturt Creek dialect of N) 'after, since'. These are generally suffixed to adverbs of time. See 3.6. for examples. Another (and extremely frequently used) example involves the demonstrative jala 'that, there':

jala-누(u/a) 'there/that-AFTER', 'after that; and then' or 'from there'. This is generally used sentence-initially. Examples include (543); text 1, sentences 12, 36, 72; text 2, sentences 20, 26. -누(u/a) is also used as a noun-stem-forming suffix - 6.2.1.-[5].

[3] C-gaɁin, V-warin 'again, more' is suffixed to adverbs, a preverb and a noun. Part of its meaning is 'again, more'. Examples include:

ŋamu 'long ago', ŋamu-warin 'some time ago, the other day';
magan 'in the morning, tomorrow, on the next day', magan-gaɁin 'again on the next day', magan-gaɁin magan-gaɁin 'every day';
ŋulunu 'in the afternoon, yesterday', ŋulunu-warin 'the day before yesterday';
gaani 'to east', gaani-warin 'further east';
gani 'down', gani-warin 'further down';
dirib 'camping out' (prev), dirib-gaɾiŋ dirib-gaɾiŋ 'day and night';
waʃiŋi 'similar, alike' (noun), waʃiŋi-ʁaɾiŋ 'in return, in revenge'.

(536) ŋa-ŋa ɗaqi lan-i ŋuluŋulu-ʁaɾiŋ
C-1SGNom kangaroo speak-PAST yesterday-AGAIN
'I speared a kangaroo the other day' (from Capell's data)
-ɡ/waɾiŋ is also used as a noun-stem-forming suffix - 6.2.1.-[3].

[4] C-gud/V-wud, C-gu/V-wu 'time(s), occasion(s)'. There appear to be
two variants corresponding to each numeral.

jaŋi 'one' : jaŋi-wud, jaŋi-wu 'once'
gudara 'two' : guɗara-wud, guɗara-wu 'twice'
murgun 'three' : murgun-gud, murgun-gu 'three times'.

(537) guɗara-wud ŋa-ji buŋa
two-TIME C-1SGAcc hit-PAST
'He hit me twice' (Gordon Downs dialect example, from
Hale's data)
Hale (personal communication) pointed out to the writer that this suffix
involves the retroflex stop ɗ rather than the alveolar d. Hale's data
indicate that there is another word marking 'time' - ɲaŋa-ʁuɗ, 'how
many-TIME', 'how many times' (or ɲaŋa-wuɗ ?).

[5] -gara, -wara, -bara and -ara 'aspectual (?)'. The meaning of these
suffixes is not understood well, but in some instances they appear to
describe a certain manner, perhaps with an aspectual meaning; see (538).
(There is an adverb of manner garə 'thus, in such a way'.) They are
affixed to adverbs, preverbs, verbids (two instances only) and two
demonstratives. Their distributions are roughly as follows (with a
few exceptions, see below):

(-gara following a consonant except a liquid;
-wara following a vowel (but w is as a rule deleted following a);
-arə following a liquid;
-barə following r (N, one example only);
-wara following r (W, one example only).

(It thus seems that the first three derive from *-gara, while the other
two derive from *-bara.) Examples include:
-gara : bulg-gara 'bursting' (prev)-, e.g. (318); gud-gara 'grabbing'
(prev)-, e.g. (540); wulb-gara 'jumping' (prev)-, e.g. (539);
gangunun-gara 'on top-', e.g. text 1, sentence 15;
-wara : mijaŋgi-wara 'asking' (prev)-, e.g. (533); jaŋgani-wara 'behind-', e.g. (278); luŋ-u-luŋ-u-wara 'ary-VBD-RDP-', e.g. (317); bila-ara 'chasing' (prev)-, e.g. text 2, sentence 24;

-ara : lul-ara 'biting off' (prev)-; diɨl-ara 'singeing' (prev)-;

diɨl'gur-ara 'thundering' (prev)-;

-barə : waṭir-barə 'back' (generally of direction; adv)- (N)

-wara : waṭir-wara 'back' (generally of direction; adv)- (W)

(538) wulb-gara wandiŋ-anura ŋaniŋa dimana

jump-PAST NARR 1SG-DAT horse

'My horse was jumping about'

(539) ŋawi-ji-lu jambagina paŋ-an wulb-gara-la

father-KIN-ERG child see-PRES jumping-gara-LOC

'A father sees a child jumping'

(540) muŋanda ŋa-n-danu gud-gara man-an-gu

at night C-2SGNom-3PLAcc grab-CONT-PURP

'You will grab them (women) at night'

These suffixes can be followed by the noun-stem-forming suffix -g/waɗi 'agent, instrument'. Examples include:

diɨl-ara-waɗi 'singeing-ara-AGENT', 'someone who sings', particularly 'stockman'. (Note that stockman singe/brand cattle.)

Similarly, these suffixes can be included in compound agent nouns that involve a verbid and the suffix -g/waɗi 'agent', e.g.:

mijaŋgi-wara-man-u-waɗi 'asking-wara-get-VBD-AGENT', 'one who always asks'. (Note this observation to Hale, (N) and -waɗi in warir-wara 'back-' may possibly be in fact clitics rather than adverb-stem-forming suffixes. See 4.13.-[4]. (The writer owes this observation to Hale, personal communication.)
[6] -g 'to(wards)' (?) is suffixed to three adverbs of place 'close (at or to)'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'close at, close to'</th>
<th>'close to, close towards'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jalawara</td>
<td>jalawara-g (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wununđara</td>
<td>wununđara-g (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jadi</td>
<td>jadi-g (N)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(This -g may possibly be related to -g that marks result/consequence - 4.4.9.-[1]). -g with a similar meaning and function is found in Guurindji (Jones, n.d.) and Malngin.

-g is also suffixed to two adverbs of time, both of which mean 'all the time; for good'. It does not seem to affect the meaning of the adverbs.

𝑞िमिरावु  𝑞िमिरावु-𝑔 'all the time; for good' (mainly N);

𝑞ुंमा-जुबा  𝑞ुंमा-जुबा-𝑔 'all the time; for good' (W).

(Note the alternation of 𝑞' and j. See 6.3.3.)

[7] -ʤərg 'across water' (e.g. 'creek') (?) is found in three instances:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gulani</th>
<th>'to south'</th>
<th>gulani-ʤərg</th>
<th>'to south across water' (?)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gajini</td>
<td>'to north'</td>
<td>gajini-ʤərg</td>
<td>'to north across water' (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gajinijin</td>
<td>'from north'</td>
<td>gajinijin-ʤərg</td>
<td>'from north across water' (?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This suffix involves a word-final consonant cluster rg. Word-final consonant clusters are very uncommon in Djaru - 2.5.1.-[4].

-ʤərg is also found in Malngin. The Malngin -ʤərg is used as a free form as well.

6.3.2. WORDS FOR CARDINAL DIRECTIONS, 'UP' AND 'DOWN'

The formation of these words is very unusual synchronically in Djaru. Also, it is not always regular. The differences among various forms are not understood well.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>North</th>
<th>South</th>
<th>West</th>
<th>East</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'to, at'</td>
<td>gajira</td>
<td>gulara</td>
<td>galara</td>
<td>gaara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to' (short distance?)</td>
<td>gajirawuta</td>
<td>gulawuta</td>
<td>galawuta</td>
<td>gaarawuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'at'</td>
<td>gajinib (W?)</td>
<td>gulani (W?)</td>
<td>galani</td>
<td>gaani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to (further?)'</td>
<td>gajinira</td>
<td>gulani (N?)</td>
<td>galani (N?)</td>
<td>gaanii (N?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to (across water?)'</td>
<td>gajiniyarg</td>
<td>gulaniyarg</td>
<td>galaniyarg</td>
<td>gaanijin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'from'</td>
<td>gajinijin</td>
<td>gulanjijin</td>
<td>galanjijin</td>
<td>gaanjima (W?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'down at' (?)</td>
<td>gajinimbara (W?)</td>
<td>gulanjimbara</td>
<td>galanjimbara</td>
<td>gaanjima (W?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'on...side'</td>
<td>gajinimbala</td>
<td>gulanjimbala</td>
<td>galanjimbala</td>
<td>gaanjimbala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+DAT-1 (?)</td>
<td>gajinimbalaara</td>
<td>gulanjimbalaara</td>
<td>galanjimbalaara</td>
<td>gaanjimbalaara</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE 6.2. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>North</th>
<th>South</th>
<th>West</th>
<th>East</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'to (across sight)'</td>
<td>gajirijin</td>
<td>gulfala (N?)</td>
<td>galajara</td>
<td>galajara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to (across sight)'</td>
<td>gajirijingara</td>
<td>gulfalab</td>
<td>galajin</td>
<td>galajingara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'from'</td>
<td>+gara</td>
<td>gajilala</td>
<td>galajingara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'(down?) at, to'</td>
<td>gajili</td>
<td>gulfagulala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to (short distance)'</td>
<td>gajiliba</td>
<td>guliliba (N?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to (short distance)'</td>
<td>gajilija</td>
<td>gulfili</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to (across sight)'</td>
<td>gajilijara</td>
<td>gulfili (N?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'from'</td>
<td>gajilijin</td>
<td>gulfili (W?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+gara</td>
<td>gajilijingara</td>
<td>gulfilijingara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'at'</td>
<td>gulfira (W?)</td>
<td>galagula (N?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to'</td>
<td>galagalajaru</td>
<td>galagalala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'on the other side'</td>
<td></td>
<td>galawura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+DATIVE-2 (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td>galawuru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+DATIVE-1 (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>galarawu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examples include (136), (277) and (456). For more examples, see the texts.

A pair of words for 'north' and 'south' are often used as a set phrase (the former always immediately precedes the latter). Thus:

- gajira guḷara 'north and south', 'here and there, (look) this way and that way', e.g. (286)-(iv);
- gajilijin guḷilijin 'from north and from south', 'from both sides; from side to side; side by side', e.g. text 2, sentence 24.

Words for cardinal directions are used very frequently. They are used in a very different way from, say, in Japanese. For instance: specification of the location of a person (or a thing) generally involves the words for cardinal directions rather than adverbs such as 'near', 'beside', 'behind' or the like. That is, one would say 'He is sitting north of you', for example, rather than, say, 'He is sitting behind you'. As another example, when going to Old Hall's Creek (about 15 kilometres east of New Hall's Creek), a sentence such as (136) 'Let's go east' is generally used, without mentioning the place name (even if it has a Djaru name or English name).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>'Up'</th>
<th>'Down/Inside'</th>
<th>'Down/Inside'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'to, at'</td>
<td>ganga</td>
<td>gani</td>
<td>ganigani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to, at'</td>
<td></td>
<td>ganḍura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'along creek' (?)</td>
<td>gangara</td>
<td>ganimbará</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'from'</td>
<td>gangajin</td>
<td>gani</td>
<td>gani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to' (?)</td>
<td>gangula</td>
<td></td>
<td>ganimbala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to' (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ganḍaa (W?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'on (moving)'</td>
<td>gangulubala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'vertically' (?)</td>
<td>gangulura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as above</td>
<td>gangulurala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'from'</td>
<td>gangulijin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to' (?)</td>
<td>gangulubalajam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to'</td>
<td>ganguralu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+gara</td>
<td>gangunungara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examples include (56), (286)-(iv), gangulijin-γuŋ ‘eagle hawk’ in 6.2.1.[5] and (543). For more examples, see the texts.

We do not attempt a morphological analysis of the words given in Tables 6.2. and 6.3., but we could easily recognise elements such as -jin ‘from’ and -jara ‘across sight’. They are not case endings but stem-forming suffixes; they can be followed by a case ending. Thus:

- galajin-da  ‘from west-LOC’, ‘in the afternoon’;
- gangulubala-ŋu  ‘above-ABL’;
- gani-ŋa  ‘down/inside-LOC’;
- ganijin-ŋu  ‘from down/inside-ABL’.

Malngin and Wandjirra have words for cardinal directions, ‘up’ and ‘down/inside’ almost identical with those in Djaru.

6.3.3. REDUPLICATION

There are many instances of reduplicated adverbs and preverbs. In some (but not all) instances, particularly in W, initial-consonant alternations are observed (see also 6.2.2.). (Phonologically, W is divergent and N is conservative – 1.2.) Thus:

- buŋda  ‘running’ (prev) (N,W)  buŋda-buŋda (N), ‘running’ (prev), also buŋda-wuŋda (W) used like a noun ‘races’;
- bila  ‘chasing’ (prev) (N,W)  bila-bila  ‘chasing’ (prev) (N, W), e.g. (530), text 3, sentence 13.

See also examples involving buduŋ ‘lighting’ and ɖumba ‘all the time’, given below. There are also instances of partial reduplication. Thus (all the examples given below are preverbs):

- buduŋ (N,W)  budu-wuduŋ (W)  ‘lighting (a fire)’;
- ɲatŋ (W)  ɲatŋ-ɲatŋ (W)  ‘making’, e.g. (316), (507);
- darąŋ  darą-darąŋ  ‘drinking’, e.g. text 1, sentence 63;
- wirin  wirin-wirin  ‘tying up’ (N);
- duwu  duwu-duwu  ‘rounding up’.

In the case of preverbs and some of adverbs, reduplication appears to intensify the meaning or indicate continuity/repetition. Thus, examples of adverbs:

- jungu  ‘far’  jungu-jungu  ‘very far’;
- wilaji  ‘(go) round’  wilaji-wilaji  ‘round and round’ (W?);
- waman  ‘(go) round’  waman-waman  ‘round and round’ (N?).
Two more pairs of examples, involving preverbs. An informant gave the following two sentences, with translations, for contrast:

(541) 弩mbr-u ɖina-qina dan jaan-an
woman-ERG C dress hang-PRES
'A woman hangs ONE dress'

(542) 弩mbr-u ɖina-qina dan-dan jaan-i
woman-ERG dress hang-PAST
'A woman hung MORE THAN ONE dress'

Another informant gave the following and translated:

ŋara-ŋara man-an ; ŋara-ŋara man-an
'make' 'making'

However, in the case of other adverbs, reduplication does not seem to create any semantic difference. For example:

gani  gani-gani  'down/inside' (6.3.2.)
dagur  dagur-dagur  'inside'
qaar  qaar- qaar  'in vain', e.g. (426), text 2, sentence 13;
ŋamu  ŋamu-ŋamu  'long ago', e.g. (433)
 ámba (N,W)  ámba-jumba (N),  'all the time; for good', e.g. (289),
 ámba-juba (W),  as above
 ámba-jiba (W)  as above

There are some adverbs (of place or of manner) that are formed by reduplicating a noun. Thus:

binga  'creek'  binga-binga  'along a creek';
dumal  'middle'  dumal-dumal  'in the middle',
        dumal-dumal  as above;
nara  'back'  nara-nara  '(feel tired, for instance) in the back';
mala  'finger'  mala-mala  '(talk) with fingers' (W);
jaŋi  'one'  jaŋi-jaŋi  'one by one';
jambaŋi  'small'  jambaŋi-jambaŋi  'little by little';
limbal  'one's own'  limbal-limbal  'separately, by oneself; each'.

(543) jala-nuŋu  ganimbara guja-nalu  jan-an binga-binga
that-AFTER down -1PlExcNom go-PRES along a creek
'Then we go down (along) a creek' (N example)

(For the conjunction guja, see 4.7.)

(544) ŋa-liwa-anu  gan-gu  limbal-limbal
C-1PlInclNom-3PlAcc take-PURP separately
'We will take (a woman) each (separately; by ourselves)'
In the case of a few words that describe manner, in transitive sentences their non-reduplicated forms (obligatorily?) take the ergative(instrumental) ending but their reduplicated forms do not. Thus, involving ḋantu 'slowly' (N):

(546) bulbul-waṭiṣa-n ḋantu-gu-ṭu-bira man-an-i
blanket C-2SgNom slowly-ERG-CLC take off-CONT-PAST

' You were taking a blanket off (a woman) slowly'

(For the etymology of bulbul-waṭiṣi 'blanket', see 6.2.1-).)

(547) ḡantu-ḡantu ḡaṅ-gu-li
slowly-RDP carry-PURP-1DuIncNom

'We will carry it slowly'

Other words that appear to function in the same way include:

jaṛu-ṅgu jaṛu-jaṛu 'gently' (W);
baṅba-ṅgu baṅba-baṅba 'slowly' (W).

It may be the case that non-reduplicated forms are nouns and reduplicated forms are adverbs.
The following three texts have been selected from some seventy texts. Another story is now in press - Moses, forthcoming.

In the texts below, the words in brackets were given by the storyteller during the playback, either as replacement of or as addition to the words given first. The three dots ... indicate a pause within one sentence.

Text 1

A story told by Mr Robert Moses, in the Old Hall's Creek dialect of W. It concerns a seven-month long cattle drove, through a semi-desertland, from Kimberley to Alice Springs (see Maps 1 and 2), carried out by the storyteller and some other stockmen. (The storyteller is a very able stockman.) It describes the hardship encountered during the drove and relief enjoyed on its completion.

1. qa-ŋa-ŋula mara-lu mula-ŋuŋ (also mula-ŋuŋa)
   C-1SgNom-2SgLoc tell-PURP here-FROM here-FROM
   guwa-ŋalu bulumanu galani qaruwaŋdī-ŋuŋa gaŋ-an-i
   -1PlExcNom bullock west Moola Bulla-PROM carry-CONT-PAST
   'I will tell (to) you (a story of how) we took cattle in the west,
   from Moola Bulla Station'

(In W, generally -ŋuŋa (rather than -ŋuŋ or -ŋuŋu) is used - 6.2.1.-[5]. Bulumanu is a loan from English. It is very common for a story to begin with a sentence that contains maran- Vt. 'tell' and guwa; here guwa appears to mark new information. See 4.7.)

2. qaruwaŋdī-ŋuŋa guwa-ŋalu gaŋ-an-i ganimbara
   Moola Bulla-PROM -1PlExcNom carry-CONT-PAST down creek
   qurip-dāwu
   Carranya-ALL
   'We took cattle from Moola Bulla Station down (Wolf) Creek to Carranya Station'
Down, from Carranya Station we picked up cattle together with (little) calves (and drove them) on foot.

(This use of the instrumental baŋu-ngu is rather unusual. bibani (also in sentence 36) is a fusion of the preverb bib 'picking' and verb man-Vtr 'get' - 4.10.1.-[2]-(a), (e).)

We drove (the cattle) down south to Balgo Hill

(Probably, Balgo is not an Aboriginal word.)

At Balgo Hill we find water (that was) different (from ordinary water)

We found red water

The water was not black but was different and red

We two (Long Paddy and I) were going (on horseback side by side)

We said to each other

Oh no, this water is red

(For nadjingu, see 4.5.1.)

'(I wonder, I don't know) what sort (of water this is)'
12. jala-ŋuŋa (jala-ŋuŋa-jali) qa-lija jan-i gaaraba

that/there-FROM-CLC C-1DuExcNom go-PAST east (short

gaanı mindibunu-lawu
distance) east Duck Lagoon-ALL

'And then/from there, we went east to Duck Lagoon'

13. ŋaba ... ŋaba müla-ngi pin-an-i juga-ngi, wagura

water here-LOC stay-CONT-PAST grass-LOC not

binga-ga
creek-LOC

'Here, there was water among grass, but not in a creek. (That is

it was spring water)'

14. buwu-dáŋa ŋajingu gangunun-gara pin-an (pinaŋ-an) dildi-nga

bush-LOC on top-gara stay-PRES stay-PRES sand-LOC

'The water is on top of a sandy ridge, in the bush'

(The writer suspects that buwu-dáŋa is a loan from English (bush), but

it is quite commonly used by many speakers.)

15. dildi-nga ŋajingu pinaŋ-an ŋaba gangunun-gara mindibunu-la

sand-LOC stay-PRES water on top-gara Duck Lagoon-LOC

'The water was on top of a sandy ridge, at Duck Lagoon'

16. qa-lija (qa-lijara) gara-jali maŋ-i

C-1DuExcNom C-1DuExcNom thus-CLC talk-PAST

'We said thus:'

17. wagura, pawa ŋaba binga-muluŋu-la pin-an

not this water creek-WITHOUT-LOC stay-PRES

'Oh, this water lies in (a place) with no creek'

18. ŋana-wari

what-I wonder

'I wonder/I don't know what is the name (of this)'

(ŋana, generally 'who', can refer to inanimate beings when asking their

names - 3.3.1.)

19. jala-ŋuŋa qa-lijara jan-i gaana gaana gaana

that/there-FROM C-1DuExcNom go-PAST east

gaanimba müla-wu
east here-ALL

'From there/and then we went east, east, east (and came) here'
  mawun-du  man-ERG  
  'I wonder what the people of that region called that big lagoon'  
  (For -ɲana 'OP', see 6.2.1.-[3].)  

21. ɲaba ...ɲaba ... wurgal-wurgal  wurgal-wurgal  
  water green grass-RDP  
  'The water was blue (lit. green)'  

22. ɲa-ɲala-anu  jala-ŋa  gaŋ-a  ɣandura  
  C-1PlExcNom-3PlAcc  there-LOC  carry-PAST  down  
  'We drove them (the cattle) there down'  
  (-ɲala is a phonetic variant of -ɲalu '1PlExcNom' - 4.5.2.-[4].)  

23. ɣirmin  ɲa-ɲala-anu  gaŋ-a  barig-gu-la  
  through  C-1PlExcNom-3PlAcc  carry-PAST  paddock-gu-LOC  
  'We drove them through a paddock'  
  (barig is a loan from English (paddock).)  

24. ɲa-lu  maŋ-a  (maŋ-an)  
  C-3PlNom  talk-CONT-PRES  talk-  
  '(Standing on the eastern side of the border between W. A. and N. T.) they (other stockmen) say:'  
  (This may be an instance of historical present. See 3.7.3.-[3].)  

25. wagura-wu  ɲawa-la  gaļarawu (gaļarawura)  ɲajingu  ɲinaŋ-an  
  not-CLC this/here-?  west  west  stay-PRES  
  ɲuraŋa  2Pl-DAT  
  'Oh, in the west (on the western side of the border) lies your (country) (i.e. W. A.)'  

26. gaļarawura-jali  ɲa-ɲalu  jani-i  jaŋi-warin-ŋa  
  east-CLC  C-1PlExcNom  go-PAST  another-DIFFERENT-LOC  
  ɣanda-ɣa  ground-LOC  
  'We had entered another, different ground (i.e. N. T.)'  

27. gaara  ɲa-ɲalu  jani-i  gani  ɲaba-ŋawu  jala-ŋawu  
  east C-1PlExcNom  go-PAST  down  water-ALL  there-ALL  
  wurgal-wurgal-awu  ɲaba-ŋawu  wurgal-awu  
  green-RDP-ALL  water-ALL  green-ALL  
  'We went east down there to the blue water'
28. wurgal-wurgal ŋaba
green-RDP water
'(It was) blue water (lit. green)'

29. jala-ŋa ŋa-lu guna-gunga ńir-a-jali bulumanu
there-LOC C-3P1Nom dead-RDP stay-PAST-CLC bullock
'There many cattle died'

(Here, reduplication indicates 'many' or 'repeatedly' - 6.2.2.)

30. ŋa-lu guna-gunga ńir-a-jali guu-wuweep-jaru jamba-aba
C-3P1Nom dead-RDP stay-PAST-CLC calf-RDP-WITH little-RDP
'They (the bullocks) together with calves died'

(Here, jamba-aba would be expected to be suffixed with -jaru.)

31. wagura, waŋiŋari waŋiŋari
not very many
'Oh no, a big mob (of cattle died)'

32. wagura, őulu guna ŋa-lu ńir-a
not all(?) dead C-3P1Nom stay-PAST
'Oh no, all (?) died'

(The meaning of the word őulu is not understood well.)

33. murgun murgun malā (sic), ḡuḍara ḡuḍara malā
three three hand two two hand
'Six hundred (but, in fact this is a mistake) four hundred (cattle died)'

(This particular way of counting is probably not traditional.)

34. garāŋa waŋiŋari
to that extent very many
'Very many (cattle died)'

35. (garā ŋa-lu ńaŋ-i wurgal)
salt C-3P1Nom eat-PAST green grass
'They had eaten salty grass'

36. ńiła ńa-ŋalu biban-i jala-ŋuğa
there C-1P1ExcNom pick up-PAST there-FROM
'There we picked up (cattle again)'

37. gaara ńa-ŋalu jan-i
east C-1P1ExcNom go-PAST
'We went east'

38. gaani ńa-ŋalu ḡuṛu-ղru-jali ńaba balu win-a
east C-1P1ExcNom black-RDP-CLC water find-PAST
'In the east we found black water (i.e. ordinary water)'
39. \( \text{wàndù-ga-wari} \quad ñura-ŋga \)

\( \begin{align*} \text{where-LOC-I wonder} & \quad \text{camp-LOC} \\ 'I wonder/I don't know in what camp; i.e. I don't know what place the camp was' \end{align*} \)

40. \( \text{wagura-lija (wagura-lijara) ñara man-ŋu}ra ñura gaaraŋa} \)

\( \begin{align*} \text{not-1DuExcNom} & \quad \text{not-1DuExcNom} \quad \text{know-PAST NARR} \quad \text{camp east} \\ \text{ganimbara} & \quad \text{down creek} \\ 'We did not know the camp east down the creek' \end{align*} \)

41. \( \text{gara-lu ña-lija (ña-lijara) jan-i wu}na \quad \text{buwuŋ-ŋa} \)

\( \begin{align*} \text{thus-CLC} & \quad \text{C-1DuExcNom} \quad \text{C-1DuExcNom} \quad \text{go-PAST off/away bush-LOC} \\ 'We went on in the bush' \end{align*} \)

(The combination of gara and lu appears to mean 'continue to' or '(keep) on ... ing' or 'finally'.)

42. \( \text{pàwa wagura wajini ñàwa} \)

\( \begin{align*} \text{this not} & \quad \text{alike this} \\ 'This place (where we went on) is not like this place (i.e. Hall's Creek)' \end{align*} \)

(It appears that the noun wajini 'alike, similar' takes a direct object (in the absolutive case). See 4.4.4. Similarly for sentence 43.)

43. \( \text{danŋu wagura wajini pàwa guwa ɡaliba ɲin-an (ɲīnaŋ-an)} \)

\( \begin{align*} \text{that not} & \quad \text{alike this} \quad \text{1PLInc sit-PRES sit-PRES} \\ 'That (place under discussion) is not like this (place, i.e. Hall's Creek) where we are sitting' \end{align*} \)

(Here, guwa clause is used like a relative clause. See 4.7.-[1]-(c).)

44. \( \text{ñura gida} \)

\( \begin{align*} \text{camp} & \quad \text{good} \\ '(This) camp (i.e. Hall's Creek) is good (i.e. this ground is not rough like the place where we drove the cattle)' \end{align*} \)

45. \( \text{wàŋu pàwa gani-gani ña-ŋalu jan-in}ra \)

\( \begin{align*} \text{this/here} & \quad \text{down-RDP} \quad \text{C-1PLExcNom go-PAST NARR} \\ \text{mulla-ŋga} & \quad \text{burun-da ñamba-ŋga jala-ŋga} \\ \text{this/here-LOC turpentine-LOC} & \quad \text{anything/what-LOC} \quad \text{there/that-LOC} \\ \text{buŋu-ŋga manɗa-ɡa manɗa-ɡa} & \quad \text{tree-LOC scrub-LOC} \\ 'We went through this turpentine bush, trees, scrub and anything' \end{align*} \)

(The meaning and function of waŋu are not understood - 4.5.1.)
46. *gara-lu* *gara-lu* *ŋa-ŋalu* *jan-i*:*:*:*:* *gaara* *gaarija
   thus-CLC C-1PLExNom go-PAST east east, across
gaarijara jambi-gawu binga-gawu
   sight east, across sight big-ALL river/creek-ALL
'Ve went east, across sight (perhaps, as seen from Hall's Creek, Kimberley) to a big river'

47. *ŋana-wari-lu* *maran-an* binga jambi
   what-I wonder-3PLNom call-PRES creek big
'I don't know what they call the big river'

48. *gułani* *ŋa-animba* *ŋaba-ŋu-jali* *ŋaba-ŋu-jali* *ŋa-animba*
   south C-1PLExAcc rain-ERG-CLC C-1PLExAcc
bajan-ipuwa
bite-PAST NARR
'(There) in the south rain bit (i.e. hit hard) us'

49. bajan-i *ŋa-animba* bajan-i
   bite-PAST C-1PLExAcc bite-PAST
'It hit us hard'

50. *nila* *ŋaba* guwa wandiņ-a (wandiņ-an-i)
    that/there rain fall-PAST fall-CONT-PAST
'That rain fell (hard on us)'

(Here, *guwa* appears to mark focus, emphasis, foregrounding or the like
- 4.7.-[2]-[g].)

51. *gara-lu* *ŋa-ŋalu* *gulani* wuřug ńir-a
   thus-CLC C-1PLExNom south finish-PAST
'There in the south we finally finished (the work)'

52. *ŋa-ŋalu* *gara-lu* juwaŋ-i gani mula-ŋgawu
   C-1PLExNom thus-CLC send-PAST down this/here-ALL
'We finally sent (the cattle) to this (place)'

53. *nanuŋu-la* *ŋura-ŋga* barig-gu-la *nanuŋu-la* *ŋa-ŋalu*
   3Sg-DAT-LOC camp-LOC paddock-gu-LOC 3Sg-DAT-LOC C-1PLExNom
juwaŋ-i
send-PAST
'We sent (the cattle) into his (i.e. the boss's) camp, the paddock'

(Here, '3rdSg-DAT' *nanuŋu-* is further declined for the locative. See
3.3.)

54. *nila* *ŋuluŋulu-jaṟu* *ŋajingu* maŋ-i
    there/then in the afternoon-TIME talk-PAST
'Then in the afternoon he (i.e. the boss) said (to us):'

(Here, *nila* appears to have time reference 'then'. -jaṟu marks time -
6.3.1.-[1].)
55. wuna-jali bagu ja-an-da-lu
away/off-CLC sleep-CONT-IMP-P1Nom
'Go and have a sleep'

56. jambi qa-anamba man-i wadbali jala-ñana
big C-1PLExcDat talk-PAST white man there-OP
'Our boss, white man of that place, said'

57. bagu ja-an-da-lu
sleep-CONT-IMP-P1Nom
'Have a sleep'

58. ³awa-la qa-ñura ³aba
this-CLC C-2PLDat water
'This is water (i.e. beer) for you'
(The meaning of the clitic -la is not understood.)

59. murgun-da garagi-la qa-animba jin-a
three-LOC bag-LOC C-1PLExcDat give-PAST
'He gave us (beer) in three bags'

60. murgun-da garagi-la ³aniga qa-ji gan-a
three-LOC bag-LOC 1SG-DAT C-1SGDat carry-PAST
'He brought me (beer) in three bags'

61. ³anu¿a qa-la gan-a murgun-da-ra garagi-la
3SG-DAT C-3SGDat carry-PAST three-LOC-AGAIN bag-LOC
'He (the boss) brought (beer) again in three bags for him (another stockman)'

62. ³aba ³anu wañala-man-u-wad¿
water that mad, drunk-make-VBD-AGENT/INSTRUMENT
'That type of water under discussion makes one drunk/mad'
(For the formation of the word wañala-man-u-wad¿, see 6.2.3.-[2].)

63. nila qa-ñalu dara¿ ³an¿-i
there C-1PLExcNom drink-PAST
'There we drank (beer)'

64. minan minan ³arid ³inañ-u-wu
having nothing resting-VBD-DAT1
'We did not have rest(; we kept drinking)'
(The noun minan can take IO, in the dative(-1). See 4.4.5.-[4]-[b].)

65. dila-da-ña¿a jambi-ña¿a
daytime-LOC-FROM big-FROM
'(We kept drinking) all day'
(The meaning and function of -ŋūŋu (6.2.1.-[5]) here is not understood. Normally, it is suffixed to a noun root, but here very unusually it is suffixed to a locative form.)

66. (nīla wagura ŋa-ŋalu ŋariŋ pir-a) there not C-lPlExcNom rest-PAST
'There/then we did not rest'

67. gala gara-lu walur dagur jan-i west thus-CLC sun inside go-PAST
'Finally the sun set in the west'

68. gaara gara-lu ŋajingu walur biri jan-i east thus-CLC sun out come-PAST
'Finally the sun rose in the east'

69. nīla alibala (magan-da) ŋa-ŋalu wuna-jali there early in the morning-LOC C-lPlExcNom away/off-CLC
jan-i gaana magan-da gaani jambi-gawu-jali go-PAST east in the morning-LOC east big-ALL-CLC
majaŋu-lawu jambi-gawu-jali majaŋu-lawu jambi-gawu hut-ALL big-ALL-CLC hut-ALL big-ALL
diljmindi-lawu (spinifex) house-ALL
'On the next morning we went off east to big houses'

(alibala, from the English early, is very often used in the local Aboriginal English. Here, both majaŋu and diljmindi refer to European type of houses.)

70. dīlawaŋa guwa-lu maran-an ŋawa gułani alispriŋ many -3PlNom call-PRES this south Alice Springs
'This (camp of) many houses in the south, they call it Alice Springs'

(Here, guwa appears to mark focus or the like - 4.7.-[2]-(g).)

71. jala-ŋgawu-jali ŋa-ŋalu jan-i there-ALL-CLC C-lPlExcNom go-PAST
'There, we went'

72. ŋa-lija jala-ŋuŋa bad-gaŋ-u-waḍi-jali man-i C-lDuExcNom there-FROM fly-VBD-AGENT-CLC take-PAST
'We took an airplane from there'

73. bilwilḍi-jali man-ŋi grasshopper-CLC take-POT
'(The boss suggested) we should take a helicopter (lit. grasshopper) (but in fact we did not)'
Another story by Mr Robert Moses concerns an episode that occurred when the storyteller and other stockmen were mustering cattle. The storyteller finds a kangaroo running on a range. With other stockmen mustering the cattle, he fights with the kangaroo by himself. After a long struggle, he finally kills it. He then takes out some fat from the kangaroo and takes the fat to other stockmen. (Fat is eaten after being grilled on hot coals. With the introduction of European type of cooking utensils, it is nowadays also used for cooking.)
2. ŋa-ŋalu jan-ipura
C-1PlExcNom go-PAST NARR
'We (stockmen) went'

3. ŋa-ŋa jan-i
C-1SgNom go-PAST
'I went'

4. ŋa-ŋa balu win-a ɗija gangulubala burda man-ipura
C-1SgNom find-PAST kangaroo on top run-PAST NARR
mulan-ŋa bindiri-la gangulubala
here-LOC red ground-LOC on top
'I found a kangaroo running up (on a ridge) on the red ground'
(The word for kangaroo is qaŋ in W, and ɗija in N. Here, qaŋ would be expected; the storyteller is a W speaker.)

5. burda man-ipura
run-PAST NARR
'It was running'

6. ŋa-ŋa-la ... ŋa-ŋa-la wid burda man-ipura gambari-jali
C-1SgNom-3Dat running by short cut-PAST NARR ahead-CLC
dimana-jaru
horse-HAVING
'I, on horseback, ran shortcut for it (the kangaroo) to take the lead of it'

7. ŋa-ŋa-la burda man-i jalawara
C-1SgNom-3SgDat run-PAST close
'I galloped close for it (i.e. to catch it)'

8. ŋa-ŋa quraq buŋ-an-i-jali
C-1SgNom start chasing (?)-CONT-PAST-CLC
'I started chasing (?) it'

9. ŋa-ŋa bila man-i mundu-da baŋaji
C-1SgNom chase/follow-PAST ridge-LOC up
'I chased it, up the ridge'

10. ŋa-ŋa duwur wandiŋ-a
C-1SgNom dismount-PAST
'I got off (from the horse)'

11. ŋa-ŋa wingi gud ban-i gangula
C-1SgNom tail grab-PAST up
'I grabbed the tail (when the kangaroo jumped) up'
(ban- is an assimilation, by the preceding stop ɗ, from man-. See 4.10.1-[2]-a. Similarly for gud ban- in sentence 17 and 25.)
12. wari-ŋa wadbaŋ-ŋi mula wingi-ŋunĩ possibly-1SGNom throw-POT this/here tail-FROM
'I wanted/tryed to throw this kangaroo by the tail'

13. ŋa-ŋa dąar-đaar wadbaŋ-ı wadbaŋ-ı C-1SGNom in vain-RDP throw-PAST
'I tried to throw it over and over, in vain'

14. ŋaŋingu gud garun-iŋura hold-PAST NARR
'It held (me)'

15. ŋaŋingu guli-jali angry-CLC
'It was angry/wild'

16. ŋa-jiła waṭir ḋadandįña-a ṃantu C-1SGLoc back stand up-PAST 3SG
'It stood up (and fought) back (to me)'

(ḍadandįña is a fusion of ḋad and wandįña. See 4.10.1.-[2]-[d].)

17. wari-ji gud ban-ŋi possibly-1SGAcc grab-POT
'The kangaroo tried to grab me (but, it did not)'

18. ŋa-ŋa lira-jali bīn-a mula-ŋgu mala-ŋgu C-1SGNom mouth-CLC hit-PAST this-INST hand-INST
'I hit its mouth with this hand (of mine)'

19. ṃantu maja-ra ŋa-ji bāgān-i muna-ŋga-jali 3SG again-CLC C-1SGAcc scratch-PAST arm-LOC-CLC
'It scratched me on the arm'

(ṃantu does not have the ergative ending here. See 4.5.11.-[3].)

20. jala-ŋuña ŋa-ŋa-la bamar man-iŋura that-FROM C-1SGNom-3SGDat stone get-PAST NARR
'Then I got a stone (to hit him)'

21. bāją-ŋi ḍabi-jali bite-PAST neck-CLC
'(I) bit (i.e. hit hard) its neck'

22. gunga gani ŋaŋingu wandįña dead down fall-PAST
'It fell over dead'

23. ŋa-ŋa ... ŋa-ŋa-ṃanda guři man-i lubu ṃambaŋara C-1SGNom-3SGLoc fat get-PAST guts anything
'I took fat, guts and everything/anything from it (the kangaroo)’
24. ɲa-wa bulumanu ɲa-ŋalu bila-ara man-iŋura gajilijin
   this bullock C-1PLExcNom chase-PAST NARR from north
   gušilijin
   from south
   '(Before I found the kangaroo) we were chasing these cattle from
   both sides'

(gajilijin gušilijin is a set phrase - 6.3.2.)

25. ɲa-du ɲa-ŋa dumal-a gud ban-i
   LSg C-1LSgNom middle-LOC grab-PAST
   'I grabbed (the kangaroo) in the middle (of cattle)'

26. jala-ŋuŋa ɲa-ŋa-anungula gan-a guši-jali
    that-PROM C-1LSgNom-3PLoc carry-PAST fat-CLC
    'Then I took the fat to them (other stockmen)'

27. ɲa-ŋa bagid-da gan-ŋuŋa
    C-1LSgNom pocket-LOC carry-PAST NARR
    'I carried (the fat) in the pocket'

(bagid is an ad hoc loan from English (pocket).)

28. ɲa-ji-lu-la man-ŋi
    C-1LSg-3PLNom-Loc talk-PAST
    'They said to me:'

29. ɲamba-n niila gan-an
    what-2SgNom that carry-PRES
    'What is that you are carrying?'

30. guši
    fat
    'Fat'

31. guši daŋi
    fat kangaroo
    'Kangaroo fat'

(Here, daŋi 'kangaroo' specifies the type of guši 'fat' - 4.1.)

32. juwu ɲura-ngawu gan-an-gu-liwa gani gajili
    yes camp-ALL carry-CONT-PURP-1PLIncNom down north
    Gilin-dawu
    Mountain Creek Yard-ALL
    'Yes, let's take (the fat) down north to Mountain Creek Yard
    (about nine miles north of New Flora Valley)'

33. Gilin mawun-ŋuŋa jiŋi
    Aboriginal man-FROM name
    'Gilihin is a name from Aborigines; i.e. Gilin is an Aboriginal name'
'Cold sick' (a mythical character) has been staying (there) since long ago, since the Dream Time

Text 3

This is a story told by Mr Archie Singpoo (milŋuŋjarri), in the Old Flora Valley dialect of N. The storyteller, one of the most entertaining informants the writer has ever worked with, made up the following humorous story about a conflict over a woman.

1. ŋali-ngu pañula-li-ŋunu luwa-wu gaŋi-ngu 
   1DuInc-ERG when-1DuIncNom-M shoot-FURP boomerang-INST
   jalù-wun-da ŋarinya-wun-da
   that-wun-LOC woman-wun-LOC
   'When shall we shoot each other with boomerangs over that woman?'
   (-wun is a linking suffix - 6.2.1.-[4].)

2. nga-ji-n pundu-gu ŋuru man-i ŋarinya 
   C-1SgDat-2SgNom 2Sg-ERG steal-PAST woman
   'You stole my woman'

3. wagura-ŋa-ngu ̂nunaŋa ŋarinya ̂nuru man-i 
   not-1SgNom-2SgDat 2Sg-DAT woman steal-PAST
   'I did not steal your woman'

4. pundu nga-ji-n ̃ŋarinya ̃ŋuru man-i 
   2Sg C-1SgDat-2SgNom woman steal-PAST
   'You stole my woman'

   (Here, pundu, crossreferenced by -n, is not declined for the ergative; compare it with sentence 2. Similarly for sentences 14, 15, 16 and 18. See 4.5.11.-[3].)

5. pundu nga-n milba-wun-da 
   2Sg C-2SgNom eye-LACKING
   'You are blind(; you steal any woman)'

6. gara-ŋun-balu ̂na-n ̂ŋarinya-wadj bila-bila-man-u-wadj 
   thus-ŋun-CLC C-2SgNom woman-AGENT chase-VBD-AGENT
   guwa-ji-n ̂naŋa ̂ŋarinya bila-bila man-an 
   -1SgDat-2SgNom 1Sg-DAT woman chase-PRES
   wurul-u pundu-gu 
   secretly-INST 2Sg-ERG
   'You are always like that, a woman chaser; you (secretly) chase my woman (i.e. wife).
The function and meaning of -ŋuŋ is not understood. It may be related to -ŋuŋ discussed in 6.2.1.-[2]. ṣațiŋa-wádi bila-bila-man-u-wádi can be expressed (and normally is) by one word ṣațiŋa-bila-bila-man-u-wádi. See 6.2.3.-[2]. For an unknown reason, the storyteller deleted the word wuruŋ-u. This word is an example of preverbs in the ergative/instrumental case. See 4.10.3.)

7. ṣa-ŋa-ŋu gul buŋ-gu gali-jawu-lu C-1SgNom-2SgAcc teach a lesson-PURP boomerang-HAVING-ERG malmuŋ-qawan- lu ginimiliŋ-qawan- lu short spear-HAVING-ERG bottle spear-HAVING-ERG 'I will teach you a lesson by (hitting you with) a boomerang and (by spearing you with) a short spear and bottle spear'

(In N, expression of an instrument often involves the suffix 'HAVING'. See 3.2.1.-[3] and 6.2.1.-[8]. Compare the expressions of instruments of sentence 7 with gali-ngu 'boomerang'-INST in sentence 1. -qawan-lu is a phonetic variant of -qaru-lu. Similarly for sentences 13, 17, 18 and 19. See 2.6.1.-[8].)

8. ṣa-ŋa-ŋu lan-gu binari C-1SgNom-2SgAcc spear-PURP knowing 'I will make you knowing by spearing (you), i.e. I will teach you a lesson by spearing you'

(Here, binari (as well as binari-g in a sentence 11) is an object predicative - 4.4.9. Spearing is a common method of punishment.)

9. wagura-ji-n náníŋa binari bu0-u-wu mawun-gu not-1SgDat-2SgNom 1Sg-DAT knowing hit-VBD-DATI man-DATI 'You do not know/understand me, a man who (might) hit (you)(i.e. you do not understand my warning yet)'

10. ṣa-ŋa-ŋu gul buŋ-gu C-1SgNom-2SgAcc teach a lesson-PURP 'I will teach you a lesson'

11. ṣa-ŋa-ŋu binari-g buŋ-gu C-1SgNom-2SgAcc knowing-g hit-PURP 'I will teach you a lesson by hitting you'

12. ṣa-li jura ninaŋ-an-gu, dalidiŋ C-1DuIncNom good stay-CONT-PURP friend 'We will be good (friends), mate, or, let's be good (friends), mate'

(Here, ninaŋ- is used like a copula verb, and jura is the subject predicative - 4.4.9.-[4]. ṣa-li can also be ṣali '1DuInc-ABS'.)
13. ŋa-li  dija (sic) ŋarambaji bila-bila man-aŋ-gu juban
   C-1DuIncNom kangaroo goanna follow-CONT-PURP foot
   ŋatīnga-jau-.lu gujāra-jau-лу
   woman-HAVING-ERG two-HAVING-ERG
   'We, with two women, will follow a goanna track, or, let's follow
   a goanna track with two women'

(Here, juban 'foot, footprint' is 'inalienably possessed' by ŋarambaji
'goanna'. See 4.11.4.[2].)

14. ˛nudu ŋa-n  jani gaŋ-gu
   2Sg C-2SGNom one carry-PURP
   'You will take one (woman)'

15. ŋadu ŋa-na gaŋ-gu bilali
   1SG C-1SGNom carry-PURP young girl
   'I will take a young girl'

16. ˛nudu ŋa-n gaŋ-gu bāndan
   2SG C-2SGNom carry-PURP old woman
   'You will take an old woman'

17. wagura-ji-n lan-gu gini̯imiḻ-ŋa-wu-lu
   not-1SGAcc-2SGNom spear-PURP bottle spear-HAVING-ERG
   'Don't spear me with a bottle spear'

18. ŋadu ŋara-ŋa-ngu lan-gu malmur-ŋa-wu-lu
   1SG possibly-1SGNom-2SGAcc spear-PURP short spear-HAVING-ERG
   '(Or else) I might spear you with a (short) spear'

19. ŋara-ŋa-ngu luwa-wu wirilur ɡali-jau-lu
    possibly-1SGNom-2SGAcc shoot-PURP breaking boomerang-HAVING-ERG
    'I might break (your neck) with a boomerang'
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